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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is to examine Psycharis's Greek novels by focusing on 
his modes of writing and the ideas manifested in them. 
Psycharis saw his role as that of an intellectual aiming to reform Greek culture 
and he fought consistently for the establishment of the demotic - as he understood it -
as the language of literature. Yet his novels serve as a filter not only for his views on 
language and literature, but also for other social and philosophical issues of relevance 
to his time, and even to contemporary readers. 
I have defined three major areas for examination: the didacticism of the 
novels, expressed in the themes and in the narrative techniques employed by the 
author; the overall recurring cultural views presented in them, and the preoccupation 
with the importance of fiction, the role of literature and of the prose writer. 
The novels will be examined in chronological order and I shall address each of 
the three major areas explained above in turn, emphasising the most prominent one in 
each case. The objective of this thesis is to make Psycharis's Greek novels better 
known and to indicate the role that he played in the development of Modern Greek 
prose and culture. 
to my parents 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis wi ll examine Yannis Psycharis 's Greek novels with the atm of 
exploring their didacticism and presenting the author's views on language, literature, 
and other social and philosophical issues. Psycharis was a charismatic 'man of letters' 
of his era, well informed about scientific advances and cultural developments in 
Europe, who saw his role as that of an intellectual aiming to reform Greek culture. He 
considered his novels a means to promote his views on Greek society and he placed 
great importance on the function of writing literature, so that this activity is often 
reflected in the texts themselves, implicitly or explicitly, giving them their self-
referential aspect. I shal l also examine this aspect in my thesis and discuss to what 
extent it enhances the novels' didacticism. I wi ll include a discussion of the French 
novels only where an identical narrative or a recurring point in both Greek and French 
novels needs to be addressed. 
Psycharis was a prolific writer, whose work covers about half a century and 
addresses two different readerships, the Greek and the french. His novels reflect his 
experiences and ambivalent sentiments as a Greek of the Diaspora, living and 
working in Paris, and in particular, his two-fold role as a linguist and as a writer of 
fiction. As pointed out by Golfis in his review in Noumas, after the author's death: 
"[A ]v Ka.vd<; E~£-r<icrTJ 6A.o -ro mryypa<ptK6 -rou £pyo, -ra yaUtKa -rou ~t~A.ia. 
E1tt<J'tT]f..i.OVtK6., <ptAOAOytK6., AOYO'tEXVlKU, <ruAAoyE<; crtiX,WV OE yaAAtK6. Kat ttaA.ucfl 
yA.fficrcra, f..i.E Kat6.nA.TJ~TJ Ga. cr-ra.Gil EJ.mp6<; crto f..i.EyaA.o -rou 6yKo" (1929, 787: 20). 1 
1Where I give a quotation from a newspaper or journal, I will give the year of publication, and then the 
issue number (when there is one) or the exact date, followed by page number. A point to keep in mind 
is that Psycharis's spelling is idiosyncratic; J have left the quotations in their original spelling but for 
technical reasons I used the monotonic system. 
All other passages in Greek are also in monotonic except the quoted passages in Ancient Greek where I 
have kept tradilional breathings and accenls. 
2 
The period in Psycharis's career studied in this thesis takes as starting point the 
date of publication of To Ta(iln JlOV in 18882, his first fictional work, and ends with 
his death in 1929. Thus the study covers the period 1888 to 1929, which includes all 
of his fiction writing and the publication of the novels. However, as far as 1 know, all 
Psycharis's Greek novels were written during the years 1888 to 1914.3 Yet the author 
continued writing in French and he even published the French version of his novel 
Zwr, Kl Aya7C17 cn17 Mova(uj (1904) in 1922 with the title Le Solitaire du Pacifique. 
The two novellas Ta L1vo TpzavraqJVMa rov XO.pov were published in serial form in 
Noumas in 1921, even though they were written much earlier, in 1899 (see below and 
Chapter Six). The novel Le Crime de Lazarina (1926) is the last extensive fictional 
work published by the author in either Greek or French. Towards the end of his life 
Psycharis wrote some short plays of no great aesthetic value but it is significant that 
he continued writing throughout his life. 
Apart from his literary work in Greek and in French, Psycharis wrote critical 
essays and studies on other writers, poems, plays and short stories. Furthermore, most 
of the author's views about literature are expressed both in his essays and in his 
creative work, blurring the distinction between critical and fictional discourse. It is 
important for methodological reasons to point out that any attempt to include all the 
different aspects of the author's work would result in a superficial analysis, hindering 
an understanding of its meaning and value. Therefore, since Psycharis's central ideas 
2The publication of To Ta(.iOt J..IOV in I 888 was a landmark for the Greek 'language question', for Greek 
literature, and for the author's aims as a literary writer. It revealed the author's ambitions for the 
development of Greek culture and it was never surpassed by his subsequent literary work. As Glinos 
points out in the introduction to the second edition of the novel Ayv~, even if Psycharis had never 
written anything e lse after To Ta~iot J..IOV, his fame and significance for Greek literature would have 
been assured (Giinos 1930: 29-30). 
3 Psycharis finished writing in 1914 the unpublished novel H NiKif rov novov Kat r'7~ AyaJrf/r.;, to which 
I will refer in Chapter Six of this thesis. 
3 
concerned a reform of Greek language and literature, I shall concentrate on the 
manifestation of these ideas in his Greek novels. 
This thesis examines Psycharis's published Greek novels and analyses briefly 
the unpublished novel II Nilc17 rov II6vov KO.l T'7<; Ay6.m7<; (kept in the Benaki Library, 
as manuscript no. 18677). It must be mentioned, however, that it is difficult to be 
conclusive about Psyeharis's unpublished fictional output. For example, 
announcements on the covers of his books for future publications were not always 
reliable but gave suggestions of what the author wanted to do, an indication of his 
expansive personality. Rigas Golfis in his article in Noumas written after the author's 
death: "0 'Puxup11c;: 11 Zwi), to <l>uv£pwJ.tu Kat ro 'Epyo -rou", mentions an unpublished 
historical novel and other literary texts: " Mu J.ley<iA.o J.lEpoc; rou tpyou rou txet J.tetvet 
awnano, KU8ooc; 0 '~tyevi)c; AKpi-ruc;' OT]J.lO'ttKO, lO''tOptKO ~tU9tcr'tOP11J.lU , 11 
'r pUJ.lJ.lU'tlKTJ, 'tO e7tt<J't11J.l0Vl.KO tpyo 'tTl<; swi)<; 'tOU, Kat a.uu Otacpopu A.oyon:xvtKU, 
7t01> eu 't1>1t(.l)90UVe 0.1t6 'tOV EKOO'ttK6 OlKO 'tOU EA.eun:pouOaK11, EKXWPTJJ.lCVU cr' O.U'tOV 
ano ro m.>yypucp€a" ( 1929, 787: 19). Psycharis also refers to some of his unpublished 
poetry kept in manuscript form in his library (subsequently donated to Emmanuel 
Benakis) in Zolotas 1928: 840 & 841n. The unpublished novel H N iK'7 rov JI6voo KO.l 
r17<; Ay6.n:17<; raises therefore, the question of whether there is still more literary 
material that has yet to be discovered. 
One of the problems encountered m this study has been the lack of a 
comprehensive and accurate bibliography of all of the author's work. Furthermore, 
what makes an examination of the author's literary work difficult is the absence of a 
critical edition of all his fiction, a problem aggravated by the state of the author's 
library in the Benaki Library. Whi le there can be no doubt as to the excellent 
intentions of all the library' s employees, the catalogues need to be updated 
4 
electronically. There is scope for better preservation of the manuscripts and other 
valuable material , and even the fear that some texts may have been lost. For 
information regarding publication details which r was not able to corroborate 
personally, I rely on the work of other scholars such as Kriaras's book on Psycharis 
(1981), and Constandoulaki-Chantzou's unpublished doctoral thesis on Psycharis's 
French novels (1981). The anonymous bibliography in the periodical Neoellinikos 
Logos ( 1980, 27: 116-125) is useful but contains some inaccuracies, and the more 
accurate bibliography by Val etas in Nea Estia (1980, 1 07 (1260-61 ): 1 06-29) is not 
conclusive.4 Useful information is also provided in Moser 1988 regarding critical 
studies reviewing Psycharis's work, though with some inaccuracies in the dates. 
Despite the problems encountered, however, the analysis of Psycharis 's novels and 
other texts, offers many possibilities, which are certainly not exhausted in the present 
thesis. 
Psycharis was born in 1854 in Odessa, to a multilingual, cosmopoli tan family 
speaking Russian, French, and the formal Greek (katharevousa) of his time (Kriaras 
198 1: 32). His mother died when he was still a baby and he moved to live with his 
maternal grandmother in Marseille and then to Paris. He spent some of his childhood 
years (from six to nine years of age), however, in Constantinople and it was there that 
he learned to speak Greek from the servants in his house (Psichari 1930: 1262-3). His 
schooling took place in Paris though, where he was taught Ancient Greek and Latin, 
and he read in particular the Latin philosopher and tragedian Seneca whose notion of 
'hard work', influenced his aspirations (Kriaras 1981: 35). Psycharis 's first academic 
·•see also Valetas's ' Kptruwypet<piet' in Aiolika Gramm at a (I 979, 9 (53): 298-3 l 5). Mastrodimitris 
mentions a French bibliography by Germaine Rouillard, "Notice Biographique et Bibliographique de 
Jean Psichari. lmprimcrie Administrative, Melun 1930"' ( 1983: 283). 
5 
interests revolved around Latin literature, and he often mentioned his Latin teacher, 
Eugene Benoist, whose lessons he took in order to prepare for his 'agregation', and 
with whose encouragement he published his first work, the edition of Terence's 
Adelphi in 1881 (ibid: 37). 
In 1882 Psycharis also met Gaston Paris and Ernest Renan.5 It was in particular 
his meeting with Renan that would help him find his destiny in work and in life, as he 
married Renan's eldest daughter, Noemi, shortly after. He had four chi ldren with 
Noemi: Ernest (1883), Henriette (1884), Michel ( 1887), and Cornelie (1893). 
However, in 1913 he divorced Noemi and married Irene Baume (see Tomadakis's 
introduction in Psycharis 1991: 11 ). According to Kriaras, Renan was to give him the 
incentive and the impetus to develop his true capabil ities (op.cit.: 62). He would direct 
Psycharis's interests away from French classicism towards something completely new 
and unexplored, the lield of Modern Greek literature. This was to open to him a very 
fertile area for exploration.6 Furthermore, one of Renan's concerns in his own work, 
the reconciling of 'science' with 'poetry' was to become a recurring theme in 
Psycharis's work as well.7 As Psycharis explained in 1925, in his book on Renan, 
Ernest Renan: Jugements et Souvenirs: 
J ' avais seu lement, par l'effet du hasard, Ia bonne 
fortune de commencer, de n ·avoir pour ainsi 
parter, pas de predeccsseur dans Ia g rammaire 
historique et surtout dans Ia prose littcra ire vivantc 
de Ia Grece moderne. J'avais eu Ia chance inouYe 
de tomber, a travers les siecles, sur lc moment 
sin dedicating Quelques Travaux de Linguistique, de Philologie, et de Litterature llel/eniques, to his 
teachers, he s ingles out Gaston Paris ( 1930, vol. I - although the prospective second volume did not 
materialise). 
6 As Psycharis explains in the preface of Quelques Travaux de Unguistique, de Philologie, et de 
Lillerature Helleniques: "Je me dirigeai du pas allegre [ ... ) vcrs une terre plus incon nue que Ia terre 
latine: c'etait Ia terre natale, Ia terre matemelle, Ia divine Helladc, jc ne parle pas seulement de 
l'ancienne, mais surtout de Ia moderne" (Psichari 1930: i). 
7This is a theme that the author analyses in his article ''La Science et les Destinces Nouvelles de Ia 
Poesie", Nouvelle Revue ( 1884, 26: 790-818). 
....... :. 
precis ou it y avait encore une langue, une grande 
langue - le grec - a fixer sous sa forme litteraire. 
Jc devenais une date. J'etais done ainsi sur de 
durer, ne rut-ce qu 'a titre de document. Dans mes 
reves de chaire de litterature fran~aise, de romans 
fran9ais annuels, je n'aurais jamais ete qu' unc 
faible unite entre plusieurs milliers d'autres. Les 
romans que je devais fai re, je les fis en grec 
modeme, et ce furent lcs premiers executes dans le 
grec vivant de nos jours, tcls, pour ne citer que 
mes adaptations franyaises, Jalousie, Le Reve de 
Yanniri, Le Solitaire du Pacifique, etc., etc. Mes 
etudes philosophiques sur Boileau ct les 
Grotesques, je les remplayai par !' etude des 
origines historiques du grec moderne. Malgre tout, 
c'etait plus neuf[ ... ]je renonyais avec une grande 
aisance aux succes parisiens, si ephemeres; je me 
sentais naltre au creur une perennite 
mathematique. Mon reuvre grecque qu i est 
grecque profondement, tout en etant, par son fond 
de culture, profondement franyaise, c'est tout de 
meme un lot qui n'cst pas celui de tout le monde. 
Vive I' Hellade et vive Ia Gaule! (Psichari 1925a: 
246-7). 
6 
Thanks to the encouragement of his father-in-law, and his own experience, Psycharis 
understood the importance of the language of ordinary people and believed that the 
t ime had come for Greek literature to be written in that language. In 1885, he was 
appointed Maitre de Conferences in the Ecole Pratique des llautes Etudes, in the 
Chair of Medieval and Modern Greek literature. A year later in 1886, Psycharis left 
Paris on his first journey to Greece - one of the few times he left what was by now 
his home city - to conduct linguistic research, and this journey which included visits 
to Constantinople, Chios and Athens, was the inspiration for the narrative To Ta~iOl 
J.lOV (1888). ln 1904, he succeeded Legrand in the Ecole des Langues Orientales 
Vivantes, where all his own teachers had taught: Renan, Taine, Egger, Havet, Gaston 
Paris (Constandoulaki-Chantzou 1981: 69-70). 
Even before conducting his linguistic research m Greece, and providing an 
example of the demotic in prose with To Ta~ioz pov, the author had expressed his 
7 
views on Greek language and literature in his Essais de Grammaire I listorique Neo-
Grecque I and 1/, 1886-1889, where he recorded his vision of a prose work which 
would pave the way for Modem Greek writers: 
[ ... ] Ia langue modeme8 [ ••. ) devrait etre en fin franchement 
parlee et ecrite. Puisse ce vocu trouver en Grece quelque 
echo! On croit, en general, arriver a !'unite dans le style et a 
Ia c reation d' une langue litteraire commune a tous les Grecs, 
en se servant de Ia langue ancienne, plus ou moins melangee 
de formes modernes. C'est unc erreur. Tant qu'on n 'aura pas 
resolument pris le parti d 'ccrire Ia langue faussement appclce 
vulgaire ou populaire, !' unite que l'on reve ne sera jamais 
n!alisee; une norme manquera toujours et Ia porte restera 
continuellement ouverte a l'arbitraire et a Ia fantaisie 
individuelle ( 1886: XVIII, the emphas is as it is in the text). 
It was precisely this vision and the hope of a new Greek literature that sustained his 
work throughout his life. His aim was to enrich the Greek literature o f his time with 
prose texts written in the demotic - the language of people used in everyday 
conversation - and to encourage other writers to follow suit. Furthermore, his aim 
was to establish the demotic as a national language in Greece, giving people an added 
sense of national consciousness. As Alexandros Argyriou had aptly remarked in his 
article about the significance of To Ta~i<5L f.lOV: "Me 'To TasiOt J.lOU' yta npcirrr1 <pop<i 
Belonging, as he did, to two different countries, with different cultures, social 
and linguistic contexts, Psycharis made use of both cultures and tried to leave his 
8Psycharis defines demotic as a ·modem' language, sometimes referred to - erroneously according to 
the author - as 'vulgar' or ' popular'. 
8 
mark as a literary writer. However, his main ambition was to be distinguished as a 
Greek prose writer. This was not only because he wanted to promote the language of 
ordinary people in Greek prose but also because he felt that there was scope for him 
to contribute to the development of Modem Greek literature, as opposed to French 
literature, where he claimed that all the ' places' of prominence in the literary field 
had already been taken: "les grandes places sont prises par Chateaubriand, Hugo, 
Musset, Lamartine, Renan, Balzac- celui-ci beaucoup moins; car au fond Stendhalle 
depasse de maintcs coudees, mais Stendhal est inconnu [ ... ]" (see Constandulaki-
Chantzou 1981 : 357). Moreover, as the author eloquently suggested: " [ ... 1 ecrire en 
grec, c'est tromper la mort, le moyen de survivre dans un pays de gloires 
accummulees comrnc le notre!" (Psichari 1895a: xiv). 
It was very difficult though to become an accomplished writer in either country. 
A lot of the time, his inevitable dual stance and the fragmentation of his energy, 
created problems for the reception of his work which was a source of bitterness to the 
author (see Chapter Four of this thesis regarding the very ' lukewarm' reception of 
T6veLpo rov Tzavvip17, for example). Psycharis kept these doubts in his heart, which 
must have had lasting repercussions, and he expressed ambivalence about his identity 
retrospectively, through his character Andreas, who is his alter-ego in the novel Ayvf] 
va. 1:0 npocrowpi<Jll, <l>payKo~ Eivm, Eivm ProJ . .tL6~" (Psycharis 191 2-3: 17).9 
9Psycharis 's work is full of contradictions, statements and aphorisms that arc supported in one work 
and denied in another. 
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1. The novels of Psycbaris 
As pointed out above, I have chosen to examine Psycharis's Greek novels 
because it is in these novels that we find expressed his ideas about Greece, the 
language of the people, the literature that was written, and that according to him 
should be written, and other important information about his efforts to define the 
'Greek character ' .10 In other words, the novels tend to clarify the author's own 
identity and role in relation to the Greek people, as well as seeking to fami liarise his 
Greek readers with the scientific advances of his era. 
The French novels, on the other hand, addressed a different cultural context and 
had s lightly different objectives. 11 Even though some of his ideas regarding the Greek 
language problem and the direction that Greek culture should take also appear in his 
French works, there is not the same intensity and repetition as in the Greek texts. In 
his French novels, Psycharis seems to have felt almost obliged to introduce the 
French reading public to what Greek cul ture was all about. Thus in his novel Le Reve 
de Yanniri (1897), he keeps citing proverbs learnt from the old housekeeper of his 
family-home and from his relatives - as in the Greek text. ln L 'Epreuve ( 1899) also, 
the characters travel to Corfu and the narrator creates a picturesque descri ption of the 
island as ifto advertise it to the French readers: 
Elle est douce et riante, en effet, Ia belle lie de Corfou. 
Ailleurs, dans Jes iles de cettc meme mer Ionienne, des sites 
parfois plus sauvages, des rochers a pic, des monts abrupts, 
des terrcs desolees par les convulsions sismiques, des places 
desertes, et des maisons en ruine donnent au creur qui 
10As is pointed out, indicatively, in his unpublished Greek novel by the narrator: "Me n~ps avarptxiAa. 
Mi:<ra )li:<ra <:rTOV W(j>T6 )lOU, <rTa1t£pa9a )lOU n~yf: TO )lUtl ~IOU Kat KaraA.apatva 1tW~ £)liN<l tOV (OlO 
\VUXOAOYOU<r£ o a()spcp6~. AA.A.a m:pt<rTattKa Kt aAA.a 1tp6crwrra. AAA.' o Pw)lt6~ tva~ eivat rravtou" 
(Psycharis 19 14 : 15). 
11 Furthermore, as the author admitted, his first choice was LO write Greek prose, and then French: "[ ... ] 
J'ai pu etre et j ' espere que j e suis toujours poete fran~ais, prosateur grec, puis prosateur franr;:ais 
encore, philologue et litterateur, professeur austere et confcrencier mondain" (Psichari 1925b: 6). 
souffre je ne sais quelle consolation triste, lui marquent leur 
sympathic, sont avec lui de connivence. A Corfou, tout est 
paisible, heureux et vert [ ... ] 11 semble que Ia le solei!, a 
force de briller toujours, engourdisse sous ses rayons toutes 
ces forets qu i s'etagent le long des coll ines. [ ... ) II faisait 
encore tres chaud a Ia fin d'octobre ou ils arriverent, et cettc 
chaleur vaporeuse et Jassee mettait un grand voile de 
sommeil ct d'oubli sur toutes choses (Psichari 1899b: 124-
25). 
10 
The author offers information to his readers in the same novel regarding the political 
situation of the island, explaining when it had been ceded to the Greek state, unlike 
the nearby mainland province ofEpirus which was not yet liberated:"( ... ] [iJI y avait 
trois ans a peine que Corfou, avec ses six soeurs, venait d'etre rendue a Ia Grece, en 
face de Ia triste Epire, qui ne connalt pas encore Ia liberte" (127). 
In French literature, Psycharis was following specific literary modes that were 
set by other novelists; in Greek literature, he was the initiator - despite the fact that 
the novels have left no trace in the Greek literary canon. In his French novels, 
Psycharis followed the trends in psychological and social analysis, symbolism, and 
the propagation of political and rel igious beliefs (Robinson 1988: 54). Let us examine 
brieny the main points put forward in the French novels. In La Croyante (1899), the 
author wanted to convey the atmosphere of questioning of moral and religious issues 
that arose in French society during the period of the 'Dreyfus Affair' .12 He linked the 
turbulent cl imate of the period with specific religious concerns that were close to his 
own way of thinking. Accordingly, he made the character Pierre Eyli - who is 
probably based on Renan - reject the idea of religion as salvation and propose a more 
tangible form of religion based on scientific credence and on human capabilities. As 
is suggested by the character: "[d]u moment qu'un soupc;:on peut exister, il est plus 
prudent de rejeter l'appui suspect. Que! me.nsonge ne finit point par appara1tre? La 
121 will discuss the ' Dreyfus Affair' below and also in Chapter Four of this thesis. 
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seule chose qui demeure, c·est l'unjvers et ce sont ses lois, l'homme ct les lois 
humaines. Ut done est lc salut" (Psichari 1899a: 165). 
In L 'Epreuve (1899), the author attempted a very careful psychological analysis 
of his characters, trying to portray the behaviour of a father and the motives behind 
his destruction of his daughter's love affair. He defined the notion of paternal 
obligation, and rendered successfully the theme of wasted love and youth: "Sa 
jeuncsse avait ete immolee a un caprice, a une fantaisie. Et nul au monde nc pouvait 
plus lui rendre ni sa jeuncsse ni son amour" (Psichari 1899b: 251 ). The ending of the 
novel is similar to the ending of the novella Tov 86~17 ra Tpzo.vr:arpvMo. ( 1899) 
(discussed in Chapter Six). The similari ties with the Greek novella suggest that the 
author had the same theme in his mind at that time. 
In S~ur Anselmine (1919) Psycharis inaugurated a new period in his literary 
writing, more autobiographical and self-examining. This novel has similarities with 
the Greek novel Ayv~ ( 1913), portraying the main character thinking about what he 
had achieved up to that point and how circumstances had intervened, forc ing his li fe 
to take a specific direction. The tone was even more sombre than in the Greek novel, 
though, not only because several years had passed in the interim but also because the 
war had cost the author the lives of his two sons, and he was preparing 
psychologically for his own 'departure'. The author/narrator of the novel openly 
addresses his dead elder son while presenting alongside his fa ther-in-law, and 
comparing their qualities and different beliefs of the two in the chapter entitled: " Les 
Deux Ernest". In invoking his son the tone is very sentimental and touching: "0 cher 
enfant, pour qui mon amour ne trouve point d'expression suffisantc, o mon Ernest, je 
ne mentirai certainement pas au fond de rna pensee- tu le sais, tois qui me connus -
mais ce me sera, dans rna douleur inconsolable, une volupte sans pareille de 
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m'agenouiller devant Toi , de te servir de toute mon fune, de me conformer a ta pensee 
L ... ]" (Psichari 19 19: 155). 13 He confessed his faith to his dead son, whom he 
sanctified, but it also seems he wanted to confess to readers, through his characters, 
that he had tried to live his life with a frank, open attitude, staying fai thful to his 
principles even at the expense of his popularity: "En faisant son mea culpa, il 
reconna1t avoir eu un grand defaut: Ia vanite. Croyant detenir toujours Ia verite, il 
avait toujours exprime son opinion sans ambages, particulierement aux personnes 
haut placees. II n'avaitjarnais renonce a ses principes" (229). 
Psyeharis' s subsequent novel in French, Typesses (1923), was a study of the 
behaviour of the two sexes, an effort to understand how relations between couples 
operate, and a description of the psychology of women. The author dedicated it to his 
second wife and characterised it as " roman de psychologie sexuelle" in his dedication 
(9, the emphasis as in the text). He repeated in this novel one of the themes he had 
associated with the behaviour of women in the Greek novels To. .dvo A6tprpro. ( 1911 ) 
and the unpublished H NiKIJ rov flovov KO.t riJc; Ay6.1r1Jc; (1914): the idea that the 
woman who truly loves would even help her man in his affairs with other women. 
Certainly, understanding the psychology of women was one of the author's favourite 
preoccupations, and the female presence had a prominent role in all his novels, Greek 
and French, either as an artistic or as an erotic image. 
The last novel Le Crime de Lazarina (1926), was undoubtedly inspired by the 
Asia Minor Disaster, although set in an earlier if equally poignant period of Greek 
history, in 1897, suggesting the Joss of an ideal that Psycharis had held close to his 
heart since the writing of To To.(iJt Mov: national unity and linguistic uniformity. In 
131 often refer to this two-fold position (author and narrator) in Psycharis's nove ls because it is difficult 
not to recognise the author in the narrative voice. Furthermore, as will be explained below, in some of 
the novels the author identifies with one or more of his characters. There is also a partial identification 
of the author with the readers, as in Ta. LJuo Tpta.vra~puiJ.a rou Xapou, Chapter Six, and Ayvl7, Chapter 
Eight. 
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his last published novel, the author returned to favourite themes from his youth, and 
implicitly promoted his own nationalistic stance and patriotic feelings. 14 The author 
used a variation on the Oedipus myth and the atmosphere around the time of the Fall 
of Constantinople, to create an allegorical story that aimed to define the 'Greek soul' 
and the 'Turkish soul' respectively. He placed above the conflict, however, the 
symbol of the child-poet, who chased the enemies away, an image which has some 
resonance with the chasing of the Turks from Constantinople by the giant brother of 
the narrator in To Ta~i~z Mov: ccAu memc instant, un chant qui fit trcssaillir jusqu'aux 
moelles les Turcs victorieux, un chant de guerre chante de Ia voix Ia plus pure, Ia plus 
chaude et Ia plus perlec, retentit des hautcs fenetres du konak. C'etait le doux poete 
enfant, c'etait Constantin qui chantait ainsi [ ... 1" (Psichari 1926: 255). 
Psycharis also translated his novels T6vetpo 'l'OV no.vvipfJ (1897) and Z(J)it KO.l 
AyatcfJ UTI'/ Mova9a (1904) into French as Le Reve de Yanniri (1897) and Le Solitaire 
du Pacifique (1922) respectively, despite the difficulties inherent in the business of 
translation, perhaps because he considered that their themes would be of interest to 
both readerships. 15 As he explained in the prologue to his 'Theater of Ideas' regarding 
the difficulties oftranslation:"~-ro 8eu-repo 'tO J.!epo<; ['tOU Vvetpov 'l'OV navvipfJl ( ... ] 
Ka9e q>opa 7rOU naet eva. 1tp6crrono K<in VO. K<iJ..lll, Kan VCtnO<j)O.<Jl<Jll ( ... ) apxtvaet ~cra 
-rou tva dbo<; J.I.OV6A.oyo, nou be J.!IM:i 1tta o 7tOtllnl<; J.!O. -ro np6crrono -co i&to [ ... ] o 
14As was pointed out by the narrator of To Ta( ib1 M ov: "6,nnoA£J1<'.t va KCtJl'l o orpar6s yta ra qmotK<l 
oUVOpa, 8tA£t l] YAWOO(X V(X TO KCtJl'l Yl<X i(X <n)vopa i<X VOCp<i· npbtet Kat ta OU6 TOUS V(X 1f(XV n:olu 1rt0 
ll<XKpui, va n:apouv m<i>n:po ron:o" (Psycharis 1993: 20 I). Let us not forget the inscription the author 
chose for his grave: ''I look across from my tomb at Asia until one day we go back to reclaim our 'City ' 
(Constantinople)" (my translation). 
IS According to my research, Psycharis published Le Solitaire du Pacifique in 1922. Although Valetas 's 
bibliographical references mention an edition of 1907, l was not able to verify this information by my 
own research or from the references of other scholars. As mentioned in Constandoulaki-Chantzou's 
thesis, the newspaper Mercure de France was going to publish the French version of the novel Zw~ Kl 
Ayam7 fJT'I Mova~ta that Psycharis was translating then from the Greek, from 15111 A ugusr to 15'h 
September 1921, before its publication in book form by the publishing house Albin Michel (1981: 
257). 
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-cp67tO<; 0 PffiJ .. UlitKoc;. fta '"COUTO b~ J..l1t6pccra. 1tO'"CE !-LOU va. f..lS'tO.<pp<icrffi '"CO rzavvip'7. 
:E-ro ya.A..A..tK6 b~ tpx.e1a.t [ ... r (Psycharis 1901: 40). It is significant, however, that 
despite the differences in the mode of expression in the two languages, and contrary 
to what one would expect from his proclamations that "writing in Greek offers more 
possibilities whereas in French all the places of prominence had been taken" (as 
mentioned above), the author wanted to make his work known to both readerships. 
Apart from these two novels, Psycharis also wrote his short stories: Zoi>J...zo. (I 891), 16 
0 Mo:yoc; ( 1892), 0 Movao.qJip'7c; ( 1892) 17, To LJo.xrvJ...it5z rov rvy17 (I 9ll) in both 
languages. 18 
Psycharis kept a few of the remarks pertaining to the Greek language question 
and Greek society even in the French texts, where they also appear as digressions 
from the main plot. For example, the French novella Jalousie ( I 89 I) also presents 
some of the author's views on the state of the Greek language and its literature: "Mais 
ne me pousse pas toujours a prendre part a Ia lutte. J'avais jadis deux ou trois idees 
sur notre jeune litterature; peut-etre en aurais-je tire quelque parti" (in Psichari 1893a: 
315). 19 Even though the reference is more condensed than in the Greek text Zm>J...w 
16Published in Estia ( I 891, I 2: I 77-84 & 14: 209- 15) and in PoJa Kal MfJJ.a A· (Psycharis 1902b: 180-
22 1 ), the French Jalousie was published in Cadeau de Noces (Psichari 1893a: 233-319). 
17Published in Estia ( 1892, 8: 113- 15) and in Pooa Kat MfJ2a A. (op. cit: 224-30), the French version 
L 'Etranger was published in Cadeau de Noces (op. c it.: 2 17). 
18Zo6J.La is translated as Jalousie; it appeared in Nouvelle Revue from I 51 October to I 51 November 
1891, as is mentioned in its book form - it was printed in Paris, in I 892, only in one hundred copies 
(sec Psichari I 895b: 5). It appeared together with the French translation of 0 Movuarpip'fc;, 
'L 'Etranger'. and another French novella, 'Cadeau de Noces ·. in Psycharis's Cadeau de Noces, a book 
comprising the three novellas entitled by the latter (sec previous footnotes). L l.tranger appeared as 
well in the periodical Revue Blanche (I 893b, I 7: I 90-96). 0 Maya<; is translated as Micropolis and 
included in Autour de Ia Grece (Psichari 1895a: 233-44). To tJaxrvi.ff5, roo rvy'f is translated as 
L 'Anneau de Gyges: Trimylhie. It is a typed text with some handwritten corrections by the author, 
completed in 1920. The text is kept in the Benaki Library, no. 18145, and it has not been published. 
The author mentions also in the prologue to his short stories: Irov 1mao roo m .arO.vov ( 191 I) that he 
had translated the story "Ta l:KouA.apiKta" into French, and that the same story was also trans lated into 
Engl ish by a poetess called Amy Skovgaard-Pedersen (Psycharis 1911: 5-6). I was unable to locate 
either text, as there is no specific mention of the journal or the dates of publication. However, there is a 
Dutch translation of Psycharis's short stories, dated 1919, as mentioned in Stavropoulou's 
bibliographical references for translations of Modem Greek literary texts (Stavropoulou L 986: 23 I). 
19
·'La lutte" refers to the linguistic debates of the period. 
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(1891, 14: 214) the objectives are clearly the same, that is to present the linguistic 
issue and his views to readers. Overall, we can say that in the French novels there is 
the usual gencralising tone that is characteristic of the ideological novel. They present 
some similar ideas to the Greek ones; however, in the Greek novels the judgments are 
more specific, and the generalisations more overt, which make the narratives more 
clearly didactic. 
2. The cultural context in Greece and in France and its impact on Psycbaris's 
work (1888-1929) 
The period in which Psycharis wri tes (from the end of the 1880s to the end of 
the 1920s) was characterised by political controversies, tragic defeats in war, military 
interventions and dictatorships, and the prominence of social and racial issues. Yet 
this social reality was only partly reflected in his novels. His Greek fiction, in 
particular the novels, docs not follow any specific trend apart from aiming to create a 
tradition of novels written in the demotic. In the author's critical essays and in his 
novels there is a frequent emphasis on the idea that modern Greek literature was in 
need of development and therefore his own novels were paving the way: "[ ... ] 'Em:rta 
<n>Uoyicrrrpca TilV EI~.A.a8a nou 6Xt ~6vo -roue; <nix.ouc; £x.f:t av<lyKTJ, nou tx.f:t av<iyKll 
Kat -ra n:esa, 7t01> ex.ct av6.yKT] ~ta yA.ffio-cra" (Psycharis 1907b: 1 0). 
The main literary production in Greece at the time when Psycharis's fiction 
appeared was the 'ethographic' narrative, which typified behavioural characteristics 
and geographical places that represented what was thought of as Greek?° For a prose-
20As is pointed out by Moullas in the Sokolis Introduction: "f'l9oypa<pia <l'l).!Cdvst] [ylsvtK<i><; f.leAtt'l 
(Kat nEptypa<pti) av9pwnivwv '19<i>v. iltaxpovtK~ crt'lV oucria t'l<;, 11 m:ptypa<pti avril anoKra tStair~:po 
Papoc;, 6rrwc; Eivat En6!lEYO, oE 'pwA.tcrnKts' moxts (61tou ta npwn:ia av~Kouv crt'lv napar~p'lo'l) 
xwpi<; mivtw<; va xavct t'lv notKV...ia Kat T'lV noA.m:8ptK6t'lt<l t'l<;" ( 1998: 168), and he continues by 
defining the Greek 'elhography': "'H '19oypa<pia, Katci Kav6va ea b'lAWV£1 K<ll Oa OUf.l1t<lpaS'l)...c.i>vtt [ ... ] 
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writer, writing tn Greece in the last decades of the nineteenth and even at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, there were certain conventions to follow, which 
Psycharis often tried to circumvent in order to promote effectively his own agenda. 
As Beaton points out "the common denominator of almost all the fiction published in 
Greek during the last two decades of the nineteenth century rwasj the detailed 
depiction of a small, more or less contemporary, traditional community in its physical 
setting" (1994: 72). 
Psycharis's fiction by contrast, pointed above all to the power and experience of 
the individual. In most of his novels, there is an educated bourgeois as the main 
character, ei ther a professor or a writer - in any case an intellectual - who is 
exceptionally talented, and who transforms the lives of ordinary people with his 
skills. It was important for Psycbaris to promote the role of the artist who had specific 
objectives regarding Greek language and culture, to reinforce the significance of his 
own work. The author assigns, however, a very specific function to the rural 
community, which is related to its language, since his aspirations regarding the 
renewal of Greek literature were centred on the question of language. Therefore, 
when there is a type of mirroring in his novels, it aims to reflect the everyday life of 
Greece in relation to the spoken language of ordinary people. Psycharis places 
himself overall in a ' realist tradition' in both his Greek and French novels, and 
aspects of some of his Greek novels do not deviate from the ' ethographic ' mode, in 
particular Ta L1vo Aotpqna, because he wanted to define ' Greek behaviour' in them 
but also to convey the thoughts of his characters in a vivid way. 21 He remained 
7t0AU 1tl0 <i\YyK€Kptf.!CvCt 7tpUyfletta: Tl')V cUl')VtKfJ \mettOpo, TOU() avOp<ilmvou<; n'mou<; Tl')(), TO bi~Y'lflCt, 
TO 7tpUyflCttlK6 Kat O"t>YXPOVO yr.yov6c,, TO yr.vtK<), TO OUV1')01<iflSv0 Kill TO f.7t<XVUAU~tpav6fl!:VO, OXt TO 
07tClVLO KUI TO f.!OVU0tK6" (ibid : 169). 
210nc significant reaction of the period to the 'ethographic' narrative and the extreme style of 
naturalism, appeared in the pages of the periodical Techni (1.11.1898-12 . 10.1899). It involved 
Nietzsche's philosophy, which found some response in Greek literature, as it inspired writers to a more 
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faithful to a 'dogma of truth' in most of his novels, as admitted also in his dedication 
of L 'Epreuve to Colonel Picquart: "Les romanciers au cceur tendre aiment a punir le 
vice et a recompenser Ia vertu. Faut-il faire comme eux? II faut faire comme Ia vie" 
(1899b: xii). This was a finn belief from the beginning of his career and it remained 
almost unaltered throughout his life. It is significant that the author concluded the first 
volume of his Essais de Grammaire Historique Neo-Grecque by pointing out that: 
"[ ... ] on nous persuadcra difficilement que Ia verite, quelle qu'el le puisse etre, n'est 
pas le but supreme de la vie des individus aussi bien que des nations, et que les 
fictions les plus bri llantcs egaleront jamais les splendeurs de Ia realite (Psichari I 886: 
288)Y 
As a result of his conviction that there was no developed prose fiction at that 
time in Greece, Psycharis stressed his connection to the French ideological and 
literary climate, and viewed his own novels in parallel with those of his French 
counterparts. lie referred, for example to his novel Ta Llvo Tpzavr(J..(pvV.a rov Xapov, 
as a historical and positivist example of literature, even though this is not shown to be 
the case when one reads the novel (1921, 722: 83). He also compared his novel 
T6vezpo rov navvip17 with French novels of the period, complaining in his 
active role, even on a national level. However, Psycharis never subscribed to those progressive 
tendencies, perhaps because he feared that the focus would be shifted away from the linguistic issue to 
other areas of national interest. As is pointed out by Gounelas: "H Ttxv'7 aywvt1;6tnv cvavriov rou 
7tllTptU>-rtKOU atcr9~J..L<lTO~ K(ll Tl'}~ £KA<llK£U<1T]~ TT'}~ A.oyOTE;(Via~. Ot ouo (lUTS~ Ia<Jt.:l~ T'l~ errox~s yta 
IOU<; npoo&cunt<ous t'l~ Ti-'xv'fc; oOtJyoucrav avricrrotxa cr-ro ' '19oypaq>tK6 pauKaA'll-!ll' ( T'lv 
£~toaviK£U<1ll ''1~ t;w~c; -rou xwptou, 6nw<; •11 ppicrKOUJ..L-£ erE J..LEptKa tpya roo .6pocrivl] Kat tov 
EcpraA.uiYrlJ) Kat cr' tvav Kanoto pwA.tcrJ..L6 nou £iX.£ -rd.dox; '19tt<o-otoax.-rtK6 xapan~pa (ra 
A.oyo<EXVtKa, napaotiyJ..La<o~ x.ap'l, tpya IOU 'f'uxap'l)" (Gounelas 1984: 78). It is interesting that 
Psycharis felt sufficiently threatened by the new ideology to attempt to ridicule the idea of the "Super 
Man" in his play 0 Kvpovi.'fc; (1901) while proposing also the significance of the democratic system in 
his play 0 rova.vb.Koc; (1901) (Gounelas 1984: 81). Furthermore, Psycharis never abandoned the 
principles, at least, of positivist-naturalist writing, in particular the adherence to a system, which suited 
his personality. 
22However, To Ta~Mt !JOV, is the most notable exception not only to the application of the rules of 
' truth' in fiction (verisimilitude) but also to the conventions of the bourgeois novel as it emphasises its 
connection with an oral tradition. It is important to stress again the contradictions between the author's 
proclamations and the mode of writing in his novels. 
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correspondence with Eftaliotis that it had not received the critical attention that it 
deserved: "flro<; O~V txet op6.crrt 'tO pOJ .. UlVtso; Ilro<; OS <patVOUV'tUt T<l 1tp0(}(t)1t(l U1t0 
Ksivo nou Kavouv Kt 6xt un6 Keivo nou 'VuxoA..oyw; Mu Kat crav Ehuvc n nEtP<isEt; ~ec; 
'tOV Balzac Kat 'tO Zola l((lt 'tO Flaubcrt, K(Xl 'tO Bourget, cru etA..etc;. Na np6crronu 1t0U 
cr-rappoovouv 't(l xtpta "COV<; EVW J.UAUEL Kat P1ltoptPct 0 )lV8tmoptOypa<poc;. 0 
ftawip11c; Oflro<;; Tt A..6yoc;;" (Karatzas 1988: 135). 
It is true that Psycharis was influenced primarily by the philosophical and 
literary trends that were current in France at the time, and in particular by the 
philosophy of Hippolyte Taine. As Kriaras mentions: "0 ':l'vx<iP11<; natoi 't11<; enornc; 
'tOV, O<xvfl<isr.t U1tept6ptcr'!a "CllV smcrtiJJ.l11 l((ll 't<l U1tO'tEAZOJ..LU'ta "Cll<;· ea J.lelYEl 
acrvyKiV11TO<; an6 nc; veE<; <ptA..ocro<ptKt<; -racre~ nou npopaA..A..ovv J..LE'ta -ro 1890, -ra 
K11PUYfl<l'ta <>rtA..aof] -rrov qnA..ocr6q>rov Boutroux Kat Bergson [ ... ] EVW [A..om6v] "CllV 
KU'tcU8VVcrTJ "l:OV 1tp0<; "C1l VEOEMrtVlKTJ 1tVEVfl<l'tlKTJ /:;roT] "CllV O<pEtAEt crc 61ttOpacr11 'tOU 
PEVav, 'tllv EtOtK6-rcp11 nvwJ..LanKf] -rov otaJ..L6pq>rocrrt 't11 XProcr-ra cr-ro ' crvcr't11J..LanK:6' 
q>tA..6cro<po Tev" (2000: 45). In 1864 with his Introduction a l' Histoire de la 
Litterature Anglaise, Tainc suggested that the purpose of a national literature is to 
define the psychology of the people to which it belongs (Lemaitre 1982: 315). 
The literary theory of Tainc, summed up in the well-known formula that the 
conditions of 'race', ' milieu ', and 'moment' determine the capabilities of an artist and 
a literary phenomenon, was influential for the majority of the literary critics and 
writers active at the end of the nineteenth century and was filtered in particular in the 
work of Ernest Renan (ibid: 317). Based on the positivist theory, Renan exalted the 
historical conception of art and of the individual, and he turned the spotlight away 
from the individual to the collective (ibid: 319); echoes of these ideas are to be found 
in Psycharis's To Ta(£61 pov, in his references to the collective Greek soul: "[ ... 1 syoo 
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(Psycharis 1993: 39). Taine's influence had also contributed to Zola's ideology as can 
be attested in Therese Raquin (1868), where the author used his [i.e. Tainc's] views 
on physiology to investigate the sexual and criminal instincts of his characters. The 
Rougon-Macquart cycle that ensued, confirmed Zola's systematic appraisal of human 
actions according to the principles set by Taine: 'race' or heredity, 'milieu' or 
environment, and 'moment' or (immediate) circumstances giving to the actions and 
motives of characters a sense of determinism. Psycharis consistently adhered to a 
'system' in his linguistic analysis and in his novels which have specific objectives to 
achieve, and the influence on him of Zola's Naturalism is obvious in the novels Zw~ 
Kl Aya7rfl tJTf/ Mova~ui and H Appwm17 L1ovA.a (1907), as will be explained in Chapters 
Five and Six respectively. 
By 1899, Zola was embroiled in the Dreyfus affair, "which had divided French 
opinion throughout the closing years of the century" (Mehlman 1994: 824). Psycharis 
also participated actively in the furore that followed the conviction of Dreyfus for 
treason, coming out in support of Zola, exemplifying his own democratic beliefs and 
radical, fearless stance. The turbulent period of the 'Affair' established not only the 
importance of ' truth', as objective empirical evidence, but demonstrated also the ease 
with which the manufactured ploys of adversaries could pass for worthy instruments 
for a cause (ibid: 825). There was thus a preoccupation with the flexible boundaries 
between 'truth' and ' fiction ' in French society?3 It was apparent that the positivist 
radical movement wanted to expose those who had condemned Dreyfus by 
23The forces fighting for Dreyfus's innocence managed to bring finally a climate of democratic 
renewal that lasted al least until the outbreak of war in 1914 (Kriaras 1981: 327). 
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manipulating the notions of ' truth' and ' obligation' and, therefore, to alter such 
flawed conceptions. Psycharis also became a member and later a vice-president of the 
'Ligue des Droits de !'Homme', and kept in touch with Zola while the latter was in 
exile (Kriaras 1981: 326). Characteristically, he dedicated his novels La Croyante 
(1899) to Emile Zola, and L'Epreuve (1899) to Colonel Picquart, who was also 
involved in the case and had been imprisoned for his ideas: "Ami grand et eher [wrote 
Psycharis in September 1898] je vous offre ce que j'ai sous Ia main. Ce n'est pas 
grand ' chose. Acceptcz-le cependant. Jc tiens ace petit livre pour deux raisons, parce 
queje l'ai ecrit en dcs jours sombres et parce queje vous l' avez lu, sur un exemplaire 
d'epreuves, tandis que vous etiez en prison" (Psichari 1899b: i). Significantly, in an 
article presented in Noumas a few years after the 'case', Psycharis also made an 
association between the Dreyfus Affair and the linguistic battle in Greece, ending up 
condemning the position taken by Vikelas's Asssociation (Lulloyoc; npoc; ~taDocnv 
Qq>gA.iJ..lroV Bt~A.i.rov) because of a disagreement regarding the correct form of language 
for writing literature (see 1905a, 144: l-2). A change in Psycharis's ideological 
position is noted after the war of 1914, however, when the author lost his sons and his 
fighting spirit and turned to Catholicism as a tribute to his first son's (Ernest's) 
conviction. In that respect, he renounced his strict adherence to the scientific spi rit 
and scientific principles, and, interestingly, he became close to Barrcs, who had been 
an adversary in the years ofthe 'Dreyfus Affair', in the camp of the anti-Dreyfusards 
and against the ' Ligue des Droits de !'Homme' (Robinson 1988: 54n). 
The other important cultural feature of Psycharis's period was the novel of 
psychological analysis. It is significant that Bourget, a prominent novelist of the 
period, had defined in his Pages de Critique et de Doctrine (1912), the sense of 
'deracinement' experienced by his generation as a result of their objections to 
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scientific determinism. Addressing his friend Jules Lemaitre, Bourget noted: " [we] 
both grew up in an atmosphere of scientific determinism, where literature was 
considered for its documentary value. We learned that literary analysis grows out of 
social analysis and it in tum out of political analysis[ ... ] but even Tainc failed to see 
that we must arrive at an integral traditionalism" (cited in Singer 1976: 50). Maurice 
Barres in Les Deracines (1897) had projected similar views that exemplified the 
dangers of rejecting one's roots. The narrator of the novel stressed the same idea of 
' uprooting', describing the efforts of the nefarious Professor Bouteiller to turn his 
disciples towards an abstract universalism: "Deraciner ces enfants, les detacher du sol 
et du groupe social ou tout les relie, pour les placer hors de leur prejuges dans Ia 
raison abstraite, comment cela le generait-il, lui qui n'a pas de sol, ni de societe, ni, 
pense-t-il , de prejuges" (Barres 1930: 24). Bourget's observations, like those 
expressed by Barres, marked the need for a transition from the rather mechanistic 
models proposed by positivism and naturalism towards the psychological analysis. 
The 'novel of psychological analysis ' aimed to substitute a more detailed description 
and understanding of feelings and of behaviour of characters in the place of the 
'hypothesis, experiment, verification ' formula. As a consequence it became important 
not to describe what the characters did, or did not do, but what they were thinking 
(Rey 1993: 161 ). It seems that some of the above ideas must have influenced 
Psycharis in his later writing, at least in his last Greek novel , AyvJ7, where the main 
character experiences that feeling of being uprooted and of isolation and seeks to 
express his thoughts through music. 
Psycharis favours the psychological analysis of his characters describing their 
motives, feelings, and actions through an omniscient narrator or by intermittently 
allowing their own perspectives and thoughts to come across to the readers whilst he 
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offers his own insights into their behaviour, in a narration approximating the ' style 
indirect libre', as in Zw1 Kl Ay6.7riJ OLIJ Mova~za (1904) and Ayv1 (191 3). However, as 
Peri has pointed out, the internal lives of characters in Psycharis's narratives never 
really gain a prominent place, perhaps because the directness of the 'spoken' form of 
language - which according to him, is more 'mimetic' than katharevousa - cannot 
render the complexity of thoughts and prevents the descriptions from achieving depth 
and multiple dimensions (see Peri 1994: 79 & 79n). Peri's argument is, of course, 
open to criticism, but it tends to agree with Psycharis's own belief in presenting 
everything in literature with a frank, open attitude. Perhaps it is for this reason that the 
two novels ofPsycharis mentioned above, which seem to present the internal thoughts 
of characters more than the other novels, have been considered his most interesting 
ones and the most pleasurable to read. 
Psycharis must have been influenced also by Anatole france, whose 
intellectual charm he praised in his preface to Cadeau de Noces (1893) whjch was 
dedicated to him. Anatole France promoted " the free expression of thought regardless 
of any practical or moral consequences" (Piaget Shanks 1919: 95), and his novels 
exhibit balanced imagination and analysis (ibid: 210), a combination which was 
appealing to Psycharis's taste. As Psycharis explained, France "[avait] trouve Ia justc 
voie entre le roman d 'analyse et le neve dans le roman" (Psichari 1893a: viii). The 
analysis of female behaviour and female thought are also recurring themes in 
Psycharis's novels and one could find a similar thematic approach in the popular 
fiction of the twentieth century, for example in the works of Marcel Prevost, Marcelle 
Tinayre, and Colette (see Coward 1997: 87). These must have provided if not the 
model, at least the ideas which Psycharis used in his novels. Furthermore, despite the 
author's aversion to the Symbolist movement and to symbolist writers he used 
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elements of symbolism in his novel Ayv~ (1913), (as will be discussed in Chapter 
Eight).24 However, in this novel Psycharis created his own symbolist technique (with 
the inclusion of music and specific references), and did not follow other Greek 
novelists; the main character of the novel even dismisses with indignation the work of 
other symbolist writers (Psycharis 191 2-3: 48). The different elements and influences 
detected in Psycharis ' s novels are somewhat contradictory and no s ingle element is 
predominant. They simply suggest that the author was aware of the cultural climate of 
his era but remained faithful only to one aim and idea in all his texts, to promote the 
'spoken' form oflanguage in Greek literature. 
It seems, therefore, that Psycharis had the opportunity to be part of a period 
characterised by intense and varied polemical ideological and literary movements. His 
active participation in French society and its cultural climate can be seen reflected in 
his Greek novels, which aim to refashion Greek fiction after the French example in 
order to serve the needs of the Greek culture (Robinson 1988: 54). Nevertheless, even 
though the author was influenced by the spirit of the times, he did not follow these 
trends blindly or faithfully, and he always sought to give things his own 
interpretation; to write, for example, a novel with Realist or Symbol ist elements as he 
understood them, in pursuit of his aim of establishing the 'spoken' form of language 
in literature. 
3. The critical reception of the Greek novels 
Psycharis's Greek novels have received very little attention with regard to their 
literary features because they have been characterised as lacking in aesthetic value. 
Most of the critics have concentrated on the language of the novels, occasionally 
24Psycharis spoke unfavourably of the French Symbolist writers - including the Greek-born poet Jean 
Mon~as - in his article: " Lc Vcrs Fran9ais Aujourd ' hui ct les Poetes Decadents", Revue 8/eue (1 891, 
23: 72 1-27). 
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offering an ideological overview. Their main objections to the novels being judged by 
literary standards, arc that they are "full of didactic interventions and self-
congratulatory autobiographical indulgence; they do not maintain an objective 
distance from their subjects or follow a focused realistic narrative line" (Robinson 
1988: 54). 
Most of the reviews written about Psycharis's linguistic and literary work refer 
to the text To Ta(ibL flOD (1888) and Alkis Angelou has included a few significant 
extracts in his edition of To To.~ioz flOV (197lr & 19932: 209-63). The majority of 
these references analyse its significance in Modern Greek literature from the pojnt of 
view of the language and, secondly, its ideas, but pay little attention to its form and its 
specific narrative features?5 This trend is followed in a number of essays written 
about Psycharis's Greek novels. The critics either accept the novels for their symbolic 
contribution to the language question, claiming that any prose work written in 
demotic was a significant contribution towards winning the linguistic battle or they 
accept the author's contribution to the language question but fail to connect it to his 
literary work, while some even dismiss the novels entirely as aesthetically flawed. In 
the first case the analysis often ends up being laudatory.26 Most of the reviews. 
however, accept the symbolic value of Psycharis's prose but are reserved as to its 
value independent of the language questionY The most supportive and extensive 
25 An exception to the reviews written about To Ta?i~l pov is Meraklis's article in Nea £stia which 
analyses it as a literary work (198&, 123 (1463): 797-&05). Meraklis explains that the text is an 
expression of magical realism - a precursor to some of Marquez's writings where mythical heroes 
appear alongside suggestions about language usc, fantasy and humorous writing, that make this book, 
in his opinion, an accomplished artistic achievement; he does not exclude the possibility that it might 
witness a resurgence in popularity. 
26 As in the case of P. E. Pavolini writing on Psycharis's novel Zwlj Kt Ayam7 m17 Mova{l()., Noumas 
( 1905, 144: 4-6), M. Filintas, "0 llluxaprv;", Nea Estia ( 1929, 6 (70): 956-58), M. Petridis, " lllux<iPl'lS"· 
(ibid: 946-48), 
27See Y. Vlachoyannis, " llluxaptcrflOU MV11fl6crovo", Nea Eslia ( 1929, 6 (70): 938-41 ), Y. Chatzinis 
(1943: 5-58), A. Chourmouzios, "EiKOcrt Xp6vux cm6 tO 0avato tou '¥uxapTJ, 30 l:crrn:!lppiou 1929-
30 L£1TT£flPpiou 1949", Angloelliniki Epitheorisi ( 1949, 4 (6): 193-97). Also "0 i\v9pwn:os, o Ay<i>vas, 
to LU<Jtllfla, flta En:omeia Kat flta Opoon:ttK~", Nea Estia (1954, 55 (644): 670-77), L. Politis, "H 
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rev1ews were the ones by other demoticist writers, who analysed the novels m 
Noumas and emphasised the significance of Psycharis's work. 
Rigas Golfis's reviews, which appeared in Noumas either anonymously 
(although the identity of the writer would have been obvious to readers of the period) 
or with his identity revealed, praised the literary work and the author, and attempted 
to emulate in the review the vocabulary and the tone that Psycharis used in his novels, 
which was, of course, the clearest possible endorsement of his fiction.28 Sotiris Ski pis 
praised the novel Ta. L1vo A~tpqna. in Noumas (1912: 465: 66-69 & 466: 84-86), and 
Kostas Paroritis's review of Ta. L1vo TpwvrO.({JvMa. rov XO.pov in Noumas ( 1921 , 740: 
379-81 & 742: 42-44) pointed out that Psycharis belonged to the French school of 
psychological analysis which stressed the importance of the human soul rather than 
events (ibid: 43). Glines's analysis in the introduction to the second edition of Ayvft 
(1930: 7-31) suggests that the obvious preoccupations of the novels overshadowed 
their artistic value. Glinos also points out that Psycharis's literature was a persistent 
analysis which could be described as narcissistic. He identifies the two main themes 
that preoccupied the author: love and ambition. 'Love' is the theme analysed in most 
of the novels and together with language it constitutes the author's most constant 
preoccupation. He indicates also the importance of form in Psycharis's novels. 
His fellow demoticist writers praised Psycharis's work in a spirit of mutual 
appreciation and in self-defence against 'purist' writers; but very little of their 
analysis had any objective critical value. As Tziovas has pointed out: "[f]requently, 
nd;oypacpia TOU 'l'ux<iP'l. ~XEOiaOJla", (ibid: 698-700), E. Venezis. " H AuOEVTtKTJ 66~a··, (ibid: 588-
89), Karan ton is ( 1959: 120-30). Xenopoulos on the other hand rejects the author's novelistic work 
completely but confirms his admiration for his linguistic system and methodology in his work: "To 
"Epyo tou 'Puxapr]", Nea Estia ( 1929, 6 (68): 838-42). On the relations between the two authors and 
their respective views on the language question, see 'TA.wcrcra KClt rAwootK6 Z~t'l~t<X", in Trichia-
Zoura 2003: 344-95. 
28See Noumas (1911, 437: 327-33 & 438: 345-49), the ' anonymous' ( 1911, 443: 426) and ( 1913, 511: 
160-63 & 512: 175-78), (1929: 787: 18-21). See also Chapter Eight ofthis thesis. 
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the critic contemporary with the writing of the text, evaluates it in terms of the ideas 
and arguments expressed in it rather than in terms of its formal features and its 
'aesthetic qualities"' (1986: 186). The exception seems to be PaJamas's critical study 
of To Ta., i6t JWV, which approaches the work independently of the symbolism that 
surrounded it. He places it in the context of the period comparing it with similar types 
of narratives like !Lalienische Reise by Goethe or the work of Heine and describing its 
form as "a type of mosaic with a complete internal unity" ( t 938: 13-4, but written in 
1906). 
Thrasyvoulos Stavrou explains that the most significant themes in Psycharis' s 
novels are love and artistic creation. He analyses the characters in his Greek novels 
and stresses the author's perceptive and analytical skills. However, he points out that 
the linguistic aims and scope of the author's plan prevented the artistic inspiration 
achieving its full potential (1959: 9-20). 
The faults of the novels were singled out in both the analysis of Thrylos, which 
contains a few inaccuracies about the author 's life and work (1963: 227-279),29 and 
Sachinis ( 1971: 203-20), which repeats some of the points of the former. These were 
two of the most extensive studies on Psycharis' s prose. Thrylos overemphasised the 
self-referential aspect in Psycharis' s novels. However, she accurately pointed out that 
Psycharis possessed the "faults of his best qualities, (230): he was ambitious, hard 
working and had a fighting spirit but these qualities also account for his inflexible 
attitude and the stagnation in his themes and method of writing. Sachinis' s analysis 
closely followed the same arguments, which makes one wonder whether Psycharis's 
29The same analysis in "0 lfluxciP'l~ ( 1854-1 929): o 1\vOpwxo~ - o AoyoTf:xv'l<;", Nea Estia ( 1954, 55 
(644): 70 1-23). 
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novels were really read at all. Markos A vgeris also dedicated a few words, with an 
emphasis on To Ta(ib1 pov (in 1966: 1 01-115).30 
Petros Charis analysed all the novels in Nea Estia (1980, 107 (1260-61): 174-
87), and referred to other reviews as well. He attributed the weaknesses of the novels 
to the 'thesis' that they had to defend (182), adding that it was only in the novel Zw~ 
Kl Aya7r17 aT'7 Mova{,ta, that the author managed to create a genuine combination of 
both didacticism and captivating fiction and to transcend the limitations of promoting 
a thesis.31 A few years later, Charis also analysed separately To Ta{,ibL pov in Nea 
Estia (1988, 123 (1463): 770-75); he pointed to the usc of a simple language that 
brings the narrator closer to readers, and the convincing arguments that create an 
affinity with readers. He also praised Psycharis 's strong patriotism. Charis talked 
about the rhetoric that can be detected in the novel but attributed, wrongly in my 
opinion, the explosion of 'ethography' (characterised by its emphasis on general 
remarks and a typology of characters), to the demoticist movement (ibid: 774). 
K.riaras 's book on Psycharis (1981) on the other hand, the most extensive study 
on the author, refers to the novels as a means of establishing Psycharis's intellectual, 
political and religious profi le, the emphasis being on describing the man behind the 
work and the ' myth'. Constandoulaki-Chantzou's unpublished doctoral thesis (1981) 
analyses Psycharis's French novels, situating him in the French socio-cultural context 
and discusses his work alongside the endeavours of other French authors of the 
period. 
30Mario Vitti in his IGTopia r!Jr; NeoeiJ..!JVtK~r; Aoyorexviac; suggested that the Greek novels (apart from 
To Ta?iot fiOU) were marginal to the main literary activities of the author which was the writing of his 
French novels ( 1978: 258). Linos Politis just mentions the novels in his own laropfa r!Jc; Ncoe)J..IJVIKtic; 
AO";orcxviar; ( 1978: 21 0). Dimaras also sees in Psycharis's writing a strong tendency towards self-
centercdness ( 1982: 376). 
31See also Charis 1981: 9-34. 
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Babiniotis refers to Psycharis's fiction in Nea Estia (1988, 123 ( 1463): 806- 19) 
as ·'yA.woooA.oytKci o-rpa:reuJ..L£vll [ ... ] 7tOU K"\)ptoc; m6xoc; Kat J..LtA.ru.J.a TTl<; dvat va. 
na.pa.yayet np6wna. XPiJoew<; J..LtO.<; OllJ..LOTIKTt<; yA.<.Oooa.<; 6moc; TIJV eua.yyeA.i~e'tat o 
yA.woooA.6yo<;" (808). There has also been analysis of Psycharis's novels, and short 
stories, in the articles written by Beaton, Holton, and Robinson in Mantatoforos 
(1988, 28: 46-68). The latter - together with Tomadakis's introduction to the Ouranis 
edition of Zm~ Kt AyarciJ rrrrt Mova~la, ( 1 991: 1-4 7) - are the most recent articles to 
my knowledge, and I will refer to them from time to time in my thesis. I will also 
refer to other c rit ical responses if relevant to the novel under discussion in each of my 
chapters. 
Finally, to the foregoing I would like to add the opinion of Eftalioti s, the closest 
friend and ally of Psycharis, who characterised him in 1894, as a lyric poet (referring 
to his novella Zov).w), and as a scientific poet (referring to the novella Cadeau de 
Noces) (in Mastrodimitris 2002: 180). I have kept this remark apart because it 
highlights Psycharis's dualism, given the emphasis on science and objectivity 
encountered in most of his novels. 
Thus there seems to be a pattern emcrgmg both from the evaluations of 
Psycharis's novels and from the overlooking of these same novels in other critical 
assessments of his work. The novels are not well known or widely read, except by his 
immediate circle of fe llow demoticists, and even the more objective critics seem to 
lose the novelist behind the evident ideological convictions being promoted through 
the narratives. Even though Psycharis is one of the most prolific writers of his 
generation - until the 1 930s only Gregorios Xenopoulos had wri tten more novels than 
Psycharis - his work remains fundamentally unexplored and this is in contrast to or 
maybe because of his significance to Modern Greek culture. As Chatzinis pointed 
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a~iset -. aU6. 8£V ~£pOUJlc yta notav an6 n~ Kata7tAT)KnK£~ anorux.i£<; tou" (1943: 
46). Even if we do not entirely agree with Chatzinis's remark, there seems to be some 
poignant kernel of truth in it. 
Nevertheless, the weaknesses on which most critics have focused define 
Psycharis's Greek novels overall: the promulgation of the author's beliefs at the 
expense of plot and characterisation, the ensuing didacticism, and the confessional, 
often self-enhancing autobiographical tendency. Furthermore, a defining fcauture of 
the novels is the contradictory tendencies apparent in their construction: even though 
there is an effort to analyse the thoughts and motives of characters, they represent 
symbolic constructs; and despite the allegorical nature of the writing, the author seeks 
to entertain his readers at the same time. Nothing sums up these contradictions better 
than the words of the author himself, who suggested in his dedication of Cadeau de 
Noces ( 1893), to Anatole France that: "si je vous parle aujourd'hui de cette fayon, 
c'est pour avoir lc droit de me contredire un jour" (Psichari 1893a: v). As a result, 
these contradictory elements will be the focus of my analysis, which aims to fill a gap 
in the evaluation of the author's Greek novels.32 
4. The aims and structure of the thesis 
Psycharis's novels are all 'exemplary narratives' which aim to present the views 
of the author to readers in an unambiguous and insistent manner. Their objective is to 
set out the author's ideas on culture and to function as examples of what Greek 
literature should be. It is because they reflect the author's cultural values and his 
321 will be looking at Psycharis' s novels because this is the genre most cultivated by the author in Greek 
and in French. References to short stories, plays or his poetry, will be made in order to elucidate a point 
in the analysis or a recurring theme/panem which suggests the author's cultural plan. 
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desire to promulgate them to the point of being obsessed with the need to persuade, 
that Psycharis's Greek novels have been described as ~didactic' . 
.. Didactic narrative" is an umbrella-term, which comprises philosophical tales, 
allegories, parables and thesis novels (romans a these).33 Even though all novels -
unavoidably - propose a certain world-view, 'didactic narratives' in particular seem 
to exemplify Julia Kristeva's claim in Le Texte du Roman that "one of the laws of the 
novel is that before being a story, (it] is an instruction, a form of teaching, a 
knowledge to be transmitted" (1970: 2 1-2). Didactic narratives per se, clearly 
promote a very definite world-view, a belief system or specific strands of knowledge 
and the relevant associations regarding the fields examined. More than any other type 
of novel, they presuppose a participating and acquiescent reader~ their aim is to 
convince the reader of something by leading him/her, manipulating his/her reactions 
and aiming to predict his/her engagement with them. The author of a didactic 
narrative is a reader himself/herself first, because it is only by assuming the role of 
the reader or at least by imagining being in this role that, he/she is able to attempt to 
influence the readership with his/her views. 
It is significant that this function of reading becomes a theme in some of 
Psycharis's novels: in Ta Llvo Abipqna (1910-1), the unpublished H NiKYJ rov Il6vov 
Kaz r11~ Ayan11~ (1914), and Ta Llvo TpwvraqJvJJ..a rov Xapov (1921 ). The narrator of 
Ta Llvo A6ipqJza undertakes to present the story of his brother as he had heard it from 
his faithful lover and through reading the brother's diary; as the recipient of the story, 
he recreates it, together with his own. In H NiK'7 rov Il6vov Kaz r11~ Aya1C'7~ the 
33The term roman a these was coined in 1904 (Suleiman 1993: 3). It was a form practised by writers as 
important in their time as Bam~s and Bourget, Nizan, Aragon, Malraux, Mauriac ( ibid: xiii). It is 
interesting, however, that the writers who practised the genre felt obliged to condemn it or dissociate 
themselves fro m it. As Singer points out, "Bourget, hurt when critics accused him of doing thesis 
novels, preferred to call his new genre the roman a idees" and he explained the difference as a question 
of ·judgement', depending on how much a novel is "rigged to prove a point", which makes it ' bad' as 
opposed to the " legitimate literature of ideas" ( 1976: 27-8). 
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narrator receives his brother's notebooks, a kind of diary describing his adventures, 
and while he 'reads' it, he is also presenting it, together with his own story, to the 
prospective readers of his text. In Ta Llvo Tpwvr:O..qJvMa rov XO..pov (in both novellas) 
the two main characters exchange love letters and are both readers and writers at the 
same time, a reflection of the activity of reading by the actual readers. Furthermore, 
the role of the readers is stressed again by the narrator of the novel Ta Llvo AbtpqJlO.., 
who points out that the value of a narrative remains unappreciated until it finds its 
readership: "oe O'OOVEL ecru va.yan<i<; Tll Moucra, l!ll'r£ Kat T] Moucra va cr'ayan:u· etA.Et 
Kat yupro Tr]<; va TIJV ayan:ovve. 0tA.et J..t'<iA.A.a A.6yta, Kat OTJJ..tOcrto Kt ava.yvrocr'te<;" (in 
Psycharis 1910-1: 80). Thus the didactic narrative expounds knowledge based on the 
needs of a specific readership, or at least what the author judges to be their needs. 
Psycharis's novels can be defined as ' didactic narratives', which either have a 
specific 'thesis' to propose (as in Zwft Kl Ayan:17 CJr'7 Mova(,za) or attempt to present 
general knowledge about life. The intention to transmit specific propositions 
regarding Greek language and literature, and ideas about the scientific advances of 
the period, indicates that these narratives are imbued with the author's cultural values. 
In defining the term 'culture' one must be very cautious. "Nothing is more 
indeterminate than [this word], and nothing more deceptive than its application to all 
nations and periods", wrote Herder in his unfinished Ideas on the Philosophy of the 
History of Mankind (1784-91) (cited in Williams 1983: 89). About a century later, in 
1871 , the influential anthropologist Edward B. Tylor wrote that, "Culture or 
civilisation taken in its wide ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which 
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits 
acquired by man as a member of society" (Greenblatt I 990: 225).34 According to 
3~For an analysis of the term 'culture', and its applications see Raymond Williams 1983: 87-93. 
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Williams, ·'the important adjective cultural appears to date from 1870 [and] it 
becomes common by the 1890s, (1983: 92). 
In Psycharis's case as well, his cultural values are reflected in a series of ideas 
relating to matters regarding Greek language and literature, Greek and European life-
styles, the character of the Greeks and other Europeans, general philosophical beliefs 
on what constitutes a society, on advances in knowledge of science, medicine, and 
art.35 In particular the Greek language problem was a central issue in Psycharis 's 
work, both fiction and non-fiction, throughout his life. His linguistic plan was a very 
large part of his cultural views and defined the way he viewed literature - as will be 
analysed in Chapter One. Psycharis believed in the evolutionary process and 
supported the spoken Greek of his time as the only true, natural bnguage deriving 
from Ancient Greek. His ideas are mainly expressed in his Essais de Grammaire 
Historique Neo-Grecque ( 1886-1889). The author wanted to translate the 'spoken' 
language into literary texts and his own novels were part of this plan.36 
Psycharis's cultural values were the result of his particular background: how he 
grew up, the fact that he lived in Paris all his adult life, the influential circles in which 
he moved and his own personality and idiosyncratic characteristics. Accordingly, in 
his Greek novels, the reader will find ideas which refer to both the European context, 
to which he belonged through his education, profession, residence and marriage, and 
the Greek one of which he was part because of his family, his formative years in 
Constantinople, and above all because he had made it his chosen area of study, and 
35It is significant that in his dedication of the book Cadeau de Noces to Anatole France, Psycharis refers 
on occasion to Greek characteristics, in a condescending tone that is not very flattering for the Greeks: 
'"L'ame de mes Grecs vous a peuH~tre interesse a cause de cela. Elle offie certains contrastes avec l'ame 
de nos contemporains du boulevard" (Psichari 1893a: ii) and "Mes Grecs ne sont pas gens tres subtils. 
lis ont des sentiments entiers. Au fond, je crois qu'ils n'etablissent aucune distinction entre !'amour 
sensuel et !' autre amour" (ibid: vi). 
360n the Greek language question see Beaton's analysis in 1994: 13-16. As Stergiopoulos pointed out 
in his analysis of Psycharis's work: "[~]6t:A.e ~t~atu ~t: m Jrt:sci rou va s<pap~6crct £~1rpaKTa n<; 
yAW<J<JlKt<; TOU 9cwpiec;" ( 1986: 138). 
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built his literary oeuvre around it. It is significant that his most influential work, To 
Ta.,i6z f.lOV, which exemplifies the centrality of Greek literature in his visionary plans, 
was written only in Greek, and was never translated into French, whereas his next 
novel, T6vcLpo rov Fla.vvip17, which presented more general ideas about the role of 
science, was written simultaneously in both languages. 
The ideas presented in the novels involve social, political, and philosophical 
issues, in short the author's 'Weltanschauung', also corresponding to Bourget's 
' literature of ideas' (op. cit. note 33) attempting to generate debate about the use of 
correct language, the development of Greek literature, and what defines ' Greekness', 
as opposed to French or European characteristics. Finally, there is an emphasis on the 
importance of literature as a means of culturaJ reform. 
The self-referentiality of the novels means that they repeatedly focus the 
reader's attention on the act of writing fiction, the importance of literature, what 
makes it possible to produce an incomparable work of art, and what inspires the 
writer to achieve his/her creative potential within the context of fiction. These novels 
thematise their own process of production and alert readers to the fictionality of what 
they are reading. If it were not for the fact that Andre Gide 's Les Faux-Monnayeurs 
was not published until 1926 we might aJmost see Psycharis' s brand of fiction as 
imitating Gide's self-conscious narrative.37 
Les Faux-Monnayeurs is the most intricate case of a self-conscious narrative. 
Furthermore, the term mise en abyme, which dates back to 1893, was coined by Gidle 
to "highlight those elements in the text which reproduce in miniature the work' s 
37 As Alexandra Samouil points out, even though the internal mirroring of a text, had always existed in 
literature, it was Gide' s systematic use of the technique and the theoretical analysis attempted in I 893 , 
in his Journal 1889-1939, that established him as the expert, if not the creator, ofthe technique (1998: 
170, my translation). See also Jean R1cardou, " Le recit abyme", in Le Nouveau Roman suivi de Les 
Raisons de I 'Ensemble, Paris: Seuil, 1990, pp. 60-85. 
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overall patterns or themes [ ... ] By the token of self-reflexivity the novel affirms itself 
as a tightly ordered literary artefact generating its own internal necessity in defiance 
of the haphazardness and contingency of the real" (Walker 1997: 141). Psycharis uses 
a variation on the mise en abyme device and a similar pattern emerges in some of his 
novels. For example, the main character in the second novella of Ta L1vo 
Tpw.vra<pvMo. rov Xapov is a writer who writes a collection of poetry with almost the 
same title as Psycharis's novella (To Tpzavra<pvJJ.o), while in Ta L1vo A&p<pta one of 
the two brothers of the title writes a novel entitled 0 A&p<p6c; which is praised by 
another fictional writer, Kostopoulos (in reality Kostis Palamas). Jn Ayv~ too there is 
a mirroring of the activity of writing, with some of the work of the fictional writer 
being included in the actual novel (Andreas, the main character writes a play where 
the main character is another writer writing a play and so on). 
Overall, the self-referential aspect in Psycharis's novels indicates a confessional 
tone with a self-enhancing tendency. The narrator and/or the main character is usually 
an intellectual: a linguist in To To.(iOZfi.OV, a prolific writer in T6vezpo rov rzavvip17, 
an educator personified in Myriella in Zw~ Kz Ay6.n17 (JT'7 Movo.(za (while the captain 
in the same novel functions as the author's mouthpiece and as a 'competent reader' 
evaluating Defoe's novel, Robinson Crusoe), and finally a professor of classical 
philology in H JlppW(i[rJ L1ovA.a. In the unpublished novel , H NiKrJ rov JJ6vov KO.l T'7<; 
Ay6.n'7c;, there is also a diarist and a reader. Other essential features of self-
consciousness are the carefully arranged references to poems, theatrical or musical 
terms, above all in Ayv~ or the overt allusion to other texts like Philoctetes in H 
A.ppOJ(JT'7 L1obi.a. Material from one novel is presented in another. A poem included in 
To. L1vo A6tp<pta (Psycharis 1910-1: 399) is referred to as 'pitifully translated by 
Psycharis' in his subsequent novel Ayv~ (Psycharis 1930a: 116 & I 912-3: 69). It must 
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be pointed out though that this self-referentiality is not "a trick without rewards", as 
Boyd puts it (1983: 44); its purpose is to set out the author' s views on literature, and 
on how a novel should be constructed. The microcosm inhabited by novelists, with its 
own rules and significance, as opposed to the 'real world', is portrayed clearly in the 
following quotation from Ta .dvo At5epqna: "T6-rss <XVL<Xf.!W9l1Ka f.!S -rov Krocrr6nouA.o 
crTilv o()6 L'taDiou. Tov m)pa Kat 1tl)yaflc mo ~t~A.tonouA.cio TilS AfJ17va<;. Ocro £ppa.<;s 
0 KOcrf.!O<; 6~w OLO ()p6f.!O, aUo -r6cro £~pass fl£cra l1 cptA.oA.oyua) flUS napta" 
(Psycharis 1910-1: 249, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
The fact that the author's cultural views inform the content of the novels 
constitutes one aspect of their didacticism. However, the didactic mode is created 
through intertextuality, reader-response awareness, reinforced presence of the author, 
a concern with conveying the 'truth' , allegorical writing and symbolism, and 
metafictional strategies. (Didacticism as a mode will be outlined in Chapter Two of 
this thesis). A combination of the author's cultural views and some of the narrative 
tropes that create the didactic function also contributes to the self-referential character 
of the novels. Thus this thesis will examine the novels following the division into 
' ideological content' and 'narrative content' meaning narrative techniques based 
broadly on the methodological model proposed by Suleirnan in her book: 
Authoritarian Fictions: The Ideological Novel as a Literary Genre (1993). 
Suleiman's analysis draws upon the insights of recent advances in critical theory 
which will also be reflected in the present thesis. 
In my first chapter, I shall examine Psycharis' s views on language and how they 
have informed his literary theory. T will discuss the importance he gives to prose 
fiction and his distinction between 'narration' and ' telling' and the emphasis on 
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folktales. The author's literary theory is part of his intention to promulgate his view 
through the novels, and defines the didactic strategies used in his novels. 
In the second chapter 1 shall discuss these didactic strategies analytically, 
following Susan Suleiman' s model (op.cit.) and offer examples from each of the 
novels examined. I will also analyse Psycharis's short story 0 M6.yoc; (1892) because 
it functions as a model of the author's cultural views, and because its allegorical style 
is part of the didactic mode that defines the novels. 
In the Chapters Three to Eight, I shall analyse the novels in chronological order 
by year of publication, except in Chapter Six, which analyses three novels taking the 
date of the most prominent one, H JlppW(J"!17 L1ov.A.a (1907). In the same chapter I have 
included the novellas TtJ. L1vo Tpzavni<pvV..a. rov X6.pov (written in 1899 and serialised 
in 1921) and the unpublished H NiK17 rov ll6vov Ka.z r17c; Ay6.n:17c; (1914) because ofthe 
views expressed, which exemplify a provocative stance, as in H JlppW(J"!17 L1ovJ.a.. 
In Chapter Three, 1 shall analyse the symbolic text To Ta.~Mz fJ.OV (1888). I shall 
discuss how a playful mode of writing created mainly through intertextual allusions, 
contributes to the didactic aims of the narrative. I shall discuss in particular the 
religious and folktale references and the illusion of polyphony and explore how these 
features were used to promote the author's views on Greek language and culture. 
In Chapter Four I shall discuss the objectives of the novel T6v£zpo rov rwvvip17 
(1897) which sought to stress the importance of literature and assure it an equal 
footing with science. I shall suggest that the author thematised some of the intrinsic 
elements of evolutionary theory in this novel, in order to understand human nature, in 
particular, through differences in French and Greek society. 
In Chapter Five I shall discuss the significance of the rewriting of a classic 
novel (Defoe' s Robinson Crusoe) in a Greek context. I shall discuss the author' s 
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views as presented in Zw~ Kl Ay6.7r11 CJTYf Mova.(16. (1904) regarding the importance of 
living in society, language acquisition and loss (in relation to the Greek language), 
and the notions of ' self and ' other' that are prominent in the narrative. 
In Chapter Six I will examine three texts which can be viewed as examples of 
the author's provocative/lurid writing: H JlppOJ(JTYf L1ov2a (1907), Ta L1vo 
Tpwvr6:rpviJ.a mv XO.pov: Tov 8Vf.lfJ m Tpw.vr6:rpvUa and To TpwvrarpvUo rov 
Kwm~ (1921 ), and the unpublished novel H NiKfJ TOV novov K(J.l TYf<; Aya7rYf<; ( 1914). 
In these texts the author stresses the importance of ' truth' in a fictional narrative. I 
shall analyse the forms this concept of 'truth' takes in all three texts, and explore to 
what extent the rather provocative writing functions as a didactic strategy. 
In Chapter Seven I shall discuss the author's attempts to describe the true 
' Greek soul' and identity through the story of two brothers who happen to travel, the 
one through various parts of Greece, the other in Europe, in the novel Ta L1vo Abtprpta 
(191 0-1 I). I shall also analyse his views on poetic inspiration, the importance of 
culture and literature, and the symbol of the woman as Muse. In this novel the author 
was celebrating the power of the intellect on the one hand, and the emotional strength 
on the other that exists in abundance in those who use their inspiration creatively. 
In Chapter Eight I will examine the concept of the 'self as the inspiration for 
writing fiction with a view to exploring the extent to which the autobiographical 
tendency contributes to the didactic objectives of a novel. Furthermore, l will discuss 
how successful the projection of the writer/character as a role model was, and the 
importance of the questions raised in the narrative as to 'what is literature?' and 'what 
is involved in artistic creation?' . 
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In the Appendix I have included Psycharis's unpublished introduction to [the 
manuscript ofJ To. Llvo Ai5tp({JW (1903), which never became part of the editions that 
followed ( 19 10-11 and 1955). 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE AUTHOR'S VIEWS ON LANGUAGE 
AND LITERATURE 
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Psycharis explored the role of literature and the mission of the literary writer 
extensively in his writing, in particular, in relation to the Greek culttl!fal context, 
emphasising the importance of prose fiction in the cultural development of the nation. 
Not only is this a recurring theme in the author's work, but it was also a constituent of 
his linguistic theory, since in his view the development of literature was closely linked 
to and dependent on the development of language. As a linguist, Psycharis supported 
the adoption of everyday language, the use of the vernacular, together with its 
phonology, even in written texts. His major ambition was to impose his linguistic 
ideas on Greek culture and this objective permeated all aspects of his work, especially 
his writing of novels. 
This chapter discusses the author's literary theory in conjunction with his 
views on the Greek language. Psycharis's views on literature are expressed both in his 
essays - most of which are collected in his 5-volume P6oa. Ka.L Mftla. - in his novels 
(and in the introductions or afterwords to some of his novels) and in the numerous 
letters that he wrote to his friend Eftaliotis. In this chapter, I am going to consider the 
most prominent of these views and try to define the literary theory of which they form 
part. In my analysis of the novels in the chapters that follow, I will also refer to the 
author's cultural views as expressed in the individual novels. 
In his numerous essays dedicated to linguistic matters, Psycharis refers to the 
dualistic division that existed at the time in Greece: the opposition between the 
supporters of katharevousa, who advocated a return to the past with an emphasis on 
the 'wTitten' form of the language, and those who supported the demotic, the language 
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of the people, and wished to see it used in literature as well as in official documents. 
Psycharis proposed adopting a language which was to be as faithful as possible to that 
spoken by the people. At the same time he suggested that those who did not hold the 
same views were cultivating a language outside the social reality. Furthermore, he 
contradicted assumptions that katharevousa demonstrated the cultural continuity 
between the modem Greeks and their ancient forebears and, therefore, with the glory 
of the Greek past. He claimed instead, that the adoption of the spoken language in 
poetry and in works of prose fiction was an indication of progress for the nation, of 
liberation from the constraints of its past. In Psycharis's view, it was the demotic 
language that represented the true link with the culture of the ancestors through the 
evolutionary process. As he pointed out in the introduction to the novel To. L1vo 
Aotpqna.- written in 1903 and dedicated to Mrs. Katia Episkopopoulos, the wife of N. 
Episkopopulos - the importance of the language of the people was paramount for the 
development of Greek literature: "( ... ] [0] ox/..6.~o~ o Pw, .. u.6~ votoo6et J..LEcra ·rou tllV 
nou eivm" (Psycharis 1903a: K/;'). 1 
The author considered the correct form of language as an issue relevant to the 
development of the Greek nation. He invites readers to think about the national 
significance of the language question, suggesting that the existence of a national 
1This introduction is unpublished. It prefaces the manuscript of 1903, numbered 4976, in the Benaki 
Library. The novel was reworked between 1908 and 19 I 1 according to the author's admission in the 
first edition in 1910-1. This edition, as well as the subsequent one edited by Nikiphoros Vrettakos for 
Makedonikes Ekdoseis, 1955, omits the introduction, keeping only the dedication to Mrs. 
Episkopopoulos (the introduction is included in the Appendix). 
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language was the best indication of cultural progress in a nation: "Mo. K' 11 yA.wcmu 
( 1902a: 25).2 Thus according to Psycharis, the first essential requirement for Greek 
prose fiction was the existence of a national language used and understood by all 
people. 
The tensions between two rival versions of Modern Greek, the katharevousa 
and the demotic language, were difficult to resolve, particularly since the aim of the 
demoticists was to supplant katharevousa in written use with a form of language 
which had mainly been encountered in speech until then, thus creating a whole 
controversy as to what was appropriate for each type of communication. The use in 
writing would imply a certain status of authority and permanence that would elevate 
the language used into the true national language. It was relevant to the language 
controversy that developments in linguistics gradually helped to bring to the forefront 
the importance of the spoken form of language. Psycharis had been influenced by 
Saussure's linguistic theory and his suggestions, therefore, in matters of language and 
literature were not the claims of an overenthusiastic nationalist but were based on a 
methodology. Psycharis's emphasis on the importance of the spoken form of language 
was based to some extent on Saussure's theories. The development of the 
'Neogrammarian' theory and Saussure's Cours stressed the importance of the 
'spoken' language for exploring language (Saussure 1978: 114-19 & 128). These 
developments provided a fruitful model for the study of the Greek language.3 
2See also Psycharis 1902b: 16-22. 
31 must explain why I think it is necessary to consider Saussure's influence on Psycharis 's ideas. 
Babiniotis ( 1994: 79-82) and Kriaras ( 1981: 274) both mention the instructive influence of Saussure on 
Psycharis. Saussure was teaching in Paris during the years 1881 to 1891 (Culler 1976: 15). During that 
time Psycharis held the Chair of Modem Greek Studies (from 1885). Although Saussure developed his 
theory after his stay in Paris, when he was teaching in Geneva, (see Philippaki-Warburton 1988: 35), it 
is reasonable tto believe that most of the material in the Cours would have been presented or discussed, 
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Psycharis had conducted his linguistic research in villages in Chios, and other 
parts of Greece, in 1886, as is attested in the narrative To Ta~£61 J-WV. He insisted on 
using a faithful transcription of the spoken language, including its pronunciation, in 
writing. Saussure's courses may have provided him with a more systematised 
theoretical model for examining the language. Moreover, he understood that the use of 
the demotic in prose texts could exert an influence on the dissemination and reception 
of his cultural views, arguing that the spoken language finds ~ts fulfilment when it 
becomes writing, while a textual form oflanguage not used in speech, remains only an 
expression of the past. He insisted accordingly on the importance of prose fiction 
written in demotic in all his work, most notably in To Ta(ibz pov: "To npci:rro Eh::j.t£A.te 
)'AcDCHJO. oucf) 'tOU, yA.fficrcra KatVOUpla Kl OX,l 1tUAt6: )lOVO J..lc 'tE'tOlO. yA.fficrcra, pyal:;cl 
eevuci) q>v~.oA.oyia K' EX,cl crrocr'ti] Mq>n:pta, UVE~UPTilOlU O.AUKatpll" (Psycharis 1993: 
20 I ).4 Psycharis did not associate written language exclusively with katharevousa but 
tried to prove that the spoken language of ordinary people was also suitable for use in 
in one fonn or another, during his lessons in Paris. Saussure was already an established linguist when 
he went to Paris after his studies in Germany. There, he was active in the Societe Linguistique de Paris 
"and a major fonnative influence on the younger generation of French linguists" (Culler 1976: 15). 
Psycharis frequented the same ' Societe', and it is reasonable to assume that, in a period when the 
linguistic discipline was fast gaining scientific credence, most of Saussure's ideas would have been 
discussed already with his colleagues. It is worth mentioning Psycharis's dedication to Ferdinand de 
Saussure, of his article: "Doublets Syntactiques" from Quelques Travaux de Linguistique, de 
Philologie et de Litterature Helleniques (1884-1928) , where he noted that he had followed Saussure 's 
courses: "C'est par Saussure- dontj ' avais suivi les cours et qui m' honorait de son amitie - que je fus 
mis au courant de ce qu' un doublet syntactique comporte d ' applications en linguistique. - [J avait 
accepte ma dedicace" (Psichari 1930: 115 & 115n). It seems likely, therefore, that in the climate of the 
time, Psycharis would have absorbed Saussure's ideas. Furthennore, we find elements that refer 
directly to significant components of Saussure's theory in Psycharis' s writings about language. 
Psycharis repeatedly mentions the idea that a language is a ' grammatical syst•em', and he suggests that 
it is exactly this conception of language that distinguishes an advanced linguistic examination from a 
rudimentary one (see 1902b: 64). He used this concept to defend the translation of the Gospels into 
Modern Greek; his intention was to argue in defence of the translation that language is not only words 
but a complete system: "C!>o~ol>Jlat J1TJ7Wl~ Kat JlU~ A£mouv£ yeviKi c; IOEec;· aqn6 Eivm TO KUKO, dvat 
icrwc; Km TO 116vo. Konasou[..l£ nc; At~£<;· o£v KotrasouJlE TTJ ypaJ.l~tatlKTJ· <>cv KaraA.aPaivouJ.lE nw~ 11 
yAti><ma b!:V Eivat d(ec;, napa <nJoTTJJ.lO. owcrr6" ( 1907b: 135, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
~His defence of the long novel H .11ppwarYJ L1ovi.a (1907) was buill along these lines too; the author 
defended it as a sample of writing in demotic, which was required io order to enrich Greek literature, 
thus absolving it of all its faults (see Chapter Six). 
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literary and other texts, aiming to turn this spoken language into the national 
language: 
[ ... ] 6cro oe ypcicprtK£ J.U.a. ~(J)VTO.vij yM)crcro., 'tOGO 1Il0 E<pKOAO. 
npoxrope~ &rtA.o.oijc; o.U6.s£t KO.l. xW.. va. 0 A.6yoc; dvo.t 0.7IA6c; 
Kt O.Jlecrroc; cpo.ive-ro.t. K6.El£ yA.wcrcro. J.t£'to.Jlopcpwve1'at, ~t6vo 
nov J.UA.li·ro.t. fto. vo. cr-ro.9ij, nptnet KO.veic; vo. Til crTO.J..La'ti}crrt 
6xt yto. ncivto., JlO. touA.6.xtcr-ro yto. J.t£PtKci XP6vto.. Touc; 
wrrou<; rrou Kcr9e J.!Epa rrepvouv arr6 ·ro crt6Jla Ken tpcxouv, 
nptnet vo. ppeeij tvo.c; vo. -roue; KO.Otcrl] cr'tO xo.p't't K, E'tO'l, j..l£ 
K6.noto -rp6no, va 'tOt><; KO\j/TJ -ro opOJ.!O. '0-ra.v -ro 
Ka-rop8fficrrt, -r6tec; O'tEKOUVTO.l yta. JllU wpa. T hotO n:pUJ.lO., 
J.16vo -ro. PtPA.io. 1:0 Ka-ro.cptpvouv. 'Evo.c; notrt'ti}c; ij tvo.c; 
nei;;oyp6.cpoc; no.ipvet 'tOUS sroVTavouc;, -roue; O'!f.JOrzKoix; 
rimouc; TilS yA.wcrcro.c; nou JltAte-ro.t mov Katp6 -rou · 'tOu~ oivet 
~u: m tpya -rou P<icrrt Kat XWJ.l.O., K' ttcrt -roue; pt.Swvet J.l.Ecra 
O'Til JlvTtJlTJ 't(J)V aepwn:rov. KO.'tO.VTOUV W1I0t KAO.O'O'lKOi 
( 1902b: 111, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
As is apparent from the above extract, Psycharis proposed to consolidate in literature 
the language spoken by the people of any given nation. The author was consistent in 
his views, connecting the development of the language of the people with a national 
cultural regeneration, throughout his work: "H Kplcrt)ll'} ropo. yta eva e9vo<; Bivat TJ ropa 
Furthermore, in most of his essays he emphasised the importance of phonetics, 
insisting that ordinary people' s pronunciation should be the norm for the agreed 
standard form of Greek. In other words, Psycharis contended that it was necessary to 
examine the pronunciation of the people and to propose norms based on this, and, in a 
second stage, to translate the spoken language into a textual form: 
5 A few years after To Ta~iJt fiOV ( 1888), in the introduction of Ta L1vo Aoiprpta ( 1903) (op.cit.), he had 
expressed the same argument: " 11ev to ppicrKen:: t6vnc; aruwvnK6; c'.t~a tyLVe J.ua EA.Ac'.toa, va <pavoiwe 
a~tf:crw; r6crot 7WtT]taoe~, a~tcrw~ vex ypc'.t<petat 11 yA.wcrcra 11 eOvtKl); rcoi11cr11t Kat yA.<i>cma, Oa 7tl) vouc;. 
Xwpi<; a<pta &evoc; oev unapx.et Kat A.ty<i>repo arc6 KaOs &.A.Ao Oa urcapi;T] to tOvoc; ro eAAT]VtK6 [ ... )" 
(Psycharis 1903a: Ks'). 
[ .. ] £1-ll::ic; 1wu J.u: cri~ac;, 7WU J.lc aya7IT1, n:ou ~tE n:a:rpturncrJ.LO 
Km J.LE A.arpeia, n:pocrexouJ.LE cr'tll ypaJ.LJ.LUnKij, n:pocrtxowu:: 
crw rumK6, n:pocrtxouJ.LE crTOuc; ~xouc; -rou A.aou, yta va 
J.llJ.Ll180uJ.LE, cr'tllv TEXV11n1 J.Lac; yA.rocrcra- vat! ac; Til Akv£, cra 
8£/..ouv£ Kat n:xvrrr~ - Til yA.rocrcra n:ou sll Kat n:ou J.LtA.tt'tat 
( 1902b: 19-20). 
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Psycharis referred to the description of the linguistic system in a specific temporal 
context and extended his description to linguistic standardisation, which would 
involve an intervention from someone of authority, such as an intellectual or more 
specifically a prose writer.6 He also reflected upon the great responsibility a writer of 
literature had, to make choices that would not corrupt the speech of ordinary people in 
his efforts to systematise it: 
Touc; Kav6vcc; TI)<; ypaJ.L!ffi"llS J.Lac; 'tllS 01")J.LOnKijc;, ~i;~ata, osv 
J.Ln:opro va -ravatpecrro moe; -roue; Kavw, w:pou EKaJ.La -ro Ta~i& 
Ucro Oc ypa<pl}KE J.Lta yA.rocrcra Tj av n:ponJ.Lac;, 6cro 11 ypa<pil 
'tllS OcV raxron:oti181lKE, avayKT} EKEivoc; n:ou 'tllV 
n:pwroypa<pct, va 'tllV rax-ron:otil<J1l, va TI)V Kavovi<J11, mo 
crrocrta va to n:ouJ.LC, avayKT} va bzoJ..i~'l· ~taA.c~a ( 1907b: 
281) ( ... ] Kotvij yA.rocrcra, KCl.VOVtKil, ea KUJ.LOUJ.LE J.LOVO 
OtaAkyovmc; ( 1907b: 290). 7 
6Psycharis's views on linguistic analysis can be explained through Saussure' s 'synchronic' and 
'diachronic' system. The study of changes in language over a period of time has been called diachronic. 
The important developments in linguistics came with the shift to the synchronic study of the systematic 
interrelations between the components of a single language, at a particular time. The synchronic study 
of a system is related to the examination of grammatical phenomena, while the diachronic study 
describes the historical evolution that takes place. According to Saussure' s theory, "historical change 
originates( ... ) in linguistic performance, in parole, not in Ia langue" (Culler 1976: 41). However, even 
though historical change originates in linguistic performance, it is only when these changes, which 
occur in ' spoken • language, are encountered in writing, that they become accepted as part of the system 
of each period. When they are encountered in writing, it is evident that they do not simply represent 
something idiosyncratic or dialectal but a more general and widespread alteration. Psycharis' s 
insistence on a synchronic examination of the Greek language was related to his plan to provide 
examples of the correct demotic in use. 
71n linguistics, nevertheless this passage betrays a problematic supposition: the question was to what 
extent the study of the spoken language could result in ' fixing' it in a specific time, and furthermore, to 
what extent, the desire and the need to promote a plan for standardising the Greek language could lead 
to or allow linguistic interventions in the system that could not be accounted for methodologically. 
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This is in contrast to what he had written earlier in To Ta.(i8z JWV (1993: 123). It 
seems that as the years passed by, Psycharis took more liberties with regards to 
language. These interventions, however, gave Psycharis's opponents the opportunity 
to attack the artificiality of his language. The author insisted on the necessity of 
describing the linguistic phenomena encountered in spoken language and of making 
the relevant choices accordingly, choices he hoped would be adopted by other writers. 
Thus, there are three main points in Psycharis's views on the language of literature: 
the need to adopt the language of ordinary people, to maintain the pronunciation they 
used, and to make the language widely accepted through the creation of prose written 
in it. However, he was criticised for using an artificial language in his own novels (see 
Xenopoulos's review of Zwft Kl Ay6.1n7 <rrfJ Mova.f,ui. in Panathinaia, 1905, vol. 0': 
375-77). 
Psycharis's views on the adoption of the spoken form of language and on the 
role of the novelist as grammarian, who helps promote the standardisation of 
linguistic forms by proposing the necessary changes, find direct application in his 
theory on Greek literature.8 A conspicuous example of this theory in practice is his 
story 0 M6.yoc; ( 1892), which will be examined in the next chapter. The story was 
written in order to exemplify the author's views on language and literature, using 
Psycharis's favourite literary model, the folktale. Psycharis envisioned the creation of 
an 'oral literature' with his works of prose fiction. I will explain what he meant by 
·oral literature'. 
8The grammarian examines language and describes the rules of its use (see Collins English Dictionary 
1997: 732-33). ln Psycharis's terminology, 'grammarians' are viewed in a positive light because they 
are mainly demoticist writers. In contrast, the term ' teachers' has a derogatory and restrictive 
connotation. It refers only to the writers of katharevousa, who study ancient texts and try to apply the 
language in which they are written in their own written work. In Psycharis's theory the grammarian is 
like the magician of his short-story 0 M(xyor;, he preciphates changes for the better in language and 
culture and helps consolidate them. 
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In his texts in P66a 1Wl M~i.a, as well as in To Ta(ioz f-WV, the author 
designated the Homeric epics as supreme literary masterpieces, and singled them out 
for two characteristics in particular: because they resembled folktale nmTatives, and 
because of the language used which achieve immediacy in the narration. It is 
interesting that in To Ta(,i6z f..WV, the narrator discusses with a local Chiot the 
existence of an historical 'Homer', and suggests that the epics did not derive from a 
written source but from the plurality of people's voices which slowly converged into a 
unified form (Psycharis 1993: 116-17). The fact that the Homeric language was the 
spoken language of the period, with many different registers, and not a learned 
creation, supported the claim. This in tum, connected the ancient epics with Greek 
folk songs, as both genres were similarly composed and with the same aspirations (see 
also Chapter Three). 
An 'oral literature' m the Homeric period, implied something which was 
usually recited and performed (Psycharis 1993: 116). It is reasonable to assume that 
the repetition and performance resulted, in time, in a "more integrated and less 
fragmented kind of language" (Chafe 1982: 52). 9 These developments suggested a 
process of transference of oral features into a more stable form, which was the 
inevitable result of having to meet audience expectations. Consequently, the appeal of 
the myth of the creation of the Homeric epics was the process of ' standardisation' of a 
spoken language into a literate form. Even though the Homeric epics were written 
much later than the time in which their stories are set, the ritualistic process of 
standardisation that slowly made their language more uniform and predictable, 
approximated Psycharis's model for the development of Greek literature. The myth of 
9This study examines the ' oral literature' of Seneca, an Iroquois language spoken in western New York 
State; its findings are significant in confirming a similarity between ' ritual' language and ' written' 
language. 
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the creation of the epics, which exhibit features of both the oral and the written 
language. is directly comparable with Psycharis' s plan to standardise the language of 
everyday life into a stable form through the production of literary texts. 
The genre which best suited these tentative approaches was the folktale, a 
genre which can constantly be re-created in the process of narration. Not surprisingly, 
Psycharis claimed that To Ta.(ibt f.WV was a folktale: "to PtPA.io ).lOU eivat 7ta.pa)..t1>9t, 
6xt ta~iot" (1993: 39) and he referred to the Homeric epics using the same term (ibid: 
117). The author favoured the folktale for its themes derived from popular tradition, 
and for its technique of including features of an oral narrative, even when it is a 
written text. He also claimed that the Homeric epics were like Greek folk songs 
because of the collective character of their creation (ibid). By appropriating the 
folktale and its technique, Psycharis was attempting to elevate the popular, 
marginalised culture into a dominant one, emphasising the people' s language, and folk 
songs as products of the authentic Greek soul. To summarise the points made so far, 
Psycharis' s linguistic views played a formative role in the evolution of his 
observations on the scope and role of Greek literature. ln order to achieve his aims, 
the author was aware of the need to create written literature in the demotic. 
The major task that he undertook to complete, partly by his own efforts and 
partly through his exhortations to his fellow demoticist writers, was in need of a 
supportive literary canon on which it could follow. By adopting and promoting the 
Homeric epics, the folktales, and the folk songs, he went some way towards fulfi11ing 
this aim. By claiming Homer as the literary precursor of all those who wrote in the 
vernacular, through the mediation of the folk songs and the folktales, the author was 
also aiming to enhance the value of his own narratives by implying a certain 
continuity with the ' authority' of the ancient texts and with modes of narration such as 
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the still current folktales. In this way, Psycharis translated Homer into his everyday 
present (Leontis 1991: 197). 
In accordance with his belief in the importance of the spoken language, the 
author admired the style of ancient Greek writers, whose work exemplified simplicity 
and resembled an everyday conversation. Indeed he singled this quality out as one of 
the most important features in a work of prose. He argued that this simplicity was a 
characteristic of Plato's work, and he awarded Plato an exalted place in the line of 
precursors he tried to establish for the demoticist literature: "E-yci) eappro nwc; 11 ap:x,aia 
tap1t<i~ll -r6cro -ratpta:x,-ra nou va -ro KUJ.l.ll Kat btK6 'tTl<;" (1902b: 49). Features of orality 
encountered in the author's own novels include the repetitive style, a familiar tone 
with frequent apostrophising of the reader and a loose adherence to the plot, with a lot 
of digressions that serve once more to foreground the author's linguistic views. 
Psycharis admired the unpretentious writing and tried to reproduce it in his novels by 
using a language close to the vernacular and a familiar register that :resembled a 
conversation between the writer and his readers. It is significant that the main 
character of the novel T6vtLpo rov navvipYJ, a fictional writer, was given qualities 
which the author thought of as essential for the role of the intellectual: " Kt o 
K' EJ.l.Ot<Xs£ -r6cro (j>U<HKO, -r6cro U1tOVTlPE(j)"tO, -r6cro ac:popo 'tO uc:poc; TI]<; oup6.vtac; 
EK£i.v11c; 'tTl<; Kouptvmc; TOU ftawipll, nou "tOU<; ()1)V£nijpE" (Psycharis 1897: 117). 10 
10ft was exactly this style of conversation, simple yet full of meaningful ideas, that Psycharis admired in 
his father-in-law's, Ernest Renan 's, writing (see Karatzas 1988: 366). 
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In the chapter, .. Ot apxaim'' from To Ta~i6t J.WV, the narrator refers to the 
major ancient writers from Homer to Euripides, and points out that what the ancient 
spirit demanded from modern culture was to keep the Greek language alive through 
evolution and to secure the continuation of Greek literature: 
K6.rrou KA.ai!J.C rrou ()Ev tpxemt Kavei<;. 0 Eppmi&rt<;. ).1£ Til 
!J.EAayxoA.tld] 'tOU \jJUXTJ 1tO.pT]yopt6. ocv EXEt. floto<; ea ~tac; 
~ll!J.'l8iJ ~Lta !J.€pa; O,n Kli!J.a~t£ O"'tOV KO.tp6 ~La<;, 1tOtO<; ea 'tO 
SUVO.Kii!J.rt O'tO 8uc6 era<;; n ow<; 9cx IJ.lATJOT] yA.rocrcrcx 
sroV'taviJ crav Til yA.rocrcra rrou !J.tAOl)!J.e criJ).l£pcx xat ).l£t<; ot 
iOtOl, )'lCl VU IJ.T] cpatVE'tQ.l 1tW<; K01tT]K£ T) O"Etpli l<Ut 0£V 
urrlipxet rrta cUT]VtKJl cptA.oA,oyia; ( Psycharis 1993: 167) 
In the same chapter, Psycharis decries the type of literature that was written in his 
time, a product of the pompous, 'unreal ' katharevousa. 11 In the manner of a folktale 
the author portrays ancient Greek writers entertaining themselves in the Theatre of 
Dionysos by inviting the writers of his own time to present their literary or journalistic 
work to them. The latter, written mainly in katharevousa, usually provoked the 
laughter and scorn of the ancients. Psycharis presents katharevousa as a 'joke' and in 
that particular chapter he manages to explain his linguistic theory in a playful way 
which extends to some self-criticism and self-effacement as well - something not 
frequently encountered in his works: " [-r]a XPCUicr'tllKO. K ' €qmya !lliVTJ !l<iVTJ, va llll!l£ 
P<iA.ouv Kat IJ.Sva O"'tll!lE<J11 [ ... )", comments the narrator (ibid: 168).12 
11 This type of writing had previously been criticised in his Essais de Grammaire 1/istorique 
Neogrecque: " L' ignorance de Ia langue mode me presente un danger bien autrement serieux que nos 
puristes ne l'imaginent. Une nation, en realite, ne tient sa place dans le monde que lorsqu'elle a une 
existence intellectuelle; alors seulement elle est a meme d'apporter dans le domaine commun son 
contingent d'idees, de recevoir d'autres idees en cchange. Mais ceci n'est possible qu'avec Ia fixation 
d\me langue litteraire nationalc. La langue savante n'ajamais produit et elle est incapable de produire 
une ~uvre bien faite ct bien ecrite. Les seules productions litteraires dignes d'cntrcr en ligne de compte, 
sont dues a Ia langue moderne. L 'Erotocritos, L 'Erophile, Solomos, Valaoritis et Jes auteurs populaires 
de nos chansons n' ont pas encore ete depasses" (Psichari 1886: 260). 
12Sce also Chapter Three of the thesis for a discussion of this playful and subversive writing. 
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In addition to Plato and Sophocles, whose tragedy Philoctetes with its frank 
approach inspired the novel H J.1ppo.HniJ Llovi.a (1907), and other ancient Greek 
'WTiters mentioned in To m~i6z pov, the line of precursors that Psycharis attempted to 
establish for demoticist literature extended, as has already been mentioned, from 
Homer to writers of his own day. It included Cretan poetry and drama ofthe sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, like Erotokritos and Erojili, folk songs, and the poetry of 
Valaoritis and Solomos (Psycharis 1907b: 242, see also Chapter Six). 13 As the author 
explained in his essays of criticism: "L'Erophile ne marque pas seulement le plus beau 
moment de Ia litterature Cretoise: comme document linguistique, elle est le premier 
texte ecrit en langue moderne; au XVIIeme siecle, nous trouvons cette langue dans le 
plein developpement de toutes ses formes" (Psichari 1889: 286). What these literary 
works from different chronological periods shared were the vernacular language, and 
a narrative mode which aimed at immediacy and honesty. 14 
It is important to mention that the author also discussed the difference between 
storytelling and narrative, making a rough parallel with the distinction between orality 
and textuaJity, in his introduction to the short stories .Erov irJKLO wv flJ..a.ravov (1911 ). 
According to him, ' telling' (8flyT}crT} as Psycharis calls it) is a task that can be carried 
13lt also included writers of foreign literature who wrote in the vernacular of their period, like Dante, 
Shakespeare, and Goethe (Psycharis 1993: 166). It is significant that Psycharis prefaces most of his 
novels after 1893, as well as his critical essays, even the unpublished novel, with a dictum from Dante 's 
Inferno, Canto II. The only exceptions are T6vetpo wu rLO.vvip'f ( 1897), which has no dictum and 
Typesses (1923), which has one from Virgil. However, there is also another explanation for this 
preference, the fact that, when the author met Olga Valaoritis in 1893, she gave him a copy of Dante's 
Inferno: "Tou xaptas Kt avriturro !JTJjl£l(I)JlevO arr6 tO XEPl tll<; OlO 1t€pt06>pta, rou ct)VtKOU TTJ<; ltaAia<; 
rou rrOLTJT~, Tou A.arpSIJ.evOu TTJ<; rou Nravrs" (in H :4ppWtJT'f Llovi,a 1907a, no. 238: 2). Moreover, 
Psycharis took inspiration from Dante for the main themes of love and glory that are apparent in most 
of his novels (see Psichari 1930: 397). The author discussed Dante in the essay "Petrarque et Dante" in 
(Psichari 1930: 391-99). 
14The element of honesty was very important for the author in his literary theory and in his life; see his 
'autobiography', Or 'f/uxO.p'fbt<; (Ta yevmJ.oytKO. f.Jov): "[ ... ] flpwro 110n IJ.UOTJila TJ911o'l<;· Mou KOAATJa£ 
o Myo<; Kt arr6 r6n:c; Oappci> tnmva va rajlaa6) ac onOtovd)~rrors" (Zolotas 1928: 824). In that respect, 
he used the concept of the faithful rendering of reality to the point of open discussion of uncomfortable 
things, as in the case of the novel H 11ppwtJT'f LlouJ.a (1907), even presenting very personal issues as 
fiction. in the case of his novellas Ta Llvo Tptavraqm)J.a rov Xapov (I 921) (see Chapter Six). 
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out by anyone, like repeating a story that one has heard; but the creation of a 
structured narrative (aq>iJYTl<Yll) is something more elaborate. The author also 
compared the relationship between the novel and the short story with that of the sun 
and the moon. He referred to their differences in terms of strength of 'light' and 
'shadow'. However, he also pointed out that in short stories, because of their brevity, 
all the elements in the narration had to contribute towards the end, and therefore there 
could be no superfluous details: 
0 Ntuvrss, 6mv EKetvs A.6yo yt.a wv oupuv6 1Wv 01. K6K'Aot 
'tOU ELVCtl !J.lKp6-n;pot an6 'tOU<; UAAOU<; an<; a'AA£<; crq>uipe<;, 
011AUOTJ ytu TOV oupav6 TOU q>syyaptou, ~E~Ut.a - KUt TO 
~EpOUJ.le - 1t<.O<; OtV E~USC 1J.S 'tO VOU 'tOU 'tO J~yl]pO., !J.ll'te 
y"\)pe~e va w <JVYKPLVll 1J.C 'tO !J.U9tcr't6P11J..LU [ ... ]. To 
~m8tcrTOP11J..LU., llAtO<; - Kat r6vn<; n osv eivat criJ!J.Cpet to 
J..LD8tcrT6pll!J.U., nou 6,n 8eA.tt<; ro Kuvtt<;, nou cpt'Aocroq>i£<; 
(j(J}(j'tE<;, 1t0U (j(J)(j'tQ e8vos J..Ltaa 'tOU dvat U~lO va x,wpf:<Jll; 
<I>enapt, To 8iJYll~ta. Kt un:apu'AA.ax,Ta 6n:w<; To <peyyupt., l':vro 
ouvil;eTUl 1:0 <pW<; -rou an6 -rov TJAlO, txet (J}(j'tQ(jO OlKO TOU 
<pw<;, un:a.psll otKij -rou, nuv-ra 61J.ws a£ a-r£v<i>-r£po K-6KA.o, a~:: 
mo m::ptwptcr!J.EVO, !J.<X f-1.£ -rp6no n:ou J..L1topei Kl.OAaS va 
<pW'tt<Jll Ka'Ai)repa Kat mo cruyKev-rpwJ..Ltva Kavtva J..Ltpo<;, 
£KEi n:ou o iJA.to<; avaYKU.I;s-rat va <pw-riSTI 6A.11 IJ.Usi 'tTl 
Ollf-llODpyi.a (Psycharis 191 I: 1-2, the emphasis as it is in the 
text). 
Psycharis thought highly of the abi li ty to create a proper narrative and he associated 
the technique with the use of the spoken Greek language because, as he explained, 
Greek encourages a narration that appears like a conversation between the author and 
his/her addresses (ibid: 9), and it is easier to create a good narrative through this 
mode. Therefore, we see that Psycharis was preoccupied with narrative technique and 
its generic characteristics. He did not write many short stories thoLilgh, perhaps 
because this genre did not allow him the freedom he wanted to express different ideas, 
to repeat himself and even digress from the plot, since short stories demand the 
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exercise of self-restraint in the narration. However, he always emphasised the 
importance of the novel and it was his opinion that Greek writers should cultivate that 
genre: ·To 6i]yruw <JTllV EUaoa 0£V 1tU£t axa~va. Mu8tcr'tOPTJJ.lO.'tO. 0£ YEYTJKO.V£ 
aKOJ.llJ noA.Mi roc; -rffipa. Eivat Kat mo oucrKo/..a. 0£A.ouv£ Kat OlJJ.lOcrto va -ra btaBa~lJ, 
Kt aqn6 1t0AU 1tl0 OU<JKOAO. Bpi.crK£'tO.t an6 'tO ~u8tcr-r6pl]J10. 'tO iow. Na oto.PaslJ 
po~tav-rsa, 8appd nroc; ~nopd 0 Ka8tvac;. 'Ex.et aOtKO. Dp£7tet va .eival ~£Vavtiac; 
npoc'tOtJ.lO.crJ.lEVlJ an6 x.p6vta Kat x.p6vta JltO. KOlvrovi.a yta -re-rota otaPacrJ.lara" 
(Psycharis 1907b: 1 06). 
Another aspect of Psycharis's views on literature was his emphasis on the 
faithful rendering of reality in literary works. The representation of reality in literature 
had been a highly controversial issue throughout the nineteenth and the early twentieth 
century, and success in this respect was mainly related to the language used. The 
prevailing custom of the time was to use the demotic in the dialogue in order to render 
the scenes more vivid but to use katharevousa for the narration of events or character 
description. Even Vizyenos's language, which was less 'difficult' and 'distant' than 
that of other prose-writers of the period, was not consistent but varied from ' high ' 
katharevousa to demotic (see Alexiou 1995: 292 & 296n). However, since 1896 with 
Karkavitsas's novel 0 ZYJTLO..voc;, which was written entirely in demotic, this policy 
started being abandoned in favour of the use of a language closer to demotic for the 
whole of the narrative. Psycharis's aim was to prove that the demotic was capable of 
expressing fine distinctions and nuances of feeli ng, such as one might expect to find 
in literature, making it unnecessary to employ the ancient form of language or 
katharevousa. In order to prove his point, he undertook to write complex works of 
prose fiction in the vernacular, and in his scholarly essays, he argued against those 
who insisted that the language of the people was inappropriate for literary use: 
Un critique a vivement reproche a Solomos d :avoir employe, 
dans une piece celebre, le mot KOJlll, chevelure [ ... ]. La me me 
critique prend texte de ce vers pour declarer que Ia langue 
moderne ne saurait guere devenir une langue litteraire, et pour 
nous apprendre que !' indigence du vocabulaire populaire ne 
peut suffire a !'expression des milles nuances de Ia pensee 
(1902b: 66). 
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According to his views, literature should be an extension of everyday existence, part 
of people' s experience, and not something distant fi·om it or 'exotic'. In suggesting the 
use of demotic for the whole of the narrative, Psycharis aimed to achieve two different 
aims concurrently: to produce a fictional work which would give a closer 
approximation of verisimilitude and to secure the involvement of readers, something 
that was very important for his fiction, which had specific messages to promote. 15 As 
a result, the demotic language was both a feature that was promulgated in his novels 
and the tool that made this promulgation more successful. 16 
Psycharis refers a great deal to images of water in his essays, in an attempt to 
establish a connection between reality and the language that renders it. These 
symbolic references help him emphasise his ideas without resorting to dry rhetoric. He 
claimed that, "11 yA.rocrcra nou ypci<p£t Kavds nptm:t va dvat crav 1:0 vcp6 TllS AtJ.l.VTJS, 
A.iyot, noA.A.oi /~.iyot yvropisouv xm ~£<>taA.icrav£ J..I.E n cr-r01.xcia, J.l.E n KUJ.l.a-ra, K1. an6 nm) 
napJ..t.tva, civm KUJ..lffiJ..t.tvo -ro ftcruxo cKeivo 't'llS AiJ..t.VTJS 1:0 v£p6" (I 902b: 242-43). 
Similarly, the creation of a national literature in the demotic is referred to once again 
15Despite his proclamations about the faithful rendering of reality, Psycharis often used the conventions 
of verisimilitude very loosely and, as I will explain in the analysis of To To.( ibt J.IOO, the didacticism and 
criticism ofthe narrative voice produced interesting results regarding the illusion of realism. 
16lt seems a self-evident point but the case is not so simple. Some intellectuals like Roidis, tried to 
promulgate the demotic language even though he did not use it in his writings. Roidis' s arguments for 
example- no matter how well formed - would not have created an empathy with readers, as they were 
wTitten in the katharevousa form. 
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in terms of a watery metaphor in the following extract, where a 'river' represents the 
formation and development of Greek literature. 
Meaa cr€ KU8e y},rocrcra <pai.ve-rat Kt o 6.8pw1to~ 1tOU TflV 
£Kaf.JE· 11 yA.rocrcra aV'tavaKA.a TT}V \(IUXll -rou, crav Tov 
1tO"CUJ.tO. AA.A.asouv Ot nmot, KU1t0t€<; K' Ot AE~ec;, wx. Ot 
yA.rocrcrec; 1-LvTJcrKOUV navron::c; Ot tO LE~. 0 1tO"CUJ.tO<; 0 OtK6c; 
j.l.a~ a7tUV"CT]crE crro op6J.tO nou mtP€ j.l.ta n6A.11 f.JEYUATJ , j.l.ta 
auilVta <ptloA.oyia. np£mn -rropa va TOl) XTl(JOl)).t£ ypityopa 
KaJ.tta 7t6A.TJ Katvoupta, nepi<pfll.l.TJ crav "CTJV 7tpcl)TT}7tou doe, 
~UVUJ.!Op<p<Oj.tEYll crav 'tOY 7tO'tUJ.!O, yta va KU).tapfficrT) 'tO 
7tO'tU).tt Kat m OtKa j.tU<; ra ).t£yaA.Eia ( 1902b: 161-2). 
The ideas about faithfully representing real life in literature were certainly not 
original. This was a preoccupation of many Greek writers at the time, which accounts 
for the fact that the fiction of the period aimed above all at representing the ' national 
life' in what has been called the 'ethographic' mode of writing. Psycharis 
acknowledged this fact in his introduction to Ta L1vo Abf:pqJza: "To pol-l<iv·d~o 
odxvct, odxvct <:no £9vo~, TO npocrwn6 /-LU~ 6nw~ Ei.vat'~ (1903a: Kfr). He stressed that 
not only the themes and the mode of writing, but above all the language of a narrative 
should reflect its use in ' real' 1ife.17 However, pursuing his theory about a literature 
with features of orality, the author attempted in his last published novel Ayv~ (1913), 
an innovative writing that diverged from the realist mode of representation. The 
innovation consisted in including musical phrases to suggest a certain atmosphere, or 
the feelings of characters, and in substituting music for dialogue or the description of 
events. In that respect, music functioned symbolically not only as a replacement for 
17The 'current state of use ', however, if taken literally, would mean the use of ancient forms or a mixed 
language (J!LKr~), which, as discussed already, did not constitute a living language according to 
Psycharis and could not represent ' real' life. Thus, Psycharis disregarded what was happening in Greece 
in linguistic terms and tried to present his view as if it were the norm. This attitude may be explained by 
the fact that he was living away from Greece (see Mackridge 1988: 40) or it may have been a deliberate 
device in order to establish his position as the prevailing one. 
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spoken language but as a higher form of language understood by all (see Chapter 
Eight). 
It 1s also important to note that the language used by the characters in 
Psycharis ' s novels is generally the same. Exceptions include Frosoula, and the 
characters on the boat to Prinkipos in the novel To. L1vo Abtpqna. In particular in the 
latter case, the use of language is conveyed by the narrator to the reader as a negative 
example of speech. However, there is little attempt in Psycharis's novels to convey 
class origin or social status through the use of language. 18 This could be the result of 
often having the narrator describe the thoughts of other characters and their speech, 
instead of al1owing their distinct voice to come through. In Psycharis' s novels, 
therefore, social differences cease to matter as long as there are no linguistic 
differences, in accordance with his belief in a uniform national identity based on 
language. In line with his declarations about using the language spoken in villages by 
ordinary people, some characters in his novels comply with these views. For example 
the villagers and servants in his novels sometimes communicate between themselves 
using proverbial phrases of popular wisdom or even lines from folk songs, as in the 
novel T6velp0 TOD rUJ.vvip'l: 'TA.tnco 'LOY ftA.tO ncos PouA.<i KUl 'LO <psyyciptv KAlV£l. Aj.lf:, 
'LO j.!OVO:XOV 1l:OUAl 0:11:0\jl€ nou 9a j.!slVTl;" (1897: 337), or again: "~EV £LV' Kapcipux crLO 
yto:A.6, <>sv siv' nawui anA.roJ..t.tvo:; ~sv siv' KUj.ltci cr-ro ntA.ao va j.l' ayan6.11 Kat J..l.Eva;" 
(ibid: 390). 19 
One type of character which appears repeatedly in Psycharis' s novels is the 
eminent novelist or thinker who makes literary and cultural comments or suggestions, 
18Furthermore, the author often uses very vulgar expressions: " Koita~s, Koita~s 7tOV fl£ Ka-r<iv11')crcc;! 
Mou ttlv Exa!lec; Jtapwaosc;!" (Psycharis 1912-3: 5). 
191n the latter case, the demotic becomes so evident that it loses its representational value. It becomes 
more realistic than is needed, thus the opposite of realistic. 
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a portrayal of himself. Around him revolve other mmor characters, bureaucrats, 
employees or mediocre writers, who represent examples of the negative aspects of the 
urban life-style and of pedantic attitudes, which the author wishes to discredit.20 
However, for the first time in a Greek novel, there is also an abundance of servants as 
important characters, as was the case for example in the novels II J:J.ppwm17 L1ov) .. a and 
Ta L1 vo Aoipqua. Together with the ordinary villagers, this category of characters is 
portrayed favourably because of the language they use and their uncomplicated 
behaviour, which contrasts with that of the pedantic scholars. However, the depiction 
of villagers differs significantly from that in the typical 'ethographic ' narratives of the 
period. There is no nostalgic tone in the description of vi llages and villagers. If they 
contribute to his linguistic research they are praised, if not, they are condemned in the 
author's usual colourful style (as is the case in To Ta(iOzJwv). The author emphasises 
the importance of villages, because of the dialects, and their contribution to the 
formation of the demotic. It must also be pointed out that in some of Psycharis's 
novels there is a shifting of focus, as villagers and servants gain in importance while 
other ' respectable' characters are 'criticised ' because of some trait that the author 
considers inappropriate. 21 
2<The author's tendency to treat his characters as ' types' or ' constructions', becomes apparent from his 
carelessness with their names, which, in some cases, change in the course of the narrative. For example, 
Kamek.os-Kapckos and Andreas-Kostas in A7w7, and Anna-Eleni in fJ NiK'l rou novou KO.I r'lc; AyO.X,c; 
(see also Holton 1988: 66). 
1 1The latter are the ones who either imitate European mannerisms or whose attitude proclaims a desire 
to retum to the Greek Classical past. In his novel To. L1vo Abtpqua, the writer adopts a strong satirical 
tone, which at times becomes almost scornful. He particularly satirises a character called Tsigomagas or 
Sigomagas (to render the katharevousa pronunciation), perhaps an allusion to Andreas Syggros who 
was a national benefactor. For Psycharis, however, this character embodied the dangers of a flu id, 
unstable identity. Even though Tsigomagas should have been regarded as a respectable character 
because of his ph ilanthropic work, he is satirised by the narrator as a devious and cunning Greek, 
always on the lookout for the next opportunity to reinvent himself. This is in contrast to the ordinary 
villagers who seemed to have attained self-awareness (see Chapter Seven, the section on Greek society 
and culture of the period). As this example shows, the author sets in motion a negatively valorised 
system through direct commentary and context, aimed against the characters or the characteristics 
which he wants to discredit. 
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In line with the author' s beliefs about a uniform national identity and the task 
of the faithful rendering of ' real ity' in literature, the role of the writer and intellectual 
was a complex one. Even though he has the responsibility of guiding the people, he 
can only achieve his task by abandoning his status and becoming himself one of the 
people. According to the author in an essay from P6ba. K<Xl M~A.a A': 
Efle~ Of.LW<; nou ypaq>OUJ.le, nou KavOUJle pof.Lavrcra, np€net 
va cruUoytcr'rO'Ufle KaA.<i Til 8ouA.et<i, va TilV m<icrOUJ.le 
aUtwc;, ytati eJ.lets 86.crKo.A.ot 8ev eiJ.t.acr·n:- 8e l;ol>J.!E cr-ro 
ypa<petO flU<;, 1tep1tU'rOUJ.lE O'rOU<; 8p01J.OU<;, ypaq>OUJ.le yta 
6A.ouc;, ypciq>OUJ.l€ yta Til SWTJ, K' t"tcrt 1tpE1tet VUKOAOU80UJ.le 
'tO A.a6, 'tO AUO Kat f.LOVO. f t' U<p'tO £ina, Kat yw Kt <iA.A.ot f.LO./;i 
f-LU<;, 1tW<; U1t0 Til <ptAOAOyta 8a ~yTJ q>Wt; ... ( J902b: 269)_22 
Because of the confusion of the role of the 'grammarian' with that of the 
' novelist', many of the subjects examined in Psycharis's scholarly texts appear also in 
his novels and vice versa. In his scholarly texts, when he examines certain linguistic 
phenomena in the Greek language, he often offers examples from his own fiction to 
demonstrate his arguments: "[ ... ] npocr€~'te, cra.c; no.pa.KaA.w, crr:: J.lta noA.u nr::piepyTJ 
<ppacrouA.a nou x.ropic; crKon6 8ev 'tTJV typmva cr'tTJ Zw~ KL Aya7r17 [ ... ]" (1906b: 62). 
Furthermore, the author analyses his characters and presents their psychology, as he 
would have analysed a grammatical phenomenon in the Greek language. In the novel 
Zw1 Kl Ayam7 (J'!I'J p.ova~1a, again, the allegorical reference: "[the] son of Homer has to 
Jearn again his speech from the daughter of Dante" (Psycharis 1991: 233), diverts 
readers from the plot of the novel in order to introduce them to his linguistic theory. 
Dante was writing in the Italian vernacular of his time, and Psycharis argued that 
22See also Dragoumis 1926:21. The last sentence of this extract can be explained as part ofPsycharis' s 
broader world-view which considered literature (' <pV..oA.oyia' , as it was called in the nineteenth century) 
a significant element of the national identity. 
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Dante· s lessons should be adopted by Modem Greeks who, though they possessed the 
language of Homer. had forgotten how to speak correctly. The author admitted that 
both analysing language and writing novels were occupations close to his heart and 
whether he was right or not, he did not make any distinction between them: 'Tt EiJ.tat, 
y A.wcrcroA.6yoc; ~ 'l-ruxoA.6yoc;, S7WJTIJJ.LOva<; 11 nOtTJui<;, KaAa KaA6. 8ev -ro Ka-rexw, va crac; 
1:0 nw. 'Icrwc; 8cv dJ.tat Kat 1:inonc;. 'Eva npUJ..l<l votroew, nroc; dt£ Ae~TJ mcivro va 
crvvEnaipvct, -r6cro J..lE <ruVE7t<ltpVEt K' TJ aAAl( (Psycharis 1905b: 13). 
It must also be pointed out that Psycharis's novels arc testimonies to his 
tendency to linguistic standardisation. He consistently used what he considered to be 
the correct forms according to the grammar and the phonetics of the demotic, as he 
mentions in the afterword of Zm~ Kt Aya1r17 m17 Mova.~za for example (1991: 322-25). 
Furthermore, where there are several manuscript versions of the same novel, the 
corrections in each one also testify to the importance placed by the author on finding 
the correct expression?3 I lowever, nowhere is the connection between grammar and 
imagination more prominent than in To Ta.~ioz pov. In this work, Psycharis discusses 
linguistics alongside other theoretical issues in literary and scholarly manner at one 
and the same time. The aim was to achieve a successful fusion of his two 
preoccupations. As a result, in parts of the narrative, he claims that his book is only 
·'imagination and poetry" (1993: 38) whereas in others, he explains that without the 
grammatical system, even the most successful poetry loses its feeling ( 1993: 178). 
With remarks such as these, it is obvious that the repercussions of Psycharis's 
linguistic theory were all pervasive in his work. 
23The documents are as follows: ms. no. 3893 first part (1902) and second part (1902-1904), 7538 in 
two parts ( 1902-1904) & 7538 typewritten, all in the Benaki Library (sec also Chapter Five). 
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To conclude. the author's critical ability allowed him to perceive that the 
status of the demotic would be very feeble without the existence of a literary corpus 
behind it. indicating its accomplislunent as a standard language. In undertaking his 
literary writing, Psycharis's programme was to prove that the demotic would be 
suitable for official texts of national significance and to supplement Greek literature 
with many new novels in the demotic. Some of his views on literature, in relation to 
real ism, were in parallel with the prevalent theoretical ideas of his period, even though 
he did not exactly follow them in his own novel writing. The author believed realist 
fiction, written in the language used by ordinary peopJe, would help reinforce the 
sense of belonging to a community with the aim of achieving the general cultural 
regeneration of the nation. It would offer a recognisable identity for people, a point of 
reference for what they were, individually, and as a community.24 The author also 
believed that it was the task of the novelist to help that process materialise, thus 
assuming the dual role of somebody within the popular culture, one of the people, and 
also on the outside, able to evaluate it and endorse it: , .. Eva~ f.I.C'yCLAO~ <.roypa<pta~ dvm 
cKci n:ou o ibto~ bcv ~£pro n J.lOU yivct<ll j.lScra f.lOU K<Xt 8c ppioxm A.6yta va to nro, 
crav tO A.a6. TT} y)l.(i)crcra TOU A<XOU etA.ct" ( 1902b: 156). 
However, his attempt to establish the language of the people in literature, met 
with resistance from the Greek literary establislunent.25 The features that exemplify 
~ 1For an analysis of this point see Anderson 2000: 427-8. 
~~See the author's letters to Eftaliotis: "Mfl (Jf: J.u'),fl· KflKO OE ea PY'1 an6 Tfl OOUAcl<X Touc; Kat TO (JK011:6 
TO JH:yaA.ova, 11:0\) A.ec;, Of: ea J.lU<; TOVE xa/,acrouvE, qn6.v~t ~J.lcl~ vu ypa<pOUJ.lE, <pTCtV£t q.teic; va 
<pTt:t&.voUJ.l{; ~tp),ia, <pTavet ~>!-lEi<; am PtPA.ia 11ac;, ac; eivat Kat crm mxpa!!u9aKta J.tU<;, va oEixvouJ.te n eu 
m1 TE;(VTJ aA.1"]9tv~ Kt aA.l"]~hv~ l;w~" (Karatzas 1988: 122), and in a more angry tone in another letter: "Tt 
y/.c.iJcrcro.; A<ptoi ~kv f;ytvav aKO!!l"J a9p<imot. Touc; ).uA.ei~ yta yA.wcraa, Kt a<pToi ~uA.ouv aKOJ.ll"J crav TO. 
~<i)a·' (ibid: 364). 
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the use of spoken language in his novels, i.e. digressions, repetitions, imitations of 
real-life conversations with readers, created an innovative style but one might say that, 
at the same time, they destroyed his fiction. They are nevertheless innovative because 
they raise questions about what constitutes literary writing - questions which are still 
significant today (see Tziovas 1987: 315-6). Inevitable they may have been, but as a 
result, the author's work was deemed resistant to literary analysis and appreciation. 
CHAPTER TWO 
MODES OF DIDACTIC WRITING AND 
THE ALLEGORICAL STORY 0 MAFO.E 
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The features that define the author's didacticism are encountered in most of 
his novels. The most common of these are the various types of intertextual references 
and their function. Intertextuality, primarily, creates and maintains a certain 
framework of meaning: if a story is to be read against or in accordance with other 
stories, then there is a suggestion of a specific horizon of possible interpretations. For 
example, the narrative Zw~ Kl Ay6.7r17 mrJ Mova.~z6. can be read in conjunction with 
Robinson Crusoe, which is referred to a few times in the novel and thus the reader 
will easily understand that the main point in Psycharis 's novel relates to the ideas 
advanced in Defoe's novel. Secondly, most of Psycharis's novels refer to other 
important texts or imitate the manner of writing of other writers, in order to gain 
support for the arguments that they express, implying continuity with the texts 
referred to, as well as equivalent ' authority' gained by association with the well-
established works. This is the case in the novel H Appwm17 LlovA.a., which contains 
many quotations from Sophocles' tragedies and in particular from Philoctetes. 
Furthermore, intertextuality is used in order to show that the author was creating 
fiction in the fashion of the specific novels or types of narration referred to, in order to 
aid the reception and understanding of his work, since there was no established 
tradition of prose fiction at the time in Greece (see Robinson 1988: 56-7). In 
Psycharis's case intertextuality can also be viewed as a type of 'dialogue with 
himself , i.e. with his other works. This is apparent, for example, in the self-mocking 
reference in Ayv~ to a poem included in Ta L1vo AJtpqna.. Furthermore, it functions as 
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a way of translating the author's cultural ideology from his critical essays to his 
novels, as a fusion of genres and tropes that aims to reinforce the didacticism. This is 
the case in particular in To Ta~i8z fJ-OV, which combines rhetoric with imagination in a 
remarkable manner. 
Another important element of didacticism is the role of the reader and the 
importance assigned to the activity of reading, since without the participation of the 
reader, the didacticism is not activated. It is significant that the intertextual function 
also reinforces the role of the reader in making sense of the text. According to Zoe 
Samara, 
x_ap11 crro 8ta.KdJ.i£VO o a.va.yvfficrTT]<; 7t£q>-r£t crTT]v 1ta.yiSa. 
7tOU 'tOU crnlVel 'W Kel!JZVO: etVO.t U1tOX9C:W~VO<; VO. 7tUpet 
~poe; crTT] ota.otKa.cri.a. TT]<; na.pa.ywyfjc; -rou KetJ.!EvOu. 'E-rcrt 
cruvc:tbTJ't07totei -ro yc:yov6c; 6n oc:v np6Ket'ta.t yta. a.nA.l) 
ypa.<pi), a.ll6. yta. 8einepTJ i) Ka.t nolla.nA.fJ ypa.<pi) KetJ..Ltvou 
nou TJ ota.otKa.cria. TTl<; cruv-rc:A.eiTut a.n6 -rov iOto. Evw 
Ota.Paset 'tO KetJ.leVO, UVUKa.l6met cruUTTJJ..LO.'tO. ypa.<pi)<; KO.t, 
Ka.ewc; •a. o.vayvropiset, •a. XPll<HJ.lonotc:i yta. va. epJ.lllveucr~::t 
O.KOJ.lll Kat TTl J.lLKp6n:pll A.emoJJ.tpc:ta. ( 1987: 24 ). 
Psycharis's novels create an implied reader compliant with his views in order to suit 
the didactic purpose of the texts and it is often the case that the author considers the 
implied reader to be the same with the actual reader. 1 The narrator of his novels then 
addresses the implied reader on several occasions. For example, in the novel T6vt:Lpo 
rov TLavvipfJ, the implied reader is addressed as "na.t8t<i", and in Zw~ K.L Aya;r17 <JTf/ 
Movo.~1a, the main character 'acts' for his/her benefit openly addressing hirnfher: "n 
!l0UpA6~ 7tOU d!la.t, !lWPE (J£l~, Ko.t ea. !l£ nap£!£ nbpa. (J'[O \j/tA6" ( 1991: 62). The act 
1
" ( •• • ] The ' implied reader' ( ... ]is established by the text itself as one who is expected lo respond in 
specific ways to the ' response-inviting structures ' of the text [ . .. ] the 'actual reader's ' [ ... ] responses 
[on the other hand) are colored by his or her accumulated private experiences" (Abrams 1999: 257). 
Abrams refers to the distinction proposed by lser. For more details see lser 1974: 30-31 . The term was 
first proposed by Wayne Booth. 
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of reading is thematised in the novels Ta. Llvo Aotprpta., Ta L1vo Tpwvr6.rpviJ.a rov 
X6.pov and H NiK'f/ rov ll6vov Kaz T'f/<; Ay6.1r17<; as well as in the novella ZoiJJ..w. Thus, 
even though the novels persistently promote a 'monological' outlook, there is an 
awareness of their recipient.2 This means that they invite the response and 
understanding of the reader precisely through their didactic aims, their specific points 
and their rhetoric. It is this response that assures their success and it is this factor that 
often makes Psycharis complain that his work did not receive the attention that it 
deserved. Even if the reader of Psycharis's novels is assumed to be compliant, 
according to the requirements for promoting the views expressed in the novels, their 
success relies on his/her engagement with the text, thus on the creation of a 
' dialogue'. However, in a rather contradictory manner, there is also a strong element 
of egocentric orientation. This happens because the author disguises as the narrator 
and sometimes as a character, and in so doing proposes a model of thought and 
conduct related to his own activities. For example, in Ayv1 most of the events are 
fictionalised versions of events from Psycharis ' s own life and his actions and choices 
arc presented to readers as the model to be followed. It is almost as if Psycharis wants 
to tum the reader into an image of himself. In most of the novels the main character is 
a novelist, and in Ayv1, in particular, the ' fictional writer' writes a drama about 
another writer. This type of demonstration, which emphasises the importance of 
writing through the multiplication of the author, cannot be ignored. It is like openly 
saying to the reader to pay attention to this novel. However, the risk involved is for 
the author to be rejected by being perceived as boring and repetitive. 
2Bakhtin coined the term ' monological ' as distinct from his notion of 'dialogical ', meaning a work in 
wh ich ideas are either affirmed or refuted with no middle ground (Bakhtin 1999: 80 & Suleiman 1993: 
71 ). However, the term 'dialogical' appears to have an all-pervasive character in Bakhtin 's thought (see 
in particular Bakhtin 1999: 40 & Bak.htin 1986: 75-6). For the role of the reader in literature see also 
rhe articles in Suleiman & Crosman 1980. 
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In most novels, too, there is a concern with conveying the 'truth', though not 
always related to realism as a mode of writing. This is not accidental since, by 
appearing as the bearer of truths, the narrative strengthens the credibility it needs in 
order to be accepted by readers. In that respect, the various repetitions of the same 
idea are part of an effort to equate the author's views with some objective external 
reality. According to Sulciman, "by virtue of the pact which, in the realist novel, links 
the teller of the story to his audience [ ... ]what the narrator recounts is 'true' [;] there 
occurs a blurring of boundaries that makes us accept as ' true' not only what the 
narrator tells us about the events [ ... ] of the fictional world, but also what he tells us 
in the way of judgment and interpretation" (1993: 72). As Psycharis points out in his 
introduction to Ta L1vo AtJtpqna: "LKon6c; rou J.i.UOtcrroptaypaqmu dva.t va crou 
napouma<rrJ 'tllV a.A:J19wx, K' e-rm va. en: K<lJ.l'll va. crulloytcrritc;. AJ.t.a paptecrat 't£mto 
poJ.t.<iv-r~o, ea pape(h1c; KU9e aA.ij9eta Kat K<i9e cru/..A.oyt1" (1903a: K9'). Similar views 
were also expressed at length in the author's critical essays. The novel H Jlppw(JTyt 
.L1ob2a is also the result of this belief, in that case taken to its limits: presenting 
uncomfortable truths as fiction in an effort to teach readers not to be afraid to speak 
with frankness. Nevertheless there is an abundance of metafictional strategies, which 
help the author discuss the issues that preoccupy him: how to write literature and by 
extension how to influence people. Parody, playfulness and humour are stylistic 
techniques aimed at entertaining the reader, surprising him, gaining his attention, and 
engaging him; they favour the pact of trust between author and readers, as can be 
attested in particular in To Ta(ioz pov. 
Finally, a significant didactic mode is located in allegorical wri ting. In most 
cases, the 'story' of the novels and its characters are intended to suggest another level 
of meaning. Allegory recreates a specific p re-determined meaning and for this reason, 
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it IS a useful didactic device. It was also a favourite mode of writing for other 
demoticist writers, like Vlachoyannis, Nirvanas, Karkavitsas, PaJamas, Passayannis. 
By choosing specific and unambiguous symbols, they explored this popular mode 
because it seemed closer to the folktale trad ition and to the 'simple' style of narration 
that they wanted to promote (see Sachinis 1989: 219, 258). Psycharis uses allegorical 
writing extensively. For example, the story of Yannis Pctroyannis in Zwlj Kl Ay6.7r17 
crr17 Movo.~ui. is an allegory for the language problem in Greece, which could onJy be 
solved if people trusted thei r natural language for all purposes. However, even before 
Zwlj KL Aya1r17 OT'7 Movo.~ta, the short story 0 MO.yoc; written in 1892 sets out the 
author's cultural views using this didactic mode. It is a significant text in order to 
understand the author's mode of writing. It presents his views on the Greek language 
and culture and exemplifies how the allegorical references promote these views. 
The story entitled 0 MO.yoc; in its Greek version, Micropolis in French, is a 
folktale drawing upon many intertextual references and borrowing its satirical tone 
from Jonathan Swift (see Fox 1995).3 I include this short story in the corpus of my 
analysis because it functions as a model for promoting the author's cultural views. It 
provides information about his ideas and objectives regarding Greek language and 
literature, and it employs a device (allegory), which is an integral part of the didactic 
discourse that characterises the author's novels. The allegory and the notion of the 
'other' which dominates the story, together form an 'exemplary narrative' intended to 
present a series of ideological propositions and, on a ' meta-narrative' level, to give 
instructions to readers to construe what is narrated. Furthermore, the French version 
3The story was published in the periodical Estia in March 1892, and in Paris, in Psycharis's 
compilation of articles entitled Autour de Ia Grece (Psichari 1895a: 233-44). References to the Greek 
story in this chapter are to its reprinting in the fJisL volume of P61Jo. Kat M~J.a (Psycharis 1902b: 231-
37). 
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of the same story aims to make known to the French public the linguistic situation in 
Greece. 
The story comprises three parts, and for the purpose of this analysis, I will also 
include the letter that Psycharis sent to the editor o f Eslia, Drosinis, ' complaining' 
about the reception the story got from his readers (1902b: 239-40). The first part is the 
main part o f the folktale, which presents the allegorical figures, the tiny citizens of a 
very small country (the ' Micropolites'), their character, and their habits. The second 
part is an extension of the main allegorical framework. In this part, the shape of the 
" city" changes, as do its inhabitants, because of the actions of a magician who appears 
suddenly with his magical crystal, able to (fore)see the future. The third part of the 
story is the explanation by the author-narrator himself. He addresses the implied 
reader and the editor with a playful commentary that betrays his didactic intentions: 
"Tt A.s<; -roopa va <Jllp.aivll a.<p-ro -ro na.pa.J..n)f.h;" (237). 
As explained in Chapter One, the folktale was significant in Psycharis's 
literary model , as an example of popular culture narrated in the language of people, 
which also allowed scope for experimentation.4 0 MO.yoc; is an entertaining folk story 
with specific messages to promotes and with features of orality. It relates the story of 
a small city with tiny inhabitants, with a height of only a few inches: "Mta. <pop<i x' 
tvav KCltp6, eha.ve p.ta. p.tKpfl, JllKpmhcrtKll xoopa [ ... ]" (231 ). These small citizens 
were the children of giants; it was not clear, however, whether they were originally 
born as midgets or whether they simply had not developed properly. They were very 
proud and very busy writing books. However, their books usually referred back to 
themselves, praising or criticising each other's work. The city had many critics, 
histori ans and tragedians, even though it was apparent that they had no idea of the true 
1For an analysis ofthis story see Melissaratou 1990. 
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meaning of these occupations. A very interesting feature was the language used. 
Micropolites tried to speak using the words of their ancestors but in their mouths these 
words sounded strange and did not make any sense. Thus Micropolites, it seemed, did 
not want to speak clearly and allowed confusion to be part of their lives: "'Lvxv<i 08v 
KO:raA.aPatVf; 0 tva<; 'tOY aA.A.ova. Tt wm, aA.f19£ta, 1(0'\) 'tTJV Eix_av! K6.1tO'tl:<; 0 
J.ltKponoAi'tTJ<; OEV Ka-raMPatv£ Kt o i~ho<; n t'Ypa<p£. 6.£v Eivat LUXTJ Kt aq)"[6;" (234 ). 
The Micropolites lived in that manner, unlike other people in the world and, 
according to the story, they never produced any children. The narrator intervenes at 
this point in the story to propose an explanation, before proceeding with the rest of the 
narration. He suggests that these legendary citizens were citizens ofthe Greek nation: 
they were the ' teachers' like the ones existing in every nation. Thus the first part ends 
with a partial break in the allegorical setting. Moreover, up to that point, the narrator 
mentions that it was a tale ' talked' about amongst other people: "~ev aKovyc<; OJ.lro<; 
yta Kavtva }ltKponoAi'tTj, v<iKUJ.lC no-rt 'tO"l> nat&i" (234, my emphasis). ln the second 
part, however, the narrator introduces the idea of the significance of books. He 
explains that he had read in books that a magician appeared suddenly in the city. He 
was an intellectual with extraordinary abilities as he had in his possession a magical 
crystal. This crystal concentrated the sun-rays and turned them into a spectacular 
name which metaphorically destroyed all misconceptions. In the fictional world, this 
action eventually burned and eliminated the useless Micropolites. When the land was 
emptied, another race of people emerged from the mountains, the plains, and the 
surrounding villages. The magician saw their potential in his crystal: even though the 
newcomers were small, they could easi ly learn what was required of them and 
become bigger. They gradually changed into fully grown citizens (Mcgalopolites), 
and were able to express everything they experienced in a proper manner through 
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their natural language: .. Dp<irn1 <popa Ooopoucra.v -cov Kocr~o K' ftOeA.a.v 6A.a. va. -ca. 
rrouve. va. -ca. 1touv 6A.a Jle ).!tO.<;. Ot ~eyaA.orroA.he<; 6~oo<; 'Aa'Aoucra.v 'tll -y A.wcrcro. rrou 
A.o.A.ouve cr-cou<; KaJlrrou<; KO.t cr-ca ~ouva. 'E-cm, Moo, va. -co macrou~ KO.t )ltt<; yto.ri K' 11 
The third part of the narrative provides an explanation from the author-
narrator himself. He points out the importance of the magician as a mediator between 
people and their true potential for cultural development, and identifies the elements 
necessary to achieving this development. All these ideas are part of the author's 
cultural ideology and can be summarised in the following extract from the story: 
nwc; sywe 11 EUaSa J.IZYUAlJ O't(l XPOVlll 't(l naA.t<l; Taxa 
J.l.~nooc; J.l.f: n ouvaJ.l.lJ viKlJcre cr-rouc; J.l.llOtKouc; noAiJ.l.ouc;; 
NiKTJcr£ -r<i:x,a J.1£ ta 6nA.a ~ J.l.E m tpya nou Ei:x,e Prilit Kat 
nou £pya~£ o vouc; TT}<;~ Eyw VOJ.l.~W nwc; o 1\ewviOac;, O.av 
n<iA.atPe crnc; 8epJ.to7tUA.ec;, n<iA.a$s yta n1v IA.t<loa, n<iA.atPe 
yta va ~hll<{>CV'tEijllJ TOU<; ap:x,aiouc; JlU<; TOU<; pllljiWOOU<;· EyW 
VO)li~w nco<; Ot OtKOi. J.lU<;, 6Tav n<iA.atPE -ro MecroA.6yyt, 
n<iA.atPav Kat Kdvot yta ·m -rpayouota Tou A.aou )lac;, nou Ta 
-rpayou8oucrav tOt£<; (}"t"(l pouva. r l(l va Pril avcl;apnrtO tva 
eOvoc;, yul V(l KUTllAUPlJ nwc; unap:x,ct, npem;t va 'tO (f}EPlJ 
npc.O·m lJ 1tOLTJOlJ nou 8p£q>Et cr-ra crro8tK<i tou, ucrtspa -ro 
crnaei (23 7). 
We see, therefore, that the story is very brief and simple, lacking any plot or causal 
relations, except for one incident, the catalytic action of the magician who emerges 
through unspecified textual references. It follows the structure of a folktale, whose 
elements are not necessarily related one to another, with the story-teller making many 
pauses or digressions during his narration and sometimes giving an abrupt account of 
things. The characters too are placed in a far-away environment, inhabiting a state 
unlike that of ordinary humans; their physique is microscopic, almost invisible to the 
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naked eye and belongs to the world of fo lktales. 5 Another important point is the 
strange language ofMicropolites, which attempts to imitate the language used by their 
ancestors but ends up being incomprehensible with comic sound patterns ("aKououcrat 
Kat U1C11KUiat"). Their tendency to complicate things when communicating results in 
divesting them of any real value. In the same way that the language of the 
Micropolites was completely dysfunctional for everyday communication, their writing 
also c ircled around the issues they analysed but never succeeded in portraying them 
properly.6 
Psycharis bases the allegory on the contrast between the sizes of 
contemporaries and ancients, and moves playfully between the written and the oral 
word, as his narration is a re-creation of another story, which the narrator had 
allegedly partly heard from others and partly read in a book. The contrast between 
orality and textuality appears at several points in the story, representing the 
differences between the two main symbolic categories. For example, the 
' Micropolites ' are always preoccupied with writing books, whereas the villagers 
Megalopolites are identified by their speech: "A.aA.oucrav tT] yA.wcrcra nou A.aA.ouvs 
cr-rouc; K<i~nouc; Kat cr'ta Pouv<i" (236). Psycharis stresses his own reliance on the 
written word, though, when he introduces the magician: "At<iPacra. 6~-tw<; crta. PtPA.ia. 
nwc; ~ta <popa ijp8€ cr'tOV "t01t0 'tOU<; tva<; ~-t<iyoc;. Eita.v 1t0AU K(lAO<; aepwnoc; Kat "tOU 
<ipE~E va crnouoci~T] Ka t va. ~a8aiv11" (235). In this case, the characteristic o f textuality 
is a positive attribute in someone with knowledge, and a correct evaluation of the 
world. 
5The similarities with the Lilliputians from Gulliver's Travels are striking. See Jona1han Swift: 
Gulliver's Travels, in the edition of Fox 1995. 
6These references indirectly project the author's views about the importance of language in literature, 
as expressed also in one of his letters to his friend Eftaliotis: "H i>A.TJ , TO napafl\>91 Ti:rroTa o&V sivat· TO 
arrouoaio tivat '1 yA.Waaa" (Karatzas 1988: 97). The term ' n:apa~u9l ' in this reference implies the plot 
of a story, not the genre. It is indicative that Psycharis will hold onto these views in all his writings. 
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The allegory in the story is based on a correlation between size and mental 
ability. So. where the narrator describes small physical stature, he is implying 'small 
minds'. ·small minds' is a metaphor suggesting reduced intellectual ability, lack of 
perception and understanding. Furthermore, this opposition is extended to different 
civilizations produced in different times: the ancient Greeks are the ethical giants, the 
ones who produced the tragedies, the comedies, the rhetoric known to and imitated by 
all other nations. The contemporary Greeks (Micropolites) are the ones who have not 
produced anything of lasting significance but attempt to imitate their ancestors with 
no success at all. It is suggested that, since the Micropolitcs are so preoccupied with 
writing plays, poems, and essays, a possible solution to their problem would be to use 
their own language, which exists in latent form, in order to produce something 
authentically their own, and start developing into Megalopolites: not giants, but larger 
and thus more significant than they were at that time. Thus, the allegory is structured 
around the following scheme: the giants are the Ancient Greeks; the Micropolitcs are 
the author's Greek contemporaries; the people of the village and the mountains 
represent themselves. They have an existence somewhere between the other two, and 
though they might be small , they have the potential to become full-grown. The 
magician is connected to the latter as the intellectual with the vision and mission to 
reform Greek culture -like the author himself - and his crystal symbolises the correct 
language. It is important to mention that the first group (the giants/ancient Greeks) 
exists only conceptually in the world of the story, therefore its status and position is 
irreversible and it forms the benchmark by which the other characters are judged. 
Allegory, as its etymology indicates (speaking of other things), involves "a 
coherent set of circumstances, which signify a second order of correlated meanings" 
(Abrams 1999: 6). It always implies a high degree of intertextuality, being the textual 
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space where several discourses meet and co-exist (Suleiman 1993: 43). Allegory can 
be viewed as •·representative of the ' figurality' of all language, of the distance 
between the signifier and signified", which represents the distance between what is 
said and what is meant, "and the response to allegory becomes representative of 
critical activity per se" (Fineman 1981: 27). Allegorical writing is always a writing ' in 
disguise' , and it goes back to its subject matter which is language and communication, 
in order to discover what lies behind the disguise. This concept is thematised in the 
short story under examination in multiple ways. 
It is suggested through the verbal non-communication between citizens of 
Micropolis, who even though they enjoy listening to each other, do not understand the 
meaning of the words used, which float like empty signifiers. Furthermore, in a direct 
analogy with the hidden meaning of allegory, the ideal nation suggested by the 
narrator is hidden in plains and mountains, and will emerge when language re-
discovers its directness and is no longer fabricated. That is, when the authentic 
language of the ordinary people prevails, and the allegory ceases to be active. Because 
the Micropolites did not want to speak clearly,"vctta oxctta", the allegory functions 
at their expense, yet the narrator uses the same device, an elaborate manner of telling 
a story with hidden intentions and descriptions. in order to subvert it. He uses the 
allegorical structure in order to promote his message more successfully. And the 
message itself claims the opposite of the desire to complicate things, promoting the 
idea of a plain, simple language. 
Allegory always functions in relation to a set of other structures or texts from 
which it derives its 'meaning'; it is a process of progressive dialogue between texts, 
re-interpretation and even of conflict. Even though these structures may seem to a 
large extent arbitrary, in that there is no specific way to connect a commentary or 
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ideological discourse to a specific set o[ images, there is a certain consensus as to 
what they signify to a specific group of people, in a specific historical, social, and 
literary context. 7 In order for the allegory to be able to achieve its didactic aim, the 
imagery that it suggests, and the metaphor process, must be understood by the 
recipients. If not, then it cancels itself out, and the second level of meaning is not 
activated . In that sense, there is a presupposition that the recipient, the reader of or the 
listener to the story, will have a considerable amount of shared knowledge in common 
with the teller of the story. Thus, allegory always assumes a particular audience or 
readership. Nevertheless, one of the problems of allegory is that it does not fix a 
single meaning to its imagery. It always runs the risk of being entrapped in its own 
modality, inviting a number of different readings. The allegorical interpretation 
intersects the world of the fiction and the real world of the reader. In order to avoid 
this risk, the narrator of the story purposely proposes one interpretation when he 
points out that: "Ot fll.Kp07t0At't€<; eivat OtKOi fl<l<;, ac; ei.vat K<ll 8acrKaA.ot. Miptooc; oev 
txet Ka8e £8voc; 'touc; OtKouc; 'tou; Eyw roue; yvc.i>ptcra 'touc; fltKpo7tOA.i'te<; Kat -rotx; 
aya7tro" (235). With this phrase, it becomes obvious that he refers not to the figures of 
the allegory, but to what they stand for in the real world. The progression is made 
c lear by a contradictory statement further on when the narrator resumes the a llegory 
declaring that nobody in the world has ever seen the Micropolitcs: "Kavdc; crtov 
KO<JflO oev doe 7tO'tE 'touc; fllKp07tOAi'te<;, K' Etcrt ocv fl7t0pecre va 1t1l Kavcic; 7t0<JO 
€~11crav ta fltKpouMKta" (235). This inaccuracy is deliberate and is used as a bridge to 
tbe second part of the story, the second allegorical image, involving the introduction 
of the magician, behind whose mask the author himself hides. 
7This explains why allegory tends to be associated with satire, as satire requires a consensus as to the 
implied meaning. 
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When the narrator addresses the implied reader with: "1\ A.t<; 'tffipa va <JTJ)..lnivll 
aq)"[6 TO napa)..l"68t;·' he introduces an explicit commentary on the role of the magician 
and the importance of his actions, and reveals that the story has a two-fold 
didacticism. It includes one message which is addressed to the Greek readership, 
suggesting they should use the language of the villagers if they want to progress and 
to create a modem nation, and another, which is addressed to the ' demoticist' group 
of writers, suggesting what they have to do in order to promote this progress, namely, 
to write simple stories like this one, projecting the national ideals. Thus, the story 
functions as an ' exemplary narrative ' not only in the sense of providing a moral about 
language and literature, but also, in that it constitutes a 'model ' of what Greek 
literature should include in its canon. As the author explained in a letter to Eftaliotis: 
"f pa<pet<; yta. -ro Pro1-u6, npbrst va crnlloyttcrat PffiJ.l<llLKU. 0 fapptllALDTJ<; OJ.tffi<; 6A.ouc; 
3t6A.ou aDtKo ()sv exet. 0tA.OUJ.le napaJ.tU0ta crav -rov fKoulltpEpTJ. TE-rma XPetass-rat 
o A.a6c; ( ... ]" (Karatzas 1988: 9). 
In order to e liminate the possibility of misreading the meaning, the didacticism 
at the heart of allegory is structured at three different levels: at the narrative level (the 
story), the interpretive level (the commentary), and the pragmatic level (the 
imperatives addressed to readers). (On the three levels which correspond to three 
discourses see Suleiman 1993: 35). At the narrative level, there is a dualistic system 
of values, which pervades the story. The notion of the 'other', related to the 
(alle)gory, involves the hidden discourse but also the figures of the different symbolic 
structures. Therefore, the villagers in the story function as the 'correct other', correct 
in relation to the humanoid Micropolites by virtue ofthcir simple language. The moral 
for readers is that they should use this form of language, as opposed to that used by 
the Micropolites, in order to grow, literally, in the world of the talc, but 
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metaphorically. in a contemporary Greek context, and maybe one day achieve the 
glory of their ·giant' ancestors. There are multiple 'others' in relation to the 
Micropolites, whose presence serves to emphasise their wrong conduct and the ir 
inadequacies. For example, the way in which the Micropolites attempt to appropriate 
a foreign culture, not appreciating this culture as a whole, but evaluating it only 
partially and misjudging it: "AJ...L<l spx.ouvtav Kavsva.c; ~tvoc; <Jtll MtKp01tOA11, 6cro ~1t01 
Kl av elX,E, yivouvmv a~scrroc; a<pavtoc;" (234). 8 Then there is the presence of tlhe 
magician, who enjoys studying and learning (235) by contrast to the Micropolites who 
only teach, judge, and make declarations. The story addresses contemporary Greeks 
and, in particular, Greek demoticist writers and expects them to collaborate in 
establishing the interpretation of the allegory, since a different recipient would imply 
a different commentary. At the level of the narrative again, the satirical tone is used to 
influence the attitude of readers toward certain types of people (ocicrKaA.ot), the use of 
katharevousa and the literary prose wrjtten in it, as well as modes of conduct like 
attacking each other. 
At the interpretive level, there is the mam ideological opposition, which 
clarifies the meaning of the allegory, the difference between pedantic attitudes and 
spontaneous literary production. Pedantry is what characterises the ' teachers' who 
know nothing of the nation's true needs and values, whereas the magician(s), like 
Psycharis and the other demoticists, are their opponents because they (rc)produce 
popular literaturc.9 In the story the ' teachers' write constantly but there is no 
authenticity in their writing. By contrast, the allegorical image of the magician 
promotes the authentic 'words', the ' textual' guarantee which the 'micropolites' lack. 
8The description of their climbing on top of the foreigner is another allegory-within-an-allegory. 
9This is expressed by the author in another letter: "[ ... ] ~tpw nw~ 11~<£ ecrtva 11~n: E~Jtva 0£ Oa TO 
Kar<.tAaPTJ Kavt:i~ aK61Ja crUJv E/cMoa n at;isouf.!e. Na ro napTJ~ an:6cpa<TTJ acpt6 - Kat va ooullPTJ<;. 
E~-tEi~ ea TQ\)~ Ktlf.!OU!-tf: pcya>..onolciw; Kat t6n:~ ea 1-t<l~ (h>~-tOUVtat" (Karatzas 1988: 39). 
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The figure of the magician introduces prescriptive actions, a very important part of the 
exemplary narrative. In that sense, the magician holds the key to the interpretation. He 
is not only a bearer of civilisation, with his striving for learning and progress, but also 
the one who achieves the correct interpretation of national history; he is placed even 
higher than the heroes who defended the Greek territories throughout the nation's 
history. Thus the story itself offers its own basic interpretation. Furthermore, it is 
significant that in the world of the story, the magician is the only one with a stable 
identity, while the other figures are all portrayed with fluid identities, a constant 
remiuut:r of the motif of alteration and metamorphosis, which is encountered in 
fo lktales. 
Another important element of the story is the possession of the crystal. This 
refers symbolically to the language of ordinary people, since it destroys the 
Micropolites who cannot tolerate its ' heat' , but it signifies more than possession of the 
correct language. It implies the timely intervention of the intellectual in choosing the 
correct forms and standardising them, in accordance with the author's view about the 
mission of the novelist-grammarian, as explained in Chapter One. It is also a very 
successful symbol of scientific advances, as a synecdochical representation of the 
microscope, whose function corresponds perfectly to this story of sizes. However, its 
main purpose is to represent pure, clear, and unmediated language. And pure in this 
context means the exact opposite of the I inguistic purism that attempted to bring the 
language back to its archaic forms. 10 
Finally, the exhortations which appear at the end of parts two and three of the 
story belong to the pragmatic level. The first of these exhortations is addressed to the 
10lt is tempting to make an analogy with Sartre's view on transparent language concerning the 
distinction between poetry and prose: "there is prose [ ... ] when the word passes through our gaze like 
glass traversed by sunlight" ( 1948: 71 ). It is not difficult to see why narratives which wish to promote a 
specific world-view, like the ones attempted by Psycharis and in a different context by Sartre, arc open 
to such metaphorical associations about clarity and purity of communication. 
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Greek readers (see extract on page 236 of the story quoted previously); while the 
other is addressed to his fellow demoticist writers, on whose behalf Psycharis had 
assumed the role of leader and 'father': 
rm va PY'l avE~6.pnrro tva €9voc;, yta va KamA.6.P11 n:wc; umipxet, 
n:ptn:£t va -ro cptp11 n:p<l:rra 11 n:OtllOTl n:ou 9ptcpet o-ra croo9tK6. 1:ou, 
U<J't€pa TO crn:a9i. 0 ~OVO<; 0 VlKllTIJ<; etVat 0 !J-6.)'0<;, yt.a.Tl 0 Jl.(iyoc; 
a~a cpavi}, ~Atn:et ~oa O'tOU A.aou 'tllV Kap8ta. ~e PA.tn:et -roue; 
clAAOU~, tOU~ ICOUpotcr~VOU~, TOU~ tcrttWJ,I.Evou~, "ta \jiE<pUKa 
w9poon:aKta l ... J (23 7). 
The pragmatic level of discourse with its explicit injunctions is, ultimately, what 
creates the 'thesis' of the exemplary narrative. There is a set of values connected with 
the magician, which must be embraced by readers. The narrative attempts to enclose 
its reading. As often happens, though, despite the forcgrounding of the interpretation, 
the explicit commentary and of the instructions, the meaning stays open, hence the 
author's bitterness in his letters. 11 
Nevertheless, Psycharis used the allegorical technique to a greater or lesser 
extent in most of his novels to promote his view that Greek culture would develop 
when natural language prevailed. For example, Yanniris the overachiever in T6vezpo 
rou Tw.vvip'7 can be seen as another facet of the figure of the magician, as is Myriella, 
the ·educator' in Zw~ Kt Ayb.7rf/ U!f/ Mova~La (1904), whi le Yannis in the same novel 
stands synecdochically for Modem Greek peasants and villagers. Furthermore, most 
of the female characters in Psycharis's novels stand as symbols of the idea of the 
·Muse', who brings inspiration to the poet, in particular in the novel To. L1vo 
A6ipqna. 12 Very simplistic allegorical figures are also used by the author in his plays: 
no. ro PWflO.iiKO eto.rpo: 0 TovavaKor; (comedy), 0 Kvpov).IJr; (drama) (1901). The 
11 As becomes clear from the author's ·complaints' at the end or the narrative - intended in reality to 
reinforce his message- and from his letters, the readersh ip in Greece was not able to fu lly understand 
and share his vision about the development of Greek culture. 
1 ~ See also Psycharis 1929a: 297 on the role of the Muse. 
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theme of metamorphosis appears again tn the comedy when an innocent girl, 
Myroula, transforms a beast, who cannot speak, into an advanced being through her 
love: ··Ax! em> eicrat 0 Dotlln1c; JlOU Kat JlC np6crtJ.eVec; eoU r ... ]" (Psycharis ] 901: 
329). 13 
Thus allegorical writing helps promote the didacticism of the narratives by 
strengthening the author's position as an intellectual, who holds the key to 
interpretation(s) and who can also open new paths for his readers to Jearn from him. It 
also enhances the appeal of the story's moral through an aesthetic satisfaction 
achiev~d by its imaginative traits. Finally, it reassures readers that they are part of a 
community, sharing common knowledge and values with other members and are able 
to respond accordingly to cases of discourse with latent connotations. 
The same allegorical concepts as in Psycharis's story are encountered also in 
Karkavitsas's novel 0 ApxawJ..oyoc; (1904), which aims to promote a union between 
the oral and the textual, the popular and the scholarly, the ' tongue' and the ' pen' (see 
Politi 1988). It may be interesting to discuss Karkavitsas's narrative briefly, and its 
use of the allegorical structure, to see how Psycharis's views may have influenced 
other writers of the period. 
Karkavitsas's narrative also focuses on the issue of language and Greek 
identity. The narrative is highly allegorical - it even includes the discovery of a statue 
at some stage in the plot which represents some entity declared to represent an 
abstract notion of 'Glory'. It also reads very much like a folktale, because there are 
parts in it where the conventions of verisimilitude are suspended and the reader is 
1
:;For an analysis of the plays and the prologue written by Psycharis as a manifesto for the "Theatre of 
Ideas·•, see Puchner 1995: 15-76. 
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transferred to an a-temporal mythological space.14 Karkavitsas follows to a large 
extent Psycharis's model: he presents one of the two main characters, Aristodemos, as 
seeking his identity in the monuments of his ancestors in the belief that, if he were to 
speak like the Ancient Greeks, he would be elevated to their status: "H napaOO<Jll 
fA-eye nwc; av Tjtav 1.u::yaA.ot eKsivot Tjta.v an6 t11 yA.rocrcra roue;. ~KC<ptr]K£ A.om6v a<pov 
sni]ps to 6vop.a, va ntipTJ K' sKdvTJ" (Karkavitsas 1973: 1261 ). However, in his 
attempts to usc that language and to discover monuments of the ancilent civilization in 
his land, he loses touch with reality, and by wanting to invert the natural cycle of life, 
he causes his mother's death. In that sense, Aristodemos, with his extreme behaviour 
and with his emphasis on ancient texts, is similar to the Micropolites of Psycharis's 
story. 
The other character in Karkavitsas's narrative, Dimitrakis, represents the 
Greek people and also the demoticist writers. Dimitrakis is not fully developed as a 
character, and he does not yet know how to proceed in the course of history. He 
cannot find his place and his role yet, although the text proposes that this is because 
his brother's obsession with the past docs not leave either of them any space to 
develop (see Politi 1988: 47). His behaviour, though, has the advantage of following 
the path of popular wisdom. More significantly, Dimitrakis uses his natural language 
without any shame, and he allies himself with Elpida, who is a personification of 
popular culture. Dimitrakis stands for the Megalopolites in Psycharis's story, the 
villagers, who use the demotic language, and who will eventually progress, when a 
sterile attachment to the past and futile attempts to revive the Ancient Greek language 
cease to get in the way. In Psycharis's story the Micropolites are el iminated when a 
powerful agent is able to see them for what they really are, leaving the space and time 
1 ~The beginning of the narrative is that of a folktale, thus directing the readers' expectations: " K6KKlVTJ 
KACI>VU I<AwcrJ..Li:vTJ, crn1v UVEJ..LTJ tuA.tyJ..LtvTJ ( ... )" (Karkavitsas 1973: 1256). Similarly, Psycharis 's story 
begins like a folktale also: "Mta <popa K' tvav Klltp6, F.itaV€ Jllll f ..HKpij, JllKpOUt()IKTj XWPil" (231). 
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free for the modem Greeks, who wlll lead the nation forward. In Karkavitsas's 
narrative too, the old ways of thinking and acting have to die before any happiness 
and prosperity can be achieved. In both narratives the identity of the Modern Greeks 
is not yet developed~ it seems that they are at a very early stage of their development, 
and they will manage to take their proper form - as is suggested in the story 0 Mayor:; 
- only when their language prevails. 
The tensions between the two sides - the supporters of katharevousa, and 
supporters of demoticism - regarding the appropriation of the essence of 'Greekness', 
which pervaded not only literary texts and critical essays, but also real-life incidents, 
are again allegorically indicated in Elpida's lament: "MO.va f.!', va ae pwri]crOUf.!E Kat 
va f.!<lc; J.LOAOYTJOTlc;, tivoc; aq.>ivsu; 'ta KMtotO. a1t6 't' apxovnK6 crou;" (Karkavitsas 
1973: 1327). The eponymous archeologist (Aristodemos), dies when his own 
obsession, having reached a peak, becomes his nemesis, and the statue of 'Glory' falls 
on top of him and kills him. The story ends with the promise of a new beginning as in 
all folktales: "Dc8aw: - 'tOY cSmvav 'tOY ApxmoA.6yo. K' Bf.!CLVUV EKElVOt KClAU K' 
CJ.leic; eoc.O KaAthepa." (ibid: 1355). Just as the Micropolites have no soul, and instead 
the Greek soul is to be found in the people's natural language, similarly, in 
Karkavitsas's story, it is the younger brother who embodies the eternal Greek soul: 
"A, 0 aoepq>oc; crou! Ems 11 KOPll KOUV<.i:wrac; 'tO Keq:>UAt f..lC cruyKa'taPa<J11. EKdvoc; 
1tijpe ta PtPA.ia -couc; f.!Ovaxa. Ma Ef.!eic; KA.rJpovoJ.liJcraf.!e Tl"JV 'l'1>XTJ Touc;." (ibid: 1309). 
Psycharis, and the other demoticist writers, use the folktale, and the allegorical 
writing as the popular equivalent of the novel. By transferring the oral to the textual 
method of narration, and by employing a didactic, educational discourse in order to 
propose truths of life, they were altering the generic nature of prose from the elaborate 
literature of the purist medium to ' light literature· or, as Karkavitsas put it in a letter 
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to Karl Dietrich in 1905: "L£ ll<ls d>ro- -ro ~ep£ts ntcr-r£uro - O£v f:ivm mc61la. Ka.tp6s 
va -rpayou8ou.~-tt: aq>p6vncr-ra.. Dp€7t£t KO.l va. -ra. (sic) 8a.crKaA.euou.lle" (mentioned in 
Politi 1996: 132-3). 
CHAPTER THREE 
TO TAE/Al MOY: INTERTEXTUALITY AND THE 
'PLAY OF WRITING' AS DIDACTIC STRATEGIES 1 
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To To.(i6z pov (1888) is considered a symbolic landmark in the history of 
Modern Greek literature. The text is an entertaining fictional account of the narrator's 
itinerary through Constantinople and Greece. For the first time in Greek prose, it is a 
text written in a language as close as possible to that spoken by ordinary people. The 
publication of the book is, without doubt, the significant event which moved the 
'Language Question ' in Greece onto a new level, intensifying the debates between the 
supporters of katharevousa and the demotic (Beaton 1994: 3 11 ). Although much has 
been written about the language and the significance of the text, as with the rest of 
Psycharis's prose, there has been so little discussion of its narrative features that the 
text is still little understood, despite its fame.2 This could be the result of its 
ambivalent generic status. It is written like a travelogue but it also reads like a folktale 
or a scholarly essay and it would be difficult to define it as a novel. PaJamas has 
defined its style as fragmentary but with an internal unity (1938: 13, but written in 
1906). Similar observations have also been made by Kriaras (1981 : 1 07) and 
Stergiopoulos ( 1986: 142). 
In this chapter, I will analyse To To.t;£6z pov, putting the emphasis on its 
playful mode of writing, which is not only an expression of the author's humour but 
also a very interesting narrative technique. I will discuss how this playful mode, 
1The term ·intertextuality' popularised by Julia Kristeva is used in its broader sense: "fit signifies] the 
multiple ways in which any one literary text is made up of other texts, by means of its open or covert 
citations and allusions, its repetitions and transformations of the forma l and substantive features of 
earlier texts, or simply its unavoidable participation in the common stock of linguistic and literary 
conventions and procedures that are ' always ready' in place and constitute the discourses into which 
we arc born·· (Abrams 1999: 317, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
~Except in Beaton 1988 and Mcraklis 1988. Robinson 1988 discusses Psycharis's novels but docs not 
mention To Ta~i6r pov. 
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created mainly through various intertextual allusions, helps to fulfil the didactic aims 
of the text. The inclusion of other voices and other texts - a lbeit orchestrated by 
authorial guidance - does not prevent the main points of the work from coming 
through to readers but helps to make the didactic tone less severe and, therefore, more 
convincing. In other words, there is 'entertainment and knowledge' in accordance 
with the author's stated aim of entertaining readers and making them understand his 
points: " [ .. . ] YO. Ol<lO'Kf:OUO'Tj 0 a.va.yvfficr111~ J..l.O'U, Kl a.v dva.t ovvat6 va. J.lll J.le pa.pe8ij, 
eo .. ,cra. va. ~noptO'T] 0 Ka.Otva~ va J.lf: KataA.<iPTJ" (Psycharis 1993: 39).3 
In the first section of this chapter, I will discuss what led Psycharis to conceive 
the idea of this narrative, its signi ficance for Greek literature, its form and content and 
its different editions. In the second section, I will examine how the religious and 
folktale references support the didacticism of the text. In the third section, I will 
analyse how the illusion of polyphony operates in reinforcing the author's views on 
Greek language and culture. This is done as the authorial voice disclaims the validity 
of other voices in a humoristic tone that makes the didacticism less austere. Together, 
the various small stories included in the narrative, the folktale references, and the 
illusion of polyphony (which is supposed to represent other voices) all contribute to 
the playful mode in which the text is written. 
1. The significance of the text for Greek literature 
The publication of To ra(i& J-lOV in 1888 prompted Alexandros Pall is and 
Argyris Eftaliotis to make contact with Psycharis and his movement (Kriaras I 981: 
320). This resulted in close relationships developing between them, especially 
3In this chapter, my references arc from Alkis Angelou's edition in Estia. Angelou has faithfully 
reproduced the text of the first edition of 1888. 
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between Psycharis and Eftaliotis, which is recorded in their correspondence. The 716 
letters exchanged between the two friends and collaborators provide valuable 
information about the novels on which they were working.4 However, since the letters 
exchanged postdate the publication of To Ta(ibz f.LOV, there is a lack of first-hand 
information regarding the origins of the idea for this narrative- which makes it all the 
more challenging to try to understand what led to its creation. 
Psycharis was thinking about a narrative relating to the Greek culture some 
time before the actual journey to Greece: in the first volume of his Essais, he talked 
about an abstract ideal, a book, which would appear and bring a breath of fresh air to 
Greek literature: "[ ... ) ne faut-il point desesperer de l'avcnir. Ce livre, que tout le 
monde attend, s'ecrira sans doute quelque jour, il s'ecrit peut-ctre a l'heur (sic) qu' il 
est" (Psichari 1886: 287). 5 Even if Psycharis had already sketched out the basic form 
of the narrative that To Ta(ioL f.LOV should take, he must have been inspired by the 
actual journey, which shaped his ideas regarding the culture and the way of life in the 
areas he visited. The journey that preceded the writing of this narrative was scheduled 
to coincide with the author's participation in a Conference in Constantinople, 
organised by the Cultural Association of the city, "EUllVlK6c; qnA.oA.oytK6c; LuUoyoc; 
Kc.ov<navnvoun6A.ewc;", on the occasion of its twenty-fifth anniversary (see Christidis 
1979). Psycharis was the representative of The French Ministry of Education and his 
paper, which was written in the demotic, analysed the 'Language Question' in Greece. 
He also intended to conduct research on the linguistic varieties used in 
Constantinople, in Chios, and parts of mainland Greece. His aim was to find authentic 
data to support what he had already said two years earlier in his Essais regarding the 
formation of the Modem Greek language. Four months before the journey, on March 
~The leners have been edited and published by Karatzas and a team at the University of loannina. See 
also Karatzas 1985. 
5See also Kriaras 1981 : 3 18. 
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18, 1886, Psycharis was writing to a family friend, Constantinos Sathas, to inform him 
about his mission: 
Vous avez du apprendre, avant que j'aie lc plaisir de vous 
rannoncer, que je suis charge d' une mission du 
gouvernement pour me rendre au Congres de 
Constantinople et pour me livrer a certaines etudes 
dialcctalcs a Chio. Nous partons en Juillet. D'ici hlj'aurai 
fort a fairc pour preparer le tcxte de Ia communication que 
jc dois lire au Syllogue en grec [ ... ] [p]uis je me rendrai a 
Chio et reviendrai par Athenes, Zantc ct pcut-etre Venise! 
Ce sera unc vraie joie (Vertsoni-Kokoli 1980: I 02).6 
The journey lasted for four months, July to October 1886 (Kriaras 1981: 11 6). As is 
mentioned also in the narrative: 'TtovA.to fliJva, crn<; -rpuivta. croocr-r6., flCpa 
OapacrKs~ij, 11 wpa ~iJfltcru -ro ~puou ( ... ] crTJK009ijKctfle va n6.~-ts crto cr-ra0~t6, yta va 
n6.powu: 'tO moep6opOJl.O" (Psycharis 1993: 49). The book was published in Greece 
about two years after the journey; there were to be two more editions in Psycharis's 
lifetime, one in 1905 and one in 1926. 
To To.~i<5z 1-JOV was a manifesto for the demotic language and an attempt to 
analyse Greek history, culture, and landscape through the critical eye of an 
intellectual, who fel t both part of the tradition he was trying to analyse and an 
outsider. It is a significant literary attempt at the mapping of prose fiction in Greece, 
which could count only a few landmarks before then (Stergiopoulos 1997: 12). Before 
Psycharis's text, the other milestone in Greek prose, in the 1880s, was the 
development of the genre of the short story, which described the way of life and the 
mores of Greek villagers, initiated and supported by the competition in the Eslia 
6It is interesting to note that in this correspondence, Psycharis uses the French language. The first text 
written in the demotic, his paper for the conference in Constantinople, was written or perhaps edited 
while he was in Greece, as is mentioned in this letter. In previous years, 1881-1884, in his letters to 
Sathas, Psycharis used katharevousa (op.cit.: 83-9). 
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magazine. 7 In the decade that fo llowed the publication of Psycharis's text, the 
'ethographic' mode was extended to novels, with a gradual transition from the 
'ethography' of the village to that of the city, as depicted in the novels of 
Papadiamandis, Karkavitsas and Xenopoulos for example. As far as the literary 
language was concerned, the demotic had gained ground in poetry, which was sti ll the 
dominant literary form of expression, with the works of Solomos, Valaoritis, PaJamas, 
and Drosinis, but only a couple of novels such as H .Er:parzwmaj Zw~ cv EV..aot in 
1870-1, and AovKr/~ Aapa~ in 1879 were written in the language that approximated to 
that used by people in everyday life. Even in these two novels the language used was 
not actually the same as what came to be generally cal1ed 'demotic'. In Athens, the 
cultural centre of the free Greek nation, very little prose was written in the demotic 
before or even after the publication of To Ta~ioz JJ.OV. The first novel written entirely 
in the demotic was Karkavitsas's 0 Z17ruivo~, in 1896, influenced undoubtedly by 
Psycharis's text (see Mastrodimitirs 1985: 27, 48). Vlachoyannis also wrote his novels 
in the demotic after the publication of To Ta~ioz JJ.OV . Thus, Psycharis's text was on 
the margins of the literary canon of the period because it could not be described as 
belonging to any of the main genres (poetry, short story or novel) and because it was 
written in colloquial language. 
The language of To Ta~ioz fJOV was not the only element that set it apart; t he 
form also was very different from anything written around that time. To Ta(i6z JJ.OV 
was not a travelogue, though the author used the conventions of the genre with a 
distinct irony, to parody that quintessentially nineteenth-century form of writing and 
amuse his readers. For example, in the chapter entitled 'To.~i~h', the narrator gives an 
amusing and detailed account of his journey: "K<iflO.flB -ru~iot ).!OVa.OtK6· oev tcrna.cre 
7The announcement appeared in 1883 in Estia, for a "competition whose ' subject will be Greek, that is, 
will consist either of the description of scenes from the life of the people in any of its historical periods, 
or of the narration of an episode of Greek history'" (Beaton 1994: 70). 
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p68a, 8c xaA.acr£ ajlci~t , ciA.A.o 'tpaivo Ot::V anav't~crajl£ va jla<; 1tAalCcD<rrJ - Kat 8e jla<; 
mc6-rrocre Kav£i<;. To l:ciPPcno n:proi, crnc; 8tKa Kat 8ro8eKcijltm.>, cp'tci~ajl£ cr'tll 
MapcriA.ta. Kcijla.jlE cr'tOU eewu jlOU 1tp6ycjla Aajmp6· eixajlE 1tOAU KaA.~ 6pC~ll Kt oxt 
A.iy11 8hya. Kci-r;crajlC, cpciyajle, yeA.cicrajle K' e-r;crt i)p9e ma Kt c:Dpa va J.l7tapKaptcrroi>!lE" 
(1993: 49). On the other hand, the author denies that he is attempting this genre from 
the very beginning, suggesting to readers that they should not treat his book as a 
travelogue. As he explains in the preface to the first edition (L\vo A.6yta): "IloA.A.oi 
-r;a~t8t<.lnec; crDVTJ9il,:ovv Kat J..La<; A.ev n t KaJ..Lav Til L\ecp'ttpa Kat 'tllV Tpi'tll, n ffipa 
t<puyav. 'tl Kpacri i)mav, noaa KOUVOuma -roue; 8ciyKacrav ( ... ] 'EnEt'tO., cr' O,'tl xropa Kt 
av na'ti)crovv, Kci8ovV'tat Kat J.W.<; 8tyouv-r;at 'ta tcr'toptKci 'tT]c;. Ttwta 8ev txro" ( 1993: 
38). Discrepancies such as this are indications of the playful mode in which the author 
relates his points. 
Nor is the text a scholarly essay either, precisely for the above reason, the 
irony and the playful tone with which the author explains specific linguistic issues, 
even though certain chapters tend towards a more scholarly approach, such as the 
chapter 'l:uJ..lPtPacrjl6c;' for example. By contrast, poetry and imagination were 
claimed by the author to be the two main features of the text: "ypaf.!jla-rtKT) OJ..Lroc; 8e 
etA.Y]cra va KclJ..lC.O. To PtPA.io J.t.O'U elMO 8ev dvatnap6. cpav'tacria Ka.t 1t0tYJcrrj" (38). It is 
interesting that Palamas also distinguished these two qualities in order to praise 
Psycharis's work: "avri9era Til<; )'VWJ..lll<; 'trov noUwv, 6A.rov icrc.oc;, Kt' auroov nov 
nJ..Louv Kat ayanouv ro cruyypa<pta -r;ou 'Ta~t8wu', mcr'tsuro nroc; 'tO crYJjlaVnK6'ta'to 
XclptcrJ..la 'tO'U \J!uxcipYJ ... DIN dvat TJ £1ttcr't~J..lll, Eivat 111t0tllcrll··· flOtY]'ti)<; OXl J..ll:: 'tO crrixo 
LOU n~yacro (sic), J.t.Cl J..lE 'tO A6yo 'tOU Ilpc.o-rta" (Palamas I 960c: 311 written in 1906, 
the same review in PaJamas 1938). PaJamas's evaluation captures Psycharis's 
distinctive mode of writing, which could take many different forms, and gives an 
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indication as to why nothing similar had either preceded or followed it in Greek prose 
(see also Beaton 1988: 47). 
Yet. in the author's correspondence, there is mention of a plan for another 
similar text, wider in scope, which would present the true essence of 'Grcckness'. The 
narrative Psycharis had in mind would again describe a long journey that would 
include his visits to the Ionian Islands, Crete and Cyprus. As he explained in a letter 
written in 1901: 
[K]at ea to 1t(l) aq>t6 f..LOU tO 1t0tllf..La To f.Je'/010 tO T~ibl. 
ea yiv..,, 01t(l)~ A.oyapui~w, tOY Anpilll 1903 Kat ea 
Paora/;11 rtooepet~ J.LfJw:c; iota f..Le tov Apyouoto. !1.<; CKsi, 
eAnil;cu va oou npoq>tcll;cu Kat 't11 ypaJ.L!J.anKf) oou. Ma Oa 
't11 O,!J.OOtE'JIW OtO yuptO!J.O f..LOU, ytari Kat KCl Oa cruval;cu 
1tOAACt. Dptnct VCtXOUf..LC 'tO VOU J.l~ va ~lTJ ypCt'JIOUJ.LC 
a/;aq>va 'ttnOt~ 1t0U Kat01tl, oav aKOUOW KCt!J.1tOOa 
EAAllvtKCt, oe ppe8fJ Kat (j(l)()tO. Kat 'tOY Katp6 1tOU ea 
tu1tWVEtat, ea tOt~uil;w tO Me';6J..O 10 To.cibl 1tOU 00\) Aiw 
(Karatzas I 988: 374). 
The journey would involve linguistic research aimed at prepanng a grammar of 
spoken Modern Greek. There were many points in common between this journey and 
the previous one: the purpose of the journey (linguistic research), the use of a similar 
title, the similar objectives and duration of four months, all suggest that the work 
Psycharis had in mind was meant to duplicate his first efforts in To Ta~i~1 pov. It 
seems, therefore, that this unique type of narration appealed to Psycharis as it gave 
him the freedom to explore different aspects of his creative thinking, which 
corresponded to both sides of his personality, to the scholar and to the creative writer.8 
The freedom from the constraints of a narrative plot, and at the same time, a specific 
RThe title of the narrative (To Ta<k>t JJOV) is open to different metaphorical interpretations. In 
Psycharis 's thinking, there is an affinity between the sea and the journey, and the process of creative 
writing, as pointed out in his correspondence (op.cil.) and in the following extract from the text: ·'[11] 
OCJ,aaaa £xet Kcmnou as ~aytPst. 'Orav Komi~st Kaveic; 1TJV nM>pT) nou ~c 16A.~11 aKi~ct L<X vcpa yta va 
nepuaT), vo~i~Cl r6w; nou ~mops! a~aq>va Kl 0 iotOc; va KO'JITJ op6~o ~eyt'.tA.o. H q>avraaia 7tentTat Kfll 
rptxct ~& ro pan6pt· o vouc; cpouaKc.i>vet ranavta rou" ( 1993: 93-4). 
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project, which would focus on his ideas, was the ideal framework in which to present 
his aspirations for Greek prose. The idea for the second narrative was never realised 
but the author must have used the impressions gained from such a journey as the 
material for the novel To. L1vo Abtpqno., which was drafted in 1903 (Psycharis 191 0- l : 
460).9 However, the author mentions another ' literary journey' to be made in April 
1904, which suggests that the connection between travelling and writing was a 
recurring theme in his work (Karatzas 1988: 504). Nevertheless, Psycharis did not 
accomplish these plans. Instead he reworked the first edition of To To.(i61 J.(OV and not 
only prepared a different 'preface' but also a lengthy 'prologue', which he named 
'A1toA.oyia.' by analogy with the Socratic Apologia, the philosopher's confession of 
his views and attitude to li fe. 10 
1.1. The different editions 
The Ermis edition, to which 1 refer, reproduced the fi rst edition, remarking that 
it was a historical document: "cra.v ei.So~ VtOKOUJlevW 7tOU Eiva.t", using Psycharis's 
own words about it (Psycharis 1993: 10). It is true that this text when it appeared for 
the first time was very innovative. As Psycharis explained in a letter sent to Eftaliotis 
in January 1905, its publication was a ground-breaking attempt, irrespective of its 
m:~<i - ttf-.eta. 0£ fl7tOpoucre v<iva.t [ ... ]" (Karatzas 1988: 550). The idea of reworking 
9 ln that novel Psycharis praised in particular the language and culture of the Ionian Islands (see Chapter 
Seven). 
10The preface in this case is the traditional short explanatory note which precedes the narrative. The 
author also wrote a prologue(' Apologia'), which was another explanation, this time lengthy; this was 
also intended to precede the main text. However, because the prologue was very long it was published 
separately and although it refers to the main text it can also be read as an independent document. 
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his narrative and publishing a second edition must have been based less on the need to 
re-evaluate or alter certain views, and more on the author's insistence on 
strengthening the position of demoticism in the linguistic debates in Greece by 
producing a stream of literary work. 
The second edition was published m 1905 without its prologue, the 
·Apologia', which was extremely long. The 'Apologia' was published m the 
periodical Noumas (6 November 1905 to 25 January 1906) with the following note: 
" lTJ] AnoA.oria dvcu 0 Ka9aqrt6 rA.roaaoA.oytK6c; 1tp6A.oroc; TI]<; ot<pTEpT)c; SKOO<ITJ<; TOU 
Ta(u5wv J.lOU nou pyaivet <pt·ro [ ... ] BsPato &ivat nroc; 6notoc; PYil crTov KOaJ.lo 
vanooei~ll J .nav aA.Tj9sta, 6,n aA.Tj9eta 1Ct av civat, 1tUVTa ea KO.TIJYOP110fl. 'Ex.et AOt1tOV 
TO XPtoc; va 7t11 TO /..6yo TOU Kt a<pT6c;. Dpocrnci011cra va Tov nro - Kt a<; J.U; Kpi.vouve Ta 
natota J.lW;" (in Psycharis' s P6oa KO.L M~J..a, 1906b: 31-2n). The ' Apologia' was also 
published in the third volume of P66a KaT M~J..a ( 1906), which was introduced by the 
quotation from Plato "UJ.lEic; ()' EJ.lOU O.KOU<J£0"9£ nacrav 'tllV o.A.-iJ9eto.v" (ibid: 31 ). It 
presented Psycharis's linguistic views divided into different sections like small 
chapters, a hundred and one in number. Most sections aimed at answering the 
accusations that had been made over the years between the two editions, regarding 
these views. Certain sections present very specific suggestions in relation to correct 
and incorrect linguistic usage as noted in people's speech and writing by the author. 
Other sections present stories from the author's own life, and events within the 
various social circles in Athens. The 'Apologia' to the second edition does not differ 
greatly from the main text itself, except in its length, and in its more scholarly tone. 
The similarities between the 'Apologia' and main text of To Ta(lol fJOV, which both 
present the same ideas about language, and the use of Plato 's quotation, reinforce the 
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impression that the second edition of To To.~ibz J..WV was intended to present 
Psycharis's linguistic views once more to Greek society. 
The preface to the second edition of the book, on the other hand, was a much 
shorter note, also published in Noumas (11 June 1906). It was similar to the beginning 
of the first chapter of To To.(ioz J.Wv; in both texts there is an association between 
specific aspects of the landscape and an idea of what Greece is about, which sets the 
framework for the introduction to the 'journey'. The author suggested in the preface 
that a suppressed desire enticed him to visit his homeland and there is a description of 
the landscape, and in particular of the sea, in order to introduce the image of Greece 
as well as the idea of travelling synecdochically. 11 He took an 'aesthetic approach' to 
the landscape, discussing how the geography, the cl imate and specific areas affect 
people and their attitudes to life (Leontis 1995: I 18, 125). In the preface, in particular, 
the two main symbols emerging as specifically 'Greek symbols' were the sun and the 
sea. 
The preface summarised the points presented in the mam text. The most 
significant argument was that Greek efforts to keep the ancient culture alive were 
focused on the preservation of a language that had long ceased to be spoken. The 
author suggested allegorically that the various linguistic forms were different varieties 
of fish found in the sea, while the Greek people were like fishermen, who caught in 
their linguistic choices the wrong varieties of fish: 
6.ev 1tapaLrJpoucraJ.LE 6J.twc; 1twc; ot At~ec; a<p-rEc;, ot 
~e\jlape)ltvec;, J.l.Ot<i~a.vc: a.A.iJ9eta J!E K6.n \j/6.pta. wyt)yta., 
8c:6xovrpa. Ka.t creP<icrJ.tta., 1tou cruVI19icra.ve x.P6vta. Ka.t XP6vta. 
va.pyoKtvtouvrat K<i-rw crTTJc; 9<iA.acrcrac; -roue; <ipucrcrouc;, Ka.L 
1rou 6·tav -ra <pEPTJS crLrJv a.7ta.vwcrt6. -rou vc:pou crK<ivouve 
a.J1Ecrwc;, ytati x.Pt:t6.~ouv-rat va ta 7tat~ to P<ipoc; tllS 
Kat<iPa9T)c; atJ.tom:paipa.c;;. [ ... ] EJU:ic;; cra<pt<i 1tiJya.J.te, 
11 These images are also often depicted in Psycharis's letters and critical essays. In particular, images of 
water are often used in Psycharis's argumentation, in order to refer to language (see Chapter One). 
~ouTI)~af.l£ 00<; Ta ~upa9pa, J.ll)V ~EOta.lCptVOVLa<; TO XUOC:, arr6 
tT\V apyij. Tt Atyaf,l£; 0 ~A.toc; J.la<; ea Ta q>Latl), rrou J.la<; 
arrocrKsrrusct Kat m q>avspu. t:J.sv d8aJ.lE -ra \jfapulCta rrou 
xaipouv-rat Ll)V \map~~ -roue;· OEV EiOaJ.lE Tarroy6vm J.lE Ll)V 
aA.Ilfh~ rrpoyovtKtU ~(l)ll1t0U J.lEO"a -roue; crooss-rat. t:J.sv si8aJ.ll: 
'tOV f.U<j>TO ~La<; ( J905b: 3-4). 
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The differences between the first and the second editions arc not significant. 
T here are a few grammatical changes and some word changes. As the author 
explained in the second edition, "6'tav tx~;t Kavsk; 'tllV Ka!Ci) <ruVJi9sta va O'llJ·.wmtBll 
no/.../...6., oev npbcet va rracma:reP11 J.H: 'to napannvro -ra naA.tn 'tOU. KaA.A.ta va K<i~ll 
Katvoupta" ( 1905b: 1 0). The differences consist mainly m replacing 
Constantinopolitan grammar and expressiOns with more standardised ones. For 
example: "M ' tKa~e crrop6 'te~ev6.oec; K<Xl ~· eim~" (1993: 42), becomes in the second 
edition: " Mov tKaJ..LE orop6 'tSJ..Lcv6.oec; Kat J..LOU sine" ( 1905b: 29). 12 For some more 
information regarding these changes see Mackridge 1988: 42-3 . 
Furthermore, Psycharis's humorous tone is intensified in the second edition, 
by adding phrases which are not included in the text of the first edition. For example, 
to the section with all the self-deprecating phrases, in the phrase: " l ... ] eav Kat zp.cic; 
(1993: 190, the emphasis as it is in the text), is added in the second edition in 
parenthesis, after ' tpertpou; yu~vacrimc;'' "( an6 '[OV Kopai] 'tO J..LCXKapi'tll ea. 'tOX,B 
rcapJ..Ltvo a<pr6 )" ( 1905b: 219). 13 We see therefore, that there are some changes from 
the one edition to the next, revealing the author's preoccupation with the language and 
the mode of narration, without, however, altering the meaning or the aims of the text 
to any great extent. The third edition in 1926 followed the second closely, apart from 
121 usc the 1993 edition, which is a faithful reproduction of the first edition of 1888, as it is more 
accessible to readers than the first edition. 
13For the author's explanation of some of these changes from the first to the second edition see 
Psycharis 1906b: 144n. 
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a few typographical errors. There are some changes of words and spell ing. The 1926 
edition has a short introduction in which the author explains why he kept the old 
spelling. He informs readers that even though his basic grammatical system had 
evolved after 1913, he had kept the spell ing of the first edition in order to remain 
faithful to the original. There are also some notes at the end (~uiq>opec; 
LlWEtwcrouM:c;) which analyse the reasons behind the author's choices of words and 
orthography (ibid: 273-280). 
1.2. Form and content 
Even though To To.~i6z pov promotes a unified language, there are some 
standardised expressions or words in katharevousa, kept as 'negative examples' of 
speech. The tone overall is very famil iar and sentimental, in particular when the 
narrator wants to invoke the patriotic feelings of his readers. In other places, there is a 
messianic tone, as will be explained in the following section. This is related mainly to 
religious references. Even though the points that are being made regarding the Greek 
language and culture are clear from the outset, there is a gradual introduction of 
different voices, which either verify these points or parody their opposites. Thus the 
narrative multipl ies its message by including other voices and other texts. 
There is symmetry and logic in the structure of To To.~f6L pov. The narrative 
starts and ends with the same injunctions and there are redundancies in each chapter, 
in order to make the main points clear. The form differs from what one expects in a 
novel. The chapters express different ideas, yet with a common theme: to promote the 
development of Greek culture through the use of the demotic language and to affirm 
the arrival of a future Greek poet who wi ll guide his people . The general impression 
remaining at the end of each chapter, however, is taken up again in the fo llowing one, 
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either to confirm the same argument or idea or to present it from a different angle. For 
example, in the chapter 'Xa11tva /\.6yta', ' Wasted Words' (186), the narrator plays 
with the meaning and the connotations of this title. Ile expresses his fear that his 
words would have no impact on the opinions of Greek schoolmasters, who were 
advocating the use of katharevousa, at the expense of the natural demotic language 
(thus his words would be wasted). In the next chapter, the narrator confesses 
ironically that there was no other place in the world with a language such as that 
spoken in Athens, and he takes back his previous accusations: "'Ocra eina -ra naipvm 
nicrm" ( 188) thus literally confirming, in this playful framework, that his words were 
·wasted' , since he had not even convinced himself. 
This form was unique in the prose fiction of the period; it represented a 
transition in the author's writing from critical essays to prose fiction. In general , the 
plot consists of various incidents where reality merges with fiction in the various 
stages of the author's journey, and the characters depicted represent specific ideas. 
The first chapter presents the narrator preparing for the journey. As he explains, he 
wants to meet his Greek compatriots in order to feel challenged again, because 
nobody in France has ever challenged him - implying a difference in temperament 
between Greeks and Western Europeans (41 ). He takes his grandmother's advice on 
how to behave when he goes to Greece. The dialogue between narrator and 
grandmother gives Psycharis the opportunity to present the linguistic issue in Greece 
and its implications: 
EJ,ttva, Oa /l£ yeA.aoTJc; !l£ -ra Myta oou; :Ee Ka-raA.apa Kat 
PAt1tOl 1tou O€A.etc; va p£ q>€pTJc;. Touc; oaoKaA.ouc; Kat LTJ 
yA.Wooa -roue; 7tOAEJ..Lac; va l;e7tao-rpE'IfTJc;. Kat 1tot6va EA7tisetc; 
vaxllc; J..LCX.si oou; OA.oc; 0 KOOJ..LOc; A.eet ., yA.Woou f.LUt; 
pappapll coil A.cc; 1tou va J..LllV LTJV ~tpou!l£ Eivat v-rporcfJ. 
E!l£ic; q>rovasou!l£ 1tou 6t6perooTJ OtA.c1: ecru ypaq>ctc; 1tou 
ot6p8roolJ Oi:A.et -ro KEq>O:lt J..L<lc; (Psycharis 1993: 4 7). 
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The narrator goes on to discuss French ideals and life in Paris, a city he worships. 
This is fo llowed by a description of the atmosphere at Victor Hugo's funeral, and his 
conviction that Greek poets could learn a lot from him. 14 He expresses his concern 
that there has not been a poet of comparable status in Greece, to speak the language of 
people, as Victor Hugo did in France for the French people. 15 In subsequent chapters, 
the narrator talks about the first stop on the journey, the author's native 
Constantinople. 16 The sight of St. Sophia, the greatest monument of Byzantine glory 
turned into a mosque, elicits the expression of his anti-Turkish feelings. While in 
Constantinople, he also notices with disappointment that the Greeks there imitated 
foreign manners and used ' foreign ' languages, and as a p roof he quotes in the text 
several phrases from local newspapers, written in the official katharevousa, which 
seemed to have French or German linguistic structures. This incites the narrator to 
remark with irony: "Tt KO.Aa d-rav 'tOUAUXt<>TO 1tou ~~cpa yaAAtK<i Kat yep~avtK<i! A 
8r.v 'ta ~~epa, 8s Oa ~7topoucra va KawA-<iPw Ai~TJ a1t' 6cra typacpa.v ot C<pTJ~Spi8e~" 
(73). 
The narrator 's next visi t is to the island of Chios, claimed as the birthplace of 
Homer. This part of the journey is associated with Psycharis's theory about the 
creation of the Homeric epics. Through the narrator's conversations with locals, 
Psycharis suggests that Homer was not one person but many different poets, coming 
14Vicl0r Hugo is projected as the precursor of contemporary Greek poets, while he is also compared to 
the ancient tragedians. 
15Hugo had been considered in France as the 'father' of all poets of his era. The notable climate of 
emotion provoked by his death and funeral is narrated by Maurice Bam!s in Les Deracines ( 1897): 
"Partout des ecussons dans des trophees de drapeaux affichaicnt commc des devises glorieuscs les titres 
de ses a:uvres. Leurs noms, toujours jeunes dans !'esprit de cc pcuplc parisien, habitue des theatres ou 
des lectures par livraisons, protestaient contre l' idec de Ia mort. Un immense voile de crepe, dont on 
avait essaye de tendre l'angle droit de I' Arc de Triomphe, paraissait, des Champs-Eiysees, une vapeur, 
unc petite chose dcplacce sur ce colosse triomphal" (Barres 1930: 430), in the chapter of the novel 
entitled "La Vertu Sociale d'un Cadavre" which refers to the funeral of the poet. 
16 Although Psycharis was born in 1854 in Odessa, he spent three of his childhood years there and 
considered it his native city (Kriaras 1981: 28). 
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from the people, narrating stories about the problems of their own kind. These stories 
were orally transmitted from village to village and were kept alive through repetition 
and variation. By implication, the plurality of voices, and the simplicity of their 
creation, were instrumental in forming the author' s views for a 'model ' of 'oral 
literature' (see Chapter One). It seems that the author conducted the bulk of his 
linguistic research in Chios, as he points out in different chapters how helpful or not 
the inhabitants of certain villages had been to his work. 
Finally, reflecting his visit to Athens, his preaching tone intensifies; he found 
it unreasonable that Athens, the only liberated territory he visited, should cultivate a 
language that suggested submission.17 The tone culminates in his vision of being 
chased out of the city and bitten by 'domestic dogs' , another allegory referring to the 
opposition the author faced there from Chatzidakis and other linguists. There was, 
nevertheless, something positive gained from that part of his visit: the narrator noted 
that people in Piraeus spoke plainly, feeling proud of the language of everyday life. 
This gave hope that maybe one day a significant poet would appear from among these 
people. 
The narrative ends on a strong, patriotic note, with the chapter ' EA.A.11vtK6<; 
cn:pcn6c;' , in which Psycharis quotes his literary precursor, Solomos, stating that the 
Greek nation must have ' physical' and ' intellectual ' independence (20 1 ). According 
to the narrator, geographical space is important in relation to linguistic freedom and 
physical freedom. Most of the areas visited by the narrator, and others referred to in 
the narrative, were not yet part of the Greek state. At the same time, linguistic 
behaviour is always associated in the narrative with a specific area: where colloquial 
language seems to predominate, like Piraeus for example, then that area and its 
17Psycharis was visiting Athens for the first time (Beaton 1994: 312). 
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inhabitants are praised, while various allegories are used to express scorn for those 
areas where colloquial language is avoided, as in Athens which is portrayed like the 
castle in which the 'sleeping beauty' - the correct form of language - was sti ll not 
awakened. Therefore, under the guise of its fictionality, the narrative could function as 
an account of what dialects and what attitudes existed and where. 
2. Didactic strategies 
2.1 Religious references 
To Ta~Mt pov is an indicator of all Psycharis's fiction that was to follow, 
establishing the main ideological points which recur in his writing. 18 However, the 
form was not repeated in any of his other novels. It was a tentative approach, 
something between an essay, a humorous account of a journey and a fo lktale, and it is 
significant that the author did not attempt to translate it into French. Ideas referring to 
the development of Greek language, culture and traditions are presented in specific 
narrative ways. There are in particular two structures which organise the narration and 
enhance its didacticism. First, the religious connotations of certain chapters allude to 
the structure of parables in general, a pattern that can easily be recognised by 
rcaders. 19 Second, there are folk tale references which create a more context-specific 
didacticism. The main function of these narrative schemes is to promote the views of 
the author, in other words to 'spread the message ' .20 
18As Glinos pointed out in the 1930 edition of Ayv~: "Mtoa oro 'Tasiot' £\vat 6A.o~ o 'Pux.apT]~, o 
smon'JI.lOVa~, o A.oyotEX.VT]~. o Kptwc6~. o Jl<XXTJrij~, o <iv6pwn:o~. Eivat ro 'tpyo' rou. Mn:opouo£ Kat va 
m:6<'.tvtt l)cm:p' an:' aut6 xropic; va XClOEl Ti7IOTE mr6 tOV lCHOptKO TOU p6A.o. '0~..£<; Ol tKaV6TT)tE<; TOU 
'Puxcl.Pll ouvrpi:savs yta va ouvetoetJ.!E Jlta~ ro tpyo aA.aKatpT)~ (sic) tT]~ ~w~c; rou" ( 1930: 29-30). 
19
·'Every parable [or] more generally, every story of an 'exemplary' nature is sooner or later designated, 
by the parabolic text itself, as needing interpretation, that is, as containing a meaning other (or more) 
than the immediate meaning of the events it recounts" (Suleiman 1993: 30). 
10This effort is comparable to that of the early Christians to ·'spread their message by parable and 
allegory" (Holquist 1981: 180). 
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Before the actual journey described in the narrative, the narrator experiences 
an epiphanic moment, triggered by the emotion he felt at Victor Hugo's funeral. That 
evening, the vision of the future Greek poet was revealed to him, as he presents it in 
the chapter entitled '0 llotl'}-rfl~' . Tn that vision, the future Greek poet comes like a 
light, in order to create the language of the people and free them from cultural 
stagnation: 
llf.V ~tpro ywti J..I.TJ'tE n:roc;, J..I.O. oev ewotooOa. n:ta. KOUpCXcrT} 
K<l).LUi. Sexa.crcx Pacra.va. Ka.t n:6vouc;. Me <p<iVTJKC n:roc; 
~av<ivtrova. ~a.<pvtK<i. A86.va.·rec; eA.n:"ioec; J..lf: n:epexoucra.v TTJV 
'VUXll· ruptcra. va. Otoo KO.\ K<itro K<i'l:ro, cra.v <lcrT}~lEVl(l YP<lJ..I.J..I.TJ, 
crta. J..I.EPTJ TTJ<; a.va.wA.i)c;, t~A.en:a. -rov opi~ovta va.crn:p~TJ· 
<p<iVTJKf: cra. ).l.ta. xapa.JJ.<ioa crtov oupa.v6. Eimv 11 a~yi). <I>roc;! 
tO <pro<;! Na K(lt tO q>roc; n:ou ~T}toucra. Oxt! 6vetpo oev eita.v! 
Eita.v aA.i)8eta. n:ou TON eioa Kat 1:0 8uJJ.OUJ..l<lt KaA.<i 1:ropa 
n:ou crac; to otyouJJ.at. K<inotO<; EPXOUvtav, K<inotac; 
<paivouv-rav eKei Kc:hro. Ocro ~<in:A.oove ll a.m 1:0 K6.-racrn:p6 
TTJ<; pouxo, 1:6cro Ka.t Keivoc; n:poxropoucre. 'EA.aJJ.nc crra 
xap<i).l.a-ra. ).l.Ecra· ).l.<l~i J..1.f. 1:ov i)A.to avtpawe, Kat w n:p6crron:6 
'tOU tn:AzyE ).l.tcra crnc; OA.6XPUcrec; axruec; cra. cre J..I.W 8Q.A.acrcra 
<pro<;. To n:oO<ipt 'tOU ~apt<i xron:<i TTJ Ytc;. Ta. ).l.<itw TOU Kaive 
crav tacr-rt pta. N<iTOL eKeivoc; n:ou n:pocr).l.tvro [ ... ] (59-60). 
The vocabulary of that paragraph has, without doubt, religious connotations and the 
vision alludes to the coming of a Messiah. This impression is intensified by the use of 
capital letters for TON, TOl, referring to the poet-Messiah. The narrator takes on the 
role of John the Baptist "who preached the Good News to the people and urged them 
to change their ways" (Luke ' Good News' 3: 18-19). The scene cited above could be 
referring indirectly to the baptism of Jesus by John the Baptist. During the baptism, 
the heaven opened and the Holy Spirit came down in the form of a dove (ibid: 21-22). 
Similarly, in the text, it is suggested that when the poet comes, heaven will pave his 
way with light. The impression created by the image of light is reinforced in the 
following chapter, which is entitled 'Ihcoxo7tp68po).l.O~', literally meaning 'poor 
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precursor'. The fact that John the Baptist is called Prodromes in Greek, makes the 
identification of the narrator with the Baptist all the more obvious?1 The narrator 
wonders when the time will come for Greek culture to find its saviour and, in this 
chapter, the poet is openly addressed as Christ and Saviour: "[n]6~e, n6-re ea J ..Hl<; 
tp9T)<;, non: ea ()£ btOUV -ra ~ana ~a<; Kat ea ()£ xapouv 01. Kapbtt<; ~a<;, Xpmtt flOU 
arrival of the poet will be accompanied by all sorts of miracles that will take place in 
nature and in the hearts of people. The invocation of miracles can be interpreted as 
another way of signalling the arrival of Jesus, because only he could make these 
wonderful things happen: "8a )laAaKW<JT)<; n<; ns~p£<;· 9a aEpVT)<; KU't6m <JOU -ra 8£pta" 
( 61 ). 23 Since the vision of the new poet comes to the narrator after the funeral of 
Victor Hugo, it is plausible to infer that the death of one poet signifies the birth of 
another, almost as if a resurrection of the Ancient Greek glory were about to take 
place, given that Victor Hugo had earlier been compared to the Ancient Greek 
writers.24 There are other, less overt references to the Christian tradition in the 
narrative, from which one could distinguish similarities with the life of Jesus being 
sought in the narrator's experiences on his journey, thus giving him the status of a 
saviour. For example, when the narrator enters the village of Piryi in Chios, the 
welcome he receives from the locals resembles the scene when Jesus enters Jerusalem 
21As pointed out by Beaton (1988: 50), the title also alludes to a literary work from the Middle Ages 
written in the vernacular of the period. 
22lt is significant that Pallis suggested also a metaphorical association with rei igious relevance 
regarding the reception of Psycharis' s text by the intellectuals of the Diaspora, who saw it as a sort of 
guide to their endeavours (in L.K. 1938: I 0). 
23Similarly powerful images, though with no religious undertones, are described in T6vctpo rou 
!la.vviprt, where the main character is able to subdue the masses and soften their hearts (Chapter Four 
of the thesis). 
2~Not only religious but also pagan allusions are mingled in the chapters ' 0 notl)t~<;' and 
·nrwxorrp6opOJ.tO<;', in order to emphasise the importance of the future poet. The awaited poet is also 
described as 'Orpheus', who will go down to Hades and come back into the light with the language of 
the people. 
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on Palm Sunday: .. [ ... ] -roue; ei8a J..lU~oolltvouc; 8c~ui Kat ~epPt6. cr-rouc; cr-revo1nmKouc; 
OPO!lOU<;, av6.~u:cra ()'t(l mhptV(l cmina, 'tOV Kaetva !lC 'tO oaoi cr-ro x.tpt, K6.-ra.crnpa 
vru11-tvouc; va 11e xatpe-rouv. K6.8ou11ouv an6.voo cr-ro J.!OUA.6.pt Kat1tpoxoopoucra my6. K' 
EOlV(l x.epttc; U1t6 000, xepttc; a1t6 Kf:t K(ll 'tU1tp6cr001t(l yeA.oucrav K(lt cra. V(l OclKp~av 't(l 
Jlana J..lOU" (118). 
These religious references serve two main purposes in relation to their didactic 
intent: to draw the attention of readers to what is being communicated, by using a 
vocabulary and syntax which would be fami liar to them, and to affirm something 
positive through pleasing images. The specific association between Christ and the 
future poet of demoticism, although exaggerated, serves to emphasise the importance 
of the poet's arrival. It points out how significant the establishment of the demotic 
language would be for the Greek people. It will be a process of liberation, just as 
Christ and his Church liberate every believer from the constraints of physical 
existence with the promise of eternal life. Similarly, the poet of the new nation wilJ 
create a climate of unhindered cultural prosperity. These inspirational images 
describing the poet's arrival might be more persuasive than the linguistic exposes of 
other chapters. However, this tactic might also have had the opposite effect because 
the intense tone and the association of the future Greek poet with Jesus might have 
been considered inappropriate or even blasphemous by readers, despite the narrator's 
reassurances, elsewhere, of how highly he valued religion. The possible reaction 
would not have deterred Psycharis; this tactic can be counted as another one of his 
didactic devices. The stronger the preaching tone and the greater the possibility of 
provoking a reaction, the more likely, in his view, that his words would be imprinted 
in the memories of readers, which is exactly what he intended. As he himself stated in 
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this text, opposition did not frighten him because he was prepared and wanted to 
receive and give '·66~a Kat ypoHtt~" (42). 
The effect of the religious allusions on the narrative process is, mainly, to 
reduce the amount of information that is given because most of it is suggested 
indi rectly by the images and vocabulary.25 Thus the didacticism in this case consists 
in that relative economy in discourse, which is charged with significance. The arrival 
of a new poet as a Messiah, predicted in the chapters of To To.( iOL J..lOV, is more 
effective than a more detailed description of who this person is, and what he would 
do. Economy of discourse is one of the narrative qualities which the author did not 
develop in his prose after To To.(iOL J..lOV. Thus, the chapters that are shorter are more 
pleasing than the longer ones, where the narrator tends to be very analytical about the 
linguistic issue. Unbeknown to him, it is in the latter, when he tries to be more 
'didactic ', that the narration loses its objective. 
The religious imagery could be appreciated by a wide readership, as it would 
undoubtedly capture the attention of all people who were or had been churchgoers or 
who had been brought up in the Christian faith. rt was especially significant for the 
Greek people, though, because their community had managed to survive the four 
hundred years of Turkish Occupation thanks to the Orthodox faith and the role played 
by the church. Perhaps this was another reason why the author chose th is type of 
allusion. In the second chapter, the narrator's grandmother reaffirms the link between 
the Greek church and people, by prompting her grandson to be careful not to create 
any controversy in relation to religion in Greece: "7tp6m::x.e, 7tO.tOi J..LOU, 'tTl Op11aKdo. va 
)..LT'JV tiJV o.yyi~ll<;· 0pll(Jl(el0. <JE )..LO.<; 7tO.-rptWTI<J)..LO <JllJ..lO.tVEl Kat 'tOV 7tCL'tptC.O'tl<JJ..l0 'tOV 
CXOUJ..le av<irKll yta 'tllY wpo." (48). 
!
5Sce also Chapter Two on the function of allegory. 
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The role of the Church for the Greek nation is recognised in the narrative and 
the narrator points out that the Patriarchate has kept the nation together: "n;-rpax6ma 
XPOVta crt6.8rpcs 't"OU't"O<; 0 ~lKpOU't<HKO<; 1"01t0<;, - tva ~UAlVO crni'tt, eva naA.tocrmto, -
-ro ~6vo ~ac; Kataq>uyto, 11 ~6v11 na-rpi8a. E8c.O ~acrnouvtav -ro £9vo<;" (86). In later 
years, it became clear from his correspondence that Psycharis valued the importance 
of the Orthodox faith and Church. He had written to the Ecumenical Patriarch 
Joachim III in 1902 with reference to the problems created by Pallis's translation of 
the Gospels into demotic. The Patriarch responded politely and Psycharis included 
that response in a separate volume of P6oa. Ka.z M~J..a ( 1902a), as a proof of the 
respect that the Patriarch had showrt him and as a sign of victory for the demotic 
language, which had been accepted by the Patriarch. Psycharis expresses an almost 
child-like enthusiasm: "Kat tropa, J..lOOpet..At J..lOU, avot~e -raq>-rt<l crou, tcri-rroo£ -ra 
J..la.Atcr-ra. 'E xro yp6.~~a -rou n a-rpt<lpX'l! An<lv'tllO'TJ cr-ro btK6 J..lOU! ! f pa~~a 1t~piq>TJJ..lO! ! ! 
[ ... ] To Ka-rc.Op8rocra!! [ ... ] Eivat 1tOAU q>tAtK6. Tt !..~; ~T)Aa8ir yp6.q>ro 1"01) n u-rptapxTJ 
OtllV UKepta OTJJ..lOnKi]. ~ta~6./;;£t TO 'YPUJ..lJ..lU J..lO'O Kat J..lO'O U1t0Kpiv£t(ll. na.r::t va 1t111tffi<; 
TJ bll~onld) EX£l0tK(lt(I)J..lU va ~YTJ KUt 0'£ na-rpmpxda" (Karatzas 1988: 461 ). 
Furthermore, we should not completely ignore the biographical details, which 
g1ve another indication as to the reasons why Psycharis employed religious 
references. He must have been influenced by the work and the views of his father-in-
law, Ernest Renan, who had written extensively on religious issues, and whose work 
Vie de Jesus (1863) had been particularly influential and controversial at the time. It is 
reasonable to assume from the views expressed in his text and what we know of his 
fighting spirit that Psycharis considered his own work along the lines of the following 
parable that his father-in-law had recounted to him, and which he repeated in his own 
essays: 
8Uf.!'TJ~Ka K' eva AOyO TOU J.LUKUptTI\ TOU 1te9ep0U )lOU, TOU 
Renan, 1tou J.LOU Tov typaq>~::, crav eiJ.Louva )lta q>opa <JTI\V 
EUaoa [ ... ] '8uJ.L~crou To 'A6yo tou NeeJ.Lia 1tou crou f.'Aeya' 
[ ... ] 3avaxn~~:: o Ni:eJ.Liac; -ra TEtXi<J)lata TI)c; lepoucra'A~Il Kt 
U1to<:m:'Avav Ot allot a8pcl)1tOUc; V(l TOO J.Lllvtl<JOOVe (sic) 
vapEI~, yta va ·wo KUJ.LOUVe KaK6. T6Tec; -couc; a1toKpi~Ke 
[ ... ] 'Epyov pi';a eydJ notch, Kat ov bvv~aopo.t Ko.-ro.fl~vo.t, 
p~nom Ko.ro.no.iJai'J ro i:pyov. ' Ne. 6,3. Trot Kat TO crwcr-r6. H 
I8£a, -co 'Epyo, aq>-ra dvat -ra cr1tou8aia Kat -ra J.L6va. Ti.7to-ctc; 
6'Aa -raUa (Psycharis 1902a: 70, reprinted together with 
Psycharis 1907b: 196-70, double numbering, also in 
Psycharis 1909: 69-70). 
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In the narrative, the demoticist vision for the Greek language and culture is put in a 
religious framework through which the didacticism can operate effectively. Firstly, it 
operates, because the religious elements suggest the need for strengthening the 
national bonds. Secondly, by adopting the style of a sermon in the narrative, the 
author reinforces a connection with readers and draws their attention to the 
importance of the message that is conveyed by imitating familiar structures. It is also 
worth mentioning the apt remark by PaJamas, who wrote in his essay on Psycharis's 
text that: "ouxi oc crnaviroc; 11 y/..rocrcra -rou K. \}'ux<iPll uno~t~vi]crKet Tllv y/...rimcm.v -rrov 
jlHaxetpisov-rm no/..A.ro ciliKnKcinepov toirolla" (PaJamas 1 960c: 31 0). 
On the other hand, Psycharis does not forget that defining Greek tradition 
involves more than just the Orthodox faith, which was a product of the Byzantine 
period. Another important aspect of the Greek tradition was its classical and 
mythological past. The author's objective was also to create a narrative that could be 
attributed to the Greek tradition but could equally stand on its own merits as a 
European literary work. The numerous folktale references in it are an indication of 
this effort. 
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2.2. Folktale references and elements of 'metafictional writing' 
Psycharis tries to reproduce in the text the stories he had heard in the places he 
visited in Greece for his research. Although the narrative is logically organised in 
terms of its argument, something that is to be expected from its didactic tone, it also 
offers direct access to a different world, one where fantasy and dream take precedence 
over the realistic expose, thus blending different forms of narration. To some degree, 
the author creates a type of magical realism, where elements of reality are transferred 
to a dreamlike atmosphere to create an ambivalent situation between reality and 
fantasy (see Carpentier 1995: 1 03). This is also the opinion of Meraklis, who 
compares the narrative to some of Marquez's prose, as mentioned already (1988: 
798). At other times, the dream motif, which recurs repeatedly, leads into a folktale. 
The term 'folktale' (na.pa.J.r69t) in Psycharis 's writing can refer to many 
different types of material. 'Folktale' (na.pa.J.tu9t) in its normally accepted sense is a 
tale of fantasy with events that would not occur in real life, and characters with 
supernatural powers or with exaggerated traits. Tia.pa.J.tu8t also implies, 
metaphorically, an untrue event or a lie. In Psycharis's correspondence, the term is 
used mainly to refer to something which is invented and not factual. In relation to 
literature, it corresponds to any type of fictional narrative in prose, as opposed to 
verse which has some plot (see for example Karatzas 1988: 30, 31, 34). The term has 
positive and negative connotations in the author's writing. In its positive sense, it 
refers more specifically to the simple stories that the author believed should be written 
for the Greek readership, as was his own fictional output (see footnote 25 of Chapter 
One of the thesis). In its negative sense, it refers to something which is fabricated and 
does not comply with the laws of verisimilitude. For example, the author suggests that 
Defoe' s novel Robinson Crusoe is a 'na.pa.J.tuOt', meaning a lie, in order to emphasise 
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his view that the writer should exercise certain restrain in the manner of portraying a 
story, giving primacy to a realist account rather than to an elaborate or more 
entertaining narrative (see Chapter Five of the thesis). Melissaratou has distinguished 
three main semantic uses of the word in Psycharis's writing (1990: 197-8). 
Psycharis believed that Greek literature was in need of more folktales (in the 
positive sense of the term), and he described To Ta.?,ilJz pov as "napa,.roEh, oxt -ra~iot" 
( 1993: 39). Accordingly, the ' fo lktale' as a term and as a technique is present in many 
parts of To Ta.?,ilJz JlOV. There are a few folktales included in the text, which exhibit 
both traditional Greek and Western elements. This is evident in particular in the 
chapter ' Apvi Kat A-tovtapt' where the narrator introduces his fictional brother Yannis, 
whose story alludes directly or indirectly to other folktales. Yannis is presented as a 
harmless giant with supernatural qualities.26 First, he is compared to Digenis Akritis, a 
medieval Greek hero, in terms of his prowess and strength. In order to describe him 
accurately the narrator emphasises the extraordinary things about him, quoting verses 
from the epic poem about Digenis: "gK -r6nou os KtVOUf..LBVO<; ppov'ti)<; flxov s-r8Mt, 
fficr-rs ooKsiv craA£uscr8at rr~v TE Kat nav-ra o£v-rpa" (79), and includes the story of the 
slaying of the dragon, from the same poem, which is itself like a short folktale. Yannis 
is also compared to a character from Western tradition, from Rabelais' text Garganlua 
and Pantagruel. Both characters, Yannis and Gargantua, are brave and have a huge 
appetite, feasting on enormous quantities of food. The list of various foods consumed 
by Yannis brings to mind various such lists of words produced by Rabelais in order to 
parody the formal French language of his period. Thus the portrayal of Yannis follows 
the conventions governing folktales, as his physical presence and enormous appetite 
~6Psycharis presents his fictional brother in Autour de Ia Grece (1895a) as follows: "Jean mon frere est 
un enfant de ma fantaisie. Ma fantai sie sait prevoir beaucoup de choses; ce qu' elle con~oit et ce qu'elle 
veut, c ' est mon frere Jean qui I' execute, Jean mon frere, ce geant qui grand comme une tour, qui est 
terrible comme le peuple, genereux comme l'hellenisme" (309). 
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introduce the element of the unbelievable and the fantastic. ln this particular chapter 
alone there are multiple allusions to the use of the folktale because Yannis is a lso the 
recipient of other people's folktales. As the narrator explains, no matter how brave he 
was, at times he behaved like a child, who wanted to listen to stories: "1Ca0ouvrav 
i)croxa Kat K<XAcX CrtO S~O""CO "COUtO KpE~~atalCt,- vaKOUT) 1tap<X!J.U0ta" (80). 
The author created this character in order to entertain readers; it is also 
possible that apart from entertaining his readers he wanted to convey that certain 
qualities were essentially Greek and in that way to boost the morale of his Greek 
compatriots. This idea is confirmed in a subsequent chapter, in which Yannis helps 
the narrator to chase away not only the ghost of Sultan Mahmut but also all the 
Turkish army - the enemies of Greeks. In the chapter entitled '0 MaX!J.OU'Cll<;', the 
dead Sultan makes an appearance in a dreamlike atmosphere, to challenge the 
provocative behaviour of the narrator, who was complaining about Turkish rule in 
Constantinople. The Sultan is finally defeated by the narrator and his brother, who 
represent symbolically the Greek and European ' spirit' that has created the ideals of 
freedom: " [5Jcv f:l!J.Ut a9pro7to<;, Eijlat tOEa. ~~ Et!J.al fpatKO<;, Et!J.at E~p<i:mT). Na 'W 
~EPll<;. 11 i\e<pn:pta crouA.tavou<; 5e <po~a:rat" (1 04). Thus the Ottoman administration 
is contrasted with the ideals of western civil isation and, by using the comparatively 
inoffensive method of the folktale, the author manages to make a very strong 
statement against the former, which would otherwise appear to be plain preaching. 
The folktale is also chosen by the author as the characteristic model of oral 
narrative, created and enjoyed by ordinary people. Psycharis presents his theory about 
the creation of the Homeric epics, which are compared to folktales, in a conversation 
between the narrator and his friend from Chios. This presentation could easily be a 
realistic account of his own conversation wi th locals when he was conducting his 
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research. He claims that folktales were narrated in a dialectally mixed language, like 
the Homeric epics and the folk songs, and yet it was easy for locals to understand 
them and be entertained and educated by them. Furthermore, he suggests that the 
process of creating folk tales reflected in a wider context the linguistic evolution: 
·'[!lla~i J..LE -roue; a9pc.imouc; -rp£xouv Kat -ra napaJ..LU9ta. Ano<p<imcre av J..L1tOpdc; cre n 
y.A.wcrcra qtvs npc.ina -co napaJ.luSt. An' a<pt<i ta 8ui<popa -rpayou8ta icrroc; PY11n<iA£, 
Krocr-r<iKll ~u, Kaj.lt<i J.lEpa [ ... ] j.lta Katvoupta IA.t<i8a" (117). The narrator also 
explains that he noted down the language used by villagers while making them narrate 
a story: " [J.l]ta J..LSpa J..LE 1t1)ys cre j.lta ypt<i K' epa~£ ta 8uvat<i tOU yta V<X. tr}V KUJ.lll va 
J.lE J.ltA~<Jll Kat va J.I.S 1tl1 K<X.veva napaJ.lu9t. TpaPtouv-rav 11 ypt<i Kat 8sv ilOeA£. A.pxtcrs 
t61:ec; o yepoc; va tr}<; M11 n ~111:0ucra, yuxnoto mcon6 Eixa K<iJ.I.St 1:6cro f1Ey<iA.o 1:asi8t, 
Kat nou y"Upspa va !l<i(:)ro tr}V npo<pop<i K<i9s xropLOu [ ... ]" ( 136). It seems, therefore, 
that the folktale plays a central role in the demoticist ideology for the following 
reasons: its simple language, its collective creation and its origins. Even though these 
characteristics are not necessarily bound to any particular culture, they arc viewed by 
Psycharis as distinctly Greek for the purposes of his literary theory, which is 
discussed in certain parts of this narrative. 
Overall, the more fictional parts of the narrative that resemble or allude to 
fo lktales, are dominated by textual features from the Western tradition of folktales. 
There is, for example, the metaphor of literary language as a sleeping beauty in a 
palace, awaiting the prince to save her, a common image in Western folktales. In this 
case. the prince is the poet Victor Hugo, who liberates the language/sleeping beauty 
through his poetry. The narrator explains how the poet brought a breath of fresh air, 
opened the windows and the doors and let the light come into the palace to awake the 
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beauty. This passage also alludes to the French Revolution of 1789, by describing 
how the palace, the symbol of the Monarchy's power, was taken over by the people? 7 
The presentation of Ancient Greek writers and their work is also given in a 
folktale atmosphere, introduced by the theme of listening to or reading stories, whilst 
gathered around the fireplace in winter, which is another Western tradition: " [<i]Jla. 
a.Dct<icrro AtYll ffipa. TO X,cljlOOVa., - 6-ra.v 7t£q>LO'OV O~ffi Ta. X,t6vta. 7t11X,TU 1t11X,T<i Kat 
l:OU<; ( ... ]" (159). 
Psycharis' s folktales are mostly a discussion of other folktales or 
reproductions of other similar texts with multiple meanings. However, their purpose 
was to convey the message that the author intended to present through them. The 
stories discussed thus far, his ' brother's' adventures and the sleeping beauty theme, 
have a hidden message: they suggest liberation from a previous state of oppression. 
The author's aim is to reinforce the reader's belief in a Greek literary tradition and the 
language ofthe people, even where the actual reference is to the French language and 
culture. The tradition embraced by the narrator included all the Ancient Greek texts, 
medieval epic poetry and folk songs. After the period of the folk songs, Psycharis 
believed that the transition to a more complex literary production should benefit from 
the creative assimilation of the themes and narrative devices that corresponded to 
folktales, because it was still premature to expect a stylistically highly developed 
prose fiction. This was also the case, because of the emphasis on national identity that 
prevailed in the period, as opposed to the individuality presupposed in the novels per 
se. As is explained in the narrative, 'self means nothing, only the collective ' national 
2
' An insistence on images of light associated with vision, clarity, awakening, is noted in these stories 
included in To Ta~i61 fWV, as well as in the story 0 M6.yoc;, where the magician concentrates the rays of 
sun in his crystal to achieve the required transformation (as discussed in Chapter Two). 
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soul' means something: " ta ycvtKCt sll'ti)Jla'ta dvat -ra JlOVa cmou8aia sll'ti)Jla-ra. fta 
rovw, 6nou ypa<pro -ro syw, £i.vm runoc; PlltoptKi)c;· syw tinonc; Scv df.!at: 11 s9vtKi) 
\lfUXfl Kan cnwaivst· npocrn:ae,aa va ou.o nou Kat nou n £xst J..LEcra '!11<; a<p'ti] 11 \lfUXfl, 
Kat J..ltAcOVtac; yta JlEvO., cruA.A.oytOVJlal -roue; CtAAOU<;. To ~t~Aio J..LOU Eivm na.paj..t-08t, oxt 
-ra~iot" (39, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
The use of the folktale elements exemplified the attempts of the period to 
develop prose fiction. Apart from transporting readers to an imaginary situation, 
folktales are engaging and didactic, leaving behind a message even when there is no 
closure. In the genre of the fantastic, there is a breach of reality in order to introduce 
something unbelievable. "The dominant world-view of the text is very similar [to the 
reader' s] and the laws of verisimilitude coincide largely with [his] [but] the narrator 
introduces a [different] level of reality against the background of this logical world, 
[ ... ] which contradicts the world of reason [ ... ]" (Chanady 1985: 5). The fantastic 
also prevails in those parts of To To.~ioz J..WV, which are not presenting a specific 
folktale but are invoking a certain atmosphere of mystery and ambivalence. There are, 
for example, some episodes in which it is clear that the narrator emphasises the use of 
correct language but the messages implied are given so allegorically that it becomes 
difficult to distinguish the boundaries between ' reality' and ' fantasy'. 
In the chapter 'Cabinet de lecture', for example, the presentation of a very 
realistic episode, the narrator's visit to a literary club in Constantinople, develops 
gradually into a confusing situation until it becomes completely unbelievable. The 
narrator is on his own in the club, and starts glancing at the local newspapers. After 
some creaky noises, the newspapers start projecting French letters and words on top 
of the Greek ones. The narrator explains that the French expressions come to mind 
because of the unnatural, ' foreign' , katharevousa, but the episode does not end there. 
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After a long list of comparisons between the two languages (French and Greek), the 
narrator starts hearing strange noises again. He falls asleep and although he is 
sleeping, he explains that he is still in the process of reading the newspapers and 
listening to the same noise, so that readers are unable to determine whether what 
follows is part of a dream or not. The noise is finally ' explained' as the laughter of 
Europeans, when the narrator finds himself inside the map of Europe surrounded by 
Europeans of all nationalities laughing at the Greeks, who do not know how to use 
their own language. The chapter ends on that second level of reality, when the 
narrator explains that he did not know how to respond to their contempt and therefore 
went home. The message is very clear in this story: Greeks, misled by the claims of 
those who saw in katharevousa an association with the Ancient Greek language, 
became the laughing stock of civilised Europeans. However, the atmosphere of 
paradox and the idea of laughter, which plays on the comic undertones, prevent the 
didacticism from being perceived as too tedious. 
There is a lso a portrayal of a dream in To Ta(Mz f.lOV , which leads to events 
that could have happened in reality or could equally be a continuation of the same 
dream. In literary terms, this is the case when Psycharis's writing could be described 
as a type of magical realism. In magical realism, the " portrayal of imagined events in 
dreams is given as objectively real" (ibid: 29). The author usually aims to invert the 
situation and convince readers that the improbable situation is possible. In magical 
realism, the unbelievable becomes part of reality, something which shakes the 
foundations of both. 
A dream is the vehicle for carrying a realist reference blended with elements 
of the fantastic or improbable in the chapter ' OtKtaKa Kuvapta'. At the end of his 
journey, the narrator discusses his last night in Athens, during which he had a 
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disturbed sleep. He dreamt of donkeys being transformed into dogs, barking at him 
and trying to bite him. The next morning, he read in the newspapers that he had 
indeed been bitten by dogs the night before and that he was leaving for Paris to find a 
cure. This allegorical episode probably refers to Psycharis's opponents, who might 
have verbally attacked him publicly for his ideas on Greek language. The obvious 
confusion in the narrative time sequence aside (the newspapers seem to report the 
news even before it happens), the article could indeed have appeared in a local paper, 
as it is presented in the text, or it could equally be a fictjonal piece of work. The 
narrator's dream that ' predicts' the occurrences introduces a paradox, though the 
whole episode is presented in a real istic mode with a sarcastic tone. The reader is left 
to believe that the story described could have been a real experience - a report in the 
newspaper - until the narrator starts analysing the irregularity in the formation of the 
past tense of the verb 'to bite' in Ancient Greek. It is then confirmed that everything 
in the narrative has been created for the pleasure of analysing language. The story is 
left without any attempt to give an explanation one way or the other, and the emphasis 
is placed on the Greek language and its correct usage. It is as though language takes 
over plot or action by turning the focus directly on itself, not designating anything 
outside its own signs. 
Therefore, in To To.(ioi JlOV, these strategies (fantastic and a type of magical 
realism) have a didactic intent. They aim to surprise readers and make them take 
notice of what is being conveyed. The playful tone of the narration prevents the 
didacticism from destroying the fictional elements of the work. In particular, in the 
story where there are elements of magical realism, one could argue that the 
didacticism is even stronger because there are no clear boundaries between the real 
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and the unreal and anything is possible. In any case it is as if the author were winking 
at readers. signall ing that they should trust him. 
In conclusion, we have seen that the folktale framework aids the author to 
deliver a great deal of diverse information to readers. On the other hand, the elements 
of the fantast ic which function as metafictional strategies, present two distinct levels 
of reality, overlapping, only in order to cancel each other out and promote the role of 
language as the ultimate reality. The didactic aims of folktales and mctafictional 
strategies are common and different at the same time. Their common aim is to invest 
the didacticism of the narrative with an entertaining tone. However, while folktales 
are selected because of their ability to travel across linguistic and geographical 
borders, they are also considered a more 'secure' mode of writing, as a national, 
collective creation. The elements of the fantastic and magical realism introduced into 
the text are intended to disorient the readers, in order to subvert certain factions in 
Greek society, which the author considered ineffective and wrong. Similar to what 
Michel Butor described as the function of magical realism, the objective of this 
strategy in To Ta~f~z pov is " [to criticise the ossified reality],[ ... ] in reacting upon it, 
(and] suggesting that we transform it, that we reinstate what is out of place" (Sutor's 
points are cited in Zipes 1983: 99). 
3. Polyglossia and false polyphony28 
This section will explore three different cases encountered in To Ta~£61 pov. 
Firstly the case of one speaker using different varieties of the same language, for 
18Polyglossia is the existence of different languages or different varieties of the same language. In the 
case of To Tu.(ibt pov the inclusion of different varieties of the same language serves to emphasise the 
message that katharevousa creates confusion. Polyphony can be described as a "multi-voicedness 
counterpoint [which] presumes a plurality of fully valid voices within the limits of a single work'' 
(Bakhtin 1999: 34). In To Ta(£61 f.lOV the voices that express views opposed to the narrator are used 
only as a pretext because the authorial voice very quickly dismisses their validity. Thus my suggestion 
that it is a case of false polyphony, as not all views are given the same opportunity. 
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example the narrator, in order to show the distance that separated katharevousa from 
the demotic. Secondly there is the example of different voices presenting the same 
expression which is used in order to put forward a message of detachment for Greek 
culture from the burden of the Ottoman past. Finally in certain parts of the narrative 
different characters present different points of view, such as the grandmother 
Yannoula, and other fictional characters who are not named. However, these do not 
manage to acquire a viable independent existence alongside the points of view of the 
author/narrator. Let us examine some examples referring to these cases. 
As mentioned above, there is no real action taking place in the text, j ust 
discussions between the narrator and the characters or between the narrator and the 
prospective readers, who are treated as addressees. When there is some type of action, 
this is transferred to the level of the fantast ic. Throughout the various discussions 
about language, however, often the same message seems to be expressed by different 
agents. Various formulaic sequences appear in the text repeatedly, at times attributed 
to individual characters, at others to the narrator, functioning as rhetorical examples, 
suggesting the confusion created by commonly used katharevousa expressions. We 
are told, for example, that the fictional brother Yannis uses such expressions in his 
everyday speech: "[ y]ux K6.8s np6.11a nou tKa!lv~ Kat p(lnoucr~c; yta-ri -r6Ka11vs t-rm Kl 
6xt aA.A.troc;, [ ... ] cr' anoKpivouvrav nav-ro-rsc;: - '1:uvfl8eta yap sm:Kp6.LT}cr£V nap' 
twiv·. A11a 11' £PA£ns cr-ro 8p611o !lE Kavtva cpi.A.o: - 'Xaips-rov', 11ac; cprovass an6 8u6 
J.ltAta J.laKpt<i Kat ysA.oum:" (82). Similarly, Yannis's friend Platanissis constantly uses 
the expression: ' [!l]ac; yiv£tat A.6yoc;!'" (85). The parodic usc of standardised phrases 
is intended to emphasise the fictionality of these two characters, who are themselves 
caricatured. But even more than the characters themselves, it is their language which 
is derided. The characters belong to the folktale world, the reader does not expect 
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them to act in a realistic mode but at the same time, s/he becomes more aware of how 
the language is used, and notices that it does not operate as a tool of communication. 
A similar point is also made about written language, suggesting that 
katharevousa is like a foreign tongue. In the chapter 'Cabinet de lecture' various 
phrases frequently used in newspaper discourse are included as examples, and the 
narrator explains why the supposedly Greek phrases are a direct translation of French 
expressions: " [e)ivat xun cruv118ta~£va Kat xaxopi~txa yaA.A.tKci, nou axouro m:o 
Dapiat KU8£ ~8pa. Ta Met K<XVcic;, a~ 0£V ~£pet n va 1t11· Ka-raA.aPa "tO"tcc; 1tOU 
£npsm; va otaPa~ro avanooa: av-ric; nprina va -ra otaPu~ro ypatKtKci, d-rav noA.i> mo 
aroa-~:6 va -ra A.tro ~taa ~ou yaA.A.txa x' tnet-ra va xot-rci~ro -ra wnro~tva ypu~~a-ra" 
(74). This passage exemplifies a ' multi-textual ' weaving in each phrase. An attempt is 
even made to represent it somehow by mixing together two phrases, Greek and 
French: "eiA.L6.P~RPEaNvAshT6LvA lCP6EnloNvE. I:Lllv iota ypa~~~ tpA.sna ouo 
\j/llq>tci Kat navw-rec; ra yaA.A.ucu ~encpvouaav m. ypatKtKci, ~£ -rp6no nou cpaivouv-rav 
Kat KaA.~-rcpa" (72) ('II prenait Ia peine'- 'eA.a~pave rov Konov'). The point is to give 
an example of an incomprehensible language, of meaningless signifiers, which reflect 
an unrealistic situation. What is suggested with these examples is that, when 
katharevousa is used in everyday speech it sounds unnatural and devoid of meaning, 
and in writing it appears like a foreign language. 
The narrator also points out in a humorous way that the Ancient Greek 
linguistic forms make the discourse appear more important than the things or actions 
it denotes. Thus, even when an expression refers to something unpleasant or 
unacceptable, the type of language used, allows the speaker, metaphorically, to keep 
his/her distance from what is said: "- ' ~t6n, ~' <mana, 11 apx.aia sivat suysvea-rtpa 
Kat Otci "tOU E; Ka"taVTU F.VYF.VlKclJTcpo, 0 wnoc;' [. 0 .] Tropa KU"taAaPatva ~aq>VllCU n ea 
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1ITJ op9il Kpicrr( ( 1 05). Another rhetorical example is a comical incident, presented for 
the sake of argument: a thief is caught stealing from a jewellery shop and a policeman 
arrests him. The narrator playfully points out that there is no reason to worry because 
by using katharevousa, he could prove that he is not such a low-class person: "'[<i)~-ta 
.i\met eovv: KAffi\jl yap Stj-ti, oux.i &s KAbp'tT]<; "'(111 ). This story emphasises the 
significance of language in everyday life, as everyth ing we believe or do can be 
translated into language. It also satirises the pomposity of katharevousa and the false 
claims that it was the correct form of language. As mentioned above, one of the aims 
of the narrative was to suggest with speci fic examples how distorted the view, held by 
many people in Greece especially by schoolmasters, was that, by being closer to the 
Ancient Greek language, katharevousa made everything sound more noble. 
However, the narrator explains that the false assumptions regarding the 
importance of katharevousa were also made by ordinary people, who felt compelled 
to abandon their naturaJ way of communicating for something that would make them 
sound more educated. The artificiality of katharevousa is noted in the speech of a 
Greek mother who wishes to conform to the norm and tries to fight her natural 
inclination, ending up, inevitably, speaking a ' foreign ' language in every aspect; 
foreign to herself and her family, irrelevant to the needs of the communicative act, 
and deviating from the grammar of Greek language. This is given in another story that 
the narrator presents together with his explicit commentary at the end: 
Mux ~tpa n:epvouoa an:6 tva on:i:n 1.mpoo-ra. LtT)V n:6p-ra 
<J'tEKOUV'tUV Eva 1l:Ul0t OcDOCKa XJ)OVcD, ~ xapOUJ.J£VO 
n:p6own:o Kat f.!aua. yeA.a.o-ra. <l>opouoe onPaA.ta \jiT]Aa, 
<ptepviotpe~, KUl pacrtoucre KUf.!'tstKl O'tO xtpt. Eitav ttOlf.!O 
VC1 <pUyT). 'EA£ye TT]<; ~6.wa<; LOU 1tOU £i.'"CaVE j.ttcra <J'"CO <J7tht: -
· M6.wa, ea miro Ka~<iUa'. - ·Na !!11 cr ' a'Koucrro, va 1-111 cr' 
aKoucrro! !!6.vt~~ 11 1-lll•epa -rou. Te-rotE<; At~~<; va 1!11 A.~<; Kat 
ea m: 8eipro! Na 1t:T)<;: ea un<iyro va l1t1tcU<J(!)' . ~6.crn~£ '"CO 
rrat8i cra va 1!11 Ka'taA.<i~mvc:. H 11<iwa '"COU Kat KctVT) 8ev 
eP~n£ Kat OeV EWOtro8e tl p<ip~apT) ylrocrcra 1tOAE!lOU<J£ va 
!!<iOT) TOU rrat8tou TT]<;, 6Tav T6Pa?;~ va A.€11 Tavo.A.unK6 !!«<; -ro 
8a )l~ TUPXO.lO TO l7r7r£V(JOJ Kat TO !l£GO.l.WVtKO TO vmJ.yw. 
N6)ltl;e 11:00<; TOVTt<; K<in KUT<i<pepvc: KO.t 8c:v KamA.upawc: T) 
tbta TO TPO)lep6 A.<i8o<; nou EKO.)lV£. KaT<iX.apa TOT£<; 6~tro<; 
c:yro nov 11 )lOVT) ~EVT) y lfficrcra <JTT)V EU<i8a c:ivm 11 
Ka9apepoucra [ ... ] (185). 
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The artificiality in the above extract is located in the different registers used by the 
speaker. Thus, it is not only the narrator who uses quoted speech and other ' texts' , in 
the narration of events, but also the characters, whose utterances are clearly taken 
from others, possibly more educated speakers, according to their perception. The 
examples of quoted speech, voices of others, and 'foreign texts' , implied that Greek 
culture needed to find a path of independence and authentic expression. 
I will now discuss how an interesting 'displacement of discourse' , the 
repetition of one expression in the speech of various different characters through a 
process of internalising the marked expression in the narrator's thoughts, helps to 
emphasise the author's arguments regarding Greek language and culture. This 
displacement falls in the second category that I outlined in the beginning of the 
section. The process of 'displacement of discourse' was analysed by Bakhtin in 
Dostoevsky's novels (see Bakhtin 1999: 217 & 238). 
The narrator takes the boat to travel from Constantinople along the Bosporus. 
He is offered a very nice seat in a privileged position with a good view. 
Contemplating the sea, he thinks about the future of the new Greek nation, but a 
steward interrupts his reverie. The narrator is informed that he must change his 
position because the captain needs to work in the place where he is sitting. The 
Turkish steward utters the phrase ' Kam-r<iv )l7tovpvra yKEAiop' ('the captain IS 
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coming·). which is also the title of the chapter. This phrase makes a great impression 
on the narrator, who thinks about it and repeats it in his internal monologue. The 
phrase gradually acquires a stronger tone as it is repeated four times in the chapter 
after the first utterance. It initiates a cycle of thoughts about the period of 
Constantinople's conquest by the Turks, while the narrator imagines how these words 
could have been used by the first Turk who entered the city: "['t)t napa8o~ll q>pacr11! 0 
Kane'tavtOc; dtav ToupKoc;, Of . .wpq>a8pwnoc;, a.w11A.6c;· t f..totass cra vu sitav 6A.o f..tasi 
aq>tv'tll<; crKA.11p6c; Kt avtpEtWf..tEVO naA.A.llK<ipt. Me Q>UVllKE nou <Ha f,.t<ina tou f,.ticra, 
0't0 np6crwn6 'tOU E~Atma f..tE f..ttac; OAll tllY ToupKta. TEtOLO<; ea sitav, fAzya f..tEO"<X f..tOU, 
Kt o np6noc; o ToupKo<; nou na'tllcre mu·m 'tO xrof.La, o npro'to<; K<l't<lX'tllnlS" (94). The 
chapter ends with the narrator's admission that: "[11] i8ta q>p<iO"ll 6A.o f.L ' s8epve 'tO vou, 
6A.o f..t' t'tpwye to Keq>aA.t. OA.o fA.eya f,.ttcra f..tOU mya mya · 'Kam'tav f..t1t0Upvta 
yKeA.iop!'" (95). In the next two chapters the narrator continues his contemplation of 
the conditions that might have contributed to the Ottoman Occupation. It seems as 
though his thoughts provoke the appearance of the ghost of Sultan Mahmut and at the 
end of this imaginary encounter, the Sultan and! his army confront the narrator and his 
brother verbally. The giant brother manages to chase away the Turks with ease, 
uttering the same phrase in a strong, frightening voice: '"'EPXE'tat Kat va'to<;! 
Taq>evnK6 crac; <p'tavet! [ ... ] E!ltva t8etx'te cnouc; ToupKouc; f.LC <po~tpec; Kat yivouV'tav 
6A.c8poc; 11 q>wvil 'tOU" - '~pOiJO, 8pOf.LO 't<X OKUAlU. Kamrav wr:ovpv-ca yKeJ.iop! ,, (1 04 ). 
We see, therefore, how this Turkish phrase, which is uttered in an insignificant 
incident, is repeated in the thoughts of the narrator by four different agents, and 
acquires a particular value: it is uttered by the original speaker, the Turkish steward of 
the boat, the imaginary first Turkish soldier to enter Constantinople in 1453, the 
narrator himself, who repeats it a few times to himself and, final ly, through his 
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fictional brother, the words are ·returned' to the Turks, in a moment of wishful 
thinking that envisages the conquerors being chased away from the city. The point of 
this displacement is to look away from agents of speech, characters or even action, to 
the essence of language. The text aims to put the emphasis on what is being said, on 
the message of the communication rather than on who delivers it. The meaning of the 
phrase ' the captain is coming', suggests a literal and metaphorical liberation for Greek 
culture. The phrase is an echo of the religious allusions discussed before, signalling 
the arrival of the new poet as Messiah, a very clever implicit multiplication of the 
message of the narrative. 
The above example suggests an attempt to represent different voices which use 
the same expression, though in each case this expression acquires a different tone and 
connotation. However, the falsity of polyphony in To Ta~ibl pov is exemplified more 
prominently through voices and views that do not agree with the narrator but are not 
given an equal chance to convince the readers. The narrative starts with Yannoula's 
remarks to the narrator. The dialogue between the two is used in order to present the 
views of the latter as opposed to the commonly held views in Greece: "Tt nw; va. 
KUJ..lT]<; J..lE ·wuc; OJ.lOYeVl:ic;; OM:c; cra.c; Ol LOBE<; Ota.<popr.nKtc;· fA.o. VO. nc; napOUJ..lE J..llO. J..lLa.. 
Opcirra npcl)'t(l, note<; crou Oe eeA.T]cre<; va. 7U(J't"E\j/T]<; 1t0U OEV EXOUJ..lE crnc; <pA.£Pe<; flO.<; 
J..lEcra., iota Kt anapaUo.xro, -rrov o.pxo.irov to a.iJ..la [ ... ]" ( 4 5) comments Y annoula. 
However, the views expressed by Yannoula in this chapter are implicitly undermined 
when she admits: "notot Eiva.t nou £xouv 1t£pa.(JT] cr'tov KOcrJ..lo; Ocrot ~epouv KO.t 
KOAm<€Pouv -roue; aepronouc;. Ootouc; ayanouvs: <J'tT]V EA.A<ioa.; Ocrouc; 6A.o "[(l iota. 
KOna.vi~ouv" ( 46), suggesting that there is no real argument behind her points which 
are only repeating what others have said. In the chapter "2:uf..lPtPacrJ..l6<;" the author 
uses the same technique. The narrator converses with his "mentor' who offers general 
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advice on how to behave. The advice- in katharevousa and with ancient sayings- is 
treated with contempt by the narrator who proves how wrong it is in effect, especially 
with regards to language: "To q>p6vq..to civat va ~ep11c; ~tcr6. TTJ !lta., Ka.t llL<J6. TllV 6.A.A.11. 
Mllof.v &.:yav. nav ~e-rpov 6.pt<J'tOV. MErptoq>pOaUVll KO<Jil£1. 1:0V aA.ll8ffic; avopa. Ev '[(J) 
llE<JW KEtrat 11 ap£-ril. 'Erm 7tE<j>'tOUV 6/..m aU<j>WVOl. f] va 1:0 7t01)~e KO.Afjrepa, 
~tcrocruq>oovot" (I 44). At the end the author stresses his point clearly: "Ot yA.oocrcrec; nou 
O€V aA.A.asouv eivat Ot ~exaa~ew:c;, Ol neeall~Vf:c; Ol yA.fficrcrec; 7tOU aepoonoc; ma OEV nc; 
~tA.Ei" (146). The narrator also converses with a character called n, in the penultimate 
chapter. This character is eager to point out to him the correct declension of verbs. His 
views are treated with irony because the narrator comments on them in the parenthesis 
that follows their presentation, guiding that way the reaction of readers: .. Ot oe 
YfPOaTparovwec; Kat (unkvovrec; ( aq>'t6 'tO srotA.ei>ovtec; 'tOt\£,''(€ J..L€ KU7l:Ol0 'tOVO Kat cra 
va Kallapoove) ayvooi>mv -ra wta.i>ra. (190, the emphasis as it is in the text). Thus the 
narrator uses the views expressed by others in order to distort them. The text creates 
the false impression of representing different views but in reality the author gives the 
information in such a way as to promote his own beliefs. 
Nonetheless, there is the following contradiction: the characters in the 
narrative refer to other fictional characters like the narrator's brother, but the voices of 
ordinary people are presented very realistically. For example, Psycharis presents the 
views of the people he had met on his visit to Greece, who talked to him about their 
traditions and told him stories. As opposed to the more 'fictional ' characters, who 
allude to specific points by recalling other characters and texts, the Greek peasants are 
direct and prominent examples of Psycharis's didactic views, speaking literally and 
metaphorically on his behalf: "0 KO.llJ..LEYOc; o y£poc;! 'Eva na.p6.1tovo Eixe· - 't!.ev 
~n:opffi, ~' £/...eye, va ota.P<icrw 1:t7tOnc; an' 6cra. crf]w:pa ypaq>ouv. Ttc; <J>ll~Epioec; OeV nc; 
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PtPA.io. nou va votc.00ouflc A.iyo n Mst!'" (137).29 The rendering of the col loquial 
language is very faithful, and putting the old man's comment in quotation marks 
makes the utterance stand out. In this case, one could argue that the author 
manipulates the views of his most 'authentic characters' to suit his "superior 
ideological plan" (see Booth 1999: xxiii). Indeed, either the author's views coincide 
with those of the peasants-turned-characters or the author espouses their views for the 
purpose of making his points acceptable. It is not clear whether he patronises their 
way of think ing. The only certainty is the ex istence of a double voice in the above 
passage, as the author tries to reach out~ to involve readers in his views. 
Thus the narrative voice seems to playfully espouse expressions from other 
hosts in order to put forward a specific point. Similarly, the narrative text is composed 
of many other texts and references, literary or non-literary.30 As mentioned above, 
there is a character (Yannis) who combines elements of both a Greek and a French 
epic hero. The poetry and the ideals promoted by Victor l lugo are presented as the 
model to be fo llowed by Greek poets. There are numerous other references with 
ironical undertones. The title of a Moliere play is used to describe the women who 
frequented the literary salons in A thens: "[o]tfemmes savantes - a.t KOJ..l.\jiSUOJ..LEVUl 
yuvaiKa.t ( ... ] t;;oucra.v Ka.t ~acriA.s~av" (169). The narrator also addresses a gathering in 
an Athenian coffee shop (the traditional ' Kaq>eveio') with the well-known rhetorical 
opening address used by classical orators. The speech turns out to be a joke, 
subverting the expectations of ' listeners' and, of course, readers: "Av&pec; AOT)vaiot, 
av&pec; Kopiv0tot, avopsc; ApKa5ec;, avopec; Mwpahat. Kat S7tlAOl7t01 av&pec;, - 7tOAU va 
~9Readers are supposed to understand that Psycharis's text responds to the old man's wish. 
j 0When intertextuality is "used explicitly and in order to emphasise the connections of a particular text 
with the previous body of literature, it takes on a metalinguistic hue;[ ... ] the referent of the discourse 
is another discourse and not an aspect of empirical reality" (Yannakakis 1990: 72). 
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( 1 79). Thus the narrative appears to be almost a pastiche of different texts and a 
mingling of different voices. most of which are used to parody the conventions that 
have created them. This unconventional technique challenges notions of originality 
and authenticity. Even when the narrator stresses that he is the first to write this 
Modem Greek language, to use the language of the people in literature, this is 
presented again in an ambivalent tone, not only because he mentions it in a 
conversation with the dead French poet, but also because after making this statement 
he quickly adds that hi s own words had terrified him and he had tried to run away 
from the responsibility he had assumed: "(~] s -rp6J.UI~av -ra A.6yta ~ou Kat ~tva. 
~ou Til 9A.hvll, ~· tpxouv-rav K<inon:c; V(l 'Y€AUO(J) r ... ]" (59).31 
The specific intertextual allusions aim to support the points of the narrative 
through the authority of established codes and texts. The reliance on shared codes, 
recognised by the author and well-informed readers alike, and on information fami liar 
to the latter, gives Psycharis's arguments about Greek language and culture validity, 
because of the implied continuity with the texts and the codes that are recalled. 
Furthermore, the hidden or explicitly embedded didactic discourse is less noticeable 
for what it is, in the overall quoted speech and references. Since the narrative is 
composed of different types of texts, no particular type seems privileged. However, at 
the same time, none of them seems unacceptable e ither, unless clearly stated 
otherwise in the narrative. Psycharis acknowledges that every literary text is part of a 
large tradition of other texts that precede and fo llow it, and is a lways judged against 
them, and that his work was not immune to this judgement either. This is highlighted 
31The ambivalence of laughter and crying indicates that everything should be seen from both sides as 
"ell. 
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a llegorically in the fantastic scene in which the Ancient Greek writers evaluate the 
modern writers in Greece and suggest their inadequacies by laughing at them and at 
their work: 
AA.~0wx, 116A.tc; 1:0 dnav K' ~pOs Tpex<ira icna. p.c To ptpoc; 
nou K<i9ouVTav ot apxai.ot, tva. nat.bi. acmpovwptvo· tcpepvs 
ptcra CJtllV 7tOOt<i TOU tva orop6 1Pllfi£PL0£<; Kat ~t~A.ia.· an6 
nicrro Tou £pxouvta.v 6om Eixa.ve ypao/Et Ta ~t~A.ia Kt 6oot 
y£Jltsa.v Kaes ptpa. •a. Ol1Jl6cna cp6Ua. Bpt811Ka. Kat yro Jleoa 
cr' a.cp-rouc;. T6T£S doa pta OJlllptldj OKllviJ ( ... ) 'E~a.sa.v TOY 
Ka0£va. va om~a<nJ 6oa eixe ypa.Jlp£va 1) Pt~A.io i] ptoa oe 
K<XJllU !pllJlcpioa ( ... ) AJ!<X n£pacre TO np<l>TO TOU KaT£~aT6 0 
np<inoc; nou tnpcnc va ota.~CL<J11 , Touc; tiKouoa Kat 1tCLT1lcrav 
tva ytA.w, nov KOVT£'1'£ T6VTtc; 11 AKp67tOAl] va nA.aKWOl] Tl'lV 
A0i]va. Ta XP£t<icrT11Ka K' £cpuya JlUVl] JlCLVl], va Jlll fi£ 
~CLA.ouv Kat ~va CJt11 Jl€<nJ' etvat rope<; 1t0\) 1tOAU 11:0AU oc ll' 
aptcrouv ot apxa.iot! N6J.Lt.Sa nroc; £PA£na, crTov 0A.UJ.L1l:O 
antivro, -roue; a96.va.wuc; 8eouc; va ~eKapofSouVTat an6 Ta 
ytA.ota., 6oo Touc; Kepvouoe KOUTcraivoVTa<; o 'Hcpa.toToc; 
(168). 
The laughter in the above extract repeats the earlier scene, where the whole of Europe 
laughs at the Greeks in one of the narrator's visions: "An:<ivro O"tO x<ipTI) crtSKOUVTO.V 
Ol EPpwn:uiot, OA.ot Jlc TI)V up<iSa, 0 f<i/../..o<; crTI) ruUiu, crTI) fcpJ..i.aVia 0 fcpJ..I.O.VO<; 
[ ... ] Kl o K<i9s /..a6<; cpopoucrs pouxa iJ np<imvu iJ KOKKtva iJ KiTptvu, J..1.f: TO XPWJ..I.a nou 
f ... ]. M tA./..touvtu Kat J..i.tA.!..tOuvtu a9pron:ot ys/..oucruv K' 6/..o ys/..oucrav Kat Tf:AstffiJ..i.O to 
ytf..oto touc; Ssv dxs" (77). With these scenes, the author expresses his self-doubt, and 
the narrative suggests its own limitations by acknowledging implicitly that it is a 
tentative approach. 
It must also be pointed out that the comical aspect in parts of the narration, the 
camivalesque element that prevails throughout many of these references, and the 
atmosphere they create, are all extremely subversive. In that sense, the didactic 
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function consists m implicitly and constantly undermining what was the norm in 
Greek culture at the time; the fiction that was written, the language that was used, and 
the way people lived their lives. Furthermore, laughter is a motif repeated in the 
narrative to suggest the misconceptions about the use of the Greek language and 
literary writing. and thus force the readers to reconsider their attitudes. In the scenes 
that provoke the laughter, the emphasis lies in the need for renewal in Greek culture. 
(For an analysis of laughter as a subversive element in a narrative see Bakhtin 1999: 
126-27). The rhetorical examples in the text promote the notion of a free exchange of 
ideas and discourse between different cultures, and the creative use by writers of 
whatever is available to them, in the hope that Greek culture might ultimately find its 
deserved place amongst the other European cultures: 
[ TJ] ).ll.U crrriOa UVU\j!E TIJV UAAll, 8taoc09fJK(l,V t8eec;, -rexvec;, 
errtcrrftJ.LE:s, 0 Ka9eic; eq>epve "tO J.LE:p'ti.KO "tOU K<Xl 'tO OUVCtSB 
mllouvou. 'E•crt J.10pq>ro9T]Ke ).lta Eppro7tll Kt avnJ.LE:cra crmuc; 
A.aouc; tmacre <nryKotvrovia 8taVOfJ'tUCiJ. EJ.Lei<; rricrw, 6A.o 
7t:l<JW! nov '1 McrWXTJ rra.rpioa., jJ£ TWV 7tatOU.i>V TIJ<; TIJV 
UJ.L<i9eta, TIJV m:pr1<p<iv£ta Kat TIJV -rpella, va ~rropecr11 Kat 
K~:>iVfJ va ~itcrfJ -ro ).lE:y<iA.o, -ro xapou~tevo Pio TitS 
~a.vayEVVfJJ.lCVfJ<; Eppro7t11<;! (57). 
However, the narrative also represents a potential example of authentic Greek writing, 
and holds the promise for the future, in foretelling the arrival of the new poet. In 
accordance with the messianic proclamations of the text, the other side of the dual 
aspect inherent in everything, becomes obvious at the end, when the scornful laughter 
is turned into tears of happiness and accomplishment: "I O]a Kau:Pro K<ll npw aK6~1l 
7Wnl0"1l 'tO 1t006.pt ~Ol> cr-ro Mqn£p0 "tO xro~a, ea ~· ap1t6.~0'UV Ot q>iAOt K<lt ea LOU<; 
itOVOO, ra ~6.·tta ~O'U ea q>Ol>O"KOOO"O'UV Kat 1tO"t6.J . .lt<l Mxpta ea Xt)vw" (204 ). 
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Conclusion 
To Ta(i6r f.Wv ts a unique text m Modern Greek literature. The author 
combined different narrative techniques and created, in the words of Palamas, "an 
orchestra of literary genres" ( 1960c: 315). He used parables, folktales and comical 
stories, according to the desired emphasis and the points he wished to stress in each 
case. He also playfully switched roles as he reinvented himself, either as the 'new 
poet as Saviour' or the precursor, who notices and describes the signs of the times. 
Furthermore, he used different degrees of formality in addressing his readers, getting 
more distant or more personal, being serious or humorous respectively, in order to 
achieve the aims set up for the text (Wardhaugh 1992: 1 07). These were, according to 
his admission, to amuse readers and to convince them that the colloquial language 
was appropriate for all occasions, both for everyday communication and for writing 
prose fiction. The use of these different stances, scholarly and formal or detached and 
playful, corresponded to both sides of his creative profile and the objective was to 
persuade readers to embrace his ideas about Greek language and culture. 
Psycharis's ideal of 'oral literature' is achieved to an extent, not only because 
the language of the text is as close as possible to that of everyday oral communication 
but also because even textual games, such as intertextual references, style shifts and 
generally playful writing, aim to mimic characteristics of orality, to replace the 
variations of voice, gestures, and other non-verbal cues that a face-to-face interaction 
would involve. Overall the playful mode of writing aims to eliminate the distance in 
time and space between the two poles of communication, author and addressee, 
contemporary and earlier cultural context, Greek and European culture, plain 
language and allegorical writing, verisimilitude and fantasy. In that respect the 
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journey as a metaphor for writing, accomplishes its aims. bringing a sort of proximity 
and unity between all these agents. 
In addition. intertextuality serves to indicate the participation of a particular 
vvork in the discursive space of a culture (Culler 1981: 1 03). In the text this role is 
accomplished by the narrator commenting repeatedly that Modem Greek culture 
should aspire to be part of European culture through a reciprocal exchange of ideas in 
relation to literary writing. Similar views to Psycharis 's were presented again, forty 
years later, by Theotokas in EJ.t6Btpo flvtvfla ( 1929). 32 This testifies to the fact that 
To Ta?i6r flOV remained an innovative but isolated text in the Greek literature of its 
time. 
32
''Arravw cm6 tt<; T01t1Kb; btacpoptc; TWV f..ati>v tT}c; EupW7tT}c; U1tUPXEl !J.Ia KOlV~ 1tV€U!J.aTlK~ Kat T}9tK~ 
;cJ~. !Jta KOtv~ Eupwrral~ nat&l:ia [ ... ) Eivat tva av<impo CJrineoo 6nou Kata.A~youv Kat 
cvap~J.ovi~ovrat ot nveu~J.amctc; npocrn:a9ete<; rwv A.ati>v tT}c; Eupci>nTJc; nou 1tTJ'fCL~ouv mivra, af!ma ~ 
£1-!!lWC1, cruvetbTJt<i ~ acruveiOTJT<X, an6 ~J.ta otaOf.cr'l KOtv~" ( 1979: 9). 
CHAPTER FOUR 
TONE/PO TOY riANNIPH: AN ATTEMPT AT 
'SCIENTIFIC' WRITING 
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T6w:zpo TOV navvfpl'/ ( 1897) promotes the importance of science in all aspects 
of human activity, and the significance of literature on an equal footing with science. 
In this chapter I shall outline the author's efforts to reflect contemporary scientific 
developments in prose and to make his novel part of these advances. I will also 
discuss the differences between the societies and cultures of France and Greece, as 
presented in the novel. 
T6vetpo rov Tzavvip17 is the first novel written by Psycharis, if we disregard To 
Ta~f6L JiOV (1888), which cannot be classified as a novel without raising at least some 
questions of genre. Before this novel, Psycharis had written the short stories ZoiJ).za 
( 1891 ), 0 Mayoc; (1892), 0 MovaaqJip17c; ( 1892); these stories were also translated into 
French (see Introduction, n. l8). The French novella Cadeau de Noces ( 1893) also 
antedated it, and it was time for the author to produce something more substantial in 
order to test his potential. T6vezpo rov Fzavvip17 and Zwft Kl Aya1r17 CJT'7 Mova(ta are 
the only two novels written in both Greek and French. 1 This may be an indication that 
the author considered them major works, worthy of an international audience. It also 
suggests that Psycharis was trying to establish himself as a renowned writer in two 
different literary contexts simultaneously, a practice which may have been detrimental 
to both his careers. As he explained in a letter to his friend Eftaliotis, he believed that 
the unenthusiastic reception of his work in France was due to the fact that his 
preoccupations were mainly Greek, while at the same time, he was considered an 
outsider in Greek literary circles of the period too: 
1The novel will be cited as T6vctpo from now onwards. 
nou AE<;. Bt~a.ta f.!' tpA.a.\j/E. Ka.t KOV't<i <HO YOU. "Aq)'tO<; 
yp6.q>c:t prof.la.itKa. Tt f.!a.<; f.!£AEt J.la<; yta -ca ya.A.A.uc6. -cou; f)..r.v 
exct TI]V avayKll J.la.<;, J.lTJ'!f. J.lcl<; TI] OlKTJ wu!". ~cv "tO A.t.v£ 
f.la. "tO cruA.A.oytOUV"ta.t K' S"!O"t cr ' a.q>TJVOUVE O""!(l Kpt>a TOU 
.A.ou-rpou (explained Psycharis in his characteristic forthright 
style, in Karatzas 1988: 177). 
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Nevertheless, both novels received favourable reviews in Greece, despite the fact that 
they failed to capture a readership. T6vtzpo was praised by the circle of demoticists, 
and Pal am as in particular characterised it as "the novel of the Greek soul" ( l960b: 
125-36, but written in 1899). It must be noted, however, that the practice of praising 
one another's work was very common among members of the demoticist group, even 
though very few of their comments had any objective critical value. This group of 
writers, friends and collaborators, had made an unofficial pact to support each other's 
work, in order to reduce the effect of any criticism from the 'enemy camp' of purists.2 
In this respect, the aesthetic value of the texts was not the focus of analysis, and 
emphasis was placed on the propagation of the demotic language (see also Tziovas 
1988). 
T6vetpo was published in Greek by Estia, in Athens, and the same year by 
Calmann Levy, in Paris. The French version, as Thrylos has remarked (1963), is more 
condensed, with significantly fewer redundancies. It has not been established with 
absolute certainty which of the two versions was written first. Even though we can get 
an idea of Psycharis's intentions from his correspondence with Eftaliotis, there is still 
some confusion about the order of events. In a letter dated 28 February 1896, 
Psycharis, writing from Paris, mentioned his new novel to Eftaliotis, informing him 
that he was about to translate it so that it could be published in Greek, preferably on 
11 use the phrase 'enemy camp' as an indication of the aggressive nature of the criticism by one group 
of the other, which included suggestions of anti-nationalistic attitudes. 
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the same day as the French publication (Karatzas 1988: 79). A few months later, on 5 
September 1896, Psycharis stated that he wanted his novel ( 0 rw.vvipYJc;, as he 
referred to it) to be published in French and for this reason he had undertaken the 
translation from Greek into French. He was forced into that decision due to the 
difficulties of finding a publisher in Greece who would bring out the novel in book 
form rather than circulating it in weekly or daily instalments (ibid: 75). On 7 
December 1896, he informed Eftaliotis that he had just finished the translation and 
hoped to see it published in March of the following year. He also said that, after 
financial negotiations with Kasdonis, the Greek pub! isher, it had been agreed that the 
novel would be published as a book in April or even March (ibid: 77). By July 1897, 
however, it was sti ll not published but the author hoped that it would be published in 
October 1897 (ibid: 83). In another letter, dated 16 September 1897, he mentioned 
that the novel would be published in October in Paris. By examining all of these 
letters it seems possible that the French version was published first (21 October 1897). 
Psycharis also mentioned that he had asked Gavrielidis, the editor of Acropolis 
newspaper, not to publish the news of the French publication of rwvvipf!<; before its 
Greek edition (ibid: 92). 
Despite the author's efforts to create two different versions in two languages 
and to publish them almost simultaneously, the novel's publication went UilllOticed by 
the public at large in both countries.3 Apart from his faithful friends and a few critics 
the novel was read by just a few people, especially in Greece, as the author himself 
attests in another of his letters to Eftaliotis (ibid: 1 05). The effort that Psycharis had 
put into its creation overshadowed in his mind its possible weaknesses. His bitterness 
3lt took him more than three years altogether to complete the novel (see Karatzas 1988: 135). 
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at this unsuccessful attempt to communicate with readers is well known, as in other 
similar cases.4 
If we place the novel in its socio-historical context, it is not difficult to 
understand the reasons that may have contributed to making it unappealing to readers. 
The year of the novel's publication, 1897, was a significant one for Greeks, and not 
for the happiest of reasons, as they had been defeated by the Ottoman forces in 
Thessaly in their efforts to unite those areas in Greece which were not yet liberated (as 
Crete) with the rest of the free Greek nation state. This defeat also resulted in having 
to cede to the Ottoman Empire a small piece of land on the border of Thessaly. This 
shattering of ambitions had an impact on Psycharis (his intense patriotism had already 
been declared in To Ta.~ioz J.WV ), as well as on other Greek writers, for a long period 
after the event. The less than successful reception of T6w:1po by contemporary readers 
may have been due to the unlucky timing of its publication. Its messages seemed too 
distant from readers' everyday experience at that time in Greece. Its preoccupation 
with the role of science, and of literature, was condemned to pass unnoticed, amid the 
general feelings of disillusionment. At the same time, in France, a major political 
scandal, the 'Dreyfus affair', was fragmenting social opinion. 
In 1894, the Jewish officer Alfred Dreyfus had been accused and convicted of 
being a traitor and of passing state secrets to foreign powers. The affair was marked 
by acute anti-Semitism, which was prevalent in certain segments of French society. In 
1897, the French newspapers published evidence indicating Dreyfus's innocence and 
incriminating another officer named Esterhazy. The events which followed had the 
4
·'Mnpt a&ep<pt! <l>avTaoou Kavd<; va pyaA.TJ rrtv \j!UX~ Tou rsooepa xp6vta yta vu KCLru<ptpTJ rtroto 
PtPI.io Km va f.!rtV To StaPaoe Kavtvac; A9rtvaioc;! Kavtvac;! 'lowe; &11A.a&~ Kuf.!ta SeKaptcl, m:c; eiKocn KU\ 
rti.ew>cre" (Karat.zas I 988: I 05). 
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effect of dividing the social and political scene in France into two ideological camps: 
on the one hand. those who were in favour of a review of the Dreyfus trial, 
progressive people such as Travieux, Pressense and writers such as Zola and 
Psycharis, and on the other side, those who represented the conservative alliance 
(Kriaras 1981: 225-31).5 It is easy to understand how in such a climate Psycharis's 
novel would have been of very little interest to readers in France. Indicative of 
Psycharis's response to the signs of the time, was the publication the fo llowing year of 
another novel in French, La Croyante, which aimed to convey the climate of the 
·Dreyfus period', by questioning religious issues and moral values (Constandoulaki-
Chantzou 1981: 195). Dreyfus was finally rehabilitated in 1906. 
T6vetpo is, nevertheless, a representative example of a thesis novel/roman a 
these, written by an educated man of his era, driven by reformist ideals. Jts ideology 
operates on many different levels, which at times intersect and overlap to 
communicate the main point, and which at other times take different directions in the 
narrativc.6 Psycharis conceived this novel with a plan in mind, to pose a pressing 
question. He wanted to explore how far ambition could drive a human soul: ".Je me 
suis pose la question que voici: 'Quel est l'aboutissant (sic) dernier de l'ambition? 
Que veut-elle et que cherche+elle? [ .. .]'. Et c'est a quoi j'ai tache de repondre en 
dressant, autour de mon heros, tous Ies trophees imaginables" (Psichari 1898: iv). 
Yanniris is not only a characteristic type of ambitious and passionate young man, but 
is also the idea of ambition personified (ibid). 
~Psycharis records the climate of the trial and the ensuing upheaval in his correspondence. Significantly. 
the scene of Yanniris's reception by the crowds in Paris when he presents his social refonns is very 
similar to the real life event of reception and support from the people towards the 'Dreyfusards' during 
one major demonstration for the case (see also his letter of 1899 to Eftaliotis in Nea Estia I 954, 55 
(644): 632 published by Stamatis Karatzas). 
6
:vt'y references to ideology do not mean political commentary but rather a set of ideas similar to a kind 
of vision either for the society to which they are directed or for literature. 
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Yanniris, the mam character of the novel, is a self-made intellectual who 
manages not only to get a very good education in Paris but also to become a famous 
writer whose prolific output is always crowned with extraordinary success. His genius 
is such that he also conceives and preaches a new religion. 7 Some of the episodes of 
Yanniris's life refer directly to the real person behind the fiction and his work, the 
author Psycharis. The novel comprises two parts, with different settings and activities. 
The first presents Yanniris's life in Paris, the social circles he frequents and his 
acquaintances there. In the second, Yanniris is transposed to an island near 
Constantinople. Feeling overwhelmed by all the fame he has attained and by the 
intrigues of the Parisian circles, he decides to live on this island amongst the simple 
people he used to know in his childhood. However, during his stay, he comes into 
contact with characters who are not at all unlike those he associated with in Paris, with 
the same flaws and attitudes. He finds love there in the shape of 'Myrriana'. Although 
the two never consummate their love, they are nevertheless, vilified by locals because 
their relationship is inappropriate, Yanniris having been married in Paris to Versa. In 
terms ofl ifestyle, Yanniris achieves everything that he could wish for: he attains fame 
in Paris through his creative pursuits and finds love in Greece. The emotional 
fulfilment marks the end of his ambitions and of his more organised life in Paris.8 The 
two parts of his life never come together, and as fate would have it, when his friends 
from Paris arrive unannounced on the island, dramatic natural events intervene to 
make the separation permanent. An earthquake destroys almost everything in the 
island, except the narrator of the story because as the narrative conventions require, he 
-There are clear parallels with the importance of science in this aspect. 
8ln that respect, the author suggests that the culmination of human ambition is to find love or that the 
driving force of ambition ends when there is love instead. 
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has to be saved in order to present Yanniris:s tale.9 Therefore the novel is structured 
around a bipolar scheme composed of the 'Paris period', representing creativity, logic 
and attainment of fame, and the 'Greek period' , representing emotional fulfilment. 10 
The novel begins with the narration of a dream and the first sentence 
introduces the two main vehicles of the narrative process, as well as its object: "0 
r lUWtpT)<; noA.At<; <popt<; J.!O'U OTJyf19TJK€ -r:6vstp6 1:01> Kat nav-r:a 1:01> <ipst;s va. J.!O'U 1:0 
OTJy<i-r:at" (Psycharis 1897: 5). The narrator and Yanniris himself will take it in turns to 
relate his story, which is the pursuit of a 'dream'. The first chapter of the novel, "To 
napaevpo" which opens a channel of communication with the readers, has an 
allegorical function in relation to the story of the narrative. The significance of the 
dream will be revealed gradually during the narration, although the heavy symbolism 
offers many clues as to what will happen: Yanniris's life, as will be revealed, will see 
the realisation of that dream. Thus the novel starts with a specific thesis, to prove that 
someone's life may be as he has dreamed of it being, if he only thinks and acts in a 
certain way. In order to achieve this, there are various stages and experiences which 
the main character has to go through, with many different people to meet and to 
interact with, allowing in the process, the narrator to convey his message. 
As mentioned above, the French version is shorter, without too many 
repetitions, since according to the author's explanations in its prologue: "[en franyais] 
9Psycharis mentioned in his Tta ro Pwf-ialiico 8 i:arpo (I 90 J) that the account of the earthquake referred 
to a real incident that happened in Zakynthos in I 895 (I 90 I: 82-83 ). 
10These two poles: love and fame (glory), and the tensions they create in people's lives, are encountered 
in many of Psycharis's novels and non-literary texts: "Nos reves de gloire et d'amour passeront-ils 
comme une ombre ou attesteront-ils un jour que nous avons ete?" (Psichari 1884: 797), asks Psycharis 
in an earlier text which discusses most of the issues that will occupy him in his literary writing for the 
rest of his life. Furthermore, responding to an unfair review of his novel by a lawyer called George 
Apostolidis, the author explains that the writer of the review did not Lake into consideration the two 
main themes of the novel: "Kt 6/..,o TO pOj.!OVt(,o aUo VOT}jlct ot::v txet ct7t6 TT}V \(IUXOAOyict TTJ<; OO~ct<; Kctt 
n1; ay&rrTJ<;, o.rr6 rl) cruyKptcrll rrou yivstat ot..otva )l£tctsu ret <>uo ret Jl£yat..a ra 'I'UXOPJ.!l)tct rou KaOs 
a9p<i>rrou. !J.£V tO <YTjjl£tWV£t rrou9sva o Kptcroypaq>O<; jlct<;, e7U:;tof] oev rou <ru<ptpv£t f ... )" (Psycharis 
1908: 62n). 
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nous ne supportons pas J'abondance" (Psichari 1898: xii). It focuses on presenting the 
typical 'Greek spirit' to a non-Greek readership, whereas the Greek text allocates 
equal analysis to both contexts, French and Greek (ibid: xii-xiii). 11 The novel in 
Greek, though, appears to be disjointed; it introduces various episodes and different 
lines of narrative, none of which are fully explored. Most of them remain open as far 
as narrative organisation is concerned, and perhaps their function is simply to paint a 
faithful portrait of the characters depicted, as there is an emphasis in this novel on 
presenting different characters. 12 The overlapping of the novel's ideological positions 
can be held responsible for some redundancy in the discourse, although the superfluity 
of the text overall serves other functions. It indicates that the author wishes to 
emphasise the content, 'the message' of his narrative, sometimes at the expense of its 
organisation. Therefore, particularly when examining the Greek text, it is more 
difficult to classify all of its ideological statements in a systematic way, because they 
are scattered throughout the text, literally in every utterance in the novel. 
The ideology of the novel is the result of two major influences. On the one 
hand, there was the cosmopolitan upbringing and education of the author which made 
him well informed about the scientific advances of his era and of their emergence in 
literary writing; it also instilled in him the ideals of European culture regarding 
progress and education. On the other, Psycharis was aware of the situation of Greek 
society and the attempts in Greek literature to find a form of narrative, which would 
11 ln his prologue to the French edition, the author explained that he had attempted to make a sort of 
·ethography', drawing a portrait of two or three representatjve Greek types, who exhibit the qualities of 
the race. Therefore, in this version he condenses the first part of the novel dealing with the French 
social circles of the period, since " il y a d ' autres problemes, dans le vaste monde, que ceux qui agitent 
le boulevard- ou les saloos" (Psichari 1898: iii-xvi). 
12An 'overpopulation' of characters in novels was noted in Victorian literature, demonstrating an 
affiliation with the currents in biology that examined abundance, variation and diversification in nature, 
which in tum, was reflected in the humanities, in the perception of the complexity of human life and 
relations (see Levine 1988: 18). 
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reflect its new cultural identity. The novel's ideology revolves around either general 
issues to do with science and 'truth' or the question of Greek identity. Moreover, in 
many cases, these two themes are associated with literature and its function. In 
particular, the question of 'truth' in relation to literature is significant in most of 
Psycharis's novels (see also Chapter Six). In the parts of the novel where the emphasis 
is on the act of writing, the novel's self-reflexivity overshadows the attempts to refer 
to things in the non-textual, physical world. There is, 1 believe, an extremely 
ambitious plan behind Psycharis's intentions regarding his novel. He conceived it both 
as a vehicle for disseminating truths in society, and for restoring the value of literature 
independent of other social and cultural manifestations. In that respect, it is not 
surprising that it did not achieve its intended success, being entrapped in its own 
multiple and sometimes conflicting directions. 
One significant element of the nove], however, is its depiction of many 
different characters, whose psychology the author aims to convey faithfully: "[ ... ) 
KOt'tCt.SS TOVelpO 'tO iota <HTJV a.pxfJ. ~ev sxel opci<Jll; ~e <pet.tVS'tQ.l 't01) K0.8€V6<; 11 \j/l>xfl 
a.n6 -ro nop7tcl'tTJf1Ct., a.n6 'tO KOUVTJJ.lCt. 'tOV KS<pa.A.wu, a.n6 Kci8e A.6yo;" explains the 
author in his correspondence (Karatzas 1988: 135). Apart from Yanniris, more than 
twenty different characters, main or secondary, appear in the novel and most of them 
are related to the activity of writing, with their own dreams and ambitions: poets, 
novelists, linguists, historians, journalists, publishers, all striving to make a name for 
themselves (see Sachinis 1971: 208). The author describes his environment, which 
inevitably influences him to perceive the world as full of writers. Even ordinary 
people on the island cite proverbs and demotic songs and collaborate with linguists 
who come to the island for research purposes (the island must be Prinkipo, close to 
Constantinople, also mentioned in the novel Ta L1vo Abtpqna). Most of the characters 
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who represent intellectuals are connected with some aspect of Yanniris's versatile 
personality, reinforcing his superiority by their inadequacies. The major ideological 
focus of the novel is the discourse about science and evolution and this chapter will 
analyse how the pre-eminence of science is presented in the novel through discussion 
of two of its major strands. positivist and evolutionary theory. 
1 .The emergence of 'scientific' writing 
T6vtzpo closely follows the increasing interest in science in nineteenth-century 
Europe. This period saw science gain general acceptance, having escaped from its 
status as a branch of the occult and developed into a belief system as an alternative to 
religion (see Beer 1983, LeGouis 1997). Indeed, in a world where everything was 
undergoing transformation, and nothing seemed stable, people would look to science 
for answers concerning their existence, and try to organise their lives and their 
immediate environment into understandable structures. It is indicative that in 1888 
Psycharis wrote in To Ta~£& JJ-ov: "0 O.Spwno<; aA.A.aset Kt o KOcrf.loc; a.trovta 
f.lE"tO.f.!Opq>wvetat" (1993: 134). The advances in natural sciences, and especially the 
methodology of observation and taxonomy that was being used in biology, were 
perceived as a metaphor for understanding the world, offering a kind of reassurance 
about and control over the unknown. The natural scientists Jean Baptiste de Lamarck, 
Charles Lyell and Robert Chambers paved the way for Darwin's evolutionary ideas. 
Claude Bernard explored issues relating to the operation of medicine, and tried to 
systematise it theoretically in his text Introduction a ! 'Etude de Ia Medecine 
Experimentale (1865). 
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In addition to the emphasis on biology, another school of thought developed, 
that of positivism. Positivism was inspired by the process of classification adopted in 
the natural sciences, and although not directly challenging religious beliefs, it 
suggested that knowledge about the world could be acquired only t hrough specific 
epistemological approaches. Positivism flourished in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, systematised by Auguste Comte, as an attempt to apply the methodology of 
the natural sciences to explain social phenomena (Smith 1996: 14). "For Comte, 
positive science was a distinct third stage in the development of knowledge, which 
progressed first from theological to metaphysical knowledge and then to positivist 
knowledge" (ibid: 14). In literary studies, the principles of positivism were summed 
up in Hippolyte Taine's introduction a I 'Histoire de la Lillerature Anglaise. A literary 
text, Taine argued, must be regarded as the expression of the psychology of the 
individual, which in its turn is the expression ofthe milieu and the period in which the 
individual lived, and of the race to which he belonged (see Taine 1880: 1-36, also 
Taine 1936, and Robinson 1978: 73). The basic aim of positivists in the literary 
context, was to combine science and literature, in order "to make the best literature 
more accessible to the common man and woman" (LeGouis 1997: 14 ). Although this 
statement seems ambiguous, it suggests that positivists understood their function as 
that of educating the public at large. Thus the belief in science and its connection with 
literature was supported by many thinkers, and was considered the most notable 
advance of the time. 13 
l o As we move away from this period, we can follow the divergence in the paths taken by these two 
areas of intellectual activity. Science becomes less literary and less comprehensible to the general 
public, relying on mathematical equations. Literature also becomes more problematic, reflecting a new 
unstable situation through its emphasis on multiple realities, abandoning the scientific approach both in 
terms of theme and of narration. 
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Psycharis considered himself a positivist and attempted faithfully to follow in 
his work, both linguistic and literary, a system. In his fiction this is apparent in the 
reworking of his texts and the importance he places on finding the correct expression 
which must be fo llowed with consistency and on the dissemination of specific ideas. It 
is also significant that the form of the novels is almost always a noteworthy feature, 
which suggests that the author worked methodically. For example, in T6vetpo, there is 
symmetry between events and correspondences between people from one part of the 
novel, the French context, to the other, the Greek one. Furthermore, the titles of 
chapters are the same - in reverse order - from the fi rst to the second part, further 
highlighting the importance of form. As a precursor of future tendencies, in addition 
to declaring the importance of science in real and fictional li fe, T6w:tpo also includes 
elements of metafictional writing, which draw attention to the act of writing itself. 
1.1. Science and fiction: the positivist model 
Science, according to the OED (Oxford English Dictionary (vot 14), is "the 
state or fact of knowing"; in philosophical terms, science is understood as 
' knowledge' as opposed to ' belief or 'opinion', with an emphasis on "the distinction 
to be drawn between theoretical perception of a truth and moral conviction" (1989: 
648, no.l ). Psycharis follows Ernest Renan's definition of science, and thus he 
perceives it as contributing to all fields of knowledge.14 According to this, there 
should not be any distinction between the natural sciences and the humanities, as they 
11
"0 n sait qu' aujourdh' hui, en parlant de sciences, on comprend aussi bien sous cette denomination les 
sciences historiqucs que les sciences de Ia nature. Le chimiste qui cherche a determiner le corps le plus 
simple, le philosophe qui veut aller au plus profond de l' ame et de Ia raison, le phi lologue qui remonte 
au manuscript le plus ancien et aux primitives racincs des langues sceurs, obeissent au meme principe 
d ' analyse et d ' investigation" (Psichari 1884: 794n). 
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follow the same methodology and contribute equally to knowledge. This is one of the 
ideological points, which will be addressed many times in the novel. 
The author's aim in this novel was to describe human nature and what drives 
people to achieve their ambitions. He explores people's behaviour in two different 
contexts, French and Greek. Yanniris frequents social circles in the Parisian 'milieu' 
and mingles with the haul monde, where he is able to observe people closely and to 
note certain patterns of behaviour. He is also well received by them and respected as 
one of the intellectuals of his time. Analysing this life-style offers some insights 
which can then be confirmed if they exist in the second focus of his examination, the 
way of life on a remote Greek island. Thus Psycharis treats his fictional material as a 
case study, insisting on the theoretical aspect of his approach. Like many intellectuals 
of his time, he attempts to apply the methodology of the natural sciences 
(investigation and analysis) to literature, believing that literature should not be exempt 
from developments in other fields of human activity (Psichari 1884: 794). Palamas 
was also of the same opinion. It is significant that in his prologue to Llw&Kaloyo~ rov 
Fvqnov, he praised Psycharis's article "La Science et les Destinees Nouvelles de Ia 
Poesie", for its accuracy, confirming that poets get inspiration from scientific 
advances (1960a: 298n, written in 1906). 
An important part of the novel is the dialogue between Yanniris and the 
doctor, Palmis, about science. These characters represent aspects of the author's 
personality, as is the case with some of the main characters in his other novels; for 
example in Ayv!J (1913), there is a similar exchange of ideas between Andreas, the 
writer, and Kamekos, the violinist (see Chapter Eight). The dialogue between Palmis 
and Yanniris, in this case, represents more specifically the connection between science 
and logical ordering, as opposed to imaginative thinking. As the author claimed in his 
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dedication of Autour de Ia Grece (24 April 1895) to Louis Havet: "la science et Ia 
litterature ont toujours ete les deux grands courants de !' intelligence humaine [ ... ] 
derivaient d'un meme principe, coulaient d'un meme flot [ ... ] les memes qualites d' 
imagination, de penetration et d'analyse, de divination souvent, Ia meme force de 
combinaison et, par consequent, Ia meme somme de travail sont necessaires au savant 
comme au litterateur" (Psichari 1895a: v-vi). Palmis is working to locate the causes 
and understand the spread of tuberculosis. He meets Yanniris during both phases of 
Yanniris' s life, once in Paris and later, when traveling from Paris to the Greek island. 
Palmis does not relate to the other characters in the novel, nor does he have any 
function in the plot. He is carefully chosen to introduce the positivist ideology of the 
narrative and make the author's beliefs clear. He explains that each new discovery will 
yield more possibilities, gradually providing more new information in every field of 
research. Referring to his research and its usefulness to future generations, he asserts 
with confidence: "nothing is ever lost, nor can it be lost" (46). 15 Palmis also suggests 
that science is analogous to a tower, indicating the importance of ideas in the gradual 
building of the whole, acknowledging the individual efforts of those who form the 
tower's foundations: 
H emcrtiJJ..LTJ, <pilE J.LOU, eiva.t TO J.lOVO a86.va.to rrpnJ..La crTov 
KOcrJ..Lo. 0 6.9po.moc;, TciTOJlO, Jl1tOpci va nc:96.vTJ, Jl1tOpd 
JlUAtcrm Kat va. ~cxaatij 6A.ou~ St6A.ou. H t8ta 'tou OJlro<; 
rravta 8a sl'JcrTJ, ytaTi 1Cl 6.U11 va cpavl'j, 8a LllS XPro<JTUll 
LllV urrap~Tj LllS, acpou 11 OE<p'tcpT) xropic; LllV npiliLll Oe 8a 
cpatv6•avc: 1ro•t~. H sm.crtiJJ..Lll ...,otasst crav rrl>pyoc; n:ou 
avEPaivct \j/Tj/.6. 'VllAU K<lt rrou civat Pa9t6. J..Ltcra crto XWJla 
8eJ.LEAtroJ..L£voc;· 6cro U\jlcOV£tat, Pu8fSouvmt ta 8c:~u~A.ta A.iyo 
A.iyo Kat oEv ta PA.trrctc;· J..L<l oe ea.pA.c:rrc:c; Kat wv m)pyo, a.v 
tPA.ensc; Ta 8eJlEAt<l. K, ET(jl sOUf.!e 1t(lV't:Onv6. .. A<j>UVLll K' 
atffivta rrt•pa eif.la<JT£ o Ka9tvac; [ . .. ]( 46). 
15 All references to the novel are from the 1897 edition. The translations into English are mine. 
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Palm is· s beliefs focus on the importance of work and the ordering of experience. The 
image of the tower is indicative of the positivist ideology, which can comprehend 
experience only in the terms of continui ty. The character explains how the temporal 
ordering of experience is necessary in order to arrive at timeless, universal truths, the 
ultimate aim of scientists. 
Then there is Yanniris, who has more imaginative qualities and successfully 
combines scientific with creative thinking. As the narrator of T6vtlpo explains, unlike 
the doctor, Yanniris conceives of science in an abstract way, attributi ng a mythical 
dimension to it in certain parts of the text: 
H E1ttcrTIJ J..L11, ftawip11 ~tou, cre cproval;e Kat crt: Tnpa~c 11 cpwvi) 
'tl)c:;. Eivm crav 'tl)c:; avt:pcitoac:; 't1l cpwvi1, crav Tpayouot 
~yq.ttvo 7tOU crE -rpapa <J'tl) 91iA.acrcra J..Lt <ra. 01iAacrcra civat 
K ' 11 e1tl.GTIJJ..L11, EVO. XclO<; 7tO'U XUVe<JO.l. KO.l J..L£91ic;, yta.-ci 
PA.Enetc; 1tC.O<; tva clTOJ..LO 'tmo~ ocv civa.t K(ll 1tWc; oouA.f.Pc~ 
~ta.si J..LS -roue; aAJ..ouc:; ym 7tO.yKO<JJ..LlOU<; <rK07tOU<;, yta va. <pavi) 
KO.J..LtU J..LEpa 11 aA.~9£ta. Ka.t va yiV111tPUJ..LO. cStK6 J..Lac; ( 49). 
However, this understanding is close to the positivist theory, which in its attempt to 
replace religious dogmas with verifiable causes, seemed to be moving towards a 
different type of mysticism (LeGouis I 997: 46). It is also significant that it includes an 
implicit critique of its own credo, because it suggests that the security that can be 
achieved by organisation is always desired but always elusive. 16 Therefore, the very 
possibil ities opened up by science can give rise to both optimistic and sceptical 
attitudes. 
16The above comment resembles Mr. Brook's statement in George Eliot's Middle march ( 1871-2), 
when, having realised science's all-pervasive character, he expresses his disillusionment: "I went into 
science a great deal myself at one time; but I saw it would not do. It leads to everything, you can let 
nothing alone'' (Eliot 1994: 17). 
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The conception of science as a direction with multiple possibilities is in 
accordance with the general notion of its contribution to human knowledge, which has 
no limits. At the same time, there is always the hope that there are hidden laws 
waiting to be discovered and deciphered, in order to obtain 'truths', as is pointed out 
in the above extract from the novel. A contradiction becomes apparent, then, within 
this metaphorical image, and the context which surrounds it: even though there is an 
awareness and acceptance of the 'fictitious' aspect that characterises the primary 
hypotheses and their discourse and therefore, the relative and indirect approximation 
to the material things described, there is also a deep-rooted desire for these 
abstractions to produce generalised laws, presenting truths about people and the 
world. In another one of Yanniris's discussions with Palmis, the doctor states that in a 
way, science allows him to overcome the constraints of his nature, making him 
stronger even than death. He adds that, although he firmly believes that science leads 
somewhere, he does not know exactly how it can benefit people. He can only presume 
that it affects people's lives in a beneficial way: " nou 1tU£l ICt (l)~ 1tOU 1tUCt, DeV exro 
lOSa. Ma KU1tO'U 1rl'l'YUlVSl. To spyo 'tO atWVlO 'tO DtK6 )..lac;, sivat 11 KaA.ocruvll" (24 7). 
The three important notions in the narrative are science, truth and life, and the 
aim is to arrive at a full understanding of life through science.17 The path leading from 
science to an understanding of life, however, involved going in two opposite 
directions: one way led towards mystery and expansion, and the other towards fixing 
and proving. The views discussed by the characters suggest the need to pass from one 
aspect (that of mystery), in order to arrive at the other (that of proof). When Yanniris 
:-Psycharis had also expressed his belief in these ideological positions in his essay: " Reflexions sur Ia 
Science et Ia Morale: Une Parole de Socrate", where he wrote: "connais ton arne et connais Ia planete 
ou ton arne est nee. Connais toute Ia realiu!" (in Psichari 1895a: 27). 
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contemplates the role of science, he conceives of it as the source of life that entails the 
mystery of the indefinable: 
AMUD£ V0tc090Uf..l£, alltc.Oc; crulloytsOf.lUO"'tc, aA.A.troc; sOUf..l£, 
6.f.LO. CKtlVll to 1tl]. [ ... ] f.LUS eO£~£ O.<j>nl ( ... ) 1t(J)<; 6;n txct 
o.va1tVOTJ, e:x,et Kat ~uav aPXJ1, tva aiJ.la Kat J.Uo. \j11)xfl. [ ••• J 
Kat oev TllS ~Ael TilS tmlO"nlf.lllS 'tl eo. 1t0UV Kat n Oc ea 
1t0UV, o.v 'tO EpyO 1t01) 0Cf..l£Atc0V£l Oo. YKPcf.llcrnl, av Ka-r6m ea 
to 9Uf.LOUvtat Ot a9p<i.>1tO~ a<pou tO epyo TllS eivat 11 aA.l)Oeta 
K' 11 aA.l)0eta 1tUV'tO. ea vttel)crll, ytati11 1tPWTil aA.l)Octo. clVUl. 
11 srol) (200-I). 
When he occupies himself in a more specific way with science, he manages to make a 
discovery about a phenomenon on the surface of the moon, and this leads him to 
connect physical phenomena with human life in a more systematic way: "'Ap:x,tcrc va 
cruUoytt-rat nw<; a.Opronot Kat nA-avl)tE<; aKouv eva v6~1.0, £:x,ouvE f ..l.la WX'l, Kat nw<; 11 
')'t<; J.lCl<; jlta jlBpa Kat KElVTJ 9a n:A£u:i>crT} crav 'tO <psyyapt [ ... ]" (23 7). An indication 
that the laws of the universe rule human life is glimpsed in the destruction of the 
island by an earthquake, which mirrors the destruction on the moon predicted and 
observed by Y ann iris. 
Apart from Palmis and Yanniris, two other characters in the narrative also 
represent aspects of the author's own personality. They are linguists, who also 
constitute examples of the positivjst approach. The narrator explains how they observe 
the way ordinary people talked, record their speech on the new phonographs, 
formulate hypotheses and suggest laws with general linguistic application - even 
though they do not agree with each other. The Jaws which are derived from this 
process have the status of truth, by which he means knowledge. 18 We see, therefore, 
18The importance of these discoveries leads one linguist to challenge the other to a duel, as a result of 
their disagreement about their work - an episode from Psycharis's own life, when he challenged 
Chatzidakis to a duel, because the latter claimed that Psycharis had copied an essay from one of his 
students in exchange for money. 
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that the novel incorporates the positivist ideology in its discourse, and in the choice of 
characters, who represent specific examples of hommes savants. 19 
Yanniris is the most perceptive character of all, incorporating all the qualities 
of an enlightened person, and is able to make a connection between science and love, 
viewing science as a positive energy, "KaAo<ri>vr(, which embraces all mankind. 
During a lecture in Paris, a sociological analysis entitled "Love and Science", Yanniris 
refers to the mysteries of nature which are reflected in the human psyche, and explains 
how the evolution that takes place in the physical world corresponds to the energy 
which is love and with which people could shape their futures: Yanniris's dream is to 
attain glory, but this dream is associated with the improvement of the world that can 
be achieved through the insights of science, as the latter helps understand how the 
world functions, and how to progress. Therefore, science is viewed by the characters 
in the narrative as encompassing glory for the scientist and love in its wider form, 
since in accordance with the ideals of the Enlightenment, it aspires to improve 
people's lives. In this respect, the two aspirations of the main character, glory and 
Jove, are not so much in competition, as working jointly to create the ideology of the 
novel. The improvement of people's lives, the warming of their hearts, the reassurance 
people require, are all expressions of unconditional love, as preached within the 
domain of religion: 
ilc.Ocrc ouo rrapa6£c; 'tOU qmoxo-tr oc.Ocrr. tvav KaM Myo TOU 
8ouA.ou crou rrou o£v -rov rrpocr~tver yta-rpEpE, 6cro yivHaL, 
nc; 'l'uxtc;. 0 A.6yoc; crou o KaMe; Kat TO KaM crou q>epcrt~o 
8a ~1rOUV£ Jl.Ecra GTTJ ~EaT] TT]<; Kapotac; rou Ka8c.""V6t; · ( .. . ) TJ 
KClAOcrUVlj crou 11 ~llKPTJ 9a ~L£iVEl 1rUV'tO'tElVU (248). 
19The term implied scientific as well as literary achievement, and it was applied to writers such as Zola, 
Bourget and Bam~s in French culture (LeGouis 1997: 43). 
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Yanniris believes that in order to fulfill his ambitions, he must preach a new 
religion; he believes that every new school of thought, which aspires to make a 
difference in the world, must follow the guiding principles of a religious system: 
··Koi"Ca~e 9pll0"Kcta va O"nl<Jll<; i1 va xaf..U<Jll<;, Kat t6tc<; aA.A.a~£<; 'tOY KOO"!lO" (198). 
Therefore, the new ' religion' of positivism shared by the author and his characters 
leaves itS mark on the discourse of the novel: "yta 'tOY a9pffi11:0 OOUABPro Kat yro Kat 9a 
oouA.C\Ifu) i<na !lc to ~£\lfUXllJ.tU J.tOV [ ••. ]" (242), explains Palm is. 
1.2 The organic model and evolutionary theory 
In 1859 Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species by Means of Natural 
Selection. or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. This work 
presented the whole case for the theory of evolution and caused an instant sensation 
among the general public, and more especially the scientific community (Howard 
2001: 9). Darwin's theory proposed that organisms tend to vary, even though only 
slightly, and that these variations tend to be inherited. The overproduction of 
organisms is controlled by a mechanism of selection, introduced by nature to ensure 
the survival of the fittest, and unlimited adaptive changes were made from one 
generation to the next (Darwin 1859: 81 & Howard 2001 : 36, see also Bateson 191 0: 
85-101). Even though the evolutionary theory, at the time of its publication, was still a 
speculative argument, it became influential as an explanatory device for a changing 
world, diverging from hitherto imposed theological limitations. Darwin's evolutionary 
theory also "brought together two imaginative elements implicit in much nineteenth-
century thinking [ ... ] the fascination with growth, and with transformation" (Beer 
1983: 107). A common image of the theory, the tree-like arrangement, which 
symbolises the various stages of life (Arbor Vitae) or the various stages of knowledge 
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(Arbor Scientiae), was used to represent the connections existing between all beings, 
since the concept of growth exemplified in the tree and its branches corresponded to 
the evolutionary process. Furthermore, in nineteenth-century romantic thinking an 
equivalence was claimed between creative imagination and natural order, the latter 
represented by the process of growth (Beer 1983: 108). I would like to suggest that 
Psycharis thematises some of the intrinsic elements of the evolu6onary theory in this 
novel: there are analogies between the model of growth and the production of ideas, 
we may also identify the main evolutionary principles: the cycle of life, the web of 
relations between human beings, the competition for the survival of the fittest and the 
sexual selection which secures the continuation of a specific group. 
Organic continuity, as in the metaphor of a tree and its branches or of an 
orchard with many fruit-bearing trees, finds expression in many of the novel 's ideas. 
The process of creative thinking is compared metaphorically with the growth of a tree 
up to the point of blossoming, alluding to the completion and perfection of an idea. 
Yanniris's ideas, for example, develop and take shape as trees do, and this 'orchard' 
of ideas becomes accessible to all those who may wish to profit from it: 
of:vrpa, E~aA.s nc; tOEE<; 'tOU 6A.Ec;· J..l.U shav ta otvtpa 7tOMU Kat OEV KaA.O<paivouvtav 
[ ... ]"(91). This image suggests metaphorically the branching out of writers of fiction 
like Yanniris towards interesting new fields. 2° Furthermore, the creation of ideas is 
important in the novel and the interdependence of ideas on other elements is 
emphasised: " H t8£a 'tOU OJ..lffiS 7tUV'ta ea ~~O'Tj, ytati ICl UMT] va <pav~, ea 'tT]<; XPffiO''tUfl 
~0Thc implication is that, in a self-referential manner, Yanniris mirrors the activities of the real-life 
author, Psycharis, who is his creator. 
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TI)V urrap~i) TI)<;. a<pou T] osqnepT] x.oopi<; 'tT]V rrpci:nT] Oe ea <pULVOTaVe 7rOTS<;" ( 46). The 
metaphor associating the tree with an ' idea' introduces something specific in the place 
of something abstract, something which grows as opposed to something which exists 
or is found (Tziovas 1986: 68); this is exactly the theoretical basis of evolutionary 
theory which challenged the earlier fundamental concepts which had been imposed by 
religion and which could not be proven true or false, replacing them with something 
more quantifiable. Thus, in a direct parallel with the model of growth, it is suggested 
that the workings of a creative mind can be understood as a natural phenomenon. 
Similarly, sometimes, material and ideological progress are compared in order 
to stress the connection promoted in the narrative between abstract ideas and specific 
natural entities. When Printas, one of the characters whom Yanniris meets in Paris, 
suggests new methods of cultivation in mountainous areas for the benefit of poor 
people, the way in which sowing and production of new crops is discussed between 
characters alludes metaphorically to the fertile exploitation of ideas: "[ ... ] npsrret va 
q>£pou~-te K' Eva &uo cm6pou<; cno pouvo, va cmdpouJ.l£, va crKU\j/OUJ.l£, va q>UTS\j/OUJ.l£ 
crtou Pouvou 1:a rrA.<iyta, o tono<; va KaA.A.tcpYT]6i) [ ... )" ( 134). In this passage, 
Printas's ideas find fanatical support despite the fact that the soil in the mountains 
does not stand much chance of bearing fruit, and this is because his arguments are so 
convincing that people believe they are true. As is explained elsewhere by the 
narrator: "[ o J <m6po<; yupsPet va q>utpcO<JT], to KOUKKOUt<Jt va yiv11 q>pouno, ·w 
).ouA.ou&t va ~avoi~ll· H oucT] ~-ta<; 11 q>tA.ooo~ia t£wta dvat· nanax.ou ea TI)V tpp'T]<; 
Kat <J't'T]V 1tAU<JT] 'tl']V iota" (245). 
Love too, an ideal, abstract concept, follows this evolutionary pattern in the 
novel, when it is compared with a flower, something beautiful but destined to die . 
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Yanniris's and Myrriana's love. though idealised, fonns part of the evolutionary 
discourse, which reveals the powers of life: 
Tt eeA.ct, n yuptpct To K<l1')Jlevo To A.ouA.ouot; Tt 1r60o Kat n 
aKo7t6 A£<; vaxr1 aav ~avoiyct; Kaveva aKo7t6 Kat 1r60o Kaveva, 
Kaveva napa JlOVO V<l ~aV0~1') , V<l ~1}01'), va p.apaH~. rta 
TUtO't£<; allo Jll}V !0 pro't:ij9'J<; TO qrrroxo· OEV S,epet va 00\) 1r1'). 
6cv ~sepc aUo K' 11 Mupptciva· a<pT6<; drav 0 npooptOJ.lO<; 
'tll<;' aqrr6<; civat 'tll<; ayci1tTJ<; o 7tpooptaJ.16c; (3 79). 
The various parts of a tree, which symbolise either the various stages of life or the 
various branches of knowledge, are all equally important in the formation of the 
whole. The miracle of life can be witnessed in everything in nature. Accordingly, it is 
explained that everything and everyone in the world is part of a process of generation 
and degeneration, and nothing happens for which nature cannot offer a suitable 
explanation. As Yanniris points out, referring to science: " [ ... ] J.LClS €osll;s acpni n(.t)c; 
tX,El KUlJ.lLUV apxiJ, tva UtJ.lU KUlJ.llU \jJUxfl" (20 I). 
The tree image, suggesting the affinities between all beings, is also part of the 
narrative organisation, because the author's aim was to portray human nature with all 
its competitiveness in two different contexts. Even though the envi ronment and the 
situation change between the first and second parts of the novel, the author portrays 
almost the same characters in both sections, suggesting affinities which are deeper 
than mere accidents. The quasi-anagrammatic names chosen for the characters in the 
two parts reinforce the impression that we are reading stories about the same people: 
Cholvos is turned into Volchos in the second part, Ralivas into Livaris, Chumos into 
Churos, Printas into Tapris, and so on. There are a few authentic characters and these 
are the simple people of the island, who look after Yanniris during his stay there: 
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Stamatis, Eftalula, Morfo. These characters introduce the beautiful folk songs, which 
arc the true manifestations of the authentic Greek soul. 
In the plot, too, there is a web of connections between characters, which 
throws light on the various episodes in the novel. This web of connections exists in 
both parts of the novel; in the first, on a reduced scale, when Psycharis presents the 
social circles in Paris, but more particularly in the second part of the novel. In the 
latter the author describes in fine detail those associations which involve a system of 
thoughts, desires and actions concerning every character. Due to their interdependence 
they all have to modify their plans to some extent, and these minor alterations change 
the outcome of the story. The point is to make clear the similarities and differences 
between Greek and French people. For example, the Greek context favours sociability 
between people, unlike the French one, which is characterised by a sense of distance 
and alienation, at least as perceived by Yanniris: "[y]Upto"£: <mht -rou, 6x.t 6~roc; Jl6vos. 
'EK<lJ..L£ <J'tllS Btpcras tvav Katvoupto <pi.Ao. 'E~aeav nroc; K<i9ouv-rat cr-ro tOtO crmn K' Ot 
8u6 'tOUS. Kat va JlTJV -ro ~tpouv!" ( 45)? 1 In striking contrast, in the second part of the 
novel, everyone on the island is involved in everyone else's affairs: "K6.9ouv-rav o 
EV<lS <JtO 1tCipa9up6 TOU l\<ll KOlt<lSE 'tTl J.l.l<l <JtO 1t<lp<i9up6 TIJc; ( ... ]" (268). 
Furthermore, in the second part, Marika's decision to marry Thanassis leads her to 
form a plan according to which, in order to force him to propose to her, she will have 
to make him jealous of somebody else's success in Jove. For this reason, Marika tries 
to find a suitable fiance for the elegant Myrriana who is loved by Yanniris. Marika's 
efforts in this respect and her conversations with Myrriana will affect the latter's 
relationship with Yanniris, as well as the life of Myrriana's aunt, who is desperate to 
21 These son of differences wi ll be pointed up again in the novel Ta L1vo Abtp({JIU. (191 0- I), this time 
between the Swiss and the Constantinopolitan Greeks. 
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avoid becoming the centre of attention or controversy by association. When Myrriana 
declines the offer of a match, she and her aunt have to face the wrath ofMarika and of 
her mother Saveraina. Gradually, they all have to modify their behaviour and their 
plans, to a greater or lesser extent in order to restore the equilibrium which had 
previously existed, and these changes affect the fate of the minor characters in the 
story as well. The narrative employs metaphors to describe the functioning of human 
relations in terms of relationships encountered in nature. When Marika tries to link 
Myrriana with Volchos for her own ends, the narrator presents the failure of this 
relationship as a problem which could never be solved, since the two belong to 
different trees: "Tou EPXO't<lVE aav ~tvo, aav aA.A.ou KOaflO'U 1tpUfl<l" 'tO tvvotoo8E K<ll 
Kdvoc; nooc; ()Ev Elt<lV Ol ou6 'tOU<; ~6<; OEV'tpou KA.apta" (309). 
One of the aims of the novel is to define the 'Greek character'. This can best 
be illustrated through its counter-example, the European, and more specifically the 
french character. In the author's opinion there are two elements which distinguish 
Greek people from other Europeans: their intense competitiveness and the lack of 
method in any work they undertake. The narrator explains that Europeans, and 
especially those people linked by a Latin culture, are driven primari ly by an ambition 
to conquer and to achieve material success, whereas the Greeks are driven by strong 
passions to achieve a glory similar to that of thei.r ancestors, and, on a personal scale, 
to become more important than their neighbour. In other words, renown for Europeans 
is won by mastery over things, while renown for Greeks is won by supremacy over 
people. This is why the web of interrelationships works better in the second part of the 
nove l, which involves the ' Greek characters'. The progress in life towards which 
French people are striving exemplifies something of the scientific programme 
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discussed earlier. The French are practical in their outlook, working methodically, 
overcoming problems gradually and reaching specific goals: 
K' Et<:n m:pnpty6ptcrav tov KO<J)lO ot PwJ.Ul.i.ot Kat tov 
EKUJ.Ul.V 6A.ova. 8tK6 tou~. Kat 8o1;6.crt11Ka.v, TO KUTou K6.tou, 
6cro KUl crd~. Kat cnl)lEpl~ UKO)lTJ, yta rou·ro )l~ ~Atm::~ 
t::)l6.<; roue; <I>p6.yKouc; noA.u nto npa.xnKouc;, noA.u nto 
ntoestol.l<; cm6 crac;· )l' a.ur6va rov tp6no xri~OUJ.lE f3a.criA.eta 
K' txou~ts Kat nap6.osc;. ~E yupef3ouJ!S npu)la.ta. nou va siva.t 
nepa an6 't11 OUVUJ.lil )lac;, osv KU\fll'YOU)l!.: 't11 06~a Kat KUAU 0 
VOL<i>Oowu: tt al;~et K6.0e OOUAslU KUt KU8e VtK1'] (245). 
The Greeks, by contrast, compete more fervently among themselves, even over issues 
which are not important, and as Yanniris observes when he visits the island, they lack 
the practical qualities of French scientisme. They do not work methodically, but want 
to achieve everything at once and are not satisfied unless they do so. In this respect, 
they allow their emotions to interfere with and suppress the objectivity and patience 
work requires. As is pointed out in the narrative: 
Ot npoy6vot crou tf3ya.A.a.v 6vo)la. KUfl1tOcro - ro flOA.oyro·-
KOital;s Of.lW<; nroc; KA.aist o €vac;, UJ.Ul. o 6.U.oc; rov 
1;snsp6.01'J · 8ev txet nta lJcruxia.. f ... ] Ecrsic; ~ot>Atf3scrre 
a.vaf.!Cta.l;\> cra.c;· JlE 'tov n60o crac; 'tov tpO)lep6 va <pavilte, 
va. cra.c; Ka)la.pw<J11 o KO<JflO<;, f3€f3ata K6.n Kam<ptpaTe Kat 
cra~ x.procnou)lE 'tTJV tcrtopia, nou ccrdc; 'tTJV npro•oyp6.\jfatc 
- Kat yta•i, napaKaA.W; yta va JlTJV l;sxa.crtouvs ra. A.a)lnp6. 
crac; ta Ka.Top8W)lata· crac; XPW<J'tOUJ.lS 'tTJ <ptA.ocro<pia. · Kat 
yux-ri miA.e; yta.ti ~t6.A.A.rovav ot <ptA.ocr6<pot crac; aotuKona 
[ ... ] (244). 
The author's optimism is expressed in his belief that the idiosyncratic characteristics 
of the race, which often seem to create problems, could in time, tum into positive 
qualities since the Greek hereditary line suggested the potential for progress: "Kat yta 
routo Airo 7t(l)~ a.n6 Ttl CJT]J.tEpv~ avaxpifJel(). J.t7topsi KO.t6m va ~cqn>"tpW<JT] Kavtva 
Katvoupw )leyaA.eio, Kat 1tro~ to MttroJ.ta 1tOU tci">pa <pa.ivetat 1.10v<ixo, icrro~ J.ttcra rov 
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KpuB~t KO.t JHO.v o.p~n( (I 3, the emphasis as it is in the text).22 Nevertheless, this 
progress could be secured only through hard , methodical work. Thus the author-
narrator presents his belief in the progress of the Greek people, in accordance with 
their past, and despite the attitudes that predominated at the time, of jealousy, 
competitiveness, and a tendency to overlook important issues. 
The sexual drive and selection discussed in Darwin's The Descent of Man 
( 1871 ), reflected the relationship between evolutionary theory, and the social and 
psychological theories, which were also gaining currency at the time (Beer 1983: 21 0). 
Sexual selection suggested an added element in the evolutionary process, one that was 
not imposed by nature, but which was voluntarily sought by the species. In T6velpo, 
one could argue that the author inverts Darwin' s belief that the human male has the 
power of choice (ibid: 211 ), presenting women, competing with their sophisticated 
intrigues for the love of men, as the powerful sex instead. In Paris, for example, Versa 
and Liana compete for Yanniris' s love and attention, and Versa succeeds in sending 
Liana away and marrying Yanniris herself, basing their union on their common 
ambition. In the second part of the novel, Myrriana competes in her own way with the 
absent Versa in order to win Yanniris, and the narrative suggests that this time the 
union between Yanniris and Myrriana is based on love. Marika and her friend 
Chryssoula also openly compete for Thanassis' attention. What becomes clear is that, 
in both cases, the female will choose the stronger of the partners available to them, 
and this point is in line with Darwin's theories on the behaviour of species in relation 
~~ It is worth noting that the words selected to express these beliefs, '~t<purpwcnl', 'Kpo~tt' , direct us to 
the organic model, which, as its representative image of the tree indicates, possesses visible, and 
invisible parts (the roots). 
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to sexual selection.23 This selection helps both the individual and the community to 
survive and is part of the competition between species which ensures the survival of 
the fittest. 
The novel also presents the rivalry between men who work in the same field, 
the same ' niche' for professional achievement and recognition. Volchos, for example, 
competes with the anonymous Athenian linguist, and Yanniris thinks of competing 
with the anonymous writer who is supposed to succeed him in Paris, while Tbanassis 
competes with Antonis, the cashier from his office. Even though the narrative favours 
the 'fittest' in each pair every time, ultimately the natural order manifested in the 
earthquake destroys all these relationships and makes the conflicts seem meaningless. 
The author, however, manages in the meantime to convey some information about the 
Greek personality, and how it contrasts with the French character, suggesting perhaps 
that, in Darwin's words, "transmitted qualities make specific the character of diverse 
cultures and races" (ibid: 211 ). 
2. Literature, science and didacticism 
Literary texts which aimed to make scientific ideas accessible to the general 
public mirrored in their plots the scientific linear model and discussed the current 
scientific tenets of their period explicitly. As Psycharis claims in his essay "La 
Science et les Destinces Nouvelles de Ia Poesie", the poets of his time were looking 
for inspiration in new discoveries, since poetry is always the daughter of its time: 
'·Chacune des sciences qui ont rajeuni notre intelligence provoque des meditations 
~:;Yanniris for example, is a famous writer, unlike Cholvos, who competes for the same women in Paris, 
but who is presented as a mediocre writer. Similarly, Thanassis becomes more desirable than his friends 
in Marika' s eyes, when he gains fi nancial security. 
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poetiques nouvelles" ( 1884: 795)?4 And, indeed, as he explains, "il serait difficile, en 
verite, d'enumerer toutes les voies que Ia science s'ouvre a !'inspiration. Le champ de 
nos connaissances est infini [ ... ]" (794). Science opens up possibilities which enrich 
literature, and gives fresh meaning to the combination of instruction and pleasure, 
which had for a long time been considered the aim of literature. 
In the discussions between characters in T6vctpo, it is suggested that the 
qualities of imagination necessary for the creation of fictional works are also 
indispensable for the promotion of scientific advances. There are two interrelated 
concepts with implications for this narrative and for literature in general. The first 
considers science as fiction, in that it promotes investigation generated by the 
imagination: "Na, nape K<ll 'rOU<; O"Oq>OU<;, 'rOU<; J.l.(l811)l<l'tuCOU<;, -roue; acr-rpOVO!-!O'U<;, tva 
Ntounova K' tvav fKaA.tA.aio· l"t ea Jl1tOpoucra.v aqnoi va Ka!lO'UVB JlOV<lXOt -roue;, Sixroc; 
'[(l YPU!l)l<ll"U, oixroc; Ll'lV 1t0t110"11 1tO'U npo-rou v<ipOouve )l<l<; YEVVllO"E Ll'lV 'JIUxTl ~-tac; 
l ... j" (36-7). Again, in the second part of the novel, we find the same belief: ":LTilv 
apxil, o 7totll'titc; ~U7tV110"E -rov KOO"JlO, -rou XPro<nu roc; Kt o croq>6c; -couc; npcinou<; 
A.oyl<iJlOU<; -rou, Ka.t <n11.u:pt<; a.KOJlll ~ 1:0 cr-r6Jla rou Sa A.aA.iJO"ll K' 11 cmcr-ciJJlll" (202). 
The other interpretation conceives of fiction as science, as the application of scientific 
principles. As a result fiction becomes more important, gaining the status of a carrier 
of truths: "Avtic; va 8e)lt::A.tffi0"11 7tUpyou<;, f.A.eye mp-r6c; tO€ec; va SeJ-LeA.tffiO"ll· e7tet8ftc; 
6~-tCO<; rino-ra oixroc; TllV E1ttO"TIJJlll Kt O~(J) a7t6 Ll'lV E1ttO"TIJ~lll OE yivel"Cll, ooc; K' Ol t8£ec; 
10u an6 ta l"6n::<; ni]pav ai)la Kat crupKa nou oev dxavc npro·ra" (51). 
Science attempts to organise the world in structures, by pointing out new 
possibilities, and literature attempts to popularise these by helping us to understand 
the new 'meanings' through the mediation of instruction. Indeed, during periods of 
!~By poetry, we should understand literature in general, in accordance with the definitions of the period. 
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change, didacticism tends to prevai l in social and cultural manifestations, uniting 
these two areas of human activity, science and literature. In the narrative, both science 
and literature share the same status and compete to present truths and educate people. 
Thus the didactic element in literature corresponds with the theory put forward by the 
narrator about what is considered a successful artistic expression (a play to be 
precise): 
K' e-rm., cra 9uJ.LOUcrouv 1ca-rom TllV napcicrmcrl'l, tpyatve Kat VOllJ.L<l 
Kat qn.A.ocro<pia, 7tOU 0€ y\>pepe 0 f l.<lWlp'llS J.LC 'tO <J't(lVto V(l <JC 
KaTllxfl<Jll, 1<1. OJ.LWS J.Lovaxoc; crou EJ.Lnmvec; cre <JKC'Jill K' em:upvcc; 
xaJ.Ln<ipt nwc; K<in -rpexet., 011A.aoi] nwc; o not'll'tfJS ocv Ka-r<i<pcpc 
J.L6vo Ka.t J.L6vo va. cre KUJ.L'Il va yeA.<icrl'lc;, J.La nwc; cixe Tllv toea -rou 
l((l\. TllV KataA.<iPatvec; -rropa, a<pou ocra ewpoucrec; <JT11 <J"llvfJ dta.v 
ta Ka~J.LCpv<i J.Lac;, chav ll aA.i]ecm [ ... ] ( 151 ). 25 
The narrator of the novel is very anxwus to promote his views, and he 
excitedly proposes a type of 'ideological transfusion ': "Ax! va ~7topoucrs Kavsic; va 
-roue; tm OAOU<;, OAOU<; ·roue; a8pro7tOU<; ~O.S<.O~EvOU<; cr' tva ~tpoc; Kat VCJ. -roue; mtpOOXVll 
(6 1). The desire to transmit one's ideas to other people finds its most suitable outlet in 
literature, which is viewed as a vehicle for all types of communication between author 
and readers, and between readers themselves through the text. For this reason, the 
author views literature as a suitable medium for the popularisation of contemporary 
scicnti fie advances. 
~5The insistence on the truth of its discourse is characteristic of the roman a these, which aims to 
educate readers and promote its own moral views. 
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Conclusion 
With its carefully thought out plans for reforming Greek society and culture, 
Psycharis' s methodological approach to his work is characteristic of his participation 
in the intellectual climate of the period. His novel is written with a specific thesis and 
specific aims: to suggest the importance of science, and to propose that the creative 
work could be viewed on an equal footing with scientific endeavour. Its most 
noticeable weaknesses, repetitions and minor episodes which function as obvious 
examples of the author's views, reveal the intensity with which the latter arc 
promulgated at the expense of the readers' pleasure. Psycharis considers it only 
natural for other people to be part of his vision and to work together with him to 
accomplish a common dream. That is why he points out that he aimed to create a 
"[p ]o~uivt~o }lOVaOtK6, an6 ta crmivta eKsiva nou aA.i]Seta Ka:n Kavouv, Kan 
Katop9rovouv, aMa~OUV 'tOV a6pumo" ( 167)- indicating the self-referential aspect of 
the text. Though it is open to discussion whether or not he achieves this aim, T6vc1po 
certainly functions as a product of its time, exemplify ing all the tendencies and new 
approaches which were shaping li terature. To conclude, the aims of the novel are 
summed up in Palmis's legacy to future generations, which refers equally to fictional 
writing, and to his own scientific efforts: "Dai.pvw xap-ri Kat Kpa·ui:> <JllJ..lstWOTJ. 'Ocra 
OTJJ..l.CtWVW Jla~roVOV'tat Kat Os xavovtat ma JliJU: Jl7t0pst va xa6ouvs" ( 46). 
CHAPTER FIVE 
Z!JH Kl AFA flH E TH MONAEIA, IETOPJKA ENOE 
KA INOYPIOY POMll/Nl:flNA: A NOVEL WITH A 
DOUBLE THESIS 
l. The plot and the author 's sources 
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Zwr, Kl Ay6.1rrl UTfJ Mova(tti. ( 1904) is one of the two novels that Psycharis 
wrote in both Greek and French, the other one being T6vezpo roo TtavvlpfJ. To some 
ex tent, Zwr, Kl Ayan:fJ is a case study for the theoretical principles that were presented 
to readers in T6vcrpo rov Ftavvip17 (1897) and the views of its author are an extension 
of those expressed in the earlier novel. 1 The didacticism of the novel revolves mainly 
around the moral issue of the type of existence that an individual can lead in and out 
of social context, and q uestions of identity viewed through the prism of the division 
between the 'seir and 'others' . The main character and his behaviour are analysed in 
the light of the dominant theories of the period. 
Psycharis worked painstakingly on this novel. There arc three different 
manuscript versions in Benaki library: ms. no. 3893 (first part dated 1902 and a 
second part dated 1902- 1904) with various notes and corrections, some written in 
pencil, and information regarding Lent which was related to the author by Argyris 
Efial iotis; ms. no. 7538 (dated 1902-1 904) which contains chapters A ' to I' (1 to 10), 
and a second part (&tOp9roj..ltvO B') which contains chapters IA' (11) to end of the 
novel; finally a third draft of the novel is a type-written document with some 
handwritten corrections also numbered 7538 and dated 1904. The first version (of ms. 
3893) was seri ali sed in Noumas in 1904 ( 16 May to 5 September, issues numbered 96 
1Another connection between these novels is the choice of similar names for the two main characters, 
Yanniris and Myrriana in T6 ve1po, Yannis and Myriclla in Zw17 Kl Ayamr OTfJ Mova~1a. 
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to 112). The second, reworked version of the novel (ms. 7538, and typewritten draft 
7538) produced the 1904 edition by Estia (see Tomadakis 1991: 22). 
The novel was favourably received by Greek critics, as was the case with 
T6vezpo rov rw.vvipf/. Elias Voutieridis made positive comments, claiming that like 
StendhaJ Psycharis placed an emphasis on analytical psychology and wanted to 
achieve the impression of an aJI-round character (1904: 6). Palamas praised it in his 
correspondence with Psycharis for its lively narration and the originality of the 
language (Palamas 1975: 96, written in 1 905). Psycharis was very proud for the 
reception of this novel, and he refers to some of the favourable reviews in his letters to 
Eftaliotis (Karatzas 1988: 550-51 ); he even includes one of the French reviews in the 
beginni ng of the French text of 1922 (Le Solitaire du Pacifique). This was written by 
the author J .I I. Rosny Sr., and makes a nice pun with the title of the novel. The author 
explains: "J'ai devore le ' Sol itaire du Pacifique'. C'est une evasion dans Ia nature, 
dans Ia vie primitive. Il y a des passages delicieux, de Ia poesie, de l' int6ret (l' interet, 
d~ailleurs, ne languit pas). Enfin, c'est un de ces livres avec les quels on vii [ ... ]"(the 
emphasis as it is in the text). Yannis Chatzinis characterised Zw~ Kl Ayan17 m17 
Mova?,ul. as "bdyJ..La <m<ivta<; \!mxoA.oyucf1<; 1tdpa.<; Kat e~ovuxtmtK'i)<; na.patiJpll<>ll<;" 
(1943: 43). In a similar tone, Apostolos Sachinis praised the psychological analysis 
and the description of the setting (1958: 23 1-32). Rather more reserved comments 
came from Alkis Thrylos, who also pointed out the faults in the narration: too many 
digressions and suggestions that emphasise the author's views and distract readers 
from the plot (1963: 267). Of all of the reviews of the novel, the most caustic one was 
written by Xenopoulos in Panathinaia in 1905; this review was particularly abrasive 
with regard to the language of the noveJ and must have angered Psycharis, who had 
pajd considerable attention to this aspect: " [ ... ] Kat 6/..' avt<i, et<; J..Ltav yA.rocrcrav, - ro 
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(vol. 0': 375-6, cited also in Psycharis 1906b: 289, together with his response to these 
remarks, and in Psycharis 1991: 40-41 ). However, apart from this very negative 
review, Psycharis's novel was undoubtedly praised overaJJ and was accepted- if not 
with enthusiasm - at least with approval by literary circles in Greece and in France 
(for more reviews see also ibid: 38-42 & notes). 
Zw~ Kz Aya1C17 0717 Mova~za is set in the years 1725 to 1750, a few years after 
the publication of The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (171 9) and almost a 
century after the period to which the latter refers.2 The author of Zwlj KZ AyaTCI7 refers 
directly to Defoe's novel, acknowledging it as the inspiration for this work. However, 
even though both Defoe and Psycharis usc the same theme of the castaway in their 
novels, Psycharis aspires to promulgate different views from those expressed in 
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. To this ex tent Psycharis's novel is also a critique of 
Defoe's novel, and has accordingly to promote a double thesis. 
From the very beginning of the novel , Yannis Pctroyannis, the main character 
of Zw~ Kz AyaTCI7 0717 Mova?za, appears to be an appropriate subject for a Naturalistic 
study because he possesses a character defect which has Jed him to turn to drink, and 
an unfortunate family situation, having grown up without his parents. Psycharis must 
have been influenced by the movement of Naturalism that prevailed in the European 
literature in the last decades of nineteenth century. This becomes apparent from the 
objectives of the narrative~ which are conveyed both in the text itself and in the 
2Defoe' s novel begins with Robinson Crusoe's first-person narration of his life, stating: " I was bom in 
the year 1632, in the city of York, of a good family, tho' not of that country, my father being a 
foreigner of Bremen, who settled first at Hu II [ . .. ]" (200 I: 5). 
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afterword. It is therefore important to discuss how the Naturalistic movement was 
developed in literature. 
Naturalism is a mode of writing which attempts to represent human nature 
faithfully and in particular the baser human instincts. There are specific elements 
which define a novel as naturalistic, but overall the idea is to create fict ion in the 
malUler of scientific writing. As is generally accepted, " [the ideology of naturalism] 
was influenced by the philosophy of positiv ism and its later corollary, the notion of 
determinism and by the development and popularisation of the scienti lie method [ ... ]" 
(Berg-Martin 1992: 9). Naturalism was the name given to Emile Zola's literary theory 
which followed from Taine's determinism; the four principal components of the 
theory were heredity, milieu, historical moment and experimenta tion (Furst & Skrine 
1971: 18). Zola suggested that humans, and by extension characters in literature, are 
subject to the forces of their heredity, the environment in which they are placed and a 
particular moment in history that puts its mark on them, or a set of circumstances that 
propel them to certain actions that arc usually destructive. The element of 
experimentation referred to the technique of literary writing, and it suggested that the 
author should initially observe methodically and then set up an experiment to verify 
his/her hypothesis. Zola based his theory to a large extent on the principles of Claude 
Bernard's introduction a I 'Etude de Ia Medecine Experimentale, and claimed that: 
[ ... J le romancier est fait d'un observateur ct d ' un 
experimentatcur. L 'observateur chez lui donne lcs faits tcls qu ' ils 
les a observes, pose le point de depart, etablit le terrai n sol ide sur 
lequel vont marcher les pcrsonnages et se developper les 
phenomenes. Puis, l'expcrimcntateur paralt et institue 
I' experience, [ ... ] fait mouvoir les personnages dans une h istoire 
particu lierc, pour y montrer que Ia succession des faits y sera telle 
que l'ex igc le determinisme des phenomenes mis a !'etude" (lola 
1971: 63-64, written in 1880). 
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In Zwft Kr Aythr17 <Jr'7 Mova~za also, Psycharis sets his main character in a 
specific environment, examines and presents his progress to readers in detail with the 
object of verifying the hypothesis with which he started the narrative: that man is 
fundamentally a social being and cannot live alone. The hypothesis is based on 
Aristotle's philosophical views which are expressed in his Politics and in his 
Nicomachean Ethics, as to the nature of man as a bio-social being (sec Dictionary of 
the I Iistory of Ideas 1973 II: 377). In presenting the adventures and finally the 
salvation of the main character, Psycharis also discusses other issues relevant to man's 
social existence, such as the importance of language for communication and the role 
o f religion. The plot follows the theme of the castaway in Defoe's novel, but taken to 
extremes, by examining the fate of an individual in conditions of complete isolation. 
Yannis Petroyannis is a sailor from Naxos, a rather unsociable person with a 
drinking habit. On one voyage, while acting as steersman of the ship, he gets drunk 
and falls asleep. When the captain finds out the danger they had faced because of 
Yannis's reckless behaviour, he decides to punish him in an unusual way. He wants to 
teach him a lesson regarding his responsibility towards other people. The ship is 
sai ling the Pacific Ocean and the captain decides to leave Yannis, a young man of 
twenty-two, for a couple of years on the isolated island of Santa Clara - one of the 
Eastern Pacific islands in the Juan Fernandez archipelago - with the intention of 
picking him up afterwards, once he has learned his lesson. Yannis accepts his 
punishment with some relief at first, as the narrator explains that he did not like the 
company of other people very much and preferred to be alone. Furthermore, although 
the island appeared uninhabited, it was very beautiful at first sight, with its vegetation 
and blue coasts, and it made a positive impression on him. The pleasure provoked by 
the scenery, though, turned to terror once Yannis realised that the island was 
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completely deserted. It was then that he sensed for the first time his absolute and 
irrevocable isolation. What had appeared to start as something positive, freedom from 
duties, was in reality something very negative, as being deprived of human company 
led to the destruction of his human nature. The narrator reveals to readers how Y ann is 
copes in this isolation. 
At first , Yannis talks to himself, and converses with his old shipmates in his 
imagination, but gradua lly he forgets how to speak because he docs not need to 
converse with anyone. Even though he makes an effort to keep an account of the days 
he spends on the island by remembering, for example, to observe Greek Easter by 
fasting for forty days, the loneliness gradually eats away at him and he becomes 
paranoid and delusionaJ.3 During this time of intense emotions and disturbed thoughts, 
Yannis sets the woods of the island on fire. Fortunately, the huge flames reveal to him 
the neighbouring island of Mas-a-Tierra, where he notices some movement. Coming 
to the conclusion that there could be some animals on that island, he decides to go 
there, as an escape from absolute solitude. In the meantime, it is revealed thai 
Yannis's ship had come back to pick him up but had sunk. When some of the wood 
from the shipwreck comes ashore and Yannis sees his own name carved on one piece, 
he realises that he has lost his chance of escaping from the island. This realisation 
makes him even more determined to try and find some company, and after a few 
3Detai led descriptions of Orthodox customs appear in both the Greek and the French texts. Although 
this information is understandable in the French text wh ich addresses a different readership, it is not 
expected in the Greek text because for the Greek reader, it is redundant. Perhaps the intention is to 
point out that the Greek Church functions as a community. The narrator also finds the opportunity, in 
this part ofthe narrative, to criticise Defoe's novel indirectly for its preoccupation with religion and in 
particular for the passages that refer to the indoctrination of Friday by Robinson Crusoe. By contrast, 
readers are informed that the Greek character is neither a theologian, nor a philosopher, just an ordinary 
man trying to keep the traditions with which he grew up, even in the adverse circumstances he faced: 
··[ ... ) Na TOU <JTJKWCH)c; TO llacrKa TOU, 8a TOU O'T)KWCJT)c; KU\ TT) ()pT](Jl(ElU TOU. A~{; ptpaux! K' ibta T) 
8pTJGKEia crou TO OtA.ct, cr' 6/..ol)(; Tous T6rrouc; tou KOCJf!OU, va Eicrat ~a~i )!£ touc; aUouc;, ~c roue; 
crunp6<pou~ crou f ... ]" (Psycharis 199 I: 125). 
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months he manages to build a type of raft from the wood of an orange tree, and sets 
off with the hope of reaching Mas-a-Tierra. 
On Mas-a-Tierra, he starts afresh with new ideas for his everyday survival. In 
an attempt to create a different existence there, he organises a type of community with 
the wild animals. As he had hoped, he finds some wild goats and dogs which he tries 
to tame. His efforts bear fruit and he finds himself in charge of a community, where 
he cats, sleeps, and communicates with the animals. Yannis lives for twenty-three 
years in these conditions, devoid of human company, un61 one day he sees a beautiful 
woman on his island. She is a survivor of another shipwreck, as the narrator informs 
us, the daughter of an Italian ship's captain and a Greek mother. This encounter is in 
the context of the second part of the novel, which explores the way love develops 
between two people in extreme living conditions outside organised society. The love 
he experiences for the girl will give Yannis back the human characteristics he had lost 
in the hardships of the everyday life he had been forced to live there. The theme of 
love is important because it reinforces the main idea of the novel that humans need to 
interact with each other and to feel accepted by others. 
In the first part of the novel Psycharis has retained some elements from 
Defoe's novel, such as the overall atmosphere from Robinson Crusoe's last 
shipwreck, when he was stranded in an island off Venezuela, onwards. Readers of 
Defoe's novel know, however, that even before that, Robinson Crusoe had had a few 
similar adventures as a result of his roving spirit, because of which he defied his 
family's wishes for his well-being. Robinson Crusoe had developed an addiction to 
travelling, seduced by the process of trading with indigenous people and making a 
profit. These ideas are absent from Psycharis's novel, where the main character is a 
simple man whose main fault is not taking other people into consideration. 
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Nevertheless, like Crusoe. who defied his father's plans for him to settle down and 
lead a hard-working, middle-class life, choosing instead to travel and thereby ending 
up in trouble, Yannis too defied the captain of his ship, albeit unintentionally, and was 
faced with similar troubles. 
Furthermore, Defoe's novel is referred to directly in Psycharis's text: the 
narrator of Zwr, Kt ayam7 cJrrf Mova~za suggests that the captain of Yannis's ship must 
have got the idea of abandoning Yannis on the uninhabited island from Defoe's novel. 
t\s he explains, the captain had read the book and considered it unconvincing, and 
used Yannis's case as an experiment to see what would happen in 'real life': 
0 Ka1tetuvw~ P€Pata crKo7t6 ocv ci.xc: va •ov o.qn1cr11 6A.11 'tO'l> 
Til t;;o:ril crtll I.:uvra KA.upa. Aoyuptat;;c: J.LUA.tcrta va ~avap9'q 
cr' eva 8u6 xp6vta, va tov 7tUPll Ma dtaw: 1toA.u nepi.epyoc; 
6.9pcono~ aqn6~ o Kanetuvto~, icrco~ Kat A.ty<iKl 1tapu~evo~, 
KaAO~, J.L1tPOU<JKO~, an6tOJ.LO~ <JTIIV KouP€vra, J.LE eeA.ll<Jll J.LC 
Kpt<JT] Kat J.LC Buo ypUJ.lJ.l(l't(l. 'EfYyatvc tO'tC~ eva m~piq>ll J.lO 
poJ.luvrcro <JtllV EPp<.i>7t11, o Robinson Crusoe 1:ou D. De Foe· 
eixe f3rrl 811A.a8i) t<.i>pa xrovm, J.lE'taq>pa<JtllKe we; Kat 
pco~taitKa, J.La )J£1:U<pp<icrTitKE J.LOVO crtov Katp6 nou f:.ywav 
6cra A.eJ.le. 0 Kam:-ruvwc; J.lU~ 1:0 A.om6v O.pna~e J.lt<I 
J.let<iq>pa<Jll, 1:11 ot6.Pacre, TIIV mha~e XCtJ.LOU, et1tc· -
n apaJ.LU9ta! Kat 'tOV ni)pave 01 A.oytcrJ.lOl: - Aq>t6, Aict, Oa 
'tOXTJ ypaJ.lJ.Ltvo Kaveva~ J.L<lpayK6c;, va J.LUt; 8ei9lnco~ Kartxrt 
1:11 J.lapayKlKi) [ ... ] <JTII J.lOVa~ta. Pcll;et Kaveic; ulla J.LE to vo'l> 
rou. Katp6c; &ev 1:ou anOJ.lvTJ<JKEt va Ka,;ayive-rat crc ,;€-rota 
7tpUJ.lU'ta f ... l r J..i)yopa 9a tO VOtCO<J11 0 ftUVV11~, K' TJ ~COTJ tOU 
9CIU<i~11 Cl1t6 UKP11 cre UKPll (Psycharis 1991: 59-60).4 
Behind these comments readers can perceive the author's belief that his work is a 
more realistic version of the story presented in Robinson Crusoe. Indeed, the latter is 
dismissed by the captain of Yannis's ship as 'napa, .. n)8t' (see also below). As the 
captain of the novel suggests, life in solitude is not like an expedition, and people end 
~The I 991 Ouranis edition from which I quote is a faithfu l reproduction of the 1904 edition of the novel 
by Estia. Henceforth, page numbers will be given in parenthesis after each quotation. 
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up losing their courage as their character changes.5 Psycharis believed that the harsh 
living conditions and being deprived of human company would provoke significant 
changes in his character. Therefore, from the beginning, the author/narrator of Zw1 Kz 
Aycm:17 points out the plan for this novel: its aim is to discredit Defoe's work as 
implausible. Psycharis had openly expressed this view in his dedication of the French 
version of I 922 (entitled Le Solitaire du Pacifique) to Mme Jeanne Dick May. As 
some time had passed since the novel had first appeared (in Greek), he openly 
explained that, " [l]e Solitaire du Pacifique, lui aussi, par toute sa conception, par toute 
sa donnee, protcste contre le fameux Robinson Crusoe, un des chefs-d 'reuvres, 
affirme-t-on, de nos voisins, amis et meme allies: les Anglais (Psichari 1922: 8). 
Although Psycharis aims to respond to Daniel Defoe or at least to open up a 
dialogue with his novel, he informs readers in the afterword that his character is also 
based on two real-life castaways, one being Alexander Selkirk, who was the original 
model for Defoe 's work, and the other a French sailor named Narcisse Peltier (1991: 
305-6).6 Indeed, Selkirk's adventures took place in the early eighteenth century like 
Yannis's and the island of Mas-a-Tierra, where Selkirk was stranded, is the second 
island inhabited by Yannis in the Juan Fernandez archipelago. Furthermore, Selkirk 
ended up there because of a dispute he had had with the captain of his ship "over the 
unseaworthiness of the ship Cinque Ports", which was going on an expedition in 
South America (Byars 2002: 2); likewise, Yannis had been reprimanded by the 
captain of his ship for disobeying orders. Yannis ends up being the only member of 
5Funhermore, Robinson Crusoe, never really experienced the terror of absolute isolation. as he had the 
company of Friday and others for some of the time on the island, while Yannis remained without 
human company for many years. As Psycharis points out in the afterword: '"Entna n va crou nw; 
Ano<pacrtonK~ os ).lOU <paivt<at Ot6A-ou '1 an6oet~TJ <OO D. de Foe. Movu~tt:i:ltTJ<; eivat aq>t6<;; Tou oivet o 
).lU9tcrroptoypci<po<;, va tciXTJ ).lO/;i rou, tva crwp6 npci).lata, nou eivat npa!-!ata rou noA-rrto!-!ou· rou oiv~:t 
cr\>vtpo<po crro NT]cri rou <JJ<; K' tva oKUA.i tm6 ro KapaPt, tvav nanaya)J...o Kat n ~tpw aKO!-!TJ; [ ... ] 
Kar6m ~picrKt:t Kat <ov nupacrKsPa· K' ot ouo <Ou<; ma xwpt6" (306). 
61t is traditionally believed that Alexander Selkirk was the inspiration for Defoe's character. As Seidel 
points out, ·'Defoe knew well the circumstances of the Selkirk account as did most everyone in London 
[ ... ]" ( 1991: 39). 
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his ship to survive, and eventually returns to Europe, just as Selkirk was the only 
member of his crew to return to England (ibid). Even though Selkirk's exile only 
lasted four years, by the time he was rescued he had forgotten human speech and had 
acquired the characteristics of an animal: "0 1:eA.ldplCTJ<; KU9T}crE t8acrepa XPOVHl crro 
rptmmo yA.i)yopt<; a1t6 n<; K<XtcriKe<;, Kat 6tav i)pOave va mv 1t<ipouv, Ef.l.otass cra va 
cixs yiVT} Kl aqn6<; riA.A.o sffio f.l.e 'tU sffia" (306). Selkirk 's battle with melancholy and 
fear and his subsequent adjustment to the environment, hunting and capturing goats, 
could have provided the inspiration for similar passages in Zw~ KL AyanfJ aTTf 
Movo.(za, though these scenes could equally have been taken from Defoe's novel. 
The other possible model for the character Y annis is Narcisse Pel tier. In this 
case also, what interested Psycharis was the eventual loss of speech and the possibility 
of recovering it. Narcisse Peltier was stranded in the wild for seventeen years, had lost 
his speech and was only able to recover this faculty with great difficulty, with the aid 
of writing. The narrator used his example to indicate to readers that Yannis's loss of 
speech was inevitable under the circumstances. When Yannis was forced to 
communicate with Myriella, he found himself unable to utter anything, and only after 
a mental struggle did he remember how to scribble his name in the sand and give her, 
in that way, the first sign of his human identity: 
.1.11youvtat tva noA.u napa~evo m::ptma:ru<6, nou -ro n6.8atve 
Kt o rtCt.VVllc; •c.Opa aro N11ai •ou, anapaUax-ra TO i8to. 
'Evac; VCLq>!llc;, 0 Napcric; nt;A.nt, aq>ou KaS,at; 8tKa t;q>ta 
XP6vta ~ •ouc; Ct.ypmuc;, dxs ~sxaast oA.6-rsA.a t11 J..Lll•PtKit 
A.aA.t<i TOU. 0Tav Tjp8s Ka't61tt Kat TOV Tjpps KCL1totO<; 
auVToni!ll<; TOD, o v<iq>!ll<; tPasl: Ta 8uva-r6. rou va 
KaraA.a.p, nc; M~sc; 1tOU CLKOUye avroq>eA.a taq>'tl TOU f ... ] 0 
ftUVVll<; 0 ouaroxoc; xapri KUt1tewa or.v eixe [ .. TEmaae va 
<JllJ..La8tP11, va •crouyypav~ll atov UJ..LJ..LO J..LE -ra x£ptu, ~Le •a 
vUXta, va 7tU0aivetat Kat va oepVE'tat 0 KaKOJ..LOLPll<;, 
puetcr~voc; O!ll OOUAEta 'tOU, K' e~Ol(l~€ cra va.pom<e 0 vouc; 
tou crE A.tP6.8ta crKOt£tv6., 6nou y\>pepe K6.n va PPTl, va wu 
<p£91 (231-2). 
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The author supports the reliabi lity of his information regarding the development of 
his character with evidence coming outside the fictional world. Therefore, at least 
three possible sources of inspiration are explicitly mentioned in the narrative for the 
creation of character, setting and plot in the first part of Zw~ Kl Ayamr the fict ional 
work Robinson Crusoe, the original inspiration behind the character of Robinson 
Crusoe, the sailor Alexander Selkirk, and the story of another sailor, Narcisse Peltier, 
as stated above. Related to all of these stories of isolation and extreme living 
conditions, is Aristotle's maxim from Book One of his Politics (flolrmca) that man is 
a social animal, which Psycharis believed to be true. And he aimed to demonstrate 
thi s idea with his story: "l:·ra !-t1tOCHKa oev dn£ 0 yepo Aptcr-ro-rtA.llc; flUe; nwc; 0 
aepwnoc; !;tVUl «(wov TCOAlTlKOV», it crav 1tpOn~-t<it£, nwc; oixwc; cruv-rpoqHa 5ev J.l1tOpei 
Kat tou KUKou. 'Icrroc; ytarl o ft<iVVTJc; yevviJ9TJKe an6yov6c; -rou, ac; dvat K<Xl 
J.lUKptavoc;, 0€V '[(X PoA.e\j/S tocro e<pKOA<X 01tW<; Kl 0 Eppw7taio<; (207, the emphasis as it 
is in the text).7 
The second part of the novel, which emphasises the healing and restoring 
powers of love, is a critique of the basically naturalisti c model of writing in the first 
part of the narrative. In the second part, Psycharis argues against the dehumanisation 
of his subjects, he demonstrates that they have souls, not just basic instincts, and 
delivers them into a better existence at the end. By contrast, natura listic novels 
emphasise the baser instincts of humans which make them resemble animals and 
typical characters in such novels end up being destroyed or assimilated by nature 
(Abrams 1999: 262) The archetypal naturalistic novel is Therese Raquin ( 1866). In 
··rE]K TOUTWV ovv cpav~::p6v Ott tWV cpum:t ~ n6A.t~ £crti, Kat on 6 av9pwnos cpucrEt 1t0AlTlKOV ~~ov 
[ ... ]"(Newman 1887:3 & Aristotle 1993: 54). 
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Greek literature a typical naturalistic novel is Karkavitsas's 0 ZYJrz6.vo<; (1897), and 
most of Voutyras's short stories written in the beginning of the twentieth century. In 
the second part of the novel which depicts the love between two people, Myriella's 
character takes precedence. Even though Myriella is frightened at first by Yannis, 
little by little, forced by necessity, she starts getting close to him and she even 
manages to teach him how to speak again. Fortunately, Myriella is saved from the 
impending dehumanisation that the existence on the island might have condemned her 
to, because a captain of another ship manages to pick up the two castaways, together 
with another sailor, who had become stranded on Yannis's first island, Santa-Clara. 
Psycharis gave two other sources of inspiration for the second part of the 
novel, which examines the importance of love: the tale of Longus and a long poem by 
Tennyson. The author explained in the afterword that he had taken as his guide for the 
depiction of love in isolation, the romance by Longus Ta 1a;pi LJa(j)VYJV Kw XA6YJv, 
which he defined as a well-known "small pearl" of Greek ljterature (315). Indeed 
although little was known about Longus himself, and even his name caused doubts as 
to his Greek origin, his tale "would appear to have exercised considerable influence 
upon 1 ... ] Greek romances, both in regard to incident and style; and it is also said to 
have suggested the modem pastorals, particularly those which appeared in Italy in the 
sixteenth century" (Longus n.d: ix).8 According to Beaton, "the pastoral setting of 
Daphnis and Chloe is ( ... ] that of a timeless golden age [ ... ] of pastoral innocence 
first explored by Theokritos" (1989: 53). Similarly, in Psycharis's novel, one can 
recognise in many descriptions of nature, the desire to portray the idyllic scenery and 
8The anonymous English translation of this romance, from which I quote the editor's/translator 's 
comments above, is not dated. The only indication of its date is a comment in the text where the 
translator explains that "a purse of3000 drachmas was equivalent to £123" (p. 1 07). Beaton gives 1792 
as the date of the reappearance of Longus's narrative in Greek, in his Introduction to Modern Creek 
Literature ( 1994: 51 n). Psycharis mentions that he had read the 1904 Estia edition, in the translation of 
E. Vouticridis (Psycharis 1991: 315). 
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the innocence of the main character. The more the latter lives with nature, away from 
civi lisation, the more he sheds the burden of his past and reaches an ideal condition of 
perfect harmony with the environment. Nevertheless, the harmonious existence is 
very precarious and the balance is easily tipped: the island becomes menacing to the 
extent of dehumanising him. As soon as Myriella appears in the setting, Yannis starts 
rediscovering his former self and there is an innocence about the way that the two 
characters relate to each other outside moral and social confines. llowever, the 
adventures that usually test the love and endanger the union of two people, so typical 
of Greek romances, are absent in this case. This is because the adventures are 
presented mainly in the first part of the novel, and there is an emphasis on the softer 
side of life in the second part. Therefore, whereas as we have seen the first part of the 
novel is inspired mainly by Robinson Crusoe, the second part has some similarities 
with Greek romances, such as Ta 7T:epi L1a<pv11v 1caz XA.611v. 
Like Robinson Crusoe, Longus's story Ta 7repf L1a<pv11v KaL X)..6'1v had 
appeared in many Greek editions and translations in various languages, " testifying to 
the interest of the work for scholars, and to its popularity among readers in all parts of 
the civilised world" (Longus n.d: ix). It is therefore apparent that Psycharis places his 
own novel in the line of two traditions, the European novel of adventure and 
exoticism, and the Greek pastoral romance of late antiquity. 
On the other hand, Tennyson's poem Enoch Arden also poignantly presents 
the story of a sailor stranded in a far-away island who, having lost the love of his life, 
ends up losing his desire to live: 
Once likewise, in the ringing of his ears, 
Tho' faintly, merrily - far and far away -
He heard the pealing of his parish bells; 
Then, tho' he knew not wherefore, started up 
Shuddering, and when the beauteous hateful is le 
Retum'd upon him, had not his poor heart 
Spoken with That, wh ich being everywhere 
Lets none, who speaks with Him, seem all alone, 
Surely the man had died of solitude 
(Tennyson 1995: 157, v.609-617). 
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Psycharis mentions the last line of Tennyson's poem in his afterword as a far more 
plausible consequence of sol itude than the one put forward by Defoe, in order to 
reinforce his own message: "(n]oA:u mo ~aeucrt6x<na eine K<l7rou cr-rov Enoch Arden o 
Tennyson· Surely the man had died of solitude" (31 0). He implies that way that he 
also had in mind this poem when he wrote his novel. 
2. The objectives of the novel 
In setting out to prove Defoe's novel unrealistic with his Zwr, Kl Ay6.7rf! (JTf/ 
Mova(t6., Psycharis subscribed to Aristotle's maxim. He insists that his re-writing of 
the story takes into consideration the psychological effects of loneliness in his 
character, in accordance with the Aristotelian philosophy, which had so perceptively 
described the human condition. As he explains in a humorous tone: 
0 nepi(!)'lJ..LOS o PoJ..L7ttvcroovac;, a.cpou KaOtlcre cr'tTl Ma.cratt£pa 
dKocrt o:x:rro XP6vta., ouo cP8oJ..L<iocc; Kat oeKawta j.lip&c;, 
y\>ptcre fl cruxa. crtov 1:6no 1:ou, cra va.px6,;av£ an6 Ka.vtva 
VOcr'!tJ..LO 't(l~toaKt, Kt 6-tav 7tpurrodoe aepo:mo <JtTlV &pflta, 
£1tta.cre Jlasi -rou nc; KouPm£c; A.ec; Ka.t va -rov £i:X£ 
a.noxa.tpen1cret (l1t0 'tO. \Ve<;. T6crov Katp6 7tOU eJ..LClV£ 
OAoJlOVaxoc;, oev ~txacr£ J..L<iA.tCJ't(l OU'te !lta. JJ.&po'6A.a va 
O'T)Jl&tWVll cr ' tva na.A.o'l>Kt- 8a1:ave naA.oi>Kt an6 cr6t - n6cro 
pacr-rovcre fJ E~opia -rou, '!t A.Ew, fJ Ka.A.ontpacriJ -rou cr-ro NfJcrL 
Aqyra Kaveic; U1t09e-rw nwc; 'tO. pA.e7tCt JlOVO cr' eva PO!lUV'tcrO. 
H a.A.i]9sta !l<XS •a 7ta.poumaset -ra. 7tp<iJJ.a-ra K<inwc; aA.A.twc;. 
I:1:a ~m6crtKa. o&v eixE o yepo Aptcr'!O'!EA11S !lttc; 1tW<; o 
6.9pwnot; eivat «(ciJov 7rOAlrlKOV», ti cra.v npO'tt!l<in:, nwc; 
oixooc; <ruv-rpoqn<i OEV Jl7tOpei Kat tOU KaKOU. 'fcrwc; )'ta'tl 0 
f tclVVfJ<; y£VVij91")K£ (l1tOYOVO<; '!OU, a<; clVUl K(ll JlUKptav6c;, 
8cv •a P6A.e'l'e •6cro Eq>KoA.a 6nwc; Kt o Eppoonaioc; (206-7). 
According to the author's assumption, if Aristotle was right when he pronounced that 
only God and animals can live in absolute lonel iness and man caflllot tolerate living 
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alone, then, consequently, the sequence of events in Robinson Crusoe was unrealistic 
and inconsistent with human nature.9 Even if that were the case, one may wonder why 
that would be such a problem in a work of fiction. From hi s comments inserted in the 
narrative, it appears that Psycharis places great emphasis on the verisimilitude of a 
literary work. He believes that the overall plausibility of the story (representation of 
an external objective reality) should not be compromised for the benefit of 
imagination and creative freedom. For this reason, he refers to Defoe's novel as 
'7tapaf..lu0t' (fiction) and wants to defend his view against Defoe's through the 
development of the main character (see also Chapter 3, p. I 03-4, and Section 5 
below). 
In addition, as with the rest of his prose, Psycharis's aim in writing this novel 
was to create a literary tradition of novels written in the demotic language. As he 
explained in the introduction to the French edition: "Mon Solitaire, dans sa redaction 
originale, appartenait, vous le savez, a cette longue serie d ' ouvrages d ' imagination 
destines, dans rna pensee, a crcer Ia prose litteraire de Ia Gn~ce moderne t ... ]" (1922: 
7). The novel can be viewed as an allegory for the language problem in Greece. The 
character's escape or return to a non-social ex istence paves the way for his 
reacquisition of language with the help of the appropriate instructor. Initially, the 
main character communes only with nature, so he gradually loses his speech and 
learns symbolic writing, using his body as the tool and the island where he has been 
castaway as the blank sheet. In the second part of the novel, there is a partial 
reintroduction of some form of social existence and the character has to learn again 
how to speak with the help of his new half-Italian, half-Greek companion. The 
assistance he receives to redevelop his linguistic skills means that his story offers an 
9
···o ot ll~ OUVcl!lCYO>; KOIV(l)V&iv ~ llf!Otv OEO!!CYO<; 01' autapKEIQV ouOi;v !!l:pot; 1£0AE:W<;, WOT& ~ 9T)piov 
~ 9&6;;'' (Newman 1887:4 & Aristotle 1993: 56). 
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example to readers of the acquisition and development of language. Psycharis wants 
to promote the concept of the organic form of language; in o ther words, to exemplify 
a theory which considers language not as static and immutable but as a skill which 
evolves according to the internal energy of the speaker and his context. 
The narrative promotes the idea of a different linguistic situation fo r Greek 
society from what had hitherto existed, emphasising indirectly the significance of the 
language of the people. In synechdochical terms, Myriella comes from Dante's line, 
because she is half-Italian. This is important because Dante was considered by the 
author as the teacher of language for his people, since, in his time, he had supported 
the use of the non-standardised Tuscan dialect as opposed to the official Latin, and 
through his writings, he moulded the Tuscan dialect into the degree of perfection it 
has maintained ever since in Italian literature (Psycharis 1903b: 3, Botta 1887: 61). 
Evidently the reference to Dante aims to reinforce a connection between the Greek 
and Italian language issues, as will be pointed out below: "[ ... ] K ' dra.w; eea.~a. 
1t£picpyo, ~a. Kl oopa.io o·uv6.~a., o ywc; -rou O~i]pou va. ~a.VO.J..t0.9a.iVTt Til A.a.A.t6. -rou a.1t6 
TIJV KOPll -rou N-r6.v-re" (233). 
Thus, the narrative aims to prove three main points that need to be addressed 
in this analysis. These are: man's inability to live alone outside the confines of social 
and moral Jaws; the use of language as a tool of communication and as an expression 
of one's world-view; and finally, the connection between the process of creative 
writing and the solitary existence. Significantly, in the latter case, in order to reinforce 
this connection, Psycharis has included a photograph of himself at the beginning of 
the novel, showing him alone in his study writing, with the caption: "yp6.<povm<; TIJ 
Zooi) Kt Aycl?tl), crnJ 1-1.ova.~t6. 1-1.ou" (50). 
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With regard to the first point, man 's inability to live alone, the events in the 
novel follow Tainc 's theory about the influence of the environment on individuals, 
and the Darwinian evolutionary concepts which justify the mental development and 
the changes in the physical appearance of the main character. In relation to the second 
point, the author wants to emphasise the importance of language for communication 
between human beings, and as a skill which distinguishes the higher level of 
intellectual life from the lower one. He wants to suggest as well the ability of the 
Greek demotic to express any concept. The exotic setting of the story, the extreme 
circumstances of life and the incidents described, provide an opportunity to use many 
new words. This links metaphorically with the return of the main character to nature, 
away from society, which signifies new beginnings. The third point which wi ll be 
discussed in relation to didacticism, refers to creative writing. The creative process 
and the role of the artist in society are recurring themes in Psycharis's novels, to such 
an extent that he frequently refers to the act of writing at the expense of the plot. In 
this novel, some of these metafictional strategies are linked to the central character's 
solitary existence, making the story appear like a metaphor for the endeavours of the 
writer. Finally, it is important according to Psycharis, that readers appreciate any 
literary work if it is to achieve its purpose. The connection between author and readers 
reflects the enduring association between the 'self and the 'other', the ' I' and the 
'you' which are the main focus of the novel. 
3. The effects of solitude on the individual 
Taine's deterministic theories held that man was the product of heredity, 
historical conditioning, and environment (1880: 17). Psycharis must have based his 
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narrative partly on this theoretical basis, but Zco!l Kl Ay6.m7 (JTY! Mova.~z6. is also a 
critique of the model which inspired it. 10 
As pointed out above the novel could be viewed as an example of the process 
of ·hypothesis, experiment and verification' : Yannis is left on the uninhabited island 
by the captain of the shi p with the purpose of teaching him a lesson. The author aims 
to prove to readers that his character will not be able to cope with the demands of the 
situation and will lose his most essential human characteristics. This is in accordance 
with Taine's theory which proposed that: 
Different climate and situation bring[ ... ] various needs, and 
consequently a different course of activity; and this, again, a 
different set of habits; and sti ll again, a different set of 
aptitudes and instincts. Man, forced to accommodate himself 
to c ircumstances, contracts a temperament and a characte r 
corresponding to them; and his character, like his 
temperament, is so much more stable, as the external 
impression is made upon him by more numerous repetitions, 
and is transmitted to his progeny by a more ancient descent 
(Taine 1880 vol. I: 18). 
Not only the captain - who can be perceived as the fictional alter ego of the author 
himself - expresses this certainty in the novel, but also, Yannis's fellow sai lors make 
advance mention of the unfavourable outcome when they escort him ashore. The 
companions appear very briefly in the beginning of the novel, and they function like 
the chorus in Greek tragedies, predicting what is going to happen in the rest of the 
story. 11 The narrator presents and explains in detai l the various stages of 
transformation of the main character in accordance with the conditions he is facing 
10Psycharis, like most of the intellectuals of his era, enthusiastically followed the developments of 
positivism: the belief in science. the attention to facts, the methodology of observation and experiment 
(see also Kriaras 1981 : 51). 
11 In their efforts to make Yannis feel better, the sailors talk continuously and they express what they 
should have been careful to hide: "- 'Ewota crou K'eivm napa6t:tcro~ to NTJ<rCtKt. 0a XPIJ<ronep<lcrfJS 
ccSro. - Eoro ~wo eSc ea yivT]~!" (55). The narration will confirm the opposite but this mention is not 
accidental; even though the sailors' comments express the opposite of the truth, the author manages to 
convey from the start his beliefs regarding Yannis's destiny. 
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and will demonstrate through Yannis's adventures his hypothesis that a solitary 
existence is incompatible with human nature. Yannis is therefore not only a fictional 
character but also the subject of an experiment. His case, together with that of 
Narcisse Peltier which is mentioned in the narrative, will demonstrate to readers the 
validity of the author's views. 
As soon as his exile begins, Yannis becomes the only character for a 
substantial part of the novel, and therefore the narrative focuses closely on his 
everyday activities. Even though he appears to be self-confident at the outset of his 
adventures, there are certain doubts in his mind. He wonders whether the island is 
really deserted or not, and whether there are any wild animals or wild people such as 
cannibals, as he has heard many stories from other sailors about these islands. 
Paradoxically, Yannis tries to ensure his isolation in the first few weeks by exploring 
the island as much as possible. The narrator explains that Yannis's fear was only to be 
expected under the circumstances and asserts that Yannis's famous predecessor, 
Robinson Crusoe, had once felt the same: 'vEvac; aUoc; JlOVet~u:i>TI]<;, 7tepiqnwoc;, noA.u 
mo yvwcn6<; et7t6 "tO 8tK6 JlCt<;, €KCtJlB TI}V i8ta 7t£1tOi01lCHJ, JlOAt<; nou tqrracre cr-ro 
PTJJlOV~m 'tOU, KCtt KpUq>TI]Kt:: a~crwc; a1t6 'tO cp6~o 'tOU JlTJ7tW<; CtV'tCtJlcOcrT) a0pW1rO ~ 
7tpUJlCt, 1tOU Vet KCtK07t<l9Tj" (98). 12 
In the beginning, Yannis has a very clear idea of who he is and what he is not. 
This is indicated in the way he is introduced by the narrator, who informs readers 
about his native island of Naxos and his occupation, and also by the way Yannis 
distinguishes himself from the other possible inhabitants of the island, who would be 
either animals or wi ld people: "[ ... ] AKouc; CKei; N11mffiTI]<; Kat vaq>TI]<;, A~tffiTI]<;, Kat 
va JlllV m;p7tet'tffi ~un6All'tO<;! " (65), " [ ... ] ytan va eicrm ~t6voc; A.aJlnp6 7tpaJla, va m:: 
11The author tends to compare his character, both with Defoe's character Robinson Crusoe and with the 
real castaway Narcisse Peltier, in order to suggest that his own manner of depicting events has 
credibility .. 
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-rpoove 6~-tw<; 't(l sa TJ va crE 1tETcrOK6~ouv Ot 6.ypt0l., 6cro K0t~-t6.crat, OEV a~H~Et [ ... ]" (64). 
About a week after Yannis settles on the island, subtle changes begin taking place in 
his psychology, as related by the narrator. These are the result of all the things that 
trouble him and that he does not want to acknowledge consciously. First, the narrator 
presents a general statement, which could be applied to anyone, and then he reaffirms 
his views using the example of his fictional character: "Me 111 ~-tova~t6. 
noA.A.anA.am6.souv-rat ~-ttaa ~-ta<; 6aa votooOouJ.l£, ytari votoo9ouJ.l£ -ra. napa~-ttKpa ~-ts 
ouvaJ.lll neptacr6rep11, npoaEXOUf.lE 1tEptaa6-rEpo a-ra Ka.9€Ka.ata, a1tOf.lOVWf.lEVOt aa.v 
nou elJ.lacrtE. H <X1tOJ.lOVW<ITJ A.om6v, 6xt -ro KAtJ.l<X, -ro q>raist nou na9aivouw: f.!tav 
aA.6.A.rrr11 cr-ravaxropta Kat nou 111v 1ta8aivouve w; K' ot mo a.v-rel;t<ipllOf.<;" (93). Then 
the narrator conveys to readers the increasing power of the environment over the 
castaway and informs them about Yannis's terrifying dreams. It is as if the 
environment itself is hostile, preventing his wellbeing or trying to envelop and devour 
him. /\t least this is how the character perceives it, because the solitary existence has 
distorted his vision. We see, therefore, that the author gradually presents the changes 
that are taking place in the psychology of the character, in a realistic way, in 
accordance with the unusuaJ circumstances. Together with the omniscient narrator 
readers observe what is taking place in the fictional world, and are in a position to 
evaluate the information given as correct, that is complying with the narrative 
requirements. Even though the setting is exotic and far away from readers' everyday 
reality, the author's intention was not to create a folktale this time, but a realistic 
account and to convince them of his views, the impossibility of life in solitude, and 
how events in his narrative were more plausible than those described in Defoe's 
Robinson Crusoe. 
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In presenting Yannis's inner struggle, the narrator refers to two sets of values, 
which are important for the existence of the main character and for each individual: 
the power of each person against the power of the community (Kotvcovio.), and life in 
an exotic, wild environment as opposed to organised city living. He explains that the 
human being cannot face nature alone and is thus unable to survive. Therefore, in 
order to lead an organised li fe, it is necessary to have not only a community but also 
to master the environment, tame the disarray and reduce the consequences of the 
unpredictable: 
Taqno.tyr. 6A.o. o -r61toc;, -ra<p-ro.tyc 11 ~ovo.l;ta K' 11 <pUOlJnou crrq 
~ova.l;m <pa.vepoove-rm ~t' 6A.rt TT]V aypta. Kt a.KpUTTJTil Ouva~ft 
TTJ<;. I:nc; noA.t-reiec; nou l;ou~e, 11 OouA.eui f.Ul<; eivat va 
noA.e~ou~ TTJ <pUOTJ aKa-ra7ta<p-ra. !:lev TTJV a<pivou~c vo. 
1tO.nlOT] CKd 1tOU 1tO.'t0'6~· Xri/;ou~c crnino., KUVOU~ Op6~tOU<;, 
o.voiyouJ,t£ cr-rpan:c;, 8pt<pou~ l;wo., crrijvoup.e Kotvffivio., 
Ctf.UlO'TC O.VO.!JZT<lSU ~~a~, Kl a~a c\~acr-re ~al;i, OtA.ct 8c eeA.et, 
nptnet Kanou 11 <pucrrt vo. cr'taei]· ocv ~nopci. va 7tUTJ naptKet 
o.n6 tvo. 011~Mt, napeKet an6 -ro ~poe; nou ~picrKovrat ot 
aepronot K' ot noA.m:iec;. 0 a0poo7ttvoc; crffipoc; OTJKWvf:'tat cro.v 
roixoc; nou OTa~ar<i£t T'l'JV op~ft 'tT]<;. I:n1 ~oval;ta Bcv eivat -ro 
i8to· 11 <pUOlJ navrou ~anA.ooverat, navro\) nepextt'tat., a<pou 
elVO.l Ae<p'tEpl] Kat ~OVll. 'Evac; aOpffinoc;, eva 'rl1tOTBVtO U'tO~O 
cr-ra/..ta 8e /..oyapta/;Et ~mpoc; O'tTJ OT]~toupyia, nou 'tTJ PA£net 
o.A.aKatpTJ Kat nou Kaveva npa~o., ~ft-re orrin, ~ftre Ko.A.upa, 
~ftTe Kcpa~i8t 5cv -rou 'tTJ crKenal;et. To vo1.WOet o iOtO<;, 
Ka-ro.Aapaivct 'tT] ~tKpou/..ta rou Kt apxil;et va <poparat (96-7). 13 
We can recognise in the above quotation echoes of the Darwinian concepts that were 
also gaining force in the social sciences in the later nineteenth century (social 
Darw·inism). For example, the instinct for survival was a concept often used in a 
1:Psycharis has also expressed elsewhere, in particular in To Ta(i61 IJOV, that the individual does not 
amount to anything ("To t.-yro tinonc; ()~;V Eivm", 1993: 39) but the discourse here emphasises something 
more than the dichotomy between the collective and the singular, it emphasises the importance of a 
civilised. organised society. 
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social context with varying implications in post-Darwinian thought, and Psycharis 
must have been aware of all these developments in social thinking. 14 
One of the leading thinkers behind the doctrine, Felix Le Dantec, was teaching 
general biology at the Sorbonne in 1899 - a time when Psycharis was also teaching 
there (Clark 1984: 205n). The former had famously argued that "the most important 
human struggle for life was the Lamarckian one waged against the environment, not 
against other men", exemplified in his dictum: 'etre c'est Iutter, vivre c'est vaincre' 
(ibid: 74). All of these concepts are filtered through Pyscharis's novel as part of the 
main character's constant battle with his surroundings. However, the same idea of 
competition that had been shown to be a pillar of the capitalist system in the Western 
world did not interest Psycharis (Dictionary of the History of Ideas 1973 II: 180-1 ). 
He focused instead on the power of the community relating it to the general progress, 
the cultural development, and the happiness of its members. 
The authorial tone in the passage cited above conveys objectivity, and makes 
evident the plan to propose a specific programme: by examining a particular case, the 
author is able to provide general laws that could benefit all. Thematically, it is also 
important that the narrator makes this distinction, as he emphasises the notion of 
solitude whether in city life or in the wild, though he stresses the latter is more 
difficult to cope with. In addition, he argues that only a combined collective effort of 
many people can produce beneficial results for their welfare. The above quotation 
follows the tradition of an earlier system of thought, and refers directly to Aristotle's 
Politics: 
1 ~The tenn ·Social Darwinism ' referred to " the application of the Darwinian theories of natural 
selection and the struggle for existence to the evolution of human society'' (Clark 1984: I). 
r ... ] ~ 8S ·ro\m.ov KOtvffivia. 1t01£l oiKi.a.v Ka.i 1t0AlV. Ka.i np&repov OE 
nj <pucret 1t0At<; ~ oiKi.a Ka.i EKacr·roc; ~)lWV EO'tlV. TO -yap oA.ov 
n:p6-repov ava.yKa.iov dva.t TOU ).ltpouc;· ava.tpou).ltvou -yap TOU 
OAOl) OUK C<rra.t rrouc; ouo€ xeip, d llll OJ.I.WW)l(.t)<;, wcrnep el nc; 
Atyot Tijv At0iV11V" Ota.<pOa.peicra. yap £ma.t TOla~, n:av.a. oe -c4J 
f.pyc:y WptcrTal Kai nj OUVa)let, wcr-r& 1111KE'tl TOtama OVT(l ou 
A.e~crtov Ta a.tJTa elVat aA.A.' O)lcJlVl) )l~. on )ltV ovv ~ n6A.tc; Kai 
<pUcr&t KCll1tpOTEpOV ~ fK(lOTO<;, oi')AOV { ... ) (Newman 1887: 3-4 & 
Aristotle 1993: 54 & 56). 
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In Aristotle's philosophy it is stressed that it is in people's nature to create an 
organised community and be part of it, and this instinct is so powerful that it guides 
human behaviour and actions. A similar view is also expressed by the narrator of the 
novel, who stresses that only an organised community can perform all the necessary 
actions required to ensure the wellbeing of its members. Even though Yannis 
Petroyannis was used to being alone, he was still part of civilised society. His 
existence in the wild, however, offered a freedom from organised community life that 
created a psychological void within him, whjch was difficult to filL 
After a period of isolation, according to the description given by the narrator, 
changes were apparent in Yannis's behaviour. Metaphorically speaking, Yannis had 
no hope of surviving unless he adapted fu lly to the environment and developed skills 
suitable fo r his existence there. These changes gradually took him away from his 
human nature, altering his psychology and physical appearance, while his visions 
helped him subconsciously to prepare for and adapt to these alterations. The one thing 
that kept him alive was the instinct for survival, which is the strongest instinct in all 
living beings. In this part of the narrative, the narrator goes once again from the 
particular to the general, firs t explaining Yannis's feelings and then pointing out that 
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his case was representative of anyone who might have been in his place. 15 Thus the 
tone of writing which alternates between the general and the particular, aims once 
more to convince readers of the truthfulness and the validity of the views put forward 
by the narrator: "8£paw 1tW<; J..LOVO J..Lf: "Ct"COtO <JK01t6 <JUV"CT]ptOUV"CO.V 0 ltclWT]<; Kat rrooc; 
fuiwT] npoc; J..LUlV 6.q>"C<X<J"CT] cA.nt8a" ( 11 0). 16 
The author describes Yannis's reverse evolution using as his support the 
dominant scientific theories of the period. He presents the beliefs that were gaining 
credence at the time through the development of biology, and makes the character 
comply with these. The character's acclimatisation is a typical example of the instinct 
which exists in all living organisms, to make use of the conditions in which they find 
themselves, in order to be able to adapt and survive, and the transformation into an 
animal is required for his survival. His hair grows unchecked to protect him from the 
natural elements and he gradually loses his speech which is not essential for his 
survival. After only four months Yannis loses half his nature and acquires half of 
another nature, sometimes animal, sometimes vegetal, part of the immediate 
envirorunent that embraces him menacingly and alters his characteristics 17: 
15See also Robinson's points regarding the function of the narrative voice in Zwft Kt Ayam1 ml] 
Mova., ,a, 1988: 56. 
16Significantly, the expression of the desire for a return to a social existence is made by the narrator and 
not by the main character. The main character, according to the descriptions in the narrative and not the 
inserted comments, which aim to provide suitable explanations, seems confused and could not have had 
such clear goals and logical reasoning. This point indicates the author's policy of pursuing the novel's 
thesis ITom start to finish. 
11The motif of the metamorphosis, and in particular, transformation imo an animal, is ITequently 
encountered in nineteenth-century novels and even before, as far back as the Homeric epics (Pitsipios 
1995: 19). It is supposed to be a form of punishment of the soul for its sins or generally for the person's 
excessive behaviour. Usually rehabilitation follows, when the transformed person either repents or 
understands his/her mistakes. In Greek literature of the period, the most successful aJiegory of the kind 
1\.f;ve, n:oo~ TJ aVUYKll <pEpVcl <HOY 6.0poon:O Kat 'tO 
XP£ta~OU~L£VO t6pyavo, yta va Kcl~TJ 6,n etA.el. ~TJYOUV'tat 
J.LUA.t<na, ~cra m6.A.Aa, ot cpucrwA.6yot n:oo~ Katt ~roa, ot 
Ka~TJlOn:ap8ciA£~, A6you XclpT), KUVU.V£ A.iyo A.iyo J.LaKpTJ 
AatJ16. yta vapn:cisouv£ mo e<pKOAa Til Opocpi) n:ou t~ 
c.paivouV'tav 11 n:ponJ.L6r£pT) [ ... ] To avrieew n:apatl)pou~ cr' 
6.1-A.a ~ptKa n:ou £n:a8e o cpilo~, ytati ci~a 11 avciyKT) mi'Vll 
mov 6.0poo7to va 8ouMP11. t6te~ a7tocrpeuhat crtya Kat 
-r6pya.vo, n:ou Katavtciet UXPTJcrto (209). 
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The victory of nature over Yannis (or Yannis~s victory over nature in the sense that he 
is able to survive) is almost certain when the transformation appears to be complete 
and he leads the same life as his companions, the wild goats and dogs: "[ ... ] o 
xaT))lEvoc.; )lac.; o ft6:wl1<.;, nou Ei'rave tffipa 9a)l)l£voc.; <>'tl'lv npamvaoa 'tl'lc; :Eavra 
KA<ipac;, )lt<JO a9pconoc;, ) ..l.t<JO ~cOO, icrcoc; ).UlAt<J'tO. Kat ).tl<JO <jHHO ( ... ) <l.<pOU 11 
E1tAeK€ u<pCX<J)lCt va 'tOV a1tO<JK€1tCL<Jl1 aA.aKatpo )..11:: 'tO.KOupacrta 'tTl<.; 'tO. qn)/..A.a [ ... ]" 
( 115). It is only then that the author introduces another castaway into the novel, a girl 
called Myriclla. By observing another human being for the first time in a very long 
period, Yannis realises how far he has changed since he first came to the island. Even 
though his wild instincts dominate at first and he rapes Myriella, he is able to realise 
despite his confusion how different he is to her. 
It is significant that the narrator uses the verb 'ollyOu)lat' (in the extract quoted 
above) to introduce the physiological discoveries of the period. In this respect as well 
as in similar mentions of the subject in the novel T6w:tpo rov navvipiJ, the 
convergence of science with fiction is treated as something natural. As has been 
pointed out in Chapter Four, this convergence not only suggests the status of science 
at the time, based on hypothesis and experimentation for which imaginative qualities 
is found in the recently discovered and analysed novel of lakovos Pitsipios, 0 ni~Kor; ~ouO Jj ra 'H817 
rou A uiJvor; ( 1848) (Pitzipios 1995). See also Mike 200 I. 
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\Vere required. but also that of fiction, which was far closer to scientific process and 
methodology than it is today, popularising the advances of science. According to 
Beer"s claims: 
In the mid-nineteenth century[ ... ] it was possible for a reader to 
tum to the primary works of scientists as they appeared, and to 
respond directly to the arguments advanced. Moreover, scientists 
themselves in their literary texts drew openly upon literary, 
historical and philosophical material as part of their arguments 
[ ... ] because of the shared discourse not only ideas but metaphors, 
myths, and narrative patterns could move rapid ly and freely to and 
fro between scientists and non-scientists [ ... J (Beer 1983: 7). 
Psycharis supports th is connection between fiction and science, as the novel is based 
implicitly on the tenets of Naturalism, and since the central idea of the experiment 
suggests some scientific aspirations. In the second part, with the appearance of 
Myrie ll a, love takes precedence over other issues in order to show that the character 
had not lost his soul. But there is one thing that love cannot achieve, and this is to 
make animals speak like humans, because speech, as Aristotle pointed out, is an 
essential human characteristic. Therefore, according to the narration which fo llows 
Aristotle's teaching, language is the distinguishing mark which defines one's identity 
as human Or non-human: "ou9f:v yap, we; <pajJ.eV, J..LUTIIV fl <pum.c; 7rotEi> /...6yov 0t 1-LOVOV 
yap np6c; -ra aA.A.a s4Ja -ro"Lc; av9pc.Onotc; 'lotev" (Newman 18 87: 3 & Aristotle 1993: 
54). 
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4. The importance of language for a social existence 
The narrative suggests that language is the essential tool of communication 
between humans, whereas the inability to conceive and to give linguistic form to 
abstract notions suggests a non-human state. It also shows that language can be 
regained even when lost - as in Yannis's case - and the process of regaining this 
ability is parallel to the developments that take place in the psychology of the main 
character. According to the narrator, language reflects how one views the world and 
how ci rcumscribed one's existence is. Language follows the speaker's perceptions 
and the mental processes of recognising and ordering things according to his/her 
experience. Therefore, it is not surpri sing that language is one of the characteristics 
that Yannis loses as a result of his solitary existence, not only because there is no need 
for him to communicate with other people, but also because his existence becomes 
repetitive and monotonous, and this is reflected in his world-view, which becomes 
extremely restricted. For the same reason, when he finds a human companion and 
starts remembering his human nature, communicating through language becomes 
essential. As a result, when Yannis starts speaking again, his previous companion, his 
favouri te goat, is excluded from the human company as it cannot use language: 
LTIJV apx~. Ol)A.aof) acpou Ka8tlcr£ xpovo crTIJ :Eavw KA.apa 
silia!-1£ nro~ ~u:: w KaEle npaJW. nou tPA.cm::, 
U1tOTU1tC.llVOUvtUV Kilt <HO YOU "tOU l1 Ae~ll 1tOU <pUVEpWVE 
"tO 1tpcXJW., OlXW~ J.Ul.A.tcr"ta Kat VUVOlYTl 'tO <J'tOJ!Cl 'toU. LUV 
m:pnaLOucre ( ... J w vep6, •a cppouna, TIJV AJ.I.J.I.OUOta [ ... ] 
Kt 6A.a raA.A.a, OEV '[(l VOJ.I.cX'tlsE 11£ -r6voJ.t<i 'tOU~, cXJ.I..« 1t0U 'til 
cruA.A.oytOUV'tUV TJ 1t0U 't(l eoopoucrc·tA.eye 't(l Ota<popa 
OVOJ.I.U'ta J.I.Ot~.t.e; an6 f.!E<JU rou. Ot At~E~ OJ.I.W~ acp't€~ d-ravE 
A.iye<;, A.iya Kill 'tU 7tpUf.!ll'tU 1tOU clXE tptyupro 'tOU. "tU Wta 
mivm. 0 Kl>KA.oc; 1:ou m:ptroptcr).livoc;· m::ptroptcrJ.I.i:vO Kat 'tO 
Ae~OAOyl LOU. Qm6cro J.l.tAoU<JE UKOJ.I.U cre KetVOV LOV 
Katp6 [ ... ] Kar6mma 6p£~ll va A.aA.fl B£V eixe [ ... ] Tt va 
J.l.tATJ<Jl); ;\ iyo A.iyo, crav £PA.e7tE tU 7tpcXJ.I.O.LU, Ot Ai~Ec; 1tOU 
ra cpav~::pwva.vc: OE PY<isa.vs crto crt6JW. -rou nta. Ka.vEYa.vs 
a.VLiA.a.AO (209). 
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There are three distinct identities in the story, two definite ones and one in a state of 
flux. The definite ones are the identity of a human being, personified by Myriella, and 
of a non-human, represented by the she-goat, while Yannis'~ identity is the one that 
fluctuates from one type to the other. Myriclla's abi lity to speak defines her, in 
Yannis's mind, as human: "Twpa, nou tiKoucre ti9pcmro va A.aA.i}, -rov ni}ps <p6~oc;, 
(225). The goat, on the other hand, irrespective of its other characteristics, was not 
capable of speaking; as a result it was an animal. Yannis experiences the differences 
between the two states and comes to an understanding of his own status: "11 KOPTJ 
A.aA.oum::· a<ptoc; crcbnatve, onwc; K<ll 't(l sa 'tOU' sro 'tO A.om6 9titUVe Kt 0 LOlO<;" (226). 
Even though there are other forms of communication in the narrative, speech 
IS the predominant means of communication between different agents. Initially, 
Yannis starts talking to himself, answering the questions of his fellow sailors, which 
were addressed to him when they left him on the island. This pseudo-communication 
takes place after a time lapse of several hours as the narrator wanted to emphasise that 
the main character was not a very sociable person: "0 rttiVVT]<; -rwpa nou osv 'tOU<; 
S~Mne, tipXtcr£ va A.aA.i} , ..u:: TOU<; cruv-rp6<pouc;, Kat vaA.cyec; nwc; J..LOVOAoyoucre, clOtKa ea 
T6A.sysc;, snstoi} a<p-r6c; anoKpivouvrav icrta. icrta crta A.6yta nou tou aptiotat;;av eKeivot 
[ ... ]" (56). In the process of discovering the island, he either continues to talk to his 
old companions, imagining that they are watching him from a distance, or he talks to 
himself as, at that time, he had no other company but himself. 18 As the narration 
progresses and the character gets deeper into the reality of living alone on the island, 
18Jf we notice his words, however, it becomes clear that he is talking to the accommodating readers, 
whom, in that way, the author makes participate actively in the story. 
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he stops communicating. Certainly, it is understood that the author continues to speak 
to his readers, but there are parts where Yannis's thoughts are expressed aloud, in free 
direct speech, and it is as if readers hear his voice: "- Opicr'te Kat vep6! Tt KaOouJlat 
KCH napanovtEJ.!C1t!" (64). Perhaps in this way the character becomes more alive, and 
to this can be attributed also the success of the novel, which managed to capture a 
significant readership compared to the rest of the author's Greek novels 
(Stergiopoulos 1986: 140-1). 
Finally, there is an episode in which dialogue returns to the narration, but this 
is the type of communication which can never achieve its aims, because the people 
Yannis converses with are dead; disillusioned, he starts hearing voices in his head and 
thinks that he talks with his old companions, who had drowned. Thus Yannis speaks 
with different voices, adopting different stances, trying to reassure himself: 
J\Kouys<; J.uiA.tcr-ra Kat K6.n KouPtvrc<;, 6cro npoxwpoucre, 
era va JltAOUerave OUO TJ Kat 1tepterer6'tep0t VOJ.L<lLOt JlU~i· 
Mnps ~tropE, rta.Wll, coro eicrat -rropa; - Eow eiJ.Lm Kat 
PEPcna! - nw<; J.W<; 't(l K(l'tCL<pepe<;; Mapyt6A.o<; nouerat Kat 
OeV €A.eyt::<; 'tl1tO'tt<;! - A~t' n Oappouera-re, nw<; ea Ka(h1crw 
va yi.vw t;wo &Kei. Kli-rw; - EJ.Lci<; cpx6J.LBerm va ere 
Jl7tapKapouJ.Lc, va ere 7taJ.LB er't'l'}v na-rpilia! - Kat cra<; 
nA.<iKwerc 11 <poup-rouva! Ma J.Lnpapo era<; ! - 0 Xlipo<; txst 
aA.11crJ.Lovt6.· <JUxacre 't'l'}V Kapota erou. - 'Hcrux' dvat 11 
KapoouA.a. J.Lou· crwv Ao11 nc.o<; -ca1ta-ce; ( ... J ( 1 75). 
The dialogue with the dead sailors, the last human company Yannis had experienced, 
is still a sign of resistance to his transformation. The companions describe the power 
of Charon and suggest that living on Yannis's island is like being dead, but Yannis is 
determined to beat Charon: "0 Xapoc; y£ve'tC1t NT]cri Ko.t SffiV't<lVO O"e eaqrrEt. - Eyw ea 
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f..l£ivw crro NT]cri, to Xapo va vlKiJcrw" (176). 19 However, even though what is 
communicated through the dead companions is essential in that it allows Yannis's 
intentions to be aired, there is no new information for readers. The importance of this 
exchange lies in the use of language. By including thi s example of a folk song, 
Psycharis wants readers to see his work in the same context as the folk songs. 
This is the last incident where the author makes Yannis speak out loud. After 
the dialogue with the dead he falls silent, and the narrator undertakes to communicate 
to readers all the activities and the thoughts of the character. Yannis stops speaking at 
the end of the third year of his exi le, and thereafter he only utters some screams when 
he accompanies the wild animals. In that respect, the author faithfully follows the 
evolution in the behaviour of the real castaway, Alexander Selkirk: "0 AM~av()poc; o 
:LeA.KipiCT]c;, nou dva1 etA.T]9tv6 np6crwno KL 6Xt texv6nA.acrto, cre t ecrcrapw XPOvci> 
bL<lO"'tT]flO, eytve ~ou~6c;, Kl wcrt6cro elX€ 'tT]V ibta cruvtpoqna 7tOU eixe Kl 0 rtUWTt<; ~-tac;, 
(207). 20 Psycharis believed that language was like a living organism, as he explained 
in his Essais: " La formation d'une langue est si j ' ose dire, tout interne. L'evolution 
19Tomadakis relates this part of the narrative, its theme, style, vocabulary and the fifteen-syllable verse, 
to the late Byzantine poems that refer to the Underworld, and in particular to Bergadis's poem 
·'Apokopos·• as well as to other later fo lk songs. It is true that the simi larity is obvious: "f ... ] OtaTi cr<ov 
AOllv Tov mKp6v ~A.toc; ouK avaTtA.A.et ouot TO <pi:yyoc; Tou oupavov TO ~tAnfln:p6v rou crTtUct. Xp6voc; 
cow ou yivcTat, llfli:pa ou xwpi~CI, aAAiJ.. TO crK6Toc; T' af.Lnpov TPEXCl Kat Ofl1rp6c; taVV~£1'' (Bergadis 
1979: 31, v. 449-52). This reference is part of Psycharis's cultural plan to promote the tradition and 
language of folk songs as a link to the literature written in the demotic. Indeed, the inclusion of this 
pseudo-dialogue in simple language between the character and the dead friends, has mainly a 
metalinguistic function. It serves to emphasise Yannis's humble roots, as one of the people and the 
imponance of the tradition of folk songs (see also the inclusion of lines from folk songs in T6ve1po rov 
r1avvip'l Chapter Four). 
~0We should notice the distinction made by the narrator between ' real ' and ' fictional' (aA.T]fhv6 
7tp6crwno Kt 6Xt tcxvorr/,acrto). The first one refers to Alexander Selkirk whose story was a document 
wh ile the second one applies to Robinson Crusoe, who was a fi ctional character. By association, the 
narrator wants readers to think of Yannis as a real case, bringing him closer to Selkirk than to Defoe 's 
character. 
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du langage se fait d'une fa~on intime et s'accomplit avant tout dans l'homme, c'est-a-
dirc dans r arne et dans les organes" (Psichari 1886: 186n). Language thus follows the 
speaker's reverse evolution and reinstatement as he rediscovers his human identity 
and speaks not only with his tongue but with his soul as well. Yannis's reacquaintancc 
with his own language can be read as an allegory of the fact that most Greeks would 
also have to learn how to use their language properly, abandoning the kalharevousa. 
Like Yannis, the Greek people needed to forget about the past and emerge into a new 
situation, and their cultural regeneration could start through the use of the correct 
language. 
In contrast to Yannis's faculty of speech, which subsides and then IS 
redeveloped, the narrator's vocabulary is very rich and expressive, and this is m 
accordance with the author's intention of working on the language of the narrative 
meticulously so that it conveys precisely the ideas and objects described, in a manner 
faithful to the popular expression. The aim was to prove that the demotic language 
was capable of expressing even concepts that referred to things that would have been 
a very distant reality for the Greek readership or to any literary or other concept, 
without compromising its origins. As is pointed out by the author in his 
correspondence: " r. 0 0 ] ey& t6xro U<j>'tO yta KAa<J<nK6 PtPA.io. ~EiXVt:l eappffi 7t(J)<; <JTil 
yA.fficrcra J.l.U<; 6A.a Jl7tOpdc; va 't(l 7tTJ<;, (j>lAO<JOq>lKU, \VUXOAO"'(tKU, 6, 'tl eeA.ctc;. Me TilV 
ayU7tTJ 'tTl<;, j..l£ 'tTj oouA.eta, yivOUV't<ll ta KaA.fltcpa" (Karatzas 1988: 548). Despite the 
fact that many of these words are created by the author, and were not exactly used by 
people, they can be described as colloquial because they sounded like colloquialisms. 
The author researched extensively in order to create this narrative and the correct use 
of words was one of his main objectives. As he explains in the afterword: "Eivat Of.lroc; 
xapa Kat f.lte11 va ypa<pTJ Kavcic; Til OTJf.lOttKfl J.Lac;, 'tTJV t:BvtK~ flU<; yA.fficrcra. Tov n/~.outo 
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(3 15. the emphasis as it is in the text). 
The attention to the language of the novel can also be explained by the fact 
that the plot of the narrative was well known and there were no surprises for readers; 
the author was forced to make it interesting for them by describing to the best of his 
ability a familiar story. In a letter to Eftaliotis, where Psycharis discusses some of his 
ideas about the formation of words and expressions in this novel, he urges his friend 
to observe, if he is making the 'fatal' mistakes of either being too close to the French 
language or to the katharevousa: " (604) (uJTC6.<JTYfKe o:n:6 TYfV ayKaAui rem. Miptc.o<; Kat 
yaA.A.tKisro; s'est arrachee de?, (605) ~irr},a r1Jc; appovouic;. 'H J.dptro<; Ka9apoA.oyro;" 
(Karatzas 1988: 534). The author paid a great deal of attention to the language of his 
novel, in order to be able to convey to his readers all of the information needed in the 
best possible way and to reaffirm, through his story, the importance of language for a 
social existence. 
5. The metafictional strategies as elements of didacticism in the text 21 
The opening of the novel with Dante's line 'ed io sol uno' , Jnf II, 1 (3), ("and 
I am just one") gives the flavour of what this narrative is going to be about. It presents 
the adventures of a character who is forced to live alone in circumstances very 
different to those that he had been used to, but it is also an exercise in fiction writing, 
because the activity of writing is also, usually, a battle that the writer has to go 
21 I propose to read Zw~ Kl Ayarr11 also as a meta fictional narrative following a sim ilar approach to 
Defoe's novel. "In a very real way, Robinson Crusoe is a tale of telling. The things Crusoe does on the 
island are an emblem for the things the writer does with space and time in the real istic novel { ... ]" 
(Seidel I 99 I: 77). Psycharis comments on his own narration in an attempt to communicate with readers 
and be understood, much as the character tries to make his life bearable on the island. 
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through on his own. This becomes apparent through the various comments or devices 
which direct the emphasis to the process of writing rather than the story itself. For 
example, as mentioned above, Yannis, seems to be aware of the role he must play in 
the narrative. In the beginning of the novel, he communicates with the readers, and 
talks to himself. He knows that his actions must appear plausible to readers, according 
to the circumstances he is in; therefore, he appears to be conscious of the way he 
behaves and addresses the readers in a self-deprecating manner: "n IJ.OUp/...6<; nou 
EliJ.Ul, IJ.Ci>PE crst<;, Kat ea. fl£ 7tUp£"tE -rropa. crw \j/tAO" (62). In that way, two different 
worlds and processes are brought together: the fictional world of the exotic island, and 
the real activity of reading fiction. This is an interesting technique similar to the more 
usual one of breaking the conventions of verisimilitude by making the narrator 
address the readers directly. 
Simitar to this approach of "in-and-out-of text" is the narrator's habit of 
addressing the 'poet' , who can be interpreted either as Defoe as author or his narrator 
or as the author of this novel (Zw~ KL Aya7r17 UT'7 Mova~ui), as can be seen in the 
following ex tract: "I ... ] e~6v a.v -ro KUIJ.llS ~Em"tllbE<;, Kat K6.0c <pop a nou tx.et a.v6.yKll 
a.n6 tino-rt<; o EPllfll"tll<; crou, ep9ij<; -cou A.6you crou, o rrotllril<;, Kat wu -ro <pCPllS IJ.S 'tllV 
-rtx.v11 crou, noA.A.a.nA.a.crt6.sovra.<; -ra. enetcr68ta. Ka.L n<; <pa.v-ca.crie<;. Mo. -r6-rs<; 11 spJ.uci 
rr6.~Et cp1J.t6. va. eiva.t" ( 168). In the first case the narrator suggests that Defoe's 
approach is not convincing. In the second it is an indication of the self-referential 
character of the text. Another instance of the same self-referential mode of writing is 
the author's dialogue with himself regarding the process of writing, when he 
supposedly explains the differences between fiction and reality: "[cr]a. ypa<pet Ka.vf.i<; 
~t~/.ia., ~O.sct IJ.E<r<X. 6,-rt 8£A.et. Ma. 11 sroiJ ypcl<j>Et 6./...A.a., 7tOU cr-ro PtPA.io bEV -rana.v-rac;. 
Ocr11 6pE~ll K1 a.v tx.et<; va. 7tll<; KO.AllflEpa. IJ.l<X.<; Ka'tcriK<X.<;, na.i~e ytA.a.crE bev etV<X.l va. na.<; 
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va. Til<; Tllv 1n1S a.mivw cr€ yKpqtv6 [ ... ]" (176-77). 22 With this comment Psycharis 
suggests through his narrator that complete freedom for the writer in the creative 
process can be dangerous because it limits the verisimilitude of the story. 
Furthermore, the imagination of the writer must be restricted according to the 
requirements of the plot, much as the environment in which he is placed restricts the 
character's existence in this novel. By using these unorthodox ways of referring to the 
fictional process, the narrator of Zcv~ Kl Aya1r17 ur'7 Mova.~ul. certainly does little to 
preserve the veri similitude that he is defending. However, by addressing himself, as 
his character does in other parts, Psycharis as author and as narrator reinforces the 
connection between the character's fate and that of his creator. 
The intention of the author/narrator, and even of the character, to the extent 
that the latter leaves the confines of the story to address the readers, is the same. The 
aim of these playful references to the process of writing fiction and what it means is to 
take the readers to the other side. This is done not only to make them actively join in 
the process of creating the character, the setting and the plot, but also, basically, to 
make them trust the narrator, so that the latter is able to get his message(s) across 
successfully. This is indicated by the way the narrator sometimes uses the first person 
plural, identifying completely with his character's view and activities: "Xptcr-rt Ka.t 
Oetvayui, t8ou Kat 'tO Kapa~t 11a<;!" (169), while at other times, the narrator speaks as 
part of a group, in order to make the readers join in the process as well, as one can 
infer from the title of one chapter: "Ta~t8s~OUf..1€" (164) (which was "Ta.~t8s~€t" in 
one of the initial manuscripts, 3893, 1902, chapter I· (1 0), see also p. 66 of the novel). 
The aim is to create an empathy with readers or in other words, to form a community, 
where the 'I' of the writer - like that of the character - would mean nothing on its 
!:!The author refers to his own activity and to that of other writers, extending his didacticism to include 
himself. 
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own. unless it is accepted and shared by the readers (who are the addresses). In this 
context Yannis's need to carve his name on the bark of a tree, can be understood as an 
attempt to replicate his existence by creating the illusion of a company.Z3 
As has been mentioned already, the character resorts to writing before he 
ceases to speak. Initially, he writes his name on the tree~ later he uses his body to 
communicate and master the environment in the hope that he will feel less lonely, and 
that his creations wiJl somehow reproduce himself: "K6v1:C\j/t va. nto .. rt~'ll nroc; f.i1:a.v~:: 
1:ropa. ouo VOJ . uhot crto NTJcri, o iliwc; lCUt 1:0 Mcpn:po cKdvo 1:0 ocv ~tpro n nou 1:ou 
toctxvc 0 KU6ptq>Tllc;, OllAUOTJ 1:0 t pyo ·ro OtlC6 'tOU, 0 op6Jloc; 1tOU O.vot~e oixooc; va. 'tO 
8£/...Tj" (1 04).24 As the narrative shows, in real life, humans always require the 
company of others to be able to understand themselves better. The author, on the other 
hand, requires readers on his side, foJlowing his thinking, in order to achieve his 
objectives as an educator. Furthermore, this becomes obvious due to the fact that the 
author has a multiple hidden presence in the narrative which cannot pass unnoticed. 
We can recognise him in the role of the narrator, in the role of the captain, who 
decides to carry out an experiment, and significantly, in the role of the educator of the 
novel, which is assigned to the female character, Myriella.Z5 Myriella finds her 
purpose in the novel, because she can teach Yannis how to speak again, and help him 
rediscover his human se lf. Similarly, Psycharis believes that he teaches his Greek 
compatriots with his prose. Ln that way, Myriella and Yannis like Psycharis and his 
23As Constandoulaki-Chantzou points out in her analysis of the French version:"[ ... ] il grava son nom 
[ ... J il sc senti ajnsi moins scul. II dedoublait ainsi, il affirmait son existence dans lc vide de Ia nature" 
(1981: 26 1). 
:~we must notice also that the last name of the character is a duplication of the first one (Yannis 
Petroyannis). 
151t cannot not be accidental that Myriella's origins are sjmilar to Psycharis's: she was from Venice 
with a Greek mother; Psycharis, on the other hand, had a Greek father and a mother with Venetian 
origins. Myriella's mother had died when she was young as had Psycharis's. She was well educated 
and elegant, totally the opposite of the ordinary sailor, a typical member of a civilised soc iety, like the 
author himself. 
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readers acquire their true identities and potentia] , reinforcing the message of the novel 
h h I. . . 'bl 26 t at t e so 1tary existence 1s not poss1 e. 
My riella, like Psycharis the author-instructor, can deliver Yannis and the 
readers from his/their unfavourable conditions; slowly, with patience and not without 
problems, these two will finally understand each other and fall in love. This could be 
the ideal result for the didactic process, a total understanding and union between the 
one pole, the author-instructor, and the other, his Greek readers. In the end, the author 
allows his optimism to overcome the loneliness of the writer: Yannis and Myrie lla 
will end up in Mas-a-fuera and will have the company of their baby and other people: 
, .. u:yaA.wvs -ro !J.Wp6 'tou~, 61tou ~avmy£ 11 t;;wi] 'touc;, yuni 1tA.i]8aws 11 cruv'tpoqna !J.Epa 
'tTJV TJ!J.Spa" (302). With this allegorical reference, the dictum that initiates the novel, 
' ed io sol uno ', is altered, as the adventures of the solitary writer will finally bring 
c loser to him, thanks to hi s perseverance, the 'other' side, the company of people who 
wi II espouse his views. 
Conclusion 
In this novel, the author explores the effects of the solitary existence on the 
individual and concludes that it is unbearable for human beings to live a lone, but a lso 
that strong survival instincts guide them into alternative modes of existence because 
life is a powerful force. Life outside society forces man to understand his na ture and 
to face up to its limitations. A fundamental change in human nature is, however. 
reversible, and the power of love between human beings allows that nature to be 
16See also the afterword, where the author mentions that, ·' [ ... ] TO cy<i> civcu rrapa)lvflt. 0 cywtcr)l6~ 
dvm KOtHj)ta /.t~r). To eyc.i> OiXW~ TO WO VOT))lU O£V EXEL 3 tpcu; rcw; U1tUPXClS, rcw; cicrcu, ylCLti j.H: 
pi.trrct; t)ltva rrou ci)lat Kat rrou urrapxw. 'Opos rou cywtcr/-IOV o tttptcrJ16~. Kat rrp<ilTT] tou apx~" (305). 
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restored to its original state. In Psycharis's narrative the power of love replaces 
religion, which helped the character of Defoe's novel in his activities. Psycharis 
would express the same view about a more tangible physical form of religion 
exemplified in the love between two people in his novel Ayv1 (1913), as will be 
discussed in Chapter Eight. In that respect he follows some of the ideas in Defoe's 
novel but tries to suggest alternative ways of coping with the problems the characters 
are facing. The author also stresses the importance of language for a social existence, 
since language is the faculty that distinguishes humans from non-humans, and he 
refers implicitly to the language question in Greece and the importance of the 
vernacular. 
Daniel Defoe's novel had been one of the most successful and popular books 
m literary history, with many editions and imitations. Psycharis must have been 
hoping for a similarly favourable reception from Greek readers, due to the story's 
appeal. Indeed, it seems that in this novel at least, the author achieved his purpose, his 
novel was appreciated and read with interest and he was also able to promote his 
views on human nature and the importance of language, and in particular of Greek 
language, to his readers. 
CHAPTER SIX 
PSYCHARIS'S PROVOCATIVE WRITING 
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In thi s chapter I have included Psycharis's novels that have not been published 
in book form. Two of these I-I JlppWfJT'7 LfovA.a ( 1907) and Ta Lfvo Tpwvraqw)J.a rov 
XO.pov ( 1921 ), were serialised in Noumas, while the third, If NiK'7 TOO novov Kal ilK 
Ay6.7r1'f<; (1914), remained unpublished. However, it is interesting that the latter is 
mentioned on the inside cover of the French novel Typesses (1923), as if it had been 
published in Greek. It is referred to in a separate section, following the "Ouvrages en 
Grec moderne", under the title: "Uiterieurement: Le Triomphe de La Douleur et de 
/'Amour (en grec moderne), roman". 1 consider these novels examples of Psycharis's 
provocative and lurid wri ting for different reasons in each case. In all three novels the 
author's writing transgresses the social and literary conventions, either challenging or 
enticing the reader, and therefore it is both didactic and provocative. 
H J1ppWfJT'7 Lfovla presents as fictional material the culmination of the illness 
of a young servant girl. Not only the theme, but also the detailed descriptions of the 
problems suffered by the main character are unusual in writing of the period. The 
novel provoked reactions - even from close friends of the author- as to its suitability 
for publication and presentation to the general public. The didacticism in this novel 
consists mainly in presenting to the public Psycharis's views on literature, according 
to which, any material that is carefully presented by the author is suitable for fiction. 
Furthermore, the narrative also suggests that the acceptance of truth even when it 
brings people into conflict with their own convictions is the most courageous attitude 
in life and in fiction. 
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To. L1vo TpzavraqJV;;.a rov XO.pov comprises two separate extended novellas, 
which can be considered as a novel. In any case, this is how the author refers to it, 
once again on the inside flap of the book jacket of Typesses, which contains a 
bibliography of his work: Les Deux Roses de Ia Morl, roman (1914) .. the date is 
incorrect. The two novellas have as their main theme the love of two young people 
who were not destined to be together. My suggestion is that in this case, Psycharis 
was writing about hi s own unsuitable love affair with Olga Valaoritis, the daughter of 
the poet Aristotelis Valaoritis, as he himself attests in the prologue of the novel. Olga 
committed suicide as a result of this unfortunate relationship with Psycharis, a fact 
which caused guilt in the author. This quasi-apologetic, quasi-courageous attitude of 
the author reflects his belief in frankness in life and in fiction, and is, moreover, an 
indication of his advanced thinking, ahead of the conventions of his time. Therefore, 
in To. L1vo TpzavraqJvM.a rov XO.pov the provocative writing is a result of the author's 
be lief in frankness. 
FinaJiy, the unpublished and hi therto unknown novel H NiKf! rov flovov KO.l 
rf!c; Ay<i.m,c; contains provocative material. It presents various sexual encounters 
attributed to the narrator and his brother, recounted by the latter to the former through 
his diary, and it would have caused controversy, without doubt, had it been published. 
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the novels, and discuss to what extent the 
provocative and lurid writing is part of the didacticism of the texts or what other 
purposes it serves. 
1. H :4ppwtrnt L1 ovl a 
Psycharis's novel H AppW(J!f! L1ov).a caused a great deal of controversy 
because of its subject and the way the author organised and presented his material. 
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The novel presents the fluctuations in health of a young servant in a detailed and 
crude manner. It is apparent that Psycharis tried to follow the proclamations of Zola 
about the role of literature and to create a naturalistic Greek novel, but the result 
lacked the aesthetic satisfaction expected from a literary work. The novel was deemed 
too long and tiring by Pallis and Eftaliotis, who believed that its theme would not 
appeal to readers. Pallis, who supported the publication of Noumas financially, 
threatened to withdraw his financial support if Psycharis published his J1ppW(J!YJ 
11ov2a there. This caused friction between the three friends Pallis, Eftaliotis, and 
Psycharis - Eftaliotis being in the middle between the other two (see letters 
exchanged in Karatzas 1988: 571-89). As is pointed out by Psycharis to Eftaliotis: 
"Ocro yt' aq>t6 1tOU A£c; nwc; ~arri.a.c; ev6c; POJ.l.Uvti;ou OlKOU J.l.OU ea nUll 0 flat..A.,c; va 
-rpa~llXnl a1t6 'CO NO'UJ.l.U, eappro ,;6vnc; nwc; 0 q>6~oc; <JOU osv txcl 'tO A6yo 'tOU Kat ocv 
Jl1tOpei VOXTl. 0a'tUV£ 'CO<JO O't01t0 va tpa~t.O'taVS 0 flat..A.,c;, ')'tan OllJ.l.O<JliPro S')'W 
POJ.l.<iv-ri;o <J!O NOUJ.l.<i r ... ]" (ibid: 571 ). However, the publication undoubtedly caused 
friction in their relations. 
The manuscript gives the date of writing as 1905-1906; the serial pub I ication 
in Noumas started on I st January 1907 and ended on 25th November 1907, with a 
note at the end of the serialisation, stating that the writing of the novel had started on 
16th April 1905 and had ended on 18th September 1906. The prologue to the novel 
was published in Noumas on 24th December 1906, 227: 1-2. 
Psycharis was not alone at the time in his attempts to create a naturalistic 
novel. After the flowering of the naturalistic novel in France, the method of 
investigation and objective writing combined with the general concept of presenting 
social issues, had an impact on the type of literature that was written in Europe and 
elsewhere. It is, therefore, important to present the naturalistic principles that can be 
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detected in Psycharis's novel. Naturalism, as mentioned in Chapter Five, aimed to 
invest fiction with the objectivity of scientific writing. The four principal components 
of Zola's literary theory, to which the name Naturalism applied were heredity, milieu, 
historical moment and experimentation (Furst & Skrine 1971: 8). According to the 
ideology of Naturalism, the natural sciences are not distinguished from the humanities 
with regard to their methodology and their aims. In both these cognitive fields, the 
observation of the physical and the social environment and the classification of 
findings arc intended to expand people's knowledge of the world and offer new 
solutions to their problems (see Pateridou 2002: 417). "In addition to its scientific 
pretensions, naturalism [ ... ) differed from realism in the attention it focused on the 
lower classes [ . . . ] and the baser aspects of life (including incest, insanity, and 
disease)" (Berg-Martin 1992: 13). It was as a result of overemphasising the above 
aspects that Naturalism carne to be considered, eventually, unsuitable for literary 
writing because of its lack of diversity, despite its claims to represent life fa ithfully 
(Vitti 199 l: 96). It succeeded, however, in suggesting, albeit for a short period, that 
no subjects were inappropriate for literature. 
Elements of Zola 's literary theory referring to the primacy of scientific 
methods were presented in T6vctpo rov navvip17, but it is mainly in Zwft Kt Ay6.1C17 (]Tfl 
Mova.~ul. (1904) (see Chapter Five), and in H llppW(JTY/ Llov2a., that Psycharis attempts 
consciously to apply the theoretical model suggested by Zola. Furthermore, H 
A.ppW(JTY/ Llov).a. was written only shortly after Zwft Kz Ay0.7Cf/ (JTY! Mova.(tO., and it is 
reasonable to expect some consis tency in the author's aims and method of writing. In 
the manuscript, donated wi th the rest of Psycharis's library to Emmanuel Benakis -
now part of the Benaki Library in Athens - the novel is entitled: H Appw(]Tf/ Llovi.a 
KW ro Ka.J.6 ro Koptr(JO.Kz, instead of the title adopted by Noumas, H A.ppm(]Tf/ Llovi.a.. 
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and there is a dedication to his 'doctor-friend Yannis Siotis' .1 In the preface. 
Psycharis explained that his aim was to create a scientific novel but he also confided 
that perhaps this was an unattainable ambition: 
Na llllV -ra J.LUcrOl))-1£, PritKa va KUJ.LOO poJ.taVL~o ErrtOLllJ.tOVtK6. 
PoJ.t<lVL~a emcrLllJ.tOVtKa oEV txet. 'Exu ol'}J..aoi] poJ.taVL~a 6n:ou 
o poJ.taVL~ttpoc; m1re Kat ~ecrKal..tcrc PtPI..ia E7ttOL11llOVtK6., 
em:ua 6cra Ef.taOc crou -ra Kou~al..d crTo PtPA.io •ou Kat qmpota 
nl..ana crou -ra KaTacr-rpwwct., vanopiJOll<; ~tc L1l crocpia -rou. 
Eivat UVLtypacp~· Entcr't~llll oev eivat. H E7tt0't~~tl'} 6nooc; 1(1. av 
'tO yupiOll<;, P6.011 Lll<; txct KU1tOlU 1tpOO"tOW7rla." epxccra.t Kat J.t.U<; 
4<; n:pa~ta-ra nou J.tovaxoc; crou m mlpa~p,crcc;, J.t.a<; Pra~w; 
cr'tllJ.t£011 Ka.veva VLOKou~o Katvoupw. T6-rec; 11 oouA.eta crou 
Ka9aqn6 E7ttO'tllll0Vt~. Bpi:EhJKa crc 1tepicr•a011, crnapaxn~ 
KUl lOtUhEpll, 01t0U lOla 11 ~00~ J.tOU tpaJ..c O'tU XEPlU, 1tOU va 
7r11<;, ro Katvoupw -ro v-roKouJ.t.i:v-ro, KaElwc; J..eya)-1£. To 
VLOKouJ.t.i:VLo tytve PtPI..io. llapa~p110a., napaKol..ou<h]cra ~ua 
OElvTJ appwcrna KUl crou "tU omou~tat 6nooc; LllV napa~p,cra Kl 
61t00<; ~eml.ixLllKE cr-ra J.tUna J.tOU (1905-6: P'). 
As becomes apparent, the author bel ieved that the original document can be classified 
as scientific. We can contrast these views, in particular the term ·poJ.l6.vrso 
£1ttO"TI]J.lOVu<6', with Zola's concept of the Roman experimental, where he claims that 
the novelist is an observer and an experimenter (Zola 1971: 63-4), a further indication 
of the influence ofNaturalism on Psycharis. The author also expressed the view in the 
same preface, however, that literary creation requires more than objective 
documentation: "Eivat OJ.lWS Kt a.vavtiA.tx-ro nc.os ~ a.nA.6 vtoKou)lEvto 11 -rtxv11 ()gv -ra 
That admission suggests the difficulties inherent in the naturalist movement's aims in 
1Psycharis's 1-1 Jlppwaryt LlovJ..a Kat ro Ka/..6 ro Kopm;aJCI (1905-1 906), manuscript no. 6786. 
~Elsewhere Psycharis had argued that the imaginative writer should use popular themes from other 
books or stories that he/she had heard in order to recreate his/her own narratives (see afterword toZw1 
Kl Ay6.m7. Psycharis 1991: 332). We notice a contradiction here with his previous statement about 
originality and avoidance of copying. There seem to be, then, two modes of writing that are not 
compatible but which can both be classified as literature, according to the author's views; the one is the 
scientific writing, based on the documentation of truth, and the other is based on the art of the 
narration, whether the theme is new and original or not. Psycharis must have thought extensively about 
the art of narration, since in most of his novels there are the relevant references and suggestions 
regarding this issue. 
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respect of literature. On the one hand the naturalist writer aimed to be objective and to 
document real events faithfully. On the other, it was necessary to intervene in order to 
create a fictional narrative because art cannot be based only on documentation. 
Unable or perhaps unwilling to define his position exactly, the author admitted in the 
preface that he might not have succeeded in writing a naturalistic novel. However, H 
Jtppwm17 LlovAa follows closely the ideas and techniques that had developed in 
literature as a result of Zola's theoretical model. Psycharis's novel starts with an idea 
(to write a scientific novel) and he explains in the beginning of the novel how he 
defines the scientific aspect of literature; he then proceeds with the writing which 
exhibits naturalistic elements, as I will explain below. The novel is a detailed 
description - mostly recorded with objectivity, but not always - of the main 
character's misfortunes. 
The main character is a poor young girl called Katinoula (also called Katrinik, 
since the family was living in France), who after a very difficult childhood was 
fortunate enough to find employment in the house of professor Andreas Olpieris 
("yo.UtK<i Olpier") (1907 (1/ I): 2).3 Andreas lived with his wife and two children in 
France and Katinoula developed a very good relationship with her employers. The 
narrator explains that the professor was working very hard on his essays about ancient 
Greek texts and had a talent for depicting things of the past in such a way that one felt 
'Antiquity' close to everyday life: " [ .. . ) o 1<. A. OA.mtp11c; d:x_t -rp6no bt1<6 -rou vo. crou 
ra napo.crto.ivTl -ro. npaJ..Ul"tO., vo. crou J.UA~ yto. "t'flV o.p:x_atO"t'flTU, cra va crou J..UAOUcr£ yta 
O.JlEcrc.oc; nroc; "t'flV ayanoucre flE "t'flV Kapot<i -rou, yta -rouw Kat "t'flV Evvotro()£" ( 1 I l: 3).4 
Katinoula would often stand around after having served dinner to the family, in order 
3 All references to the novel are !Tom the publication in Noumas, and henceforth the exact date and the 
page number of the issue will be given in parenthesis. 
~This is an important point to which I will refer below. 
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to listen to the professor explaining the stories from the ancient texts that he was 
studying. 
When Olia, Andreas's wife fell ill, Katinoula nursed her and looked after her 
m her last moments. Olia made her promise that she would look after her little 
daughter Myriclla, and keeping her promise, Katinoula became like a second mother 
to the little girl. However, Katinoula also became very ill and her increasingly failing 
health was partly the result of the inaccurate diagnoses of the doctors who looked 
after her. Contributing to the deterioration of her health was her bad psychological 
state because of the arguments with her brother and his wife, who was also a servant 
in the Olpieris house, but very jealous of Katinoula's closeness to the family. Most of 
the incidents in the plot of the novel involve describing Katinoula's bad health , her 
visits to doctors, her operations, her minor recoveries and then relapses and the 
interest of the professor in the state of her health. Andreas Olpieris follows the 
progress of her health with compassion. As it happened, because he had been very 
busy with his work, he had been unable to look after his wife when she had been very 
ill and felt very guilty for failing to be with her in her last moments. In order to avoid 
making the same mistake again, he tried to look after the faithful servant who had 
been like a member of the family. The family, however, had to endure not only 
Katinoula's illness but also health problems of other family members. In the end, 
despite all her terrible ordeals, the faithful servant survives even her employer, and 
manages to fulfil her promise to her mistress and look after the girl, ensuring her 
happiness in marriage. 
In order to write a Greek scientific novel, Psychari s took inspiration from a 
real-life incident, the illness of an acquaintance, as he explained in the preface to the 
manuscript. He mentioned this case also in the prologue to his P66a Kat M~}.a f' in 
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his ·Apologia' about his linguistic views: "!:lev eix.a Kavtva crKon6 va. &u~J.romo, [ . .. j 
( 1906b: 27). It is possible that the person who inspired the narrative was a servant in 
his own house, since in one of his letters to Eftaliotis, he gave the fo llowing 
information that can be paralleled in the story of the novel: 
!lev l;epw; n<; n:iKpE<; f..La<; Kat osv f..L1l:Opdc; va Ka-raA.a~llc; y ta.-ri 
crou ypa<pw an:6 -co M np£crn. ~vo l!ftvec; -rffipa Kat napamxvw nov 
11 Kallf-L£Vllll rtWawa dvat appWO''tll, noA.u appWO'Til . KCll l;epstc; 
n:6cro TIJV ayan:ouf..LC· 1;£pstc; n aq>ocrLW~ nou f..LCl<; dvCll· l;epstc; 
n:wc; f..Lac; ava9pc'JIE 6A.a f..LCl<; -ra n:atOta ( ... ] <DaV'tacrou A.om6v m:oc; 
Ot yta-rpoi 'tO\) naptO'tOU - Ol KaA.u-rEpOl- yr,A.acrTTJKClV Kat OEV TTJ 
owyvfficr-rc\jiClV 6n:wc; i:n:pr.ns. 'llp9af..LC crn 1v r.l;oxiJ, q>wvasa11s -rou 
AawtovlO'l> -co y ta'tp6. Kat -rawmwcre 6A.a. Tllv i:q>Epa A.om6v 
£()ffi, aocpq>£, VCl 'tTl<; KU~lO\)V EYX,ElPllO'll· K, £ytvs. KCll 1tE'CUX,E. 
Tllc; ~yaA.avc 'tllV n:spacrf..Li:Vll 'tTl osq>-repa, 811A.a8ft npon:poxr€<;, 
6A.o TTJ<; -ro aptmcp6 -co vE<ppi l ... J(Karatzas 1988: 540).5 
In any case, it seems that whoever this person was, her health problems impelled 
Psycharis to record her unfortunate adventures and present his observations as a 
narrative that would describe in detail and with objectivity all the problems 
encountered by the patient and the remedies proposed to rectify them. The novel 
exemplifies the author's belief that life should be portrayed in all its details without 
any attempt to make things less ugly and disturbing. 
With regard to the naturalistic elements, Psycharis a1ms to convey the 
workings of heredity, mil ieu, and moment in relation to the development of his 
characters. Firstly, his choice of character and theme, a young servant from a low, 
marginal class, and the depiction of her li fe, are typical of the naturalists' preferred 
subjects. The father of the girl is aJso portrayed as a useless alcoholic (sec 7/l: 4-5) 
5Th is information is also provided in Eftaliotis's letter to Petros Vlastos: "Eypa\jla rou ~l'uxcipTJ rrw~ lkv 
tA.aPes ypcXJ.lJ.la tOU Kat 11:(1)~ Katp6c; tOU dvat va O'C 0UJ.lTJBiJ, aq>OU OC O'C ayarra K at TOO'O. Ma dXc K l 
rtq>t6~ Pncrava - CLJ.le K' tA.a 11e appwcrrous - K' unoetrw auT6s chav o A6yos. 0 appwcrro~ eitavE J.lLa 
roue; OlKOyevctaK~ OOUAU Jeanne, 7rOU TTJV txouve O'UV natoi rou~! ra>.A.o-proJ.tailKa 7rpCLJ.l(Xta". The 
letter is dated 18.9.1904 (Karatzas 1985: 162). 
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and the brother is a peasant, with basic instincts, easily influenced by his wife and 
with a tendency towards negative behaviour and actions: " 0 fl ttpo<; ei'tav£ 8ouA.o<; 
a<pu><Hffi)levo<; Kt ayanoucre ta<pevnK<i -cou. <Do~6tave K1 6A.a<; tov K. OA.mtpT] 6nffi<; ta 
~roa <pO~OUVtat XffiPi<; va to ~tpouve ytati, an6 crt~a<; tOV avro-c£p6 'tOU<; (28/1: 7).6 
Secondly, the role of heredity is brought to the foreground in the way the family 
doctor treats Katinoula's case, dismissing her iJiness as a hereditary condition: 
-cov a8sp<p6 LT]<;;" (4/2: 5). It seems that the author wants a lso to castigate the 
prejudices against the lower social classes. Furthermore, in order to expose the 
prejudices of the period, he multiplies his message by presenting similar examples of 
illnesses in the same environment. Most of the characters in the novel get ill at one 
point or another, not only the main ill person Katinoula, but also Olia before her, who 
dies in the latter's arms, Petros, Katinoula's brother, Anna, the sister of Andreas 
Olpieris, and at the end Andreas himself, who dies before his servant.7 The author 
also discusses the influence of the environment on Katinoula's upbringing and on that 
of her brother, and implies that circumstances can play an important role in people's 
development, usually an unfavourable one. 
With regard to the third element, the historical or defining moment, the 
narrator explains that in Katinoula's case, her problems escalated because of the 
initial incorrect diagnosis she received from the family doctor, who had erroneously 
suggested a problem in the urinary tract. instead of the real problem, which was a 
kidney infection. The initial mistake proved decisive as it delayed her cure, enabling 
6Katinoula's reaction to her illness is also described by the narrator by using the expression that she 
was an animal: "Boouue, Poo1Joe Suvcml, Poouus ~c q>optpc<; ta~CATJ~i:vo, w 7W.po.ptx!ltvo, TO 
7tA11YWJ.Atvo, to.yptc~tvo, wGpwmvo <o t;wo, rrou A.o.xtapouoe yto. l;(Jl~" ( 4/2: 7). 
' It is interesting that Psycharis himself had an operation when he was in the last stages of writing the 
novel, and he explained to his friend Eftaliotis that he had felt as if he was not going to recover after 
the operation and would die (Karatzas 1988: 570). 
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the disease to spread further, and thus the author to continue with the depiction of the 
girl's unfortunate adventures. 
Finally, the author used observation and objectivity and as a case in point, he 
discussed this approach in the narrative, explaining to readers that this should be the 
way of dealing with all situations in life. As is pointed out in the novel the first step in 
solving a problem is to understand it by describing it properly: "l:a oouvs an6 nA.TJY'i 
tOV 7t0Alttcr~6 'tOV 1tepta<HO Kt ano 't'fJV m:pi.crcrta 't'fJV E7ttcr'tiJ~TJ , Sa yupicrou~ nicrro 
KUPspvm)J.LE" (14/1: 8). I Iowever, the tendency to generalise and to comment about 
people is part of Psycharis 's overall didacticism, in contrast to lola' s writing which 
was lacking in generalisations (Berg-Martin 1992: 9). In the course of the general 
didactic discourse which aims to promote the importance of health in this novel , the 
narrator analysed what it means to be ill. He suggested that it is a dysfunction and 
pain either in the soul or in the body. According to the point made in the narrative, if 
the person who is ill receives some help in their time of need, then there is a 
possibility of their getting back to a normal state: "Eivat KaKt<;, sivat ostvtc; 
appchcrnsc; Ol ve<ppoappchcrttS<;. eeA.ouvE a~tcrw<; nepmoiTJcr11 Kat npocrox~. Mta Kat 
tinon<; 11 <pOUcrKa, 11 aoep<pij 'tOU VE<j)ptOU, 7tOU Kat ta ou6 tva crtcv6 crOOA11VCtpt ta 
However, Psycharis' s writing does not always stay faithful to the tenets of 
observation and recording of events, and he often makes the narrator intervene in 
ft Dcscriptions such as the above arc encountered throughout the narrative. Despite the objective writing, 
the medical information is presented through an exemplary language with metaphors, which gives the 
impression of attempting to teach. Overall, the descriptions in the narrative are very explicit, in order to 
emphasise the point that people should not hide the truth, even if it is uncom fortable to explain it. 
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order to present his messages. Sometimes he even reaches a hasty conclusion that 
suggests a weakness at analysing things, as in the following extract from the novel 
which presents the story of two servants: ·'I:av t qn.>yE -ravtp6yuvo, avaKaA.uq:rnlKe nro~ 
aouva-ro va f.lelVOUV£ nol..i] Katp6 cr-ro lOlO crnht, acpou apy<i vcopi<; 9&.pyatve <JTil f.lB<J11 
EKeivoc; i] F.flel<;; Kavtvac;. H scoT]. Kat n:psnet vaA.A.<is11" (13/5: 6). 
The connection of illness with literature has some affinity also with Zola's 
conviction that the writer is like a doctor, and that the work of the literary writer is 
similar to that of the physician.9 Significantly, the dedication of the novel is to Yannis 
Siotis who was a doctor and the references in the novel to Philocletes emphasise the 
art of Sophocles in the writing of tragedy, as if using the skills of a medical doctor: 
"1\e~ Kt o IocpoKA.i]c;, ma na9i]J.La-ra -rou appfficr-rou, napa-ri]pT}cre coc; Kat -ra mxpaf.ltKpa 
flB ytatpou napatT)p11nK6nrra [ .. .r· (14/1 : 4). 1° Furthermore, objectivity is also 
considered relevant in diagnosing problems with the mentality of the Greek people. 
As the author had explained in the prologue, the issue of health was of primary 
importance, and he considered it a metaphor for the nation (Psycharis 1905-6: o'). In 
the introduction of Ta L1vo A&tpqna, he also claimed that the Greek characteristic of 
losing faith quickly is almost like an illness which can be corrected with time: ' ·[ ... ] 
B<i<JT) tT)<; ytaTptKf)<; 11 OtayvcocrTucij. Ma 11 appfficrna 11 OtKij 11~ si.vat appfficr-rta TO 
9
"Je n' aura i a faire ici qu'un trava il d ' adaptation [ ... )"explains Zola in his introduction toLe Roman 
Experimental ( 1880), and he goes on to say that the experimental method had been analysed by Claude 
Bernard in his Introduction a / 'Etude de Ia Medecine Experimentale: '·Ce livre d'un savant dont 
l'autorite est decisive, va me servir de base sol ide. Je trouverai Ia toute Ia question traitce [ ... ) j e 
compte sur tous les points, me retrancher derriere Claude Bernard. Le plus souvent, il me suffira de 
rem placer le mot ' medecin' par le mot ' romancier', pour rendre ma pensee claire et lui apporter Ia 
riguer d ' unc verite scientifique" (lola 1928: I 0). A very favourab le analogy at the time, the connection 
between writer and medical doctor, was not accepted however without criticism: naturalist writers were 
like the anatomists, often viewed performing their science on a dead body (see A. Yannopoulos 's 
Em(JTOi.IJJ.afa /Jta.rp1p~, in Mastrodim itris 1985: 250). 
1
°Furthermore, Psycharis had a lso expressed in To Ta~io1 JlOV his admiration for Sophocles' art stating 
that he was the greatest of all and his poetry was as powerful as fire itself(Psycharis 1993: 161). 
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Ka:rou Kcirou rrou ytatp6 Be OtA.Bt. 0 ytcrtp6c; tllc; -couA.cixtcrm OBV eiva.t crro x£pt 11ac; o 
f.1Cta~an1<1l [ ... ]" (Psycharis 1903a: KO '). 
Apart from stressing the importance of health for the people and the nation, 
Psycharis's aim in writing this novel was to challenge the conceptions of the period 
regarding the definition and role of literature. He wanted to prove that there was no 
distinction between admissible and unacceptable subjects for literature and, that on 
the contrary, everything depended on the way that the author depicted the subject and 
the reasons behind his/her choices. As he explained in the beginning of the novel, in 
his usual favourite practice of reflecting about the role of literature, and what literary 
writing consisted of: "6cv urrcipxa 1tpUJ..tU O""COV KOO"J..LO, oev urrapxet eeJ..L(l. ehe tT}c; 
cmcrLiJJ..LTJc; eire TIJc; qnA.oA.oyiac;, rrou va Jlll ~YTJ rrpro-r6n>1to, <p-ravet. rrpun6wrra va -ro 
emu tllV 'JIUxiJ. AJ..ttcrroc; -co ~avavl.Ci:>vetc;" (14/ 1: 5). Psycharis 's objective was to 
promote the importance of adopting an attitude of frankness in leading one's life as 
well. As the narrator suggests in the novel, if people face up to their problems with 
honesty and courage, without feeling ashamed, even in the case of uncomfortable 
issues such as bodily ill health, then this will help the progress of mankind overall. 
Consequently, the author views his own contribution through this text, as having a 
wider influence on people: 
MuanKa npci~tam oe 8avat. -ra npcif!ata. 'tTJS uyt£tvft<;. 0 
Ka9tva<; 8a ~ep11 6aa cn)~pt<; f!TJTe uno'Jitcisc-rat, o11A.aoi) m 
<JTOtXElWOlKa Kat avayxa.ia. Ta qmcrtKci ea tOU q>aivouvrat 
q>UcrtKn, OXl TT}<; vrponi)<;. N-rponi) ?>s 9a to VO)lisouve va sll 0 
KaOeva<;, Kat yta va f.17t:Opecrll va t;..,, 8a KaTaA.cr~ouve nw<; 
npenet va PA.tmt ~t9appa Tllv nA.crcr11 Kat -ra. rrA.cicrf!aTa 6nw<; 
dvat. 0a ~nviJcr11 crra crnA.axva f!a<; Suva-rei w 'JIUXOPf!lltO 
TTJ<; O'tepyosooia<; ( ... J (o)e 9a <popouvrat va f!lAOUVC ).1£ 
arrA.6TT'lta yta ta Ka8tKa<Jra TTl~ uyda~ Kat Tile; approcrna~ 
(14/ 1:8). 
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The conception of this novel was both original and groundbreaking for its 
time. The emphasis was centred on the notion that everything can be discussed freely 
and openly and even transformed creatively into literature. This served Psycharis' s 
didactic aims: firstly, to stress the importance of health for all members of a 
community, and secondly, to challenge the way intellectuals viewed the role of 
literature. In that respect, Psycharis anticipated recent attempts to discuss the 
complications of health problems in a literary context. A case in point is the work of 
Herve Guibert, an AIDS sufferer, who had written about the progress of his disease 
and his responses to it in Le Protocol Compassionel (1991) and Cytomegalovirus: 
journal d'hospitalisation ( 1992), in such a way that the dissection of the body and its 
function resembled the process of writing (Forbes & Kelly 1995: 206). Jn Guibcrt's 
writing the idea that the body is a laboratory recurs repeatedly in the text, something 
which can also be said for some descriptions in Psycharis's novel: "Tou Ka-rePT)KS 
~a<pvtKO. )lta tOea. Na cr<paA.oi~ll 'tl)V n:AT)yi)! ftari va !lll yA.u-r<i>crouvs Kt an:' a<p-r6ve 
·rov )ln:SA<i; [ ... ] 0 Av-rptac;, 6-rav <iKoucrs yta Katvoupta "{la-rptKi) Kat OOKL)lUO'J.l<lTa, 
shavs anima vi/is 11 KanvouA.a;" (20/5: 6, the emphasis as it is in the text). 11 It seems 
that in both these texts, despite the chronological gap between them and the different 
circumstances that surrounded their writing, the main concern had been to challenge 
readers ' ideas about what were appropriate subjects for literature. In Psycharis's 
narrative, the writing depended entirely on the course of the illness. In Guibe1t's case 
as well, this association had a dramatic poignancy, to cease writing signified not only 
11 In Psycharis' s text there is a third person narrator that secures an additional impression of objectivity. 
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the end of the narrative but also his own physical death. Psycharis seems to be aware 
of this connection and decides to kill Andreas, who has been observing the course of 
the servant' s illness, at the end. rather than Katinoula, the main character, as one 
would expect in the light of her health problems, in order to end the narrative and his 
own observation and writing, but allow, metonymically, his work to continue its 
existence. 12 Furthermore, describing the illness openly and taking it from the personal 
to the public domain signified a transformation: in H Jl.ppW(J!IJ LlovJ.a the illness is 
turned into a literary text, which reclaims on behalf of its author and the main 
characters, 'another I i fe ' , a second chance to life. 13 
Psycharis's third aim, as was the case with the rest of his novels in Greek, was 
to write a novel in the demotic and to exemplify that the latter could be used to render 
even medical terminology, which had tradjtionally been expressed in katharevousa: 
''KaM, 'tOu A.6you 'touc; <p'tetavouve At~c<; OtKE<; 'tOu<;, n:ou crou A.Eve 6, n 'tOU<; 1tep6.<J11 
Kat Sev KOKKtvi<;etc;. ncr'tO<JO 1tCpiepyo va 1taipvouve TIIV 1tpocroxft 'tOuc; 'tE'tOl€<; 
avO<J't€<; 8ouA.et€c;, va <JOU ~e'ta<;ouvc 'tO vep6 (J01)! r ... ] Bapo<; 7Cpoacyyi(J!lKO [ ... ] 
rvcvpia~ara (jJV(JlKa [ ... J H 'tPt"tll <JOU ~e8t6.A.uvs K<Xt 'tO Ae)'Uf.l£VO" (2 1 I I : 7). 
Interestingly, he makes his character read her urine analysis (to herself and to readers) 
trying to understand what it was all about, thinking about the words and using her 
own colloquial terminology, while the official katharevousa text of the medical 
documents is juxtaposed in the same extract. In addition the narrator gives a 
·translation' of parts of the document in his phonetic transcription of demotic: 
·'KavovtKa <JllflUOt<X. To ~s'ta<;oi>f1£VO oi>po. Tiocr6 'twv 24 ropro", instead of "To 
12The same desire for the work to continue its existence, to outlive the biological life of its narrator, is 
expressed also in To. duo A6tplfJIO. (Chapter Seven) and Ayv~ (Chapter Eight). 
13
·'nptv appwcrt~<Hl 6).lw<; 11 KcmvouA.a, o Avrpta<; r6vn<; aA.Ao ocv ~::imvs napa croq>o<;· r<i>pa J.l€ TTJV 
appwcrna, tytv£ <XOpwno<; K<XI ~mopoucr£ va Kat <XA-<XPTJ '!OV aepwno, va KataA.ClPTJ "CO LO(j)OKA~'' ( 18/ 1 I : 
6). 
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£;cta~6!1£vov oupov, nocr6v toov 24 wpffiv", whkh would have been the standard 
expressions. (21 I I : 7). The character becomes fascinated by all these new words that 
describe her condition and make her fed more important: "TT)c; eina OJ.lwc; nwc; a JlOV 
!3aA.ouv tva mcrffi9em - va, nov BJ.la9a Kat t6VOJ..la - 9a KOtJ.lT)Offi an6 TT)V Ko\>pa<JT)" 
( 14/ 10: 4-5) (instead of the standard medical term 'un69eto'). The author's irony is 
apparent in the double voice of this text (va, nov BJ..laOa Kat t6VOJ..ta) which implies 
that the terminology in katharevousa did not help people understand each other and 
what was happening to their bodies. It is important to mention also that around that 
time, Psycharis was working on an article entitled "Sophocle et Hippocrate" 
(published in Revue de Philologie in 1908) which was later included in Quelques 
Travaux de Linguistique, de Philologie et de Lillerature Helleniques (1930: 892-935). 
In this article, Psycharis presents the claim of H. Weil, who argued that for a length of 
time, in Sophocles' era and even after, the medical language did not differ at all from 
the spoken one (ibid: 907). In this way the author wanted to support the claim that 
there was no need for people to use a different (more formal) language to express 
medical terminology, as the ancients had shown (see also Kriaras 1992: 19n). 
The fact that the novel was written in demotic was used by the author as well 
to support his creation in the face of the stream of criticism it received for its subject 
and length: 
[-r]l)v uA.f}Octa 6A.l) va TWUIJI.S i) vu 6taA£~OUJ..l£ J..LOVO tl)V 
-reXV'l; yuui naA.t6 napaJ..LU9t 7ttoc; l) -reXVl) K' l) a/,ij8£ta t va 
dvat. Eirra, KaA.ij·n:pa 11 aA.i)8wr dvat Kat v-roKou).liv-ro l) 
:4ppWatrf 6o6A.a. To J..L<iKpo<;, ~t~ata. Ma -ro J..L«iKpoc; tl]<; 
aA.ij9etac;, n to K6.v~tc;; Ol)Aaoij -ro J..L6.Kpoc; Til<; appc.Ocm.ac;; 
TS:Tota PtPA.ia J..lla q>op6. yivouv-rat OTl) sroij ev6c; 
cruyypaq>t<l, 8ev J..l1tOpei Jlijts 6.Uoc; va ta ~avaK<iJ..LT] . 'ncrn: 
i.crroc; KUAO 1tOU tytve. ~£ VOJ..lLS€tc; Kt6A.ac; nroc; K6.n ea 101 va 
un6.pX11 crTI) Ol)J..lOttKij tva poJ,.l6.vt?;o nou -ro KUTI)yopovve 
yta TO ~l(lKpo~; e'tat Elappci> ~1topei v6.xoo l<U71:0t0 OiKtO 
( Karatzas 1988: 588). 1 ~ 
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Funhem1ore. as has been pointed out above, Psycharis connected in his ideology the 
simple language of everyday life with an attitude of openness and courage, unlike the 
concealment and hypocrisy that characterised the use of kalharevousa. Thus the 
theme of illness and the way the author proposed to handle it brought to the 
foreground the interplay between fiction and truth and emphasised how the depiction 
of truth depended on the correct language used. 
Because of the unique subject of the novel , Psycharis wanted to use in his 
defence and support the authority of ancient Greek texts. He aimed to show to his 
Greek readership that a modern Greek text could reproduce the ideas and timeless 
considerations presented in ancient texts like (/>LAOK:C~riJr;. In that respect. II AppW()CIJ 
L1ovi.a is a prominent example of the author's tendency to place his work within a 
network of intertcxtual references, ranging from ancient Greek texts to those of 
contemporary European writers. This tendency is more than a traditional case of 
influence; as with his other novels, most notably Zw~ Kl Aya11:11 ()CIJ Mova(ta, the 
author attempts to open a dialogue with another text and to use this dialogue in order 
to promote the values that he believed were required to enrich Greek culture. Thus 
14The naturalistic writing with the explicit descriptions of anatomy indicated a provocative and 
innovative approach for the period and the audience to which the novel was addressed. As pointed out 
above, even Psycharis's close friends had expressed concerns and strong opposition to this novel, 
arguing that the detailed and long descriptions of medical problems had very little to do with literature 
but resembled instead an article in a medical journal. The opposition is recorded in Psycharis's 
correspondence with Eftaliotis in a few letters of the period, in which Pal lis's attitude is also discussed 
(see Karatzas 1988: 575, 579, 582, also Kokolis 1989: 53-54 & notes). Characteristically. Alkis 
Thrylos includes, in her very unflattering- and perhaps unfair - review of Psycharis's work and life, 
Pericles Yannopoulos's comment regarding the length and the content of this novel: "Ma sqmiwux:rl 
Eivat aut~ 11 oouA.a; M;v 9a m:O<'xvet t£A.ot; n:avnov;" (in Thrylos 1963: 269). It is indicative that 
Psycharis replied defensively to these reviews, suggesting in a letter to Eftaliotis that the public must 
have the opportunity to read a literary work and form an opinion before it is condemned: ''To yp<lfl).ta 
crou CJJpaio, K' T] yvc.i>~tTJ crou nw<; T] Jlppw(J!'7 bo6/,o. dvat IJ.O.Kptv~ yta to NcuJla Ken :n:wr; icrwt; Pap£9~ o 
avayv<i.JcrtT)t; ta na9oA.oytKa Kat X<i<TT) Tl'IV :n:Of.!OV~ TOU, llTCOpti va £lVat crwcrt~ yvWJllJ. Eivat KUI Y"Wil'l 
btK~ <lOU, c.i>cm; fl1tUlV£t TCOAU cr£ A.oyaptUOf.IO. Ma 07l:Wt; Kl av £[Vat, yvc.i>~tll UTOJ..liK~, K' eva Cpyo TT)t; 
tl:xv'l~ rrp£m:t npwta n:pwta va py~ crro Oflf.IOcrto, to blJJ.16crto vwro<pacricrTJ" ( Karatzas I 988: 57 I). 
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there are at least two other texts or movements underlying the writing of this novel, 
the naturalist movement and the Sophoclean tragedies, and they both converge to 
promote the relevance of ·truth' as a necessary element of life as well as of fiction. 15 I 
have discussed above the naturalistic clements of the narrative. There are also a few 
references to Avrzy6v17, HiJ:xrpo., Tpo.xivzm in the novel: "f ... ] o K. KaOTJYTJnic; 
aA.ATJV£ yta TTJV lfi..txrpo. rou ayamu.tevou rou 'Lo<poKA.il" (14/ 1: 9). 
The main paralle lism in the novel, though, refers to Katinoula's illness and 
wounds which are compared to those of Sophocles' character in the tragedy 
</Jzi.oKr/frrJr:;. Philoctetes was bitten by a snake as he tried to lead the Greeks to 
Athena's altar during the Trojan war. He was then abandoned ill on Lemnos from 
where Odysseus tried to take him back, first securing possession of his bow, which 
the oracle had predicted would help the Greeks conquer Troy if used by Achilles' son 
Neoptolemus. Philoctetes suffers in isolation terrible wounds and pain (Sophocles 
I 990: 25). Apart from this thematic connection between the two illnesses described in 
the two works, the narrator explains how admirable was the simple and frank writing 
of Sophocles, which emphasised the importance o f truth, even if the scenes descri bed 
would make readers fee l uncomfortable: 
MEI..aciwra.c; 6~<; rapt<noupyru.ta, o K. Kaerrrrn)<; avaKaAu'l'E 
Kat Kcl'tl aA.Ao. 0af.tas£ 0 Avtptac; ~l£ n 8appoc;, f..l£ n XPWf..laTa 
Xn>1tTJTa, J1£ rr6cr11 al..ij9£ta. Kt arrAOTTlTa. cruvaf.ta, o LocpoKI..ilc; crou 
napamaivct t'TlV appci>crna TOU <l>tA.oxriJt'Tl· 6£v TO cpo~a·tat va 
15 Palamas's review seems to have touched very succinctly upon both innuences: '"H i\ppwcrnJ 
t.ouA.n!' Yn:apxEt etJ.tn nto vo:covpa.2urwc6, mo np6crtuxo yta -roue; ynA.nt;oniJ.tCltouc;; Ken 6~-tw<; o tp6noc; 
JrOU J.U:TClXelpt/;ETCll 0 n:xvitll<; /;wyp(l(pt/;OVTCt<; TllV clKOVCt TOU, til<; OtVCl Til<; appW<JTll<; tpcxytK~ 
cmouoat6TT]ta cro<poKA.tK~<; TJpcincrcrnc;, Kaf>wc; ~: ivcxt cro<p<i KClt n:npo#vn J..ICl/;i cr<ptxtorrA.cJ.ttvn w 
nrrortvta rret;a tcrroptK<i TT)c; bouA<xc; ~E TTfV Uljl'lAOVO'lT'l rroi'l<rTJ tO :W<poKt..~·· (the emphasis as it is in 
the text). The review was published in Noumas (while Psycharis's novel was sti ll appearing in the 
journal every week) as part of Palamas's article: ''An:6 HJV A<popJ.I~ £Y6<; J\6you: ftcc to EOvtK6 'Erro;:; 
twv Ncwtepwv EU~vwv. f'" (I 907, 20/5: 1-3). It appears to be the only article in the journal though 
reviewing this novel. Xenopoulos also reviewed the novel in Neon Asti (281511 907), as mentioned in 
Valetas 1979: 303. 
aou 8eiSTJ <a npajlam 61tro<; dvat· a1t6 wuc; npo.nouc; o<ixouc; 
<JOU ),££t nroc; an6 TO n61)t TOU <lljl<l OTa(tl, 1tW<; 11 1tA1lrll TOU TO 
rpCVCI, 1troc; T<l KOUpEAAta "TO dvat )'lOjlUTa ewr:vo, nroc; ayptO 1:0 
IWKO TOU Kt Q~l<l (J}(OUVTaljfq 7tOU0EVQ 1tEp1tU'tWVT<l<;, 0 1tOVO<; 'tOVE 
0£pi~£L T11v appffiona TllV <POilCP~· o notllTIJS oev TllV 
U7rOOKCmiset, OEV TllY KplHpn:t, <JOU T1l q>avepffiV£\ <JlU jlUna, tv 
KaKofaJ rofab •. ofou; opa<;. rTJVE Pi.bret<;. f ta 'tllV approa'tta xiA.ta 
exet 7rUVTa va <JOU 1tT] Kat va <JOU ~a.vam1· EVW lluSl llC 1:0V 
appro<J'tO ~T]c;, O<JO ~en>A.iyt:T(ll 'tO Opajla, (JQ\) Atet KlOAa.c; 1tffi<; oe 
yive-rat Kat Oa T1l XOP'ttl<Jll<; 't1lV UVU1tO(j>Ep'tll <JUVTpO<pta, TrJ..flaO~<; 
TYJ<; v6aov (vvovafa· Kat 1troc; va 1111v UllOtU<Jll<; Kilt jl1tOUX'tt<J11<;; 
( 14/ I: 3) (the emphasis as it is in the text) 
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There is an interesting twist in the tragedy between truth and deception, which is used 
metaphorically by Psycharis in order to defend his literary theory: " 0 K. KO:Sll'Yllnl<; 
dvat 6/..a touc; a1t6 'tTl Zroft" (7/1: 3). Interestingly, the manuscript of the novel does 
not contain the reference to the deception that governs the world and the art of the 
Ancients, pointing out only that everything in the tragedies is taken from real life: "0 
rov iow tov ~o<poKA.i). 'EJ..LSIJ.£ Kat6m va flCt9Tl 1too<; Mpfliva eivat 6/..a touc; a1t6 'tTl 
Zwij" (1905-6: 23). 16 It must have been added later for the publication version - an 
implicit jibe against Pallis's attitude perhaps. The ancient text empowers the author, 
symbolically endowing him with a vo ice that had a timeless appeal and allowing him 
not only to reach out more to his readers and challenge their preconceptions but also 
to remind himself perhaps of how one should conduct one's life: "J\llcrJl6Vllcrf: 6floo<; o 
16This leads me to believe that there must be a second manuscript (as was the case with the previous 
novel Zw~ Kt Ayam7 OT'7 Mova(1a, see Chapter Five) or that the author was making changes while the 
novel was serialised, suggesting extreme control of his work, always with an eye to the outcome. 
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0\'ta 1!11f..lClt(t)V TO odv' 6p~v. Xwtav nc; £U slj, TT]VlK'UUta tOV Biov ()1('07t:£LV f..lUA.lcrta, 
~tri otaq>8apt:ic; A.ci81]'. (24/6: 3). 
II Jl.ppW(]Tfl L1ovi.a is imbued with the spirit of ancient writing and its 
injunctions, adding to its didactic sty le. It is almost as if the author urges readers to 
keep in mind the words of the Ancients, and to lead their li ves accordingly. This novel 
also includes two other innovative elements, which must have posed some difficulties 
in the printing of the period: the inclusion of transcripts of musical notes (18/11 : 8) 
that were to be used more extensively in Psycharis's novel Ayv1 (see Chapter Eight) 
and in many parts of the novel, the chart of the patient's fluctuating temperature. 
While the latter is included in the name of authenticity and detailed writing, the 
former betrays the author's increasing interest in literary experimentation and the 
need to expand artistic inspiration through diverse cultural stimuli. 
1.1. Concluding remarks 
Psycharis's novel balances admirably between the strict proclamations and 
aims of the naturalistic movement by which it has clearly been influenced, and the 
author's more expansive programme to promote his views on issues of health and 
illness, and how they should be dealt with, on language as an expression of honesty 
and understanding of life, and on literary writing overall. However, it is obvious that 
the length of the novel undermined the author's innovative aspirations and made tbe 
reading tiring and repetitive, with the risk of readers abandoning it altogether. This 
was the point on which the attacks and criticism even from his close friends and 
collaborators concentrated. llowevcr, the length of the novel, like the illness of the 
main character which seemed to have no ending, represented for the author the 
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process of reading and "'Tiling that he, apparently, considered infinite. Accordingly, 
compromising its length would have meant betraying the examination of truth, and 
adopting a totally fictitious approach. Furthermore, as has been pointed out by the 
author. a novel written in the demotic, even if it was attacked for its length, was a 
considerable achievement not to be underestimated (see extract above). From 
Psycharis's point of view, the benefits certainly outweighed the disadvantages. This 
novel foregrounds the question of whether documenting reality in fiction is more 
important than the aesthetic pleasure of reading, and deviates significantly from the 
author's early work, To TalfJoz J.JOV, which has been described by him as an attempt to 
entertain as much as to teach; it was perhaps unavoidable, considering its rather 
provocative and original theme. 
2. Ta. Llvo TpwvrarpvJ..la. rov Xapov 
In January 1921, the periodical Noumas prepared its readers by announcing 
the serialisation of Psycharis' s unpublished novel: Ta. Llvo TpzavraqmM.a rov Xapov: 
' ~E-rot ot ava:yvc.i)(J-rsc; mu 'Nou)la ' ea ,.moptoouvs va Jl7tOuvc aJ..ttoroc; <J'tllv ouoia -cou 
aeava-rou tpyou - yw.-ri ea JlSlVOUV aA.T}Stva aOavata Ta ouo Tptavtaq>UMa 'tOU 
Xapou" (30/ 1: 65). The novel (' pOJlUV-c~o', as it is called by the author in the 
prologue) consists of two parts, two independent novellas, the second one being 
longer than the first: Tov $vfA.Yf ra TpzavrarpvM.a and To TpzavrarpvM.o rov Kw(}i~. 
They were both published in Noumas from 61h February 1921 to 81h May 192 I, issues 
722-735, but they were written much earlier, in 1899. 17 The author noted that the first 
novella had been published independently in the newspaper Asti from 30th December 
17Psycharis uses the term ' poflavr~o', meaning novel, as the demotic synonym of '!lulharopru1a'. 
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1900 to 6'h January 1901. explaining also that the first title of the novel was 
·1-D,to~acnMJ.la-ra·- indeed the word features prominently in both novellas, especial ly 
in the first one: 
[ ... ) T a ouo ~wl;i •aypa'Jia n:tpcrt to l<aA.oKaipt OA.o •o ~tl)etcr-ropru.ta 
eaxTJ KaJ.llU Otal<ocrapta crcA.iosc; n>TC<.O~VO. Ma 0~ etA.w va KOUpacrro 
-rov avayvc.Ocrnl ot:v •atptal;ct Kat n:oA.u yw. em<puUiOa oA.o J..Lat;;L Kt 
Etcrt a<p~vw to J.ltcro· cra ~YTJ, ea ~YTI cre Pt~A.io 11£ •o n:pc.O•o J..LEpoc;. 
1\~a<pva OJ..L<.O<; ~mopei o avayvc.OcrTIJc; va ~P11 Kat crto n:pro"Co a<p-r6, 
8t1A.a8i1 ":Etou Eh)J.l'l Tou (s ic) •ptnvta<puA.A.a", ouo •pia A.oyta 1; 
~puctc; <pp<iocc; yw tO Ot<p-r£po J.l.Epoc;, "T 0 !ptavt<i<pulli 'tOU 
Kroo~'·. Aq>Ta osv ta~a, yw•i o€\1 civat Kat n:oA.A.a, t<pKoA.a 
KCl'taA.apai.vouvtat Kt on:Otoc; ota~acr11mo ucr•epa to ot<p-rspo ~poe;, 
oixwc; va ~avaotaP<icrT] '[0 n:pro'tO, ea. OTJ n:roc; K(ll J.lOvax6 tOU 
otaPat;;erm ( 1921, 6/2: 85).18 
This quotation is included in the beginning of the first novella exactly as it was 
published originally in Asti; the author refers to the date of writing the novel, and 
therefore, ' last year' refers to the year 1899. 
The novel is dedicated by Psycharis to G. Averof for his personality, his 
rational use of his material wealth and his efforts on behalf of the standardisation of 
the demotic. However, in his usual opinionated style, Psycharis admits in the prologue 
that even though his friend A verof spoke of the benefits of adopting a more 
conciliatory position in the linguistic struggle, in order to gain practical benefits for 
the cause, he himself insisted on taking the struggle to the end. In that respect, the 
author appears unrealistic to the point of irrationality: "Kt an:6 Til XPUcnl crou 'tl)V 
n:wc; an:apaiTIJ-roc; 6poc;, crwv aywva -ro yA.wcrmK6, sivm va J..LllV mcr'te~et Kavsic;, yta -ro 
18The novel was not published in book form and it is unfortunate that the manuscript no. 4844 entitled 
Hi.wpaati.tpara, mentioned in Psycharis 's bibliography prepared by Valetas (1980: 128) and in 
Tomadakis's introduction to the Ouranis ed ition of ZWI7 Kl Aycim7 <JTf/ Mova(1b. ( 1991: 16), has been 
lost from the Benaki library, at least as far as I could ascertain on my last visit there in September 2003. 
The references to the 1921 serialised publication in this thesis will be given henceforth by date of issue 
followed by page number. 
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anapaiTilTO<; 6poc; va ~11 sll <HTJV EA.A.aoa· 6poc; amxpaiTil-roc; va ~L'llV eivat KavEic; 
npaxnKoc;·· (6/2: 84). He justifies the above terms and conditions by stating that he, 
who had been uncompromising, impractical and living outside Greece, had achieved a 
lot more for the cause than anybody else (ibid). 
Psycharis's contradictions and completely egotistical style are apparent also in 
the other two references in the prologue that arc difficult to explain. Firstly, there 
seems to be a confusion regarding the aims of the novel and its genre. Even though in 
the beginning of the dedication the author renounces the first title of the work 
' HA.tePamM~am' as too romantic, he fails to prove in the course of the narration his 
claims that the novel is a "positive historical narrative": "'O~op<pTj A.t~11 , J..L<l nov J..LOU 
~uOtcr-r6pTJj!<X nou eivat J..LCtAtcr-ra OenK6, m-roptK6 npa~a, 6nroc; civat 'tO otK6 J..LOU [ ... ]" 
(6/2: 83). 19 The reader fails to see how this novel that consists of two novel las, which 
are both based on the theme of unfulfilled love, presented in a sentimental tone with a 
degree of lyricism, can be defined as '8£nK6, tcr-roptK6 npaJ..La'. The contradiction is 
even more apparent when, further on in the prologue, the author decides to define his 
novel as "[ ... ] A.a-rpeia -rou IoavtKOU. J\.n6 K£t Kt o 'tiTA.oc; -rou [ ... )" ( 6/2: 84 ). Thus 
calling it a historical positivist novel seems like an empty claim that the author makes. 
then dismisses in the same prologue, and which is nowhere justified in the narrative. 
The other contradiction involves the di sproportionate mention of the person 
chosen to be honoured, and his merits, in contrast to the author's own ideas and 
actions, and in particular with regard to the discussion of the author's love for Olga 
19Perhaps meaning ·positivist' by the word 9cnK6. ' Historical' in the sense of presenting the course of 
the Jove affairs, which were based on a true story, at least in the second case. 
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Valaoriti s, who has inspired most of the main female characters in his novels. It is as 
if G. Averof is only being used as long as he can function as a convenient recipient of 
the author"s confessions. Olga Valaoritis continues to guide Psycharis's work even 
after her death and is elevated in his mind into a symbol of the eternal soul of the 
Greek people. By being alive in spirit she illuminates the way for the Greek nation. 
As is pointed out by the narrator of the second novella, referring to the character 
Myrro, another representation of Olga Valaoritis, " [ ... J €~yatve q>A.6yo., q>A.6yo. nou, 
( 13/2: 99)?0 
The first novella is the story of a young man, who has entrusted his confession 
to the narrator. The second novella is the story of the love of a young woman, as 
expressed in her letters to her lover: "To. t<J'tOptKa tou npc.inou [ ... ] eivo.t t<JtoptKa €V6c; 
vtou 7t0U J.I.OU tO. ~SJ.I.U<JTI]ptq>TIJKS aUotec; <J'tllV ASijvo.. To. l<J"'tOptKQ tOU &eq>tepou 
eivo.t aeavo.to.. K ' Stat 'tO. OVOJ.l<i~w. yto.ri &ev eivo.t OtKQ ~lOU. ~lKU J.I.OU 011AO.Oij 8ev 
eivat to. ypCLJ.I.J.I.O.ta nou anoreA.ouve TIJV oucrio. wu poJ.lansou" (6/2: 85). As is 
mentioned also in the author's correspondence, that novella consists of the translated 
French letters of Olga Valaoritis. In the first novella, Tov Bvpf/ m TpwvrarpvJJ..a, the 
main character meets his beloved again unexpectedly after thirty years and 
experiences a resurgence of the feelings he had kept in his heart for her all these 
years. The novella is written in the first person, which gives an immediacy to the 
narration and a realistic and frank tone in the expression of the sentiments. The main 
character reminisces about his love for Mella that was not fulfilled because, as he had 
20Mr. Markos Dragoumis has brought to my attention a significant letter and poem written by 
Psycharis, included in Olga Valaoritis's personal collection of letters (A.ti>K<Ol!<l). It is obvious that 
Psycharis considered her a source of inspiration from the very beginning of their liaison. In the poem 
written for her, she is vividly portrayed as the writer's Muse who could help him formulate a new 
language for the people of Greece: "[ ... ] Et je fa~onnerai, pour vous fa ire plus belle,/sur le vicux sol 
d'Hellas un I an gage nouveau (Psichari 1893, collection of Olga Valaoritis, Charamoglios Library). 
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thought until then. she had rejected his proposal of marriage. He meets the object of 
his love accidentally after many years. and after exchanging a few reluctant words it 
becomes apparent to both that they had been robbed of their happiness because of the 
interference of the girl's father. The latter had managed to convince each one 
separately that the other was not interested. He had insisted that Mella married a 
count. who eventually took advantage of their situation, spending all the money and 
abandoning Mella. As a result, both the narrator and the object of his affections had 
had unhappy lives. Even though the years had passed, the two lovers felt the same 
warmth in their hearts for each other; it was however, impossible at that time of their 
meeting to bring back their past happiness and change their circumstances. The two 
lovers parted company once more, having gained the bitter knowledge of what had 
caused their separation: "K<u yw:ti; yta-ri; yw. -ro m;icrJ.ta Kat TTJV 7tEP1lq><ivsta, yta 111v 
7tp0A11\j/11 cv6c; aepronou, sv6c; MOU<JtOU, 1tOU 6.0tK<l J.!<lS Til x<iA.acrE, oixros 7tta Kavtvas 
no-rte; va J.!7tOp€<J11 va j..t<l<; -r11v ~avaooocr11, ( 6/2: 96). 
This story reminds readers of a similar plot in Psyeharis's French novel L · 
Epreuve (1899), which was published, significantly, at the same time that the Greek 
novel was being written.21 The French novel describes how the cruel, selfish father of 
Lucy, the main character, employed every means, psychological and other, in order to 
separate his daughter from the young painter with whom she was in love. In both 
narratives (French and Greek) there is a tendency to generalisation in order to engage 
readers and encourage them to participate through the feelings of anxiety and 
disappointment that they may have experienced in their own lives: "7tE<; J.LOU -rc.Opa 
OJ.tffi<;, O'E 7tapaKaA.c.O, Kat KU'tt 6./ .. A.o. H ffipa 7tEpv6.· tpxc'tat <iA."-11· Ma. ntpacrE 11 sroli 
crou. Mnas KO.l ea. crou sav6.p911; [ ... ] Mnopd.<; 6.l;a.cpva va. TilV savaKUJ111S, J17tOpEi<; va. 
~ 1Jean Psichari, L 'Epreuve, Paris, Calmann-Levy, 1899. 
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T11\' savaqrt£lO<JT)~. a<pou 1tCpacn: ma, J •.l1t0pei<; J .. U; KAU)..lata Kat J..lC oap)..lOU<; KO.l J .. U; 
<pwvt~ va r11 <pcp11<; maw [ .. .]'' (6/2: 87). Expressions of powerlessness in the face of 
the forces of evil. bitterness and loss pervade both narratives. 
In Tov BVJL'I ra Tpravra<pviJ.a, there are a few references to the title of the 
manuscript, 'HA.to~amA.t)..lata', which becomes like a leilmotifthat suggests the loss 
of youth, the inevitability of an end approaching and a sadness at what is left 
unfulfilled. Loss of youth and anxiety over time passing are two of Psycharis's 
repeated themes in his novels (see in particular H Ayv~ ( 1913) in Chapter Eight). 
However, the lyricism and the mainly first-person narration indicate a considerable 
difference from the usual tone in which most of Psycharis's novels were written 
(omniscience and remarkably frequent addresses to the readers). and create a very 
alluring poetic style: "Me 10 1t6ot crav to )..I.OA.upt pa.pi, )..1.£ )..I.O.llta cra.v w Xt6vt, ).I.£ tO 
Kt::<j>OAL O'KU<j>'t'O, Sa 1tU(I) O''t'O ioto 'tO crmn, ytpoc;, va xmpe'tijcrco 'ITJ VlO'tl) ).lOU 'tTl 
xapOU)..l£V11, 1tOU 0£ Sa )..1.£ yvcopicr11, av WX11 Kat )..1.£ ~avaoti]" (6/2: 93). 
Apart from the tendency to generalise, there are almost no elements of 
didacticism in this novella - but 'almost' is the correct word, as the author advertises 
the work of his friend Eftaliotis in a footnote: "~tixm 1tap)..ltvot, a1t6 tllY wpaia 
Ilanvaoa wu Apyup11 E<p'taA.tri>tll. To ioto Kat 1tapaKa'tro" (6/2: 87). Furthermore, 
there is a reference to the significance of Greece's national poets Solomos and 
Yalaoritis, who form part of Psycharis's literary canon, as expressed in most of his 
essays, and comparison with the literary climate in Constantinople, that indicated the 
absence of a national poet there: "I I Z6.KU8o txt::t -ro Z:oA.w)..l6, H Ayta Mappa to 
BaA.aoopitll, M7tatpoova. 0'01> <pc.ov<is£t 'tO MacroA.6yyt. Eooo or: <pUV1lKC 1t01E<; )..lll'tC ~tvoc; 
1tOtllriJc;! 'Ovo)..la exet )..lova.xa 11 ~epfl ).lac; 11 l16A.11, 6vo)..la Ka)..lw)..levo a1r6 mpaytc;, a1r6 
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c5C.tKpta Kt mr6 ailla [ ... r (6/2: 88).12 The author wanted to emphasise the importance 
of a literature ~Titten in the language of the people. Had it not been for these 
references, one might have thought that this work did not belong to Psycharis. 
The second novella, To Tpzo.vraqJViJ.o rov KwOT~, justifies the inclusion of this 
novel overall in Psycharis 's provocative work as I will explain below. The second 
novella is a series of letters wrinen by Myrro, addressed to her lover Kostis, and 
entrusted by the latter to the narrator, who was his friend, and who makes a 
comparison between his own and his friend 's unfortunate love affairs. This novella 
reminds readers of Psycharis's short story ZovJ..to., consisting of two parts, and 
presenting two unfortunate stories, using the same technique of letters received by the 
narrator, analysing the universal themes of love and jealousy. In To TpeavraqJUMo rov 
KwOT~ we find the title appearing again as a leitmotif as in the first part; this time, the 
reference is to a collection of poetry written by Kostis, entitled 'TptavraqmA.A.o' (see 
for example 27/2: 132 & 135). This collection of poetry is sent to his beloved in 
sections while he is still working on it, representing perhaps the gradual appearance of 
the novella itself in the periodical. However, there are also references to the fi rst title 
of the novel, 'HA.tOPacrtA.tJ.ta-ra', thus making a link with the first novella (the first part 
9ujlacrtll TI]V KCXKOjlOtpi) ll<l<; TI]V ayctm]llEvll TI]V wpa [ .. . )" ( 13/2: 102). These 
leitmotifs are markers that indicate the self-reflexive style of writing, always referring 
to itself and its own creation. 
In the second novella, the love of the two young people is doomed because of 
the obstacle of religion - one was a Catholic and the other one was an Orthodox 
22For more on Psycharis's views on his literary precursors see Chapter One of the thesis. He also 
mentions his esteem for Solomos and Valaoritis in his letters a few times: "0 Loi..{J)f!6t; Kt o 
BW..aCJ>phT]t; &ivm rrat£p&~ ~a~. Kat Of:V ratpuil;&t va tO ~f:XVOUJ1E" (Karatzas 1988: I 02). See also 
Psycharis 1906b: 23 I. 
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Christian. The mother of the girl, who was Orthodox, showed some tolerance towards 
her daughter"s weakness for Kostis, but had stated clearly that she would curse their 
union if they ever got together. Thus in this case, it is the mother of the girl who poses 
obstacles to their union, whereas in the first novella it was the father. Through these 
letters. the readers realise the increasing despair of the two lovers until in the end, the 
narrator informs them of how they perished: "Evavna ·wuc; <Jta9i]Kavc 6MJ.. Ma Kat 
va J..tllV tOU<; <JtEKOVtaV£, n l"OU<; q>EAOU<JE; ( ... 1 JJaAi~avc U<ptoi J.LE TllV app<.i:J<Jna, J..tf. 
'tTl <pU<Jll'tllV iota. Tov evave 'tOV e<J~ll<JE tO xnKt6· TllV aAAllVE, A.iyo A.iyo TllV eAlOO<JS 11 
ay<i1tll, 1tOU OUVUJ..tll 0£V eixe J..tS<Ja Til<;, O<Jll enpem~. VUVTt<J'ta9Tj napanavro" (8/5: 291 ). 
However, the obstacle of religion is only a fictional pretext for a far more 
serious implication. It covers the illicit love in real life between the author and his 
beloved Olga Valaoritis and the fact that their union could find no outlet in social 
terms, hence becoming the creative force behind most - if not all - of Psycharis's 
novels. As is mentioned by the author in the prologue, the letters belonged to his 
beloved and he ' used' them, translating them from the French, to express the intensity 
of their emotional connection. The novella is based on these letters exchanged 
between Myrro and Kostis, in reality between Olga YaJaoritis and Psycharis. I have 
not been able to locate any of these possible letters that Olga could have sent to 
Psycharis but it is without doubt a possibility, since this novella seems to be very 
different form the author's usual writing, hence supporting the argument that the 
letters were not his fictional creation. In my search in the archives of Aristotelis 
Yalaoritis. I did not find any of the letters that Olga might have received by the author 
either. However, Olga Valaoritis's correspondence with ber family presented the 
following interesting finding to the researcher. In her letters to her brother and mother 
she writes in Italian, which was widely spoken in Lefkada - though other members of 
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the fam ily \\TOte in formal Greek. From a certain date onwards though, which must 
correspond to the period after her meeting with Psycharis, she starts writing in French 
(to her family). as an influence of her contact, at least through correspondence, with 
Psycharis. Perhaps this explains also why Psycharis informs readers in the prologue 
that the letters of his novella were translated from French into Greek: 
Ta YPUJ.lf.tata 1tou Oa Ota~<iOTJc; eivat ypa~tJ.ltva yaUtKa 
K(lt yw ra J.l£TU<ppacra PW~l(lltK(l . r PUJ.lJ.l<l't<l 1t01) n:pbtet, 
<piA.c ~tou, va m m:pacrl)c;, 6xt J.l6vo J.lE ayam1 1tapa 1-l£ 
crtPac;. Me <n>yKiVl)ml ma, pc.lltl)J.la oev dvat. fpUJ.lJ.l<lTa 
KOP'l<; ayvijc;. ypUJ.lJ.l<lTa !-l£YUAl)<; n:apOtvac;, YPUJ.lJ.l<lT<l 
rtl<; Mupptawac;. 0tA.w yta tl) Mupt6.wa (sic) miJ.lEpa 
va crou KUJ.lW A.Oyo Kat oev J.l1tOpW, £7t£t8il J.lC 1tViyouve 
aKOJ.lTJ -ra KAUJ.l<lTa, eiKocrt -rpia XPOVta -rwpa7tou n:£0av£, 
K(lt 1-l£ 1tV~(lV€ KU0£ <popa 1tOU tl)V <lVU<pEpa O"t(l ypa<pta 
f-LOU (6/2: 85).2.l 
Olga's handwriting overflows the page she uses and she continues even in vertical 
lines on top of the normal horizontal writing. Most of the letters are indecipherable, 
and in particular, during periods of family tensions the writing becomes more unclear. 
From what I could understand ofthe contents and the style of writing, Olga must have 
been a very passionate personality, possibly also mentally unstable.24 This type of 
overblown emotional expression also characterises the letters of the novella. There is 
an absence of any fo rm of didacticism, not even an occasional mention or the usual 
Psycharean digressions. Instead, there is a repetition of fee lings, as a result of the 
fragmentary fonn (presented in letters) and the serialised publication. Only at the end 
does the narrator put his personal seal on his creation, by exposing his own bitterness. 
!; .• Myrriana" is one of the names given to Olga Valaoritis, in Psycharis's novel Tovttpo rov rtavvip11, 
and in some ofhis letters. Olga had died in 1897. the prologue was published on "OapacrK£~~. 12 tOll 
!:rropta 1920" (6/2: 85), exactly twenty-three years later as mentioned. 
2~See Archive of Valaoritis Family, archive of Eloisia Valaoritis, files 8.8-10.8: letters of children 
Emilios. Andreas, O lga to their mother Eloisia ( 1867-1890) and Olga's letters to her brother Joannis 
( 1877-1897), Greek Literary and Historical Achive (E.L.I.A) 1999, edited by Ch. Varda and S. Bora. 
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He appeals to people in power to change the mental ities of the public in order to 
protect the need and the right of lovers to live togcther.25 
Psycharis mentions the creation of this novella based on the letters of his 
belo\'ed in hi s correspondence with Eftaliotis. In one or his letters to hi s friend, he 
includes one of · Myrriana 's' letters, and this is an indirect proof of the close liaison 
between the author and Myrriana and of the existence of these letters. She writes to 
him (in French) about the significance of his work: "[ ... ) Je dis d ' autres, car tu lui as 
deja tant sacrifie de ta vie et meme de ta carriere, arne noble et genereuse que tu es! 
Mais une oeuvre pareille est a vide et exigeante, tu le sais. Ne I 'abandonne pas. Jean, 
qui sait? Morte, je serais peut-etre ton aide et ton so uti en plus que je n ' ai pu etre 
vi vantc" [ .. . ] Kt a<pou emu ·ra A.£ro a<p-r<i, Oa. emu <HEiAro, <iJJ.a ppeO~, Kat 'tO. 
H/.wfia(Jz/.cjiaro., -ro poJ..t<iv-rl;;o JlOU EKEivo nou -r6KaJJ.a -ro nspacrJJ.£vo KaA.oKaipt ( ... ]" 
concludes Psycharis (Karatzas I 988: 278).26 
It is understandable that, like Kostis, the recipient of the letters, Psycharis 
must have felt under pressure at the t ime, because of, on the one hand, his feelings for 
Olga Valaoritis, who is e levated to the rank of sainthood, and on the other, his beliefs 
in honesty and fairness. The tension must have collided with his established domestic 
and social situation, which prevented him from honouring his love towards her. As a 
result, the resolution was for the unfortunate girl to commit suicide, while Psycharis 
had to live with that burden all hi s life.27 With his last remarks in the narrative, asking 
1
' Psycharis was always in favour of the expression of true love (see letter to Eftaliotis in Karatzas 
1988: 606). 
16See a lso letter on pages 24 7 & 8 about their doomed relationship and the girl 's death. 
2~The decis ive date for their liaison, when they realised that they were in love, is discussed in 
Psycharis's letters to Eftal iotis, in this part ofthe novel, as well as in his other novels . Furthermore, it is 
written in his dedication to her of the French publication of Zo6/..ra (Jalousie): '·Mademoiselle Olga A. 
Valaority, En souvenir du 25 Novembre 1893, Jean Psichari, Paris, 28 Fevrier, 1895" (Psichari 1895b). 
As is pointed out in this novella, Myrro' s wish must have been realised in a ll the author's narratives: 
··:A.x! H l!i:po. 1-1as £K£iv'l, eK£iVTti!CLS '1 ppaowi '1 rpta!!<iKCLPTt K' 11 rptcrayta, 6Jrou np(J)rayaJrTt9~Ka!-L£. 
6rrou rrp(J)roxap~KaJlE rrw ayaJrT) JlOS! Mtpa PA.oyru.ttvTt, J..!Epa !!OVCLOLKTJ, ~-.ti:aa a' 6A£s ru; Jl t psc; TTJS 
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people to help the lovers in the world, the narrator of the novella demanded the 
impossible. Carried away by personal feelings, he seems to envision a society where 
all the constraints would fall away in the name of love. This seems to be his message 
overall in the novel, intensified in particular in the second novella. which appears as a 
very personal account. 
As in Zovl.w, the author uses the technique of the epistolary novel and allows 
the voice of the writer of the letters to come through. For once he remains effaced 
behind the voice, the words, and the fee lings of the writer of the letters, in accordance 
with his reassurance in the prologue that .. OLK<i flO'U OTJA.a&i] oev eivat ·w ypUflfl<lta nou 
ano't£A.ouv£ 'tTJV oucria -rou pofl<iv-rsou" (6/2: 85). He shares with the rest of the world, 
however, through the pretext of a fictional story, his own love story and turns his love 
into letters. Even though the novel does not fit with the rest of Psycharis's novels in 
terms of the emphasis placed on the issue of love, without its counterbalancing 
notions of ambition, hard work, and glory, it is in my opinion, provocative and 
original, because the author presented his secret love and his deepest feelings to the 
world. One could say that he thus exposed the feelings of the gi rl: "~e &w-rasro, &e 
~OAWflO" (6/2: 85). 28 
~(u~; !!Otl! AKOf.lTJ Kal crav rrseavo), cra Of: crou yp(xcpro ma !!Otl, va f.lOU TT]V <X<plf:p<i>crT)c;. ayarrT)!!Evf:. TT] 
f.!£pa f:Kf:ivT]. hcr1 ocv Liven;" (8/5: 290). 
~8 Alkis Thrylos also mentions that Psycharis lacked the measure to judge whether exposing his 
personal affairs was suitable in certain circumstances or not ( 1963: 249). 
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2.1 . Concluding remarks 
Therefore, in terms of didacticism, the two stories overall present a few 
general remarks about the precariousness of life, the importance of love, and the 
unjust interference of parents in their children's lives. The importance of demotic 
literature is expressed only in the first novella. However, the two novellas are part of 
Psycharis's work that analyses the issue of love. Even though most of his novels 
present some aspect of this issue, in this serialised novel, in particular, love seems to 
be the main theme: the memories in the fi rst novella, and the letters in the second, are 
filled with expressions of love. Love is associated also with the creative force (poetry) 
as the character in the second novella writes verses that are part of his expression of 
love towards the girl. Thus in this novel love represents one facet of the dualist 
Apollonian-Dionysian expression (the more artistic and idealised aspect)29: " floillOTI 
Kl ay<i7tll, ll<l cr'IT}c; ~1\)x~c; f.LO'U -ro.nopaea. No. pyouvc 6~ro, -rino-ra! To <n6~ta j.!Ou 
f.LCLP}.!Upo, 11 n€vva JlO'U JlOA.uPt ( ... ]" (6/2: 88). Unl ike the above reference in the first 
novell~ the overt presentation of the loving feelings of the girl Myrro in the second -
who is also the ' fictional ' Olia in Kostis's collection of poetry (without doubt to 
honour the real life Olga)- reveals a degree of audaci ty on the part of the author. If 
we consider the customs of the period and the author' s social and family situation, it 
is reasonable to conclude that the novel was part of his provocative work. It did not 
cause any controversy and it did not promote the usual views of the author about 
language and literature but it functioned as an opportunity to confess and to relieve 
some of his personal burden. 
~9For this division, see also Chapter Seven of thi s thesis. 
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3. H Nih·YJ rov n ovov Kat n1c; Ayam7c; 
As explained above, in H AppWOT'tJ LJobi.a (1907), the elements of didacticism 
and controversy are located in the analysis of topics that were considered 
unmentionable: people's bodily functions and medical details regarding health 
problems. In the novel Ta Llvo TpravraqJV)J,a rov XO.pov (1921), the author's audacity 
in presenting his secret love to the world and, one could say also exposing the feelings 
of his beloved constitutes a very provocative stance. In the unpublished novel H NiKrJ 
rov nvvov Kat T'tJ<; Ay6.7rYJ<; (19 14), the provocative writing is created through explicit 
erotic descriptions following similar scenes from the novel Ta Llvo A<5epqna ( 191 I) . 
Inasmuch as Psychari s had already presented Ta LJvo Aotpqna to the general public, 
and had entertained, in his correspondence with Eftaliotis, the idea of a volume of 
obscene poetry, that he and his friend would create together as an escape and 
relaxation from their serious work, one is probably not too surprised to read thi s 
unpublished last novel in Greek.30 Let us not forget also the author' s public speech in 
'Parnassos' in 1893, with theme 'The kiss' (see Psycharis 1996). 31 
The novel was discovered through my research in the Benaki Library. As I 
was looking through Psycharis's library, I came across his handwritten unpublished 
novel entitled: H NiKYf rov fl6vov Kat rYJc; Ay6.7rrJc; (A9flva 1914, numbered 18677). 
The novel is mentioned in the prologue of Ta L1vo Tpzavr6.cpvJJ.a rov XO.pov in 
Noumas, where the author talks about all the female characters in his novels, who arc 
representations of Olga Valaoritis: "I ... ] Muppro '"ITJ ~<i<pncrcra (sic) m: K<inmav 
avtKborfl ~ou NiKrJ rov 1r6vov Kat rrJc; a)'fJ.lrrJc;, tva po).t<ivtl;o Kat rou·m" (6/2: 85). 
However, it is not mentioned in any of Psycharis's bibliographies or any of his other 
30fw rov r61-1o rou •rap'frllov' rrou A.es, yta ra 'Kp01rra6ta' rrou A.£vs ~ yul 'To fNJi.io r'7r; l.fl. Kw rov 11-' 
rrou lltrOpol>!l£ va ro nol>llc !l£t<;, appw J.tSeappto Kan emu crrtA.vw" (Karatzas 1988: 153 ). 
31
··To <l>tl..i"' was published in Estia ( 1893, 45: 289-302), in P6oa Kat Mr,i..a 8 · ( 1903b: 43-99) and its 
French translation in Autour de Ia Grece (in Psichari 1895a: 93-159). 
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no\·cls and critical essays. apart from on the inside flap of the book jacket of Le 
Solitaire du Pacifique (1922) and Typesses (1923). On the inside cover of the author's 
last novel Le Crime de Lazarina is written: " Ia liste complete des ouvrages de 
!'auteur se lit dans Le Solitaire du Pacifique (Albin Michel 1922) et dans Typesses 
(Editions du Mondc Modcrne 1923). It does not seem to be known to scholars who 
have discussed Psycharis's novels in their articles. There is no mention of it in 
Psycharis's correspondence, not even to the process of writing it, which according to 
the author's note at the end of the document took about seven years: "L<iPPetTO, 16 
TOU M<i11 1914 'tO pp<iot, (Sa tivett CtPXlVllJ!SvO an6 -ro 1906 [or 7, the number is 
corrected on top 1. nptru:t va EPEPVl16it. An6 t6Tec;, ~pa oev nspacre nou va J.Lll yp<i\j/W 
TouA.<ixtcrm J!LCt A.e~ouA.a, cra oev <iOEtal;;a KUptOAEXnK<i va yp<i\j/w ouo. <l>t-ro J.!Ov<ixa 
'tO KUAOKaipt 'tO nflpa Aty<iKL an6 mo KOVt<i KCtt 'tO 'tEAEtW<Ja crflJ.!cpa J!C 'tTl xap<i l:OU 
AU'tpWJ.!OU 1tOU oivn <J"CO YOU 11 A£q>-repui) ~ux<ipllc;" (1914: 255). 
The novel is not known, therefore, to the general public, despite the mention in 
Noumas, which leads one to think, nevertheless, that perhaps its publication was just a 
matter of time or of finding the courage to proceed with it. 1t is also not without 
significance that the novel starts with a quotation from Dante 's Inferno, Canto II , 
which was common practice for the author, and ends with the specific mention of the 
time it took to be written, like in all his other novels. This is another indication, in my 
opinion, that the author intended to publish it at some stage. Yet considering the 
provocative content, and the fact that Psycharis lost his first son shortly after he 
finished writing this novel (22 August 1914). it is perhaps clear why the novel 
remained in his drawer (see Kriaras 1981: 234. and Karatzas 1988: 640 for the death 
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of his son).32 As the novel is not accessible to the reader, I will only make a 
rudimentary analysis, including it in this chapter of my thesis because of its lurid 
content. 1 hope that in the future either I or another researcher will be able to get this 
work published and made widely available. Being such a prolific writer, and an 
expansive personality, Psycharis was constantly writing and had plans for future 
novels and for other literary work. I believe that we do not possess the full extent of 
his creative work - perhaps we never will. This discovery leaves open the possibility 
of other similar texts that have either not been found up until now or have been 
destroyed. At least until 1920, however, when the prologue of Ta L1vo Tptavra(jJvUa 
rov XO.pov was written, there is no mention of another novel ; had it been written 
before then, the author would have included it in the prologue of To. L1vo 
TptavrO.tpv)J..o. rov XO.pov, where he mentions all his female characters who are 
representations of Olga Valaoritis, as pointed out above. Nevertheless, we cannot be 
certain. 
The novel is part of Psycharis's autobiographical writing, fictionalising events 
from his personal life. The author adopts the stance of dividing himself in two 
personas, his brother Andreas (or Kostas as mentioned in the beginning of the 
narrative), the more impulsive and audacious, and the narrator, who is conventional 
but similar to his brother in tastes and manners: 
AA.l)8£Hl, <HlV Ka9pe<jYrT]<; ~mpocr-rci f.l.OU, £have 0 aocp<p6<;. 
LllJA.aol), 6cra cyw }.lkcra f.l.OU Kpa-roucra, 6cra. &nvtyc f.l.Ecra f.l.OU 
o f.1.tcr6c; f.l.OU o 7tOA.tncrf.1.6<;, 1) 1toA.u 7ttO crrocr-ra, 6aa m::pu:ilptsc 
yupo f.l.OU o 7tOA.tncrf.1.6<; -rrov a.llrovwv£ Kat ocv -rci<ptvc va 
pyouvE, U<p'tci, 0 AvTptac; -rapyas£ 6~ro, oixroc; va tQ\) f.l.EAT]· 
01t(.U<; EiTavc f.l.£cra Tou, ciypto<;, axaA.ivro-ro<;, aT6<ptoc; Kat va 
:;~ It is worth pointing out that in Psycharis's previous novel Ayv~, which is mainly autobiographical, the 
main character, the writer Andreas, kept some of his work in his desk drawers, with the confidence that 
it will be published after his death. (Psycharis I 930a: 176 & 1912-3: 20). It is possible that this mention 
applies to his H NiKIJ rov flovov Kfl.l riJr; Aya7r1Jf;. 
JlT)V TO KpUCj>TOU~ mxAz, JlE TO KU'tl EKtlVO 'tO JlCtyl:<p'ttKO 1t0U 
(j£ cruve7tatpVE. Tt tolCc; <pa.tv6ta.VE Kt6A.a.c;. Ey<.O OEV 
tOAJ.lOUcrCL. 'H9eA.a. ~M1tEt<; va. Jlt xepvouve KCtl yta rauo 
(1914: 31 -2). 
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The fi ctional brother was living in Constantinople whi le the narrator was in Paris. 
When the former became very ill, he asked for hi s brother to come and s upport him in 
his difficult times; in the meantime though, he had sent him his notebooks, which 
presented with frankness and audacity episodes of his life. Reading these notebooks, 
the narrator thinks, as a result, about their li ves, the special moments from their 
childhood years, and also his own adventures: "[ ... J o a8ep<.p6~ ~ou, 6mv tm:cre 
ac:rUvrax;n1 Kt rocrr6cro ypa.~~tVll j.l£ crn<ivta. et.A.tKpiveta." ( 1914: I, my emphasis).33 
Thus the novel exploits again the ploy of a fictional writer whose work is received by 
the narrator. There are, therefore, two narrators, the writer of the notebooks, and the 
recipient of the notebooks, who reads and presents them to the prospective readers 
together with his own story which follows a parallel path to the lirst set o f stories. 
The brother Andreas or Kostas writes about his erotic liaison with a sixteen-
year old girl named Myrro, he describes how he masturbates in front of her, then 
throws money at her, how he hits her in order to dominate her, how he seduces her to 
have sex with another man, only to repay her by playing around with her younger 
sister. There is no logic in the presentation of events, no sequence and a lot of 
repetitions. For example, the motif of the seduction is repeated again with other 
characters in another part of the novel; this time, the seducer is a servant who initiates 
a younger girl in a sexual awakening and encourages her to have sex with her suitor. 
33
·Jowpwypacpia' is an interesting term used by Psycharis, it implies not only the term ·autobiography· 
- somebody who writes about his own life - but also the mode of writing, which is non-standardised, 
peculiar and corresponds to the personality of the writer. 
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The idea that somebody else· s erotic adventures, or talk about them, will arouse the 
desire of the character who happens to watch or hear about them is repeated several 
times. playfully suggesting that the readers of this work wi ll also respond in a similar 
manner. 
The author adopts the double stance of being the narrator and the reader at the 
same time. One story read from the notebook of his brother incites him to present his 
own parallel story. At the same time, this double perspective mirrors the position of 
the prospective readers who perform the act of reading through which they may be 
thinking about their own stories. The fragmentary, even confusing writing of the 
novel, in accordance with the ' received notebooks',34 the implication that the writer is 
also the reader, and the creation of a fictional brother again, as in To To.(iOl ~ov and 
Ta Llvo Aotpqna, suggests that the author wanted to believe that his readers were like 
him, bringing to mind Baudelaire's address to his readers in the poem 'Au lecteur' 
from Les 17feurs du Mal: "Tu le connais, lecteur, ce monstre delicat, - Hypocrite 
lecteur, - mon semblable, - mon frere'' (Baudelaire 1942: 2). The creation of the 
brother betrays the author's tendency to recreate himself as an extreme expression of 
narcissism. 
This novel is an example of the author's intention to provoke readers with the 
depiction of erotic adventures, very innovative for the period, and is part of his main 
theme of exploration of love and eroticism and their implications. In addition, it 
emphasises again, as in the novel H Jlppa.HnrJ LlouJ.a, the author' s belief in frankness 
and openness even about issues that were considered forbidden or very personal. 
However, if in the previously discussed narrative, To. Llvo Tpwvra({JviJ.o. rov Xapov, 
the love presented was very idealistic and associated with artistic creativity, in this 
3~ 1n most parts of the novel it is not clear whether the narrator is recalling his own story or read ing that 
of his brother. This may be partly due to the handwritten text, not entirely clear to read. 
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no,·el the author explores Yarious forms of perverted love.35 The force that lies behind 
the loYe described in the narrative is not used by the characters in order to create 
poetry but mainly to sati sfy the desires of the flesh, and the noting down of all the 
inc idents. operates as a form of relief, in accordance also with the dictum that initiates 
the novel: .. D.inanzi a que lla fiera ti levai" (I have re lieved you from this monster).36 
The fragmentary thoughts of the brother present various incidents from his li fe where 
the main aim was to experience an increased erotic satisfaction. 
In a rather different tone, at the beginning of the narrative, the author honours 
his origins by including a line from a Russian song, which suggests that life is made 
up o f a series of happy and unl1appy moments. Furthermore, the title of the narrative 
finds its justification in a reference that encapsulates the dualism that pervades it: " H 
1tOVOO Kl ac; naeaivw, -rouA.axt<:rtO va. 1t0U yvci>ptcre ~asi ~ou Til xapa!, (I 9 I 4: 2 8). The 
question remains though why Psycharis wrote this type of narrative. Was he trying to 
re inforce his own confidence in himself and his ability as a man to seduce women? 
Did he follow to the Jetter his belief that people should talk freely about everything or 
was he simply trying to tease readers and provoke them with his lurid writing in a 
similar manner to that seen in To. L1vo A&pqna. (see Psycharis 19 I 0-l: 384-85 or 
Psycharis 1955b: 280- 1 and Kokolis 1988)? The answer must be a combination of all 
of the above, an indication of his ' larger than life'. expansive personality. 
3
•Psycharis talks about ideal love, which is the type of love experienced by poets, in a letter to his 
friend Eftaliotis: "Tt ayan'l<H.:s 0 lOIOS ecru; tva 7[Qlll/.lCt, f ..HCt lOECt. To ltOlll~~Ct K' 11 tcSf:a 1tCLV'tCt OlKQ ).IW;· 
acpta exowa:- o napa.:; !lac; acpt6c; civcu K' 11 ccptuxia f.w.:; acpt~. H ayan:11 tile; ayarrrJc; aA,A,o ocv civm to 
Kut(J) Kut(J> rrapa tTJc; ttxv11c; '1 ayan:11" (Karatzas 1988: 56). 
36My translation. 
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3.1. Concluding remarks 
Provocation is not connected to didacticism but the narrative's self-
referentiality is indicative of the general tendency that pervades most of Psycharis's 
novels to reflect on the process of writing, the activity of reading, the importance of 
literature and the crucial role of the writer. A multiplication of the author's ego is 
expressed in the creation of the two brothers, the one the narrator, the other the diarist, 
which mirrors also the internal replication of a text (diary) within a fictional text. 
What has the reader learned at the end of the novel? Perhaps nothing apart from the 
obvious: how important his position is, in relation to the author to whom he acts as a 
counterweight. Perhaps the author simply wanted to tease readers and nothing more. 
Finally, we can say that all three novels analysed in this chapter are 
expressions of the author's belief in frank speech and in transposing elements from 
real life to fiction through a creative process. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
TA LIYO AAEPtPIA: THE GEOGRAPHY OF 
THE GREEK SOUL 1 
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To. Llvo A6tpqno. was published in 1910-11 - as indicated on the inside of the 
cover - with the subtitle "Me'Y<iA.o e8vtK6118Q'Ypa<ptK6 f.LU8un6pT]f.!<l" (see also Zolotas 
1928: 833). The first draft was written in 1903, and then it was reworked between 
1908 to 1911 (Psycharis 1910-1 : 460). It is interesting that Psycharis chose to define 
his novel in this way at a period when Greek literature was already moving away from 
the ·ethographic' mode of writing.2 As early as 1900, there had been an attempt, on 
the part of novelists and poets to embrace new themes and modes of expression from 
Europe.3 Novelists began to be influenced by the problems of urban life, and to 
examine images of a different type of society, that of Greece at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. They also looked for innovation, which was understood in terms of 
broadening their sources of inspiration, and literature's horizons. 
Instrumental in the creation of a revivalist climate was the periodical Techni 
(1898-1899), which promoted the philosophy of Nietzsche, and viewed art as an 
activity that could be produced and understood by only a few people. However, the 
periodicals Techni and Dionysos ( 190 1-1902) also promoted the sort of writing that 
could function as social criticism, even within the usual depiction of aspects of Greek 
society (Melissaratou 1992: 18).4 Overall, the tendency to innovate in respect of the 
mode of writing led to the adoption of symbolist forms of expression. The symbolist 
view presupposed a different approach from the one that had been current during the 
I •• ( ... ) NQ.ypacpt: KUV6i~, ( ... ) TTJ ycwypacpia TTJc; IJIUX~<;. Aqn6 va KUVOU!lc PW!lUttKa" (Psycharis 1902b; 
271). 
2This is partly explained by the fact that the first draft was written at an earlier date. 
3For a discussion of the varied connotations of the term 'ethography' in relation to the development of 
Modem Greek prose fiction see Melissaratou 1992 and Voutouris 1995. 
~For more details about these periodicals see Tomadakis 1969-1970. 
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period l 880-1900 in Greece, taking the emphasis away from the collective and 
promoting a more idiosyncratic mode of writing.5 Therefore, when Psycharis's novel 
appeared in 191 0-191 1, it was a transitional period: Naturalism was gradually losing 
its appeal and being replaced by the prose fiction of Aestheticism and by a fiction 
which brought social issues to the forefront, both of which derived from the 
predominance of the Symbolist movement.6 The period was marked by the 
manifestation of different genres, but the distinctions were not clear-cut, and writers 
who started as naturalists, like Chatzopoulos, might develop into aestheticists; 
whereas, on the other hand, Theotokis, who started out by writing aestheticist prose, 
turned towards a more naturalistic expression later on in his career (Dallas 1997: 17-
9). 7 The prose fiction of aestheticism embraced themes that explored the idea of 
'Greekness ' but also had close links with European trends, while social prose fiction 
gradually became more and more political. These different modes of writing 
overlapped to a large extent, and the principal feature in the prose of the period was 
an emphasis on the psychological analysis of characters and their in-depth 
representation. 
Psycharis's novel is related to urban life (in Constantinople and Athens) but 
remains a more static description of people's customs. It does not participate, 
therefore, in the general tendencies of the period. It analyses the life and customs of 
certain Greek communities, in Constantinople, Athens, and the Ionian Islands, by 
presenting the adventures of two brothers. The objective of this 'ethography' was to 
express the views of the author regarding the most prominent characteristics of Greek 
people and what, in his view, needed to change in order to ensure the cultural and 
5Symbolism as a mode of writing was based on the use of symbols as a means of constructing a special 
language that could correspond to each writer's idiosyncratic way of experiencing li fe (Wilson 1984: 
24, a lso Gounelas 1984: 43). 
6For the fiction of Aestheticism see Sachinis 198 I. 
7For an examination of the different aspects ofTheotokis's prose fiction see Louka 2002. 
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social de\·elopment of the nation. In order to make his case Psycharis often offers the 
counterexample of Europeans (the Swiss), to make the relevant comparisons between 
the characteristics of each people: "[E)~asa ruuc; ouo 7toA.rrtcrJ..lm)~, -ro OtK6 J..La~ 1tou 
apxil:;ct Kat rov eppumaitKo 1tou ycpaset, av-riKpu avtiKpu, va roue; cruyKpivll o 
[ ... ]" (Psycharis 1910-1: 245). It could be argued, therefore, that the novel remains in 
the area of nineteenth-century 'ethography' with an aim to present supposedly typical 
Greek characteristics; nevertheless, there is an interesting use of the ' mirror' as 
symbol, through which the author turns a personal account into a general case. 11 
The author starts from the childhood of the two brothers, making them 
complementary in their aspirations and adventures, so that an endeavour on the part of 
one brother reflects a comparable one by the other brother. Furthermore, many of the 
characters in the novel seek to define themselves in relation to others in a similar way 
to that whereby the novel intended to reflect the life and behaviour of real people, as 
observed by the author. There is also another more general objective in the narrative: 
to define the role of literature and of the artist in society. One of the two main 
characters is a writer, whose efforts to write an exceptionaJ novel take him through 
various places in Greece and through various personal adventures. The mirror, which 
is a symbol of introspection in the novel, is also turned to face towards the narration 
itself, since the effort required in creative writing, and in particular artistic inspjration 
and the vocation of the writer, are the main themes of the novel. 9 
8Even though the mirror refers to a technique of realistic representation, in Psycharis·s novel it 
functions mainly as a symbol of reflection and interdependency for all the characters, and also of 
introspection for some of them. 
9These issues were the subject of extensive discussions in the periodicals of that period. and in what 
appeared to be public fora. For example, the periodical Techni had hosted some of these discussions 
about literature and the role of the writer, with the viewpoints of Psycharis, Nirvanas, Palamas, 
Gryparis and others (see Gounelas 1984: 40). This practice suggested a deep introspection on the part 
of novelists regarding their work, and a sense of responsibility towards the general public. 
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In addition, Psycharis's aspirations were to write fiction in the demotic 
language so as to enrich Greek culture and be representative of the Greek people. Ta. 
L1vo A6€pqna. exemplifies these aims, and as in Psycharis's other novels, there is an 
emphasis on the correct use of words. The emphasis on the language, the analysis of 
Greek people and their characteristics in different parts of Greece and in 
Constantinople, justify the characterisation of this novel as ·national ' in the subtitle. 
Ta. L1vo Abtprpw is a semi-autobiographical novel written as a 
' Bildungsroman', at least with regards the early stages of the novel, presenting the 
development of two brothers. The narrator, who is one of the two brothers, follows 
their transition from childhood into adulthood. The two main characters were born 
and bred in Constantinople, eventually taking different paths in their lives. The 
narrator dedicates himself to writing literature, glorifying the Muse, while his brother 
devotes his time and energy to women. The narration alternates between episodes 
concerning the lives and development of these two: of the narrator 1\steris, and his 
twin brother Astras. It starts from the brothers' childhood, when they were nine years 
old, since this is normally the age when people start having a clear concept of their 
place in the world. The two brothers grew up in an affiuent environment, in a house in 
Constantinople, with private tutors for ancient Greek, and friends from respectable 
families. 10 Their fami ly, and those of their friends, belonged to the typical upper class 
of Constantinople. However, the narrator distances himself from his acquaintances 
and describes with irony the attitudes and customs of the ' DoAire<;' (Greek citizens of 
10The house described in detail in this novel, as well as in other of Psycharis's novels, was his own 
family home: 'Tr]o rrettptK6 !!OU c:min t6xw m:ptypCLI!!!SvO, Kcli!CtPet KCt!letpa Kat crKaA.i crKaA.i, crTo.. bvo 
Abi:prp1o.." (in Zolotas 1928: 847n). 
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Constantinople). who had inevitably been influenced by the Oriental mentality as a 
result of their cohabitation with the Turkish population of the city. 
The two brothers were still young when they started to experience their sexual 
awakening. Asteris, the narrator, initiates himself through literature, reading foreign 
novels of the period which make him understand his sexuality, while Astras 
experiences an admiration for and attraction towards the female presence, and feels 
the urge to conquer as many females as possible: '"Epxc·ta.t n6.vra. f.HO. ffipa 6nou Oa 
~U1tVTJ<Jll~· Aouxq>opo now~ cre ~u1tV6.. 'El'crt f.!ou twxe Kat ~-teva f.!C l'o ~exacrf.!£vo -ro 
PtPA.io" (52) [ ... J "TTIV iota crnyj.tfl Kt 0 aoepq>OVAT\~. KaOro~ j.tOU l'O f.!OAO'(T\0'£ a a 
yupimlf.!E <Jl'O ra.A.al'6., t'pOf.!U~C K(ll XatPOl'(lVS <Jl'UMO 1tUl'ffiJl{l Jlf:: l'T\ AtA.Tj" (53). The 
female presence, 'real' or ' fictional' , becomes the symbol of Jove and beauty for both 
of them. When the two brothers reach twenty-one years of age, they know their 
vocations. The narrator decides to leave Constantinople and to dedicate himself to 
literature. Astras chooses as his vocation the exploration of love. They both fall in 
love, during that summer of entering into adulthood, with Myrtoula, who inspires 
their devotion. Astras sees her as a female beauty and companion, Asteris as the ideal 
inspiration for the creation of poetry. Astras marries Myrtoula, but their union does 
not last because she dies from a sickness which is caused by her strong passionate 
love. As the narrator explains, she was destined to burn, not consumed by an actual 
fire. such as the one which had destroyed her home and deprived her of her family 
when she was very young, but by the fire of love, leaving her husband bereaved in his 
turn. She remains, though, throughout the narrative, the Muse who guides Asteris, 
who often has visions of her ghost. 
Before Myrtoula's death, while Astras was living a married life, the narrator 
went to Athens, a place he considered appropriate for the cultivation of art, and there, 
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he \\TOte his ·masterpiece·. Just as Astras loses hi s loved one, so Asteris loses his 
manuscript. which gets burned after he leaves it next to his favourite writing place, 
under a big pine tree. '' This incident marks the end of his stay in Athens. We see that 
the lives of the two brothers follow similar paths: the narrator loses hi s work after his 
brother loses his beloved wife, as they both have to go through the experience of loss 
and recovery: ·"'EM:ya 1tOO~ n KpiJl<X va 7tt.pvouvs, va xcivounat ntpa yta 1ti:pa 6/..a -ra 
trHptacrJlevou JlOU mu tpyou [ ... l" (170). They both remain faithful to that first real 
love, the one still communicating with Myrtoula in his thoughts, having her as his 
Muse. the other as her husband, because he never remarries despite all the 
relationships that were to follow in his life. 
The narrator continues his topographical itinerary m the Greek cultural 
centres, finding refuge in Lefkada, while Astras rcmams tn Constantinople and IS 
looked after by a young servant, Frosoula, who becomes his lover. From then 
onwards, the two brothers go from one adventure to the other, each one in hi s field. 
J\stras falls in Jove with many different women and Asteris tests his strengths in 
creative writing. Frosoula, who even assists Astras in his various sexual conquests, is 
the constant presence and anchor in his life. Astras dies before the narrator, while still 
quite young. He drowns in an effort to meet his last love, Aphrodite. Asteri s decides 
to reinstate Frosoula, the loyal servant, touched by her true love for hi s brother. He 
marries her as a gesture of appreciation for her love and dedication, which for him 
expressed simply what was important in life. The li ves of the two brothers are thus 
intertwined, sharing the same loves and disappointments, and being forever united. 
even after death. The author puts forward the idea that the desire to conquer all 
11 This brings to mind Psycharis·s collection of short stories with the title: Irov 7cnao rou 17i.aravov 
( 191 1 ). in the prologue of which he mentions that Greek people tended to enjoy reading underneath the 
shade of a tree (Psycharis 19 11 : I 0). 
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women is compared with the multitude of inspirations competing in the poet' s mind 
to take definite shape. 
1. An unknown Introduction 
Vrettakos·s 1955 edition of Ta L1vo Aotpqna, published by Makedonikes 
Ekdoseis, was an attempt to faithfully create a corpus of all Psycharis ' s novels and 
fo llows the first edition of the novel by Estia ( 1910-1 ). However, both editions omit 
the ' introduction ' ("aq>tspu:rruc6 ypaJ..l)la'taKl."), an extensive document that formed 
part of the first manuscript version of the novel in 1903 (it is inc luded in the 
Appendix, see also Introduction and Chapter One to this thesis). This letter offers 
valuable infom1ation regarding Psycharis's views on literature. It was published with 
some alterations in Noumas 1904, 77: 7-12, 78: 5-8, 79: 4-8. The Noumas version, 
which is slightly longer than the original, is a lso included in Psycharis 1997a. in pages 
312-36. The prologue-letter is dedicated to Katia Episkopopoulos, wife of Nikos 
Episkopopoulos (Nicolas Segur), who had a prominent career in Greece and in 
France. The dedication is understandable in the light of the novel's emphasis on the 
role of the Woman as Muse who guides the poet. 
The author explains that his novel was not for young girls. I Ic claims that he 
tried to portray Greek society in Athens and in Constantinople, and the faults in the 
characters of these people, which were clear to the eye of the careful observer (K'). He 
argues that most Greeks were like chi ldren as was the Greek nation itself, "[c])ld<; 
crLTlv EA.A.aoa, !l6}, tc; ycwf19~Ka)..le. M6A.tc; ~u7tYOUJ..ls. Kat ~uJtVou)..le am) u7tYo ~api. 
:=:u7tYOUJ..lC an6 LOY U7tYO Til<; crdaJ3uic; [ ... ]" (q'). Furthermore, he explains that even 
though the constraints of the period would probably direct novel ists to write a 
hi storical novel, tracing the changes in the psychology of the Greek people since the 
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reYolution (since it was impossible to ignore this landmark in Greek history), he 
wanted to show instead the cultural development of the people and to define their true 
potential and faults in order to pave a path for national progress. Thus he explained 
that the narrator of his novel had passed through a period of perpetual movement 
analogous to that of the Greek people. He also views the characters as they grow up, 
travel , try to gain an understanding of their own identity and leave their mark on the 
world (Ke'). 
An important point made in this introduction is Psycharis's idea that one of the 
Greek people's faults was the use of katharevousa, in Constantinople in particular, 
betraying a tendency to give in to pedantic attitudes: "[ ... ] Kat 11 KaOapeuouaa nou 
J.ta<; <pai.vetat to <iKpov <iwro rou noA.tnaJ.tOU, JJ.Ot<i~et no/..'6 neptaa6n:po aav 
anoJ.~.etvapt r11c; KarapaJ.l.evllc; t1lc; aKI..aPt<ic;" (Kll '). The author believed that the use of 
an unnatural language, like katharevousa, prevented people from forming a clear idea 
of who they were, which meant that they lived in a state of denial and confusion, 
probably convinced that the language they used would demonstrate their direct link 
with the ancient Greeks. That is why the role of the novelist takes on greater 
significance; through his novels he could help people in their progress towards self-
awareness, and show them that they should not be afraid to employ the language that 
was used in everyday communication. However, the same people depicted in his 
novels would also help the novelist develop his skills, and find his own identity as a 
writer. As the author concludes: ·'K6.8e PWJ.~.t6c; 1IOU ea rov I.I'UX.OAOyfjaOU!-L£, ea Jlac; 
n),ouriall K(lt Jl, tva KUlVOUptO npwr6runo PO!-LUV't()O. An6 K£t ea !-Lac; pyouve 
T oA.at6110Ec;, MnaA.s<iKllOEc; Kat <D/..,wJ.~.nf.plloec;, nou KaA.6 06.-rave va -roue; ~ex.vouaa!-Le 
K<inou K<inou, yta va npoaf.~OUJ.l.E a-roue; OtKouc; J.tac;, roue; nnorevwuc;. Ei.vat ro 
po!-L<ivrso tpyo e8vtK6, e8vtK6 Km ro Ot<iPa<>!-L<i wu" (A.'). The ideas of self-awareness 
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and the formation of identity, which are discussed in the introduction, are central to 
the novel. Within the concept of identity also lies the Apollonian and Dionysian 
division that is exemplified in the attitude of the two brothers. 
2. Apollonian and Dionysian division as represented by the two brothers 
Each of the two main characters operates primarily in terms of one of the two 
elements that guide people 's actions and thoughts. Asteris is motivated by his 
intellectual needs and his brother by his physical ones. T his division is very 
schematic, as people in real life are complex with many different characteri stics but it 
serves to point out the author's analysis of the human soul: 
<l>TcXVSl 'tOpa. V<l 1.1.11 ~Le punan; 7t0t0<; d taVe 0 QOep<p6c; I.I.OU 0 
Acnpac;· OU'tC a.8cp<p6 oirre aoep<pfl I.I.OU xaptoe 0 oupav6c;. 
Bp€911Ke (lVcX)'Kll va tplAO(JOtp~(JOJ, va IOcOAOy~aw l((ll oro 'tllV 
'l'uxfl nou 1.1.toa 'tll<; ouyKmprovs ouo -ram:c; oux<popsn~<ec;, 
apa V(l 't11 xropioro Oe OUO pOAOU<;, 7tOU !hOL )'lVOUV't(lt 
napao-ranKw-rspot o Ka9tva.c; (Zolotas 1928: 833, the 
emphasis as it is in the text). 11 
The narrator presents himself as the quieter of the two brothers, having a 
contemplative nature and a tendency to create stories in his head. Astras, on the other 
hand, is described as the 'star' of the fam ily, being very handsome and sociable, and 
favoured particularly by their mother. The two brothers were both charismatic, the 
one functioned more through his intellect, while the other was ruled by his emotions, 
12Psycharis believed that the novelist always portrays episodes of his own life and renders his own 
emotions, but he makes the portrayal in such a way that it concerns other people's lives also: · 'crtT]V 
rrayKO<JfltCl qHh.oA.oyia rov wcpr6 crou va t;ouypa<pit;TJ~. Kat JHiA.tcrm va.Uat;TJ~ flC K<i9£ crou t;ouypa<pta 
tov w<pt6 crou. rrtpva yta rrA.ouro~" (ibid: 833-34). The author in all of his novels. tries to analyse his 
characters, their thoughts and their motives; in most cases, though, the characters remain incomplete, as 
they do not give the impression of people that one could actually meet in real life. In this novel also. 
the two brothers have characteristics of Psycharis's own personality, but their depiction does not 
succeed in sustaining them as something more than constructions for the purpose of the story. There 
seems to be a limited presentation of their consciousness, their inner life. 
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and was able to manipulate other peopte·s emotions as well: "['t]tTou:x bto.<popa imo. 
rcmA.o.tk m: Keivove 11 Ko.pot<i" (3 ). However, as the narrator explains, they both aimed 
to experience the beauty of life. For Asteris, this beauty was an abstract love of the 
Muse who gave inspiration to the poet to help him in his creation; for Astras it was a 
physical love, always related to the female presence: 
K' ot ouo ~-ta.c; a.ya.m'wa.lle 6A.11 !J.O.c; Til ~wlj· eKeivoc; 
a.y6.1tT]crE Til ruva.iKO., gyro ay6.1tTjcrO. tTl Moucru· dva.t TO 
i8to. novoucr£ 11 KO.p8t6. tOU, evspyoucre O!J.Wc; Kt 0 vouc; 
rou 6.Uo t6cro· e)Jiva. o vouc; !J.OU evepyoucre, !J.O. 
rrovoucre ()UVU!J.O. K. 11 KO.poui !J.OU. Ay6.1tTj 0111J.tOupyoucrt 
'1 'I'UxTl tou, evoo rrot-r,()TJ OTJ!J.toupyoucre 11 8tKTj !J.OU. Kt 
6rrwc; eyoo errA.a.ea, 6rrwc; cruvta.ipta.l;a ta rrot~!J.atli IJ.OU, 
EKdvoc; errA.a.9e KU0E tOU ayam1, AE<; l<O.t TllV K0.0e!J.la crOU 
Til crwta.ipta.se !J.E tExVll yta. va. yiVll eva rrOL111J.O. 11 
K0.0E!J.LU ( 4 ). 
The novelistic technique of creating a fictional brother is employed also in To ra(i6t 
pou (1 888). 13 In one of the chapters of the book, the narrator introduces his brother 
Yannis, who is a harmless giant, absorbed in the activity of eating large quantities of 
food. Thus, in this case also, the brother represents the physical element, whi le the 
narrator remains preoccupied with intellectual pursuits. In Tovtzpo rov rw.vvipiJ 
( 1897), on the other hand, Y anniris - the main character - incorporates both the 
intellectual and the physical element, in equally large proportions. He is a remarkable 
writer and a great conqueror of women. If we can accept Yanniris as an exceptional 
personality, in Ta L1vo AOtpqna, by contrast, there is something unbelievable in the 
portrayal of the two characters. 
The narrator is presented as the more stable and complete personality, while 
his brother's excessive erotic tendencies tum him into a caricature. It is difficult to 
13Psycharis did not have any brothers or sisters in real life. 
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sympathise with an adult. who after his wife's death does nothing else in life except 
fa ll in loYe with many different women, and on occasions just drag them into his bed 
from pure lust, unless we perceive this activity aJlegorically as the constant efforts of 
the writer to experiment with different forms and expressive modes. There is no depth 
in the character, no real emotional development, except the emotions expressed in his 
diary. where he addresses his loved one lamenting her loss. In the following extract, 
the author manages to convey the emotional side of this character, who has been 
described in the beginning of the novel as a sweet soul (see p. 7). The imaginary letter 
to his late wife exemplifies his sweet nature, and conveys his suffering with which the 
reader can identify: 
l:iu.u:pa nou J.lf: PA.enw;, t.xw y\)pw rpty6pw J.lOU 6Ao. -ra J.ltKp6. 
TUV'tlKet~Va. 7tOU cha.w: btK6. <JOU, 'tO KOU!l 07tOU tPasE<; La 
y6.V'tta <JOU, !0 7tp6.atv6 <JOU tO J.lHUSW'tO q>OU<J't6.Vt, 7tOU <JOU 
ri)yatvc r6oo Ka.A.6., nou doouva. !Jiaa •6oo v6mtJ.lll cruv6.J.tU 
tet wpaia., to x.rf.vt oou, nou J!Upit;et aKOJ.lll rw ~taU...Wvc crou 
TTl p.upw8t6., ta 1tU7tOUTcr6.Kta <JOU '!U J.llKpO\rtOtKU, 'tO 
nopto<p6A.t nou r6na.tpvt::<; n6.V'ta J.lnSi crou, Kat em<; 
!Oe7t0l>A£<; tOU x.apt6.Kta ~ tOU XI::PlOU crou tO 
yp6.\j/tJ.lO! ... ( 155). 
Apart from that period, Astras's behaviour marks him out as a shallow, even immoral 
person. He takes pleasure in stealing other people's wives or seducing innocent girls 
in order to satisfy his own sexual hunger, which must be a result of his emotional 
loneliness. This explanation is not adequately stressed though in the novel, and, 
therefore, the unfolding of Astras's adventures tum him into a most unlikeable 
character. It is as if the author aims to undermine implicitly the significance of the 
physical element as opposed to the intellectual. 
Throughout the narrative, there is an emphasis on this division between heart 
and mind. Astras aims to live his life, inspiring love in others, especially in women, 
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while Asteris strives to inspire readers with his intellectual work, his novels. Finally, 
1\steris's apprenticeship in life includes his brother's apprenticeship, as he interprets 
the brother· s story, and makes it the theme of his novel. Thus the brothers need each 
other: Asteri s needs the brother' s story to show his talent, while Astras needs the 
narrator's (Asteris's) interpretation of his story. However, since the novelist survives 
at the end and takes over the other brother's life, the author admits indirectly that the 
role of the novelist is more important than that of the lover. 
3. The multiple functions of the 'mirroring' process 
As mentioned already, another important motif in the narrative is the symbol 
of the mirror, which reinforces the dualistic division exemplified by the two brothers 
and their different characteristics in the process of reflection. This reflection has 
multiple expressions: it involves the issues of language, Greek identity, as defined 
through the different characters described in the novel, and the process of creating a 
novel. I will clarify how it is presented in each case. 
With regard to the language, Psycharis believed that the novel should reflect 
the language used by people in everyday life (see Chapter One). In To. .dvo Aotpcpto., 
as mentioned above, we note the emphasis placed by the author on correct expression 
in the narration, an important e lement in the novcl. 14 Psycharis's theoretical views 
regarding the role of the writer were in accordance with those expressed in this novel 
by one of its two main characters, and clarify the term 'cf:)vtK6'. According to the 
author, the ideal writer was like a mirror: '"'Eva<; JlC'f<lA.os cruypacpta<; dvat crav 
Ka0p€q>TI}<;· cr'ta A.6yta 'tOU JlEcra o Ka8£vas PA.btet 'tllV iOta 'tOU 'tllV etK6va" ( 1902b: 
156, written in 1886, see also Chapter One). As Asteris, the narrator of the novel, 
11See for example: "<I>A.oywJ.ttvO cra~ -rov dna· KaUta c.pA.oyooetpJ.ttvO<; rou Tettptal.;Et [ ... ]" (7). 
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expresses the same wish. that is to write .. a book for the people, for our own people" 
( 1910-1: 303). we can sec that Psycharis 's programmatic aims remained unaltered for 
more than twenty years. The author never really followed any trends or literary 
movements blindly, since he believed that he was the trendsetter and his plan was to 
establish the demotic as the language of Greek prose. As a result, even though the 
novel discusses a certain system of class distinction existing in Constantinople and 
Athens, the language used by the different characters does not denote a distinguishing 
mark of their respective classes. In that respect, the language of the novel aims to 
·reflect' what Psycharis considered a uniform national identity. 
The mirror also reflects the society in which he places his characters, as will 
be discussed in the foJlowing section. FUithermore, the author plays with the motif of 
the mirror, which is turned towards him, in a kind of introspection and desire to 
discover his true identity. As in most of his novels, Psycharis wanted to define the 
Greek characteristics in himself, and in other people, and examine the differences 
between Greeks and other Europeans. He wants and hopes that the reader will see 
himself/herself as s/he really is and so his role is to uncover the hidden reality, the 
mask as is referred to in the narrative. 
The novel begins by describing the narrator's family, in an attempt to trace his 
roots; some of the episodes in the narrative are a fictionalised account of the real 
author's family. 15 It is characteristic of Psycharis's introspective approach that he 
should describe not only his own personality but, through the process of mirroring, 
present to the Greek public the elements that could be considered essentially Greek, 
1 ~"~Ta (il]\>0 A8tpqHa tpyaA.a K07H))(; tO n:oprpaltto tOU [OtOU TOU ~7r0Jl7r0 (cr. 2-3). <I>IAO<JO<j>T]<JO 6flWS 
rov ci.Opwn:o mo n:ol.i rrapa n:ou tov 'I'Vxo.A.6yT]oa· rov tO~>OA6YT]cra KUptO.I..qnKa. Tov C<HT]<Ja yw 
crupoi,o, Kt OXl Ka8acpt6 yta n:p6crwn:o. M.T]Stva Kl an:6 Tf1 sW~ n:ap~ttva dvcu !iOVOXCL ou6 £1t€t<J60ta, 10 
£7r£t<JOOIO rou a~taSlOU (cr. 43 ). KCLt Ol f:pwrts 10U ~£ TT] Lf.liOatva TT]V Ctpf.H:von:ouA.a, 6n:ou 6A.a 6/,a £ivat 
motel. [ ... )" (in Zolotas 1928: 833). 
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the peculiarities that he noticed in different Greek communities, as well as describing 
the contrasts he found with people in Europe. As is pointed out by the narrator: 
0 uA.tK6<; o Ka9ptq>TTJS nou -r6aes <popt<; JlW; napouauii;et 
IT)V £tK6va ~ta<; IT)V 119llC1l, (nav a~a<pva ~M11:01)f..lU<J'tE ~ 
crw rrp6crwrro cv6s aA.Aou aOprorrou iJ cre Kavtva l;evo 
avnKElJ.l.EVO, Kat (J'l)yKpivOUJlE TO Eyro JlUS JlE TO rrp6.Jla ~ 
1-LE 'W nMa!-la 'tO sevo, tp.i:A.A£ 0 Kaepe<p'tll<; aq>'r6s 11:0'\) 
TOV UVTU!-LOWOU!-L£ 7rUVTOU, UKO!-Lll 1l:LO KUTCtaUplCa va JlE 
K<if..lll va \VUXOAOy~m.u TOV caq>TO f..LOU (211 ). 
Although the novel is structured around the alternating stories of the two 
brothers (i.e. a sexual adventure for Astras followed by a trial experienced by Asteris 
in relation to his work as a writer), in the second half of the narrative there seems to 
be more emphasis on Astras's life. This happens because the narrator meets Frosoula 
after his brother's death and hears the story of their life in Constantinople from her. 
Thus from that part onwards the focus is turned on Astras's life, with Frosoula as 
narrator and the original narrator assuming the role of the narratee. Furthermore, the 
narrator takes the role of his late brother by taking Frosoula to live with him. Thus it 
appears as if the story of the one brother is nearing its end, while the other's is just 
starting. 16 In this part of the story, Frosoula recounts to Asteris her first meeting with 
his brother; the narrator (Asreris) also comments on his brother's actions while 
Frosoula recounts her memories of Astras. However, it should be pointed out that the 
narrator reports very little of Frosoula's direct speech; he chooses to mask her speech 
with his own words and tone of narration instead of allowing her the chance to speak 
for herself. Thus Psycharis misses the opportunity to represent faithfully the speech of 
an ordinary Greek person in accordance with his aims. Nevertheless, if we notice one 
16Perhaps, this is the reason that the narrative loses its balance, and Astras' s adventures seem excessive 
and unbelievable, as they are not counter-balanced by his brother's. 
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extract from the noYel carefully, we will understand how the process of mirroring also 
helps the characterisation and the sharing of roles in the novel: 
Koimse o A<rrpa~ npo~ To £yyAtstKo <min. ~£v ~::io~:: -rinota, J .. n'rr£ 
TOUUAEtn:<;, J.U)Tc VTl><Jt~lUTU, Jll)'n: KOKOV£<;. f'6pt<J€ U7t0 TO 
avTi9ero ~po<;, 811A.aoi] npo<; TO <min -ro nepi<pllJlO 'tTl<; LiAPta~, 
'tTl~ 1tpW't11~ TOU ay<iml~ [ ... ] A~ 'tU 1tUPll 0 OtaA.oc;! EJ.Lc~ a/..A.o 
KUvilYt ~ll•Oi>J.Le . Ka•w Jlepta, entt8T] 'te-.pa:ywvo~ o J.Lna.~t<;, 
Ul.fiWVOtaV£ n£A.Wpto~ roixo~, 8ixw~ na.pa8upo, Jl' t va. <peyyi'tll 
JlOVO O.l.flllAU. Xwpi<; va. TO 8€A.ll, epp~e KO.t Kel JllO. JlO.'ttU, 
~exacra.vm~ oA.6reA.a. nw<; dmve Ka.'t<i<>'tll~ta. Ka.nou•crivot. 
A va8EJ.LUV TOU~ KO.l Mq:nou~, 'tpc~ a.va.8cJ.L<iV 'tOuc;! A~a.q>Va. 
n:a.ipvet O.A.Ao OpOJ.LO 11 JlUTt<i -rou. Mna! Kat n np6.J.La dvat 'tOtno; 
Ka.A.€, nw<; b£V n:p6cr£S£ iota ~le TOTe<;; nwc; yivew.t; Ko1t£AA0Ubl 
J.LC J.Lta. q>p£aK<i8a. crTa. J.L6.you/..a., cr'tO np6crwno, va, q>pccrK<ioa 
Ka"lcrtoi>! Ehavc, <piA.£ JlOU, 11 <Dpocroi>A.a. n01) cruyl>pU:e 'tllV 
KUJ.Lapa. 111~ J.L<iVVa~ 'tll~ [ .. . ] ewp<i A.om6v asaq>va. 'TOV Acr'tpa 
1tOU XU<JKcl, 1l:OU <Yepyta.vt~£1, 1tOU OlOAOU nta 9AtJl~teVO~ 0€ 
<paive-ra.t. X<ipllK£ 'tO KOpiTot. - "Ax! 0 8e6c; va Jlll JlOU TO 
crxwp€crll! JlOU £/..eye. ~£V tnpene, 'tttOLO 1tpUJlO. va 'TO K<iJ.LW. Na., 
•ov aq>evTll, wv a<p£vn1 Koha.t;a Kt a.n6 TTl xapci JlOU yi;A.a.oo.!" 
(I 79-80). 17 
Astras looks at Frosoula and then she looks at him, as if mirroring his actions and 
thoughts. In this extract, which is part of a larger section in the novel , Frosoula 
recounts her thoughts to Asteris, and Asteris, the main narrator of the novel, recounts 
the story of their meeting to the readers. In this paragraph the narrator wants us to 
follow Astras' s view and his thoughts as they are presented through Frosoula' s 
recollection. He does not manage to leave Astras alone with his thoughts, though, but 
intervenes and guides the narration: "Ehav£, <ptA£ f..I.OU TJ <DpocrouA.a [ ... ]". This means 
that the narrator cannot escape his omniscient status, but it also indicates that there is 
a sharing of roles between the characters. The narrator' s role is taken both by Asteris 
and Frosoula, although the latter' s voice is appropriated by that of the male narrator, 
and Asteris also identifies with his brother' s role. The narrator has explained earlier in 
17The activity of looking and observing is expressed seven times in this extract ' KoiT~£' . 'eppts£ , ..ua 
J ..tan<i', ·n:aipvst op6f10 TJ t..tan<i wu', 'np6crs~c', ·erop<i.' ' ot: ~paivstat', 'Koita~a'. 
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the narratiYe. for the sake of readers, that he had changed part of Frosoula's account 
in order to make it more coherent: ·-Kpa:c11cra ~eptKt~ a1t6 n~ q>pacrouA.~ Til<;, Kat 
~tPata moe; ea tO 7tpon~oucra va ~mopoucra va civat 6A.o 'tO OitYllJ..lU OtK6 Til~. 6A.o Jlc 
ta A.6yta 'tll<; croOq.ttvo. Ma 0£ <n<i811K£ poA.~::-r6, £7ttt0i} croxva XP£t<icr'tl1Ke va 
7tpocrttcrro T] va ~llyiJcrro K<in np<lJla-ra, 1tou 8ev -ra. K<irexe it 7tOU 6cv -ra. 'l'uxoA.oyoucre 
K<i8e q>opa 61troc; voJ..Li/;;c.o 1tc.o<; a~il;;a.vs" (147). Astras also keeps a diary expressing his 
feelings about the loss of his beloved Myrtoula; and his brother Asteris, who presents 
some extracts to readers, is also a reader of this diary (sec p. 149). Astras is the 
principal actor in the narrative but when he dies his place is taken by the narrator by 
dint of his marrying Frosoula. Thus there are three narrators overall in this novel, the 
two brothers and the faithful servant Frosoula; and the two brothers alternate their 
roles. The sharing of roles or identities reinforces the dualistic mode of the novel, 
which suggests that self-awareness is gained only in relation to others. In relevance to 
the above points, one could consult also the analysis of Hamon (1981: 188-89), 
regarding the moti f of the mirror in which the character is both the observer and part 
of the scene that is observed. 
Finally, the mirror as a symbol also refers to the narrative process. The 
technique of the internal mirroring in the narrative process is created through the 
inclusion of extracts from the brother's diary. This is similar to the diary of the 
fictional brother in the unpublished novel discussed in the previous chapter (for the 
function of the diary in a novel see Samouil 1998). The novelist within the novel is a 
device frequently employed by Psycharis in his novels, and it reveals the strong 
narcissistic element of his work. As Yannakakis explains, '·'metafiction' constitutes a 
form of textual narcissism, in the sense that the object of reference of a text is not 
reality but the very activity of writing a novel" (1990: 77). Astcris, as a representative 
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of all no\·elists. stri\·cs to produce the masterpiece which will exempli fy the power of 
his mind and reflect the essence of life. Significantly, the author also incorporates 
\Yithin the narration, the story of the Spanish poet Lope de Vega, which is supposed to 
act as an advance mention of Asteris's pursuits. The story is didactic, multiplying the 
meaning of the novel, the pursuit of beauty in artistic creation. 
When Lope de Vega was young, he noticed a book in his father 's li brary 
entitled ·The Star of Beauty' . The title captured his attention, but as he felt 
embarrassed to ask his father to give him the book, he decided to examine it the next 
day on his own, taking his time. The foll owing day, though, the book was not in its 
place, because his father had sold it. The poet felt such sorrow at losing what he 
considered a valuable treasure, that he spent a lifetime trying to write something 
important, something worthy of the titl e of that ~ost book which had inspired such 
emotions in his heart. Yet he always felt inadequate to the task and his work never 
seemed good enough to him to bear the title of his first love in life. For this reason, he 
wrote many books but never found the 'star of beauty' again. Similarly, in Psycharis's 
novel, the writer's anxiety is that his work is outside the realms of real poetry, which 
is the poetry of life; that he is incapable of rendering the actions and feelings people 
experienced in real life, but his work remains a shapeless production of ' paper life': 
·'Ka.At. "tl ~EpOl>J.l£ jlttc; Ol 1totTj'tUD£c;, £J.l£ic; Ot ypa.qnci<5£c;, 0.1t0 "tTJ swfl; Mo. n ~EpOUJ.l£ 
Kt an6 !TJV noi11cr11; '' ( 144 ). 
Poetry is the ideal condition, which the di scourse of the novel attempts to 
render, and is equivalent to love. Asteris learns the meaning of poetry, and Astras the 
meaning of love, from Homer. The narrative suggests, though, that both of them were 
inadequate when compared to the uneducated female, personified by Frosoula. Her 
Jove is stronger than Astras's, and her poetry of life incomparable, as she produces the 
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true ·star of beauty· by giving birth to Constantinos, the narrator' s son. Thus Asteris 
and Astras. \\·hose names play on the theme of the star (acr-rtpt), as in the title of the 
coveted book. find true beauty, when they combine their forces, love and poetry, with 
the help of Frosoula, who seems to reflect the different ideals o f each brother in 
different sections of the narrative. With these self-referential clements referring to the 
inspiration. and the desire to master creative writing, the text reproduces small-scale 
refl ections of the main objectives of the author in this novel. 
4. Greek society and culture of the period as portrayed in the novel 
Through the two brothers and their lives, the author aims to portray Greek 
society and present his ideas on the 'Greek character' and culture. The narrator travels 
from Constantinople to Athens and then to the Ionian is lands, and through this 
itinerary the author presents the different linguistic idioms and customs in each area. 
The particular political , social and cultural situation in each of them determines the 
lifestyle of the Greek communities that inhabit them and give them their distinct 
character. 
ln particular, Psycharis portrays the Greek community of Constantinople, and 
through context or direct commentary presents his ideas on Greek language and 
culture. As I have mentioned in the introduction, the author lived in Constantinople 
from the age of six until he was nine years old, before going to live with his 
grandmother in Marseille (see Psycharis 1993). Later, in 1886, he travelled back there 
as an adult, for the purpose of studying the Greek dialects of the area. Constantinople 
is the setting of two of his novels, the one under examination and Tovtzpo rov 
Tto.vvipf! (1897), but the city also features in the rest of his novels. In both novels. the 
author portrays the city of his childhood years with a degree of nostalgia but without 
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am· sirm of idealisation. as was the case in much 'ethographic' writing of the period. 
. ..... 
He was able to analyse the people with his acute critical skills, and with the 
kno\o\ ledge and the objectivity of someone who considered France as his second 
home. In addition, a lot of the expressions in this novel, as well as in T6vetpo. were 
characteristic of the Greek used in Constantinople, because according to the narrator's 
own admission, he was a 'Politis' at heart: "Ootoc; O!lW<; K1 a.rr6 !lO.Kpta oev TO. PM11:et 
11:0A.inKo KOAAl1!lCVO cr-ro rrstcri [ ... ]" ( 129). 18 
firstly, he presents the people in Constantinople as interested in the various 
expressions of love, even from an early age: "LuVTpoq>6 !lac;, c:ruVTp6q>tcrmi !lac; os 
Ou!lOU!lO.l a.rr6 Kdvo TOY Ka.tp6, rrou va. !lllV t::pom:P6Tavs Kci8t:: T6cro" (5). The men, in 
particular, even in old age, were going after young girls and making fools of 
themselves. This proved that the Greeks of Constantinople had fiery temperaments, 
and followed their physical instincts, even at the expense of ' losing face '. However, 
they were also proud and an·ogant despite all of their weaknesses. The two brothers' 
friends arc portrayed as typical upper-class families of Constantinople: one such 
family, Miltiadi Beis and his wife Elego, exemplify the attitudes prevalent in Greeks 
of the period. 19 The father was the lord and master of the house, and everyone was 
meant to obey him and attend to his every wish. Psycharis satirises the family 
situation, in hilarious scenes, that describe the subservience of the women towards the 
head of the family, while the latter in his tum, is similarly subservient to the Turkish 
master: ''f upt~e 0 !l7tel1c; an' 0~(1) - icrwc; arr6 Kaveva.v 6X)..o !l7rtl1, T oup!CO, rrou !l7tOpei 
18The Greek of the area is indicated in the words: 'croucrou1fta', '1:in:on~', 'n:Etcri'. 
19
·Bey' is a polite term used by Turks when addressing or talking about men of a certain social 
standing, and it is used both for fellow-Turks and for Greeks. 
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~.l'll:aoui. va TOU mipoUV£ TO rraA. TO !OU, TO J.mao'WUVl TOU· <HO oui~a tou, J.lOAl~ J.lla 
J.lana wu.; £pptxve o J.liTEllS· Ka-re~mve o J.l7t£1l<; o-ro np6yeuJ.la· 11 KoK:6va EA.£yKro 
avrapeptvl']·- ' L1llJ.l~TPll! np6oexe, n 0£"-et o J.l7tEll<;' "(19). The author comments 
also that the ' Polites ' behaved as if they were the centre of the world, and their words 
and actions were significant for the rest of the community. However, this trait was 
true of all Greeks, who wanted to appear more important than other people, as if some 
inherited mentality made them believe that they were 'gods' . 
Kallirrhoe Siganou Parren also portrayed the same type of family values in her 
trilogy of novels "Ta Bt~A.ia. Tl']<; Auy,1c;", giving a more liberal, feminist perspective 
though having the younger female characters questioning the situation, in accordance 
with her feminist agenda (see Psarra 1999). Psycharis's femal e characters, on the 
contrary, do not show any signs of challenging their husbands. Their only resistance 
was when they were unfaithful to them, and even then they followed male 
predilections. As the narrator of To. LJvo A&pqna observes, everyone wore a mask in 
Constantinopolitan society; they all played a role as if there had been prior mutual 
agreement between them as to the distribution of roles. They all wanted to appear as if 
they had good manners and followed the European trends. They tried to embrace, in 
particular, French customs but these adopted manners did not always manage to cover 
Up their primitive urges: "fta !OU!O, u7to0erro, 0£ Oa q>OpOUOaV£ 7t0Vta TT] J.UlOKa KO.t 
Oa U7tflpxav£ K<iJ..l7t00£<; OUYJ.lE<;, 07t0U an6 TOU Ka0ev6~ TOU<; J.lEOa TO 7teTOl, 0~(1) Kl 
0~(1) ea 1t£TIOT(lV£ , 7tp(t)T07tAaO'tll OPJ.lll roue;, 0 ayptoc; aVU7t6TaXTO~ af)pronoc;, TO 
0£pt6 nou ·ranooKE7tas£ 11 J.l68a" ( 46). 
Thus, through the story of the two brothers, the novel presents the developing 
urban society of Constantinople. It presents the fiery and arrogant manners of people, 
and the importance attached to financial wealth, which sometimes led to commercial 
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disasters. The family situation is portrayed as unbalanced, having the male at its 
centre. and the woman serving his needs or following his example. A blind belief that 
eYer)1hing foreign was good made people imitate altitudes which weakened the 
traditional bonds between members of the society. This type of society showed no 
clear idea of where it came from, and where it was heading, because the veil of 
imitation covered every original expression, even cultural production. As the narrator 
claims, instead of cultivating the strong e lements in thei r culture, people abandoned 
anything that was indigenous, and embraced everyth ing foreign: "An65t::t~T], nou -ra 
~usavnv<i, 6nwc; f..lOU fA.r,ys K<inotoc;, -ra Kam<ppovoucmve 6cro -ra Ka'ta<ppovoucrs Tl 
Eupw1tTJ· 'ta npocrt~ave, 6'tav <ipx_tcre Tl EupW1tTJ va -ra npocr{;X'l" (208). 2° Kallirrhoe 
Parren also makes the same observation, in a part of her novel H XeLpa(/JE:TI'/f.iiVI'/, 
which offers a condensed critique of the Greek society of Constantinople. Her 
remarks are very simi lar to those encountered in Psycharis's novel, pointing out the 
two main problems in the mental ity of Constantinopolitans, the influence of the 
Ottoman Empire (which had inherited faults from the Byzantine tradition) and the 
desire to mimic European ways. 
The narrator of Ta L1vo A&p(/Jia also insisted that the citizens of 
Constantinople were secretive people, who did not express their true wishes and aims, 
but instead 'shouted' about other unimportant issues. l ie explained that this was 
probably the result of their long period of enslavement, which had made them very 
cautious. In that respect, hypocrisy and mistrust reigned in all social exchanges, and 
the relations between people were not based on sol id foundations. Even worse, people 
did not even know their true selves: 
20Jndicativcly, in a similar manner, Psycharis satirises the way Greeks viewed French people in his 
short story "~uo cpiA.ot", from the collection I:rov 7mao rov fli.a.ravou ( 1911 : I 96-211 ). 
6£ cpavrp.;:E TETOtOS noAiTTJ<;, ytan cpopm)f.LU\. f.Ll)m..uc; 0 Pmf.Lt6<; 
1\:0l!U~El LOY Wq>TO TOU f.LOY&.Xa. Kt av 1:0V K0l1:U~£ 1:0UA0.Xt<HO 
!1£ ~lan npOGEXTlKO. nap{movo 0£ 9a £ixa~tE· a~isEt 0 Wq>r6c; 
LOU va KOl'!UXnl· Ma 'WV KOt1'USEl UXU/lVU· 0 UKaAAt£pyrrroc; 0£ 
cppovn~Et yta w9pi:q>TTJ, Kt o KaAAtEPYTJ!ll':voc;, nou 
Ka9pc:cpti~Etat crE Ka9p£cpn::c; cpep!ll':vouc; an6 n1v Eppwm1, 
Pal;ct q>tetacriot, yta va cpavt<i~rt !l1rPO<Jta <J1:0V stvo LOV 
m9pi:<PTII (3 8-9). 
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As mentioned above, this was one of the reasons for which the novel was written; by 
analysing himself, his family, and hi s compatriots, the author was seeking to find out 
his true identity, and escape the role assigned to him by the prevailing social attitudes. 
He wanted to discover what lay behind his own 'mask', and also help his compatriots 
in their introspection to realise their strengths. Psycharis bel ieved that Greeks did not 
use their intellect sufficiently in order to be able to progress in accordance with their 
traditions, but remained enmeshed in insignificant everyday issues, an opinion shared 
by Parren. In order to emphasise this point, he makes his narrator praise instead the 
Swiss as hard-working, liberal and civilised: "~taPasouve, ypa<pouve, 
KaraA.apaivouve, <JUsll'tOUV£ roc; K' Ol 7rt0 napU!CU'ttavoL L' 6/~.ec; nc; xropsc;, an' 6A.a 'ta 
xropta, PMnst<; Kat pyaivst f:;va nveJla, iJcruxo, yep6, nou TJJ..lSpa Kt ano<pacrtcrJleva, 
etpllvtKa Kt aA.uytcr-ra, 9D.et Kat Ka-rop8rovct -r11 Ae<p-repta." (209). The narrator was 
hoping to find this breath of liberal air and of cultivated spirit in the capital city of the 
free Greek state, Athens, which was the second stage in his itinerary, but he quickly 
became disillusioned. 
Athens represented the middle ground between new ideas and old beliefs, and 
for the people of Constantinople it seemed a place to aspire to, because it was free. 
Characteristically, in T6veLpo rov Tza.vvipiJ, the old servant, Stamatis, said longingly 
to Yanniris: "EJleic; 'tllV EA.A.a8a 'tllV aKOUf.l.£" (1897: 225), and for them, Athens 
represented the whole of Greece in those days. Asteris goes to Athens with a desire to 
find poetry there, meaning balance, hmmony and creativity, in all aspects of life. 
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\Vhat he finds though is not very different from the situation in Constantinople. 
According to the narrator, the Athenians imitated whatever customs and tendencies 
were considered European, denying their true identity. The author satirises the lack of 
social awareness and confused identities. He derides the novelist Papadiamantis, who 
was indifferent to his appearance/ 1 and another character called Tsigomagas (or 
Sigomas), who could be Syngros, a national benefactor. In particular, Sigomagas 
attracts Psycharis's scorn as the archetypal, devious, and cunning Greek: 
nepicpyo n6cro ELXE ana~et 0 IC. TcrtyKOJ.!UYKU<; an6 TllV n6A.TJ 
<JfiiV A8ftva. 0ciUa~c, on JlmllCE O"TO ~an6pt JrOU TOV g<pEpE 
L ... ] M11 PAine-re -ro E~unEptK6 -rou, -rc.i:>pa O"TflV A81)va 6nou 
npocrna8oucre va 5eiX,Vll A.Epevnci Kapchcic;, 'lmxflc; ~acr-rt::pt<i. 
'Ocro ~eKOUJ.17tWTTJ Kt a <popoucrt:: TTJ pevnyK6m wu, 11 KO.poouA.a 
TOU 0.1tO ~cro. KOUJ.!1tWJ.!EVTJ, KOUJ.11tOO"Tappw~VT}, cro.v TTJ 
O"TUJ.11tOUAlVU J.!U<; TTJV 1tOAtHK11 (123).22 
The fluidity of identities suggested in the above example reinforces the novel's 
general idea that one can only understand oneself by examining one's reflection in 
other people, ideas or places. 
As is repeated in the narrative, the lack of distinct identity awareness was 
apparent in the use of language in both of these communities. The language spoken 
by the people was a confusing mixture of katharevousa with Turkish and French 
expressions, "f..16vo nou <JTilV A8fJva P<isouvc "tOUpKtKo. A.ty<irr£po. Ko.t n£pcr6-r£po. 
yaU.tK<i" (85). Psycharis attributed the negative characteristics of 'Polites ' and their 
Jack of literary development to the centuries of enslavement, even though the 
accusation seems like a sweeping generalisation, which disregards the Phanariot 
21In the text, he appears as ' Diamantoulis' , hardly disguising the identity of the real person. 
2~ln this case also, as in the description of sior Miltiadias Balkas, the ironical tone manages to create an 
interesting description, where the characteristics of the person are attributed synecdochically to the way 
his coat is worn. 
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poetry of the eighteenth century, because of the language in which it was written23 : 
crKJ.apui~" (94).24 This remark reveals the author's disappointment at the fact that 
such a glorious city still seemed to be suffering the effects of Ottoman rule, which 
had also led to the adoption of katharevousa. Psycharis always attributed the use of 
katharevousa to the enslavement period which deprived the nation of its self-
awareness (see Appendix). Significantly the same type of comment had appeared in 
another of Psycharis's novels, Ta L1vo Tpzo.vra(fJvA.A.o. TOv Xapov (published in 1921 in 
Noumas but written in 1899): "[ ... ] E<>ro DE <p<ivllK£ no-r£c; ~ij't£ ~svoc; nOtTJ-riJ~. Uvo~u 
ui~u [ .. . ]" (722: 88). 
In Athens, the narrator found at least some signs of cultural and social 
progress, with its cast of intellectuals and merchants beginning to flourish and paving 
the way for a new type of society. He perceived overall a stronger class-system 
operating there and, as he explained, it was not a single society, but many different 
ones: the aristocracy, the middle class, the working class which was the majority of 
the population, and the lowest class which consisted of the very poor. He expressed a 
preference for the middle class, which for him included the intellectuals: 
Kcnoo an6 OU<j>TOU<;, apxisct Uf.l€croos 11 ·nisTl 1t0U AZyE<at 
J.!Ccrtavt1, Kat nou Eivat ano-rdccrfl£Yll an6 KaA.ous, -rir .. uous, 
XPUCJOU<; aOpcimouc;, ytaTL 0 flEOOTUSlTllS !11tOpd vavat 
cisa<pva KaL Kaveva<; !!EYUM!l1t0p0<; [ .. . ) TO tOtO KUL1tOAAoi 
KU.811YTl<UOe<; 1t0U oouA.tpouvE ~cruxa mo ypa<pcio -roue;. 
'ETcrt K' OtOTlf.!Ocrtcrfpa<pot, nou oE t,uyrovouv£ cr-ra nA.oucrta. 
crmna, 11' f:va A.6yo, Ol <pooncrfl£vot, 8mpacrfl£VOl, 
230n Phanariot poetry see for example Frantzi 1993. 
24Note also the comment: "Eixs OTJAao~ to noA.inKo £Kcivo Kat to f!Ovaxa noA.inKO, n:ou 01 noA.it£~ dt£ 
an6 Y£VVTl<Jtl..n6 rou~ to ~aa-roiw£, cit£ an6 tl)V rro/,uxpovl'l aK/,a~ta TO f!UI3av£, na£t va nq f!S<Ja tout; 
va Ta q>uA.ayouvs 6oa 11 Kapbt6. touc; stpT] [ ... ]" ( 121 ). 
npoKOf.i!levoL nourr6.8e<;, nel;oyp6.<pot, f.iU9tmopwyp6.<pot 
Kat l.omoi[ ... ] (295). 
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According to the views advanced in the novel, it was important for people to know 
themselves and what they wanted to achieve in their lives, and this could also be 
reflected in literature, since the poet presents aspects of the society to which he 
belongs. 25 If Athenian society was not as backward as that of Constantinople, which 
did not even have a proper poet among its population, it was nevertheless still very 
slow to make the transition from old beliefs to new ideas: "Ot AG11va.iot, cre Kdva. -w 
XPOVta., oc:v tO vot<.OSave O.KOJ..lll nroc; qnA.oA.oyia. a' eva. £9voc; <YilJ..lO.iVC:l, 6x_t va. 
(190). However, he clearly put all his hopes in the culture of the Ionian Islands. 
The people in the Ionian Islands appeared to have followed successfully the 
process of adopting the Western mentality and culture in Greece at that time. Their 
inhabitants displayed different characteristics from the rest of the Greeks. It was 
significant that they had never endured the Turkish occupation, only a European one, 
which had not been as hard, and from which they had adopted certain positive habits, 
like making provision for the future. This attitude gave them a strong belief in their 
existence as a distinct community, in contrast to the mentality in mainland Greece and 
Constantinople, which made people inclined to a fatalistic attitude, living only for the 
present. Psycharis also included a story which vividly portrayed the character of the 
islanders, who guarded their money even at the risk of their lives (p.l67-68 of the 
novel). He explicitly praised the people of the islands for their virtues and pointed out 
that their belief in the future encapsulated an important element of national awareness: 
25Poet meaning an intellectual. See also footnote 24, of Chapter Four. 
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s~crcT£ XPOVlU. rrro.; atWV€~ Oa s~crc't£ Kat TO eevos Kat cru Kat Ot (j't£pvoi crou" ( 166-7). 
He also honoured. implicitly, the cultural tradition of the islands' poetry by including 
references to it in his novel, as will be explained below. 
After the loss of his manuscript in Athens, the narrator finds refuge on the 
island of Agia Mavra (Lefl<ada), in the village of Vafkeri and, inspired by the physical 
beauty of the surroundings, he wants to render it in poetry. It is in this place that he 
has, for the first time, the vision of the dead Myrtoula which will accompany him in 
his writings, and every time he wants to be reunited with his Muse, he will go back to 
the island.26 The vision of Myrtoula, described as if dressed in moonlight, is a 
symbolic reference and a tribute to Solomos' s poetry, alluding to the appearance of 
the '<Deyyapovn>~J.tVT]' in the poem "Kpi]nK6c;" . There are other references too which 
have a similar function. At the end of the story, when Astras dies in his attempt to 
meet his last love in the turbulent sea, there is a special glow to his face before death 
which brings to mind Solomos's verse: "A.crtpa\j/e q>roc; Kat yvffiptcre o vLOc; -rov eaut6 
wu" (see Solomos 1961: 255). These are the words with which the poet describes the 
last moments of the swimmer in the poem "Porfyras" before he is attacked by a shark 
in the sea (for an analysis of Solomos's poetry see Mackridge 1989). The description 
in the novel is almost identical to that image in the poem: "[n]epe;D)811K£ cr-w 
np6crrorr6 wu !J.ta xapa !J.UcrnKir OT]y6tave o Kai:~~c;, nroc; no'tt 'tou 'tthoto np6crrono 
oev eioe, oupav6q>cyyo, aO<bo, 'tO Oeq>tep6Aeq>'t0 1tOU acr'tpa\jfe Kat , . m6pecre va TO OtT]. 
There was, of course, another reason why the author honoured the Ionian 
cultural tradition: because of its adoption of the demotic language. Through the 
narrator' s comments, Psycharis points out that only in this place had he found people 
26The village of Vatkeri was the birthplace of Psycharis's beloved Olga Valaoritis, who like the dead 
Myrtoula in the novel, personified his Muse. 
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\\·ith a clear idea of their common characteristics and beliefs, as a distinct group. The 
awareness of these people was manifested in the language used in everyday life, as 
well as in literature, which made them come together as a community. Psycharis 
strongly believed that the people who used the demotic language used the language of 
freedom, and this had an impact on their general outlook on life (see also Psycharis 
1902b: 168). Furthermore, he always spoke favourably of the poets of the Ionian 
Islands: Vilaras, Valaoritis, and especially Solomos whom he considered to be the 
only true Greek poet to emerge after the centuries of the Ottoman Occupation (see 
Chapters One and Six of the thesis). 
Thus the narrator's itinerary through the Greek topography helped him to 
discover the different expressions of the ' Greek soul', and to put forward, in his 
narrative, the author's ideological positions regarding the Greek national revival. 
According to numerous comments in the text, the author emphasises the message that 
the Greek people should develop an awareness of their own identity; who they were, 
and what they aimed to achieve. They should also adopt the demotic language which 
was used in everyday life in the Ionian Islands. In essence, they should create their 
own distinct national and cultural community separate from external influences. 
It is worth mentioning that in contrast to the spatial movement from one place 
to the other the time elapsing between these transitions appears to be condensed. The 
only incident which gives the impression of temporal movement is Myrtoula's death; 
otherwise, the awareness of both the male characters remains almost unaltered, 
despite the fact that these transitions should have taken place over several years. The 
specific spatial movement suggests the ideological transition from a less advanced to 
a more advanced Greek identity and culture, in accordance with the similar 
metaphorical transition in topography that is described in To To.~i6z fJ-OV. 
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5. The portrayal of women 
In Yicw of the way the novel focuses on Astras's love-life, and what love 
meant to different people, it is not surprising that it is inhabited by so many female 
characters. From the narrator's mother to their first childhood playmates, to wives, 
lovers. Muses, the narrative seems to include many different types of women. 
However, despite the many female presences, there is little authenticity in their 
voices. 
First of all, Asteris presents his mother as a quiet and reserved woman, full of 
kindness for others, putting their needs before her own but always hiding her own 
feelings. The 'mother' figure represents one category of women in the novel, an 
example being kokona Elego. The second category of women consists of the ones 
who refer directly or implicitly to works of art. The narrative praises female beauty 
and the beauty that is apparent in an artistic creation. In this case, women are viewed 
as cultural abstractions, silent but rewarding for those who can appreciate their unique 
characteristics. Silvia, for example, the first love of the two brothers, is an opera 
singer, with the appearance of a goddess: 
II !:iA.pl(l 8e6JlOpq>TJ. Mehta. PeA.oucStvta nou 
crmeopo),oucro.vt K16A.ac;. M ta tKq>pacrTJ Jltcro. touc; 
~crux.TJ, yA.uKeta, cro.v ep<.OTejltvTJ. MutT) \jltA~ , nep~q>O.VTJ, 
JleyciA.TJ Kat ima. Xpucr6q>eyyc crtTJV KOJlTJ tTJS to x.pWJla 
to pcv£LcrtcivtKo, to nepiq>llJlO, nou t6KO.Jle o Tttstcivoc; 
o.Oavo.LO KO.l rrou aeava'"CO tKO.jlt "COV Tttstcivo. 
AvacrtTJJlU 8ecic;. Xu~vo KOpJli, rrto A.tyvourcrtKo rrapci 
rraxouA6, JlO. J.1t Keitt oA0crTp6yyul..a 6p8to. crtT)OaKta, rrou 
11 xapm.I)~VTJ n:upyro~ wuc; q>6pJ.lo. towc crro PMtcrJlO. 
tTJ<; a.tpa Pacrv .. tK6 (I I). 
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Si lYia is presented like a precursor Muse. she is the first love, before the true love. the 
real Muse. The real Muse in this case is Myrtoula, the personification of the ' Idea·, 
who sacri ticed her life. metaphorically, in order to give all of her love to Astras. She 
also guides Asteris, giving him courage, and inspiration in his writings, showing him 
the true way: ··· ProjlO.ttKO XWilO. va yiv11<;. va yivTJ<; otvrpo, va yivT]<; l;At<i! Na 8ptq>T]<; 
1tAOUO'lOU<; KO.l cp-rroxou<;, avtp€<;, yuvahct<; KO.l rratOUKtO.. 0 €ALOOVO.<; jlOU va 0'£ (j)OOTIO'TJ 
( ... ) VO. rpayOUOU<; tTjV aya1tT), tT]V \j!Uxfl, tT] sroflj.!O.<; Kat VO ctcrat 1tUVtO. jlOU, 1tUVtO. 
F:UT]va<; TTJ<; EA.A.aoa<; 11a<;, tTJ<; ProjltocruvTJ<; 11ac; 7totTJtfl<;'" (306). 
There is a third category of women portrayed in the novel, the ones who 
provoke lust in men, like Annoula, the childhood friend, the various lovers of their 
father, and more importantly, the faithful servant Frosoula. Frosoula learns about 
sexual love for the first time with Astras and becomes his loyal friend and constant 
lover, even in between his other love affairs. She even brings young girls to him, to 
gain his favour, and helps him to seduce them. This type of representation was very 
provocative for the period. It is only because women are not given any textual space 
as separate entities that this type of behaviour becomes comprehensible. Frosoula 
conceives of herself as part of Astras's life, and she finds happiness or misery 
whenever he feels those emotions. Her existence in life is justified because she makes 
him happy. In addition, as mentioned above, when Frosoula tries to tell her love story 
as a narrative, the narrator, according to his own admission, intervenes and changes 
her words and views. There are a few expressions in the novel which belong to her, as 
for example when she asks permission to kiss the narrator' s feet after they get 
married. A contemporary reader, especially a female one, might find these scenes 
very disturbing, but I believe that they were extreme even for the period in which the 
novel was written (that is the reason Psycharis warned Mrs. Episkopopoulos in his 
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introduction that his noYel was not for young girls). When Astras dies, Frosoula has to 
justify her existence by becoming the mother of the narrator's child. Thus when she 
ceases being a lover. she has to embrace the maternal role, otherwise there would be 
no place for her in the textual world. 
Even though Psycharis had expressed his support for the feminist movement 
for emancipation (see Psycharis 1907b: 23/149- one page with double numbering), 
there is no sign of it in this novel, unless he considered free sexual conduct a sign of 
emancipation. By contrast, the narrator views women as slaves, who have to sacrifice 
themselves for a man's tenderness, while men, on the other hand, can behave as they 
please: "Na Jtonrn'Jc:;! DotT]TIJ<:; a1t6 ).!tva mo crwcrr6c;. Nayamic:; Kat vayamtcrm, -ri7tota 
O£V dvat! Ma va )lOU PP11<; )ll<l yuvaiKa, 7t0U O"E A.atptP~::t, va TIJV K6.)l11<:; oouA.o crou Kat 
7tpaJ..La crou, va 'tTJV aya1t<i<; 6·mv aoeta~etc:;, Kt a<pti] va crKotwv~::tat yta cr£va [ ... ] " 
( 139-40). There is only one incident where a woman is allowed an equal role with 
men, and even that is so allegorical that it cannot be considered a representative 
example. This involves the story of the female newspaper editor, Aspasia, who was 
also the lover of many important people in Athens and thus able to manipulate various 
situations to her advantage. This case refers to the story of, Aspasia, wife of Pericles 
who ruled in Athens in ancient times: "( ... ] 11 Acrnacria )l<l<;, av K<ll 7tOAAa OE ea 
yvcbptse an6 wpxaia w tcrmptKa -r11<; EA.A.aoac;, Kawcr-raA.a~e crw. yp6.J..LJ..Lata, 61twc; 
mtpt<iset cre )lt<l xwpa 07tOU pacriA..SI.jle, )ll<l <popa K' evav Katp6, 11 npffi'tT] Acrnacria" 
(299). 
The only thing in accordance with the ideas of the period discussed by other 
writers such as PaJamas, Xenopoulos, Parren, that Psycharis kept in the natTativeo was 
the new position of women as contributors to the national evolution, as the ones who 
would nurture the future generations of Greeks (see Anastasopoulou 1997). As is 
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stressed in the Introduction of the novel, the author hoped that women would promote 
national awareness and teach the language. It :is the personification of the female as 
the Greek nation that saves the narrative's portrayal of women from being completely 
derogatory: ··=:tpw; u ea 1tTj J..ltU MupwuA.a; :=:tp£1~ f..l.tU <DpocrouA.a u ea 7tTj; 
<DavTacrou Tt Jl7topdc; va npocrJltv-T)c; arr6 TIJ PcoJllOcrUVll, 6Tav KaA.A.u::pyYJ8ouve, 6-rav 
~anA.w8ouvc, va A.ouA.ououicrouv£ (J£ aUo XWf.LO., 6A.ec; Ol eeiec; ape-rtc;, Ol 8T]crappoi. 
6A.ot nou moA.i~ouv£ Jlla <DpocrouA.a" ( 458-9). Psycharis' s female characters in general 
portray the ideal of selflessness. According to the narrator in this novel, the most 
important virtue in life was love, and as the narrative showed, only women knew how 
to love properly: "L:TYjv a.y<i1tT] cpaiveTat 11 yuvaiKa· icrwc; cpaive-rat O"TYJV a.y<i1tT] TYJc; 
yuvai.Ka.c; K' tva t6voc; aA.<iKa.tpo" (429-30). 
6. Sexual desire- narrative process 
"Narratives both tell of desire - typically present some story of desire - and 
arouse and make use of desire as a dynamic of signification" (Brooks 1995: 37). This 
means that they rely on the readers' desire to understand the meaning of what is 
narrated. By the nineteenth century, the basic dynamic of plot in narratives became 
ambition, as the character's drive to possess and to progress, which included in it the 
sexual desire (ibid: 39). Ambition is what motivates the main character to his/her 
achievements and thus is what creates the sequence of events which form the plot. 
Ambition is communicated to the reader through a process of empathy with the 
character, and indicates his role which is "to construct meanings in larger contexts'' 
(ibid), with the text that is in front of him/her as the starting point each time. The 
heart·s desire of life has three levels in this narrative: sexual power, financial power, 
and narrative power. All three are presented positively in the narrative as 
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indispensable elements of the bourgeoisie. What is given negative value is lack of self-
knowledge. the idea that financial , sexual or narrative power can turn one into 
something other than what one really is. 
In particular, the strong sexual desires of Astras are compared several times 
with the narrator' s need to tell the most beautiful story, and this urge is what drives the 
characters forward to their destiny. There are other degrees of sexual love described in 
the novel, but these do not have the narrator's approval: sexual games as a 
manifestation of idleness of the upper classes, the inappropriate desires of young 
children, and the behaviour of one character (Vladimiros) which is not described but is 
implied as something to be avoided. By contrast, what the narrator approves of is a 
type of desire that is experienced to the full, and may end up destroying the person 
who expends all his/her energy to feel it. This passionate love destroys Myrtoula, for 
example, and almost drives Frosoula crazy when she cannot get close to Astras: " [ ... ] 
\j/UX~ Til~" (115). The limit of this desire is thus death but, as the narrative suggests 
with Myrtoula' s and Astras' s death, this ending is not necessarily something negative. 
The energy of love is not wasted because Myrtoula is transformed into a vision which 
supports the poet, and Astras' s energy is transferred to his daughter Eleni, whom he 
creates with his last love before dying, and his life is turned into a narrative.27 Thus 
what drives the narrative forward is deep love and strong ambition, without which life 
is never complete or justified. 
The emblem of this desire becomes the story of Lope de Vega and his constant 
search for that particular book which he coveted as a child. Just as the narrator wants 
27Eieni is united at the end with Konstantinos, the narrator' s son by Frosoula, and this union of the two 
cousins signifies the bond between mind and soul, between the mentalities of Athens and 
Constantinople, in order to suggest finally, allegorically, that the unified Greek nation is a possibility. 
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to obtain knowledge. to be able to explain the world, and then to give this knowledge 
back through his books. the brother wants to possess all women's love and affections: 
TilV oucrio. wuc; )lCcro., tva o.icrTllJ.la ij )lla tOea" (164). Ambition, for the narrator, is 
indefinable and endless. It also creates a sense of fear and responsibility: "nroc; va crac; 
TO nco; Na, b£\1 'rOA)lOUcro. vo. pacr'tcl~(t) TIJV 7tCWO., 'tO xo.pn 't07t0.tpva Kat -raqnva, 'tO 
4). This hesitation when faced with a blank piece of paper, whilst in the process of 
writing, resembles the hesitation of the lover before the sexual act with the woman he 
loves and admires. What is implied is that the ambition of the writer, like sexual 
energy, should not be expended on causes or people unworthy of it, otherwise the 
' meaning' becomes incoherent. Thus, not only is the plot created in accordance with 
the ambition of each character and synchronised to the master plan of the author, but 
also ambition is thematised in the discussion between the narrator and his readers. 
The ultimate ambition is almost identical in both the lover and the poet. The 
narrator aims to grasp the idea that can be expressed as an eternal ideal, as an all-
encompassing truth. The lover seeks always to understand all females through one 
woman.28 Astras realises the impossibility of completely fulfilling his ambition at the 
end: ''Koi'ta~E. Koha~e, <l>pocrouA.a )lOU. nocra KOpitcrto. 7t0U nepvouve crto. Jl.(ina )lOU 
6A£c; b£ ea nc; 7tpO<ptlicrco, 7tO'tE )lOU 6A£c; 6A.ec; be Oo. nc; xo.pro! "(457). For this reason, 
28 Although ambition in most nineteenth-century novel s is mainly masculine, in this novel, ambition, as 
a sexual power at least, also takes on a feminine dimension: ''icroo; O .. toov£ Kat Mcptl'J arr6 tov rr66o tou 
Kl arr6 tOV 7t69o tl'Jc; tOV tOtO, icrWc; yupEpr. VO. m:to.X'f~ , VO. C1!ll~OUVf. o.rr6 KOVTU Ol CXVO.C1Tf.VO.Y!l0i Tl'JS !lf. 
tou:; avacrrevay!louc; roue; otKouc; rou" (385). 
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the narrative has to limit itself to one central story of desire, between Astras and 
Frosoula. and the narrator's telling of it, otherwise the narrative would be endless. The 
telling could go on interminably until, finally, the desire is subdued: "K6vt£\lf£ va J.I.T)V 
T£A£tWO"T) TO PtPA.io J.I.OU, 11 J.I.UKptv~ J.I.OU a<p~yT)crT) yta "ta tcrTOptKa "[01) aoep<pOUAT) Kat 
Ta OtKa J.I.OU" ( 456). Thus the constraints of physical life also form the limits of this 
narrative. There is a paradox in the fact that lack of ambition signifies absence of life 
and therefore silence and emptiness, but at the same time the consummation of 
ambition in narrative terms results both in the ending of life and of the narrative. 
In an allegory which connects sexual desire with the narrative process, the 
woman represents the novel , the creation of the poet who is also the lover: "'Na, u va 
cre nro, Tcr£Mf.lml J.I.Ou; Te-rota 11 J.I.Oipa J.I.OU ef.ltva. EiJ.I.at ntTaA.o cp-retacrJ.I.tvo, nt1aA.o 
1t01) EKeivo<; -r6cpn:u:x~£ KUTa TT) etA.llcriJ TOU. Onou nayatV£, nayatva l(at yro. Eif.lat OA1l 
f.lOU <pt€tUYJ.I.~· Onro<; !l' EKUJ.I.€ 0 acptvnl<;. ETcrt tsllcra Kat sro" (438). Frosoula is the 
creation of Astras to the same extent that their love story is created by Asteris. Just as 
Frosoula gains her identity gradually through her adventures with Astras, so the 
narrative progresses by deploying these adventures, until Frosoula produces the 'star 
of beauty', her son, and the narrator completes his story, his progeny, in the chapter 
'The Star of Beauty'. Psycharis, unlike Lope de Vega, concludes the story with a 
rather strong affirmation, by implying that he had found the ultimate ideal. 
Conclusion 
To. L1vo A6tpqno., reads like a traveller's memoir and impressions from visiting 
various places, not only in Greece but also in Europe. Perhaps the successful form of 
To To.(£6z J.LOV (1 888) permeated everything else that the author produced thereafter. It 
also functions in terms of Lukacs's definition of the novel, as a "story of the soul that 
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goes to find itself. that seeks adventures 1n order to be proved and tested by them, and 
by proving itself. to find its own essence" (Lukacs 1971: 89). The two brothers and 
the1r adventures are the models for this quest of identity, personal and national. 
fn this novel, too, Psycharis connects the national identity with the cultural 
one. He shows that the one cannot evolve without the other, and that the poet's true 
mission is to guide people to discover their true identity, like the magician in the story 
0 1\fr/.yo<;. He also describes the quest for ideal love as inseparable from a literary 
creation suitable to the needs of the Greek nation, and prescribes a specific role for 
women. He believed that women were able to give happiness and contentment to men 
but also, more importantly, educate the new generations by the way they used 
language and through their understanding of literature. The vision of Myrtoula in the 
novel becomes the Muse of the narrator, urging him to be the poet of Greeks: "(N)a. 
tpayovba<; TllV aya1tTj, 'tT]V \j/'UXfj, 'tT) ~roi] J..LO.<; KO.t va. eicra.t n6.vta. J..LO'U, nav-ra, SAAT)VO.<; 
TT)<; EU6.ba.<; J..LO.<;, Til<; PCOJ..LlOcrUVT)<; J.lO.<; 1tOlT)ti]<;" (306). 
In order to specify what he considered the true Greek identity, he analysed the 
mentality of people in different parts of Greece and in Constantinople and compared 
them with other people in Europe. He pointed out in the novel that all the nations in 
Europe had progressed because they were aware of their history, and even the poorest 
people there possessed a national pride which their poets had inspired in them. Greek 
people should also develop a clear idea of their national identity, and should find 
strength in the literary output of their writers, avoiding imitation of foreign ideas and 
trends. 
The symbol of the mirror, used extensively in the novel , suggests the necessity 
for honesty in one' s private life, in accepting who one is, in the social life of the 
community, and in the organisation of the nation. According to the self-referential 
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elements in the no\·cl. the poet's role was also a vital element for accomplishing the 
aboYe task: ··[ rr )ptm:t va nc; yivouvc -ra PtPA.ia J..lO.<; Ka8ptqrrT]c;, va. KO.J.!O.poovouve 11£ou 
TT]\' OJ10pqna TOU~. K. ET<Jl VO. KO.TClVT~O"OUVe TO. pOJ.lcXV'r~O. ~La<; crO.V 7t0tT)J..lO. OJ..lT)ptKO, 
rrou TO ~COVTCI.VO J..lO.<; TO tOvoc; vavnKpU~T) J1Ecra TOV eaqrr6 LOU, vavnKpU~T] TO. KO.AU Kat 
W KO.KU TOU, va V0t008T) TT]V \j/UX~ "taU, 7t0t0. etVO.t." (201). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
AFNH (1913): THE TEMPTATIONS OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
/l n 'est point defendu, il esl meme 
prescrit a l'ecrivain de firer de Ia vie les 
elemenls de son reuvre (Psichari 1913: 
20). 
Ayv~, published in 1913, is the last novel written by Psycharis in Greek - with 
the exception of the unpublished H NiKYf rov fl6vov Kaz r17c; Ay6:rc17c; (1914). Yet in 
terms of plot and characters, it hardly feels like an original creation. Many of its 
scenes read like repetitions of those in his two previous novels, Ta Llvo Abtpt:pta 
( 191 I) and H J1ppwm17 L1obA.a ( 1907) or even the first novel T6vczpo rov Ttavvfp1J 
( 1897). As opposed to his earlier novels, in particular Zw~ Kl Aya7r17 fiT1J Movu.(ul. 
(1904), where the author takes an individual character or a specific case as a starting 
point in order to make general statements about human nature, this one remains, 
highly individualistic. The truths which are presented primarily involve the author 
himself and his life, and secondly the role of the artist in society. The novel is written 
in the third person but the focus is so clearly placed on the main character that it 
seems as if it is written in the first person, reinforcing the impression that it is 
autobiographical. 
In the novel's dedication to his friend Marinos Sigouros, a Zakynthian poet 
and translator, cousin to the mother of N. Episkopopoulos, Psycharis pointed out that 
he wanted to write a short novel with only one or two main characters and one or two 
major events. He felt that he had taken too much time and effort describing many 
different characters in Ta L1vo Abtpt:pta and wished, somehow, to achieve the opposite 
effect: a more personal novel. However, by his own admission, the plan presented 
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more difficulties than he had anticipated (Psycharis 1912-3: 1). 1 As I will point out 
below. part of the problem was the difficulty of disguising events from his own life 
and his personal feelings in order to make the novel interesting for other people. This 
challenge becomes apparent from the beginning, as the girl of the title, Arvil, is given 
a subordinate role to the main character in the novel, Andreas, who is a projection of 
the real-life author. As Glinos has pointed out in his introduction to the 1930 edition. 
aurouvou Eivat <lAUK<llPll l11tEptnE'tE1<l, 7tOU 1t£ptypa<p£'t<ll <J'rO j..lU0t()[0pl1JlU" ( 1930: 
16). 
This chapter will analyse firstly, the ideas of the nove l and its narrative 
techniques. These two elements indicate whether or not the author fo llows a pattern 
similar to that detected in his other novels. Secondly, the chapter aims to analyse the 
extent to which the autobiographical e lement can contribute to the didactic objectives 
of Psycharis 's novel. This means assessing how successful the projection of the writer 
and character as a role model was. The autobiographical element brings to the fore the 
fundamental question of 'what is literature?' and. more generally, 'what is involved in 
an artistic creation?'. By attempting to define these areas, Psycharis explores his own 
identity and, at the same time, poses questions regarding Greek culture. Thirdly, this 
1 Henceforth. all references to the novel will be from the first edition, and the page numbers will be 
given in parenthesis in the main text. The difTcrences between the first edition of the novel in 1912-3. 
in Estia. and the second one, in 1930 by Eleftheroudakis, with an introduction by Glinos are not 
remarkable. The second edition does not have the table of contents, the titles of some of the chapters 
are in capitalleners whereas in the original they arc in italics (see: ... don d' zme main mourante ... ), and 
some of the words are more standardised, possibly by the publisher: for example, aA.cupp6 (19 12-3: 
124) becomes sA.a<pp6 in (1930a: 181), votKOKEpt6 in (19 12-3: 144), becomes votKOKUpt6 in (1930a: 
204). There were, however, different reprintings of the second edition, by other publishers, not very 
faithful to the original, omitt ing in particular most of the musical notes or being very liberal with the 
use of the musical notes in different sections of the narrative (e.g. the edition Pella dated 1976 and 
Vivlioekdotiki, dated 1955). 
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chapter \\ill discuss the role of music in literary writing, and why the connection 
betv,·een music, literature. and other arts, seems salient among the objectives of the 
noYel. A fourth point, which has been raised in the sixth chapter, will be explored 
further. This refers to the conditions necessary to writing literature: the status of the 
artist and the love of women. These two are typical conditions that seem to appear 
either as positive or negative forces in most of Psycharis's novels. This final point is 
closcly related, once again, to the autobiographical element, which is a prominent 
feature of the novel , binding together all the other elements, and suggesting that 
identity is created by and through the act of writing. 
The novel is divided into ten chapters collected in five main parts and the plot 
is very simple. The main character, Andreas, is a writer who has exiled himself in 
Lausanne in order to recover from an unfortunate sexual liaison. He is already fifty-
eight years old and suffering from life 's misfortunes. In the beginning of the noveL he 
is thinking about his life and, in particular, about the two women who have had most 
impact on it. There is, however, an impersonal narrator telling Andreas' s story and 
analysing his feelings and thoughts, as if he knows more about the character's 
thoughts and feelings than the character himself. The impersonal narrator also 
presents to readers the two women in Andreas ' s life, both dressmakers, but with 
different reputations: the one is always called by various derogatory epithets, and 
never by name, while the other one is referred to as pure and innocent. The latter, 
Flora. had lost Andreas ' s love through her failure to believe in the truth of his 
intentions, whereas the other woman who is not named, had never been the faithful 
type. While Andreas contemplates these past loves of his life, he meets Agni , a young 
dressmaker, who comes to clean his room to help her aunt, and he starts thinking 
about her. Gradually he falls in love with her and, eventually, the two marry despite 
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Andreas·s health problems. Their happiness will be short-lived though, as Andreas 
will die of a heart attack, leaving the pregnant Agni alone. 
The titles of the first and last chapter are words from an unidentified Italian 
opera: ··ora son io, io che (sic) t' imploro" and correspond to the past and the future 
respectively. The second chapter, "H AyviJ", and the fifth, "L-ro At~<ivt", refer to the 
present of the narrative, while the third, "Don d'une main mourante", goes briefly 
back to the past. The rest of the chapters have musical notes for titles, with the 
accompanying words in German and in Greek, suggesting the feelings of characters. 
The first part of the novel explores Andreas's past, the second part presents the 
meeting of the two main characters, Andreas and Agni, and the third, Andreas 's lust 
for Agni. The fourth part presents the various trials in these two people's love, the evil 
other woman who wants to destroy them, the misunderstandings and also Andreas's 
failing health. The fifth part gives the denouement of the story. Overall the divisions 
and the episodes described give the impression of reading the story of an opera (see 
Robinson 1988: 57-8). However, at the end, there is some hope, perhaps not in the 
way that readers would have expected but in a metaphysical sense. Andreas passes 
away but Agni, who can be seen as a metaphor for his work, lives and carries with her 
the seeds for the future. 
1. The main themes and ideas of the novel 
In the first chapter of the novel, Andreas imagines communicating with the 
woman he had wanted to keep in his life through the words of an unidentified Italian 
opera, which are then used by her to implore her lover not to leave her. 2 This opera. 
and in particular the part that continually comes into the character's head, "Ora son io, 
2The circulation of a thought among different characters reminds us of a simi Jar technique in To Ta( i6t 
JlOV. 
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io che (sic) C imploro'·, is used to suggest that a musical piece can function as a 
suitable mode of communication between lovers facing adverse circumstances and it 
can reveal more about their feelings than plain dialogue. Initially, Andreas seems to 
be obsessed with this music as he examines his past and realises that he carries with 
him the burden of irreparable errors. According to the narrator, the character was 
reviewing his life and wanted to change its course and start again: "'y\>psps -rci>pa Kcin 
nou -ro yup8PouJ.lo (J'\)xvci, J..la nou -ro Ka-ropOci>vOuJ.lE <mcivta., va. ~SKciJ.lOUJ..LS 6,u 
KUJ..la.J.lS, va otopHc.i)(JOUJ..lc -ra8t6p8una , crP11m6. va ~oA.oOp8\jtOUJ..LS n; a.J.laptis<; J.la<;, va 
~avapxicroUJ.lE, va ~avam6.crouJ.le 'tTl ~roit JlCX.<; <HO <>llJ..L£iO nou napa.m:p6.'tll<>£, va 
n6.pOUJ..lc ma 'tO opOJ..lO 'tO crrocr-r6" (14). 
This explanation sets the partly autobiographical tone of the writing. The main 
focus of the novel is the presentation of Andreas's feelings and life. This presentation 
appears in certain parts almost identical with Psycharis 's attempt at autobiography in 
"Ta y£vsa.A.oytK6. J.lOU" (Zolotas 1928). Andreas's life is the same as the author's: 
growing up motherless and cared for by his grandmother; his father's behaviour, his 
own studies and dreams, and other details from his life. Explaining these dreams, the 
narrator states that Andreas wanted to do something for Greece but could not expose 
his work to the Greek public. Therefore, he decided to leave Paris, where he had 
grown up, for Lausanne, in the hope of finding peace and artistic inspiration, having 
never abandoned his ambition of offering something to his country. The first chapter 
ends with music, depicting Andreas's thoughts and imploring the mountains of 
Lausanne to heal his wounds. 
One important theme in the novel is the significance of music and of other art 
forms. Music helps the character to build a connection with his inner self and 
simultaneously to find peace and inspiration. This is the case in the second chapter of 
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the no\·el. where another musical motif, the mus1c from 'Les Huguenots' of 
Mayerbeer, introduces the idea of the Muse, who comes to help the poet in his 
endeavours. When Andreas meets Agni for the first time, all the neighbouring church 
bells start ringing at the same time, creating a very special sound which gives a serene 
and welcoming feeling: "[~]hav£ ytopri] Kat -ro Ka-r<iA.aPE o Av-rp£ac; an6 nc; 
Ka)lm.ivec;. T 6oo -rov£ <:ruvbrmpvs 1:0 oupavw ro 'tpayouot, nou )l6At<; <iKouo~ oTI)v 
n6p-ra. -rou onouoaoTI)ptOU tvav Kp6'to \jltA6 \jl"tA6, oa. va. sll'tOUOE va. Ka.vdc; va. Jl1tll 
11t oa." (35). 
In the third part of the novel, the author explores the elements that contribute 
to artistic inspiration. This leads him back to the starting point, thus suggesting an 
endless cycle of creativity, in which one artistic element provides the spark which 
initiates another art form and so forth. The third part of the narrative starts with a 
phrase from Lamartine' s poem "Le Crucifix": " ... don d ' une main mourante" .3 
Andreas uses the power of the foreign phrase to create his own perfect poetry: " l ... ] o 
o-rix.oc; oa va 'tOU EOI.YE KU1t0la OUYO.)lll <JUYU)la, oa va. SD1tV0l)(J£ 0 stvoc; 0 1totllnlS 'tOY 
1t0tllnl 1tOU £iX.£ )lt<Ja TOU, Kat 1tOU KOt)lO'tUV£ 0.1t0 TI)Y KOUpO.<Jll, an6 'tTl OUO'tDX.ia" 
(48) . He starts giving shape to his imagination with the aid of music, the poem, his 
own misfortunes with Flora and the ring that she had given back to him when she was 
dying, urging him to find another woman worthy of his love. All of these elements are 
intermingled and combine to inspire the writing of a drama, which describes his 
relationship with Flora. He starts writing the first act of his drama but also remains 
preoccupied with the present. The narrative integrates the beginning of Andreas's 
drama with the story of the novel, and by these means, the author introduces a 
variation of the technique of mise en abyme. Andreas writes his own story as a drama, 
3See Lamartine 1968: 220-23 for the whole of the poem. ll must be mentioned that this poem was set to 
music by Victor Masse; this is yet another musical reference in the novel. 
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keeping the name of his beloved Flora but changing his own to Kostas: " [ ... ] nw<; va 
rov nm)J..LE; rou Avrpea ... oxto<i, -rou Kwcrta ... " (57). Thus Psycharis writes a noveL 
which contains autobiographical elements, in which the main character is another 
wTiter. who writes about his life, and the story continues ad infinitum. furthermore, 
the main character in the drama, Kostas, is called Andreas in another part of the 
novel: "- ''Etm, m:picprwa! Kt acpt6c; va J..LEivrt Avrpea<;!' ... " (74). It is as if the 
fictional characters Andreas and Kostas are one and the same person and therefore, by 
association, Andreas is also a personification of the real-life author. This 
identification not only reinforces the autobiographical element of the novel but also 
places a strong emphasis on the activity of creative writing since the latter seems to be 
the main occupation of alJ these fictional characters. The drama within the novel is 
entitled "The Ring"; even though the title is not the same as that of the novel, the ring 
has various references in the novel which justify the connection of the two (drama and 
novel) in a mise en abyme scheme. 
The ring not only refers to the adventures of the gift Andreas had given to 
flora but also to the famous cycle of operas by Wagner, Der Ring des Nibelungen, 
often referred to simply as 'The Ring'. 'The ring gives mastery of the world but at the 
cost of renunciation of love" (Westrup & Harrison 1988: 404). Furthermore, the title 
of the third part of the novel: " ... don d'une main mourante" is also a symbolic 
reference to Andreas's beloved flora, who had died in his arms returning his ring to 
him. It is associated also with the title of the penultimate part of the novel: ''Que cet 
anneau lui rappelle sans cesse" (179), a line in French translation from another 
Wagnerian opera, Lohengrin. Thus the ring functions as a leitmotif with specific 
connotations, illustrating the idea of lost love, in accordance with this technique that 
featured in Wagner's operas. Wagner used a recurring musical theme to illustrate 
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better a character or idea in his operas. Similarly the narrative creates a complex 
symbolic context. in which the ring is a very special symbol, the strength of which 
e\·okes also the idea of creativity and comfort, reinforcing the autobiographical 
element.4 
The various intertextual references put forward also the importance of the role 
of the artist and his moral duty to the public, which is considered sacred. The main 
character's work becomes the absolute ideal to which he must dedicate all his efforts, 
like a personal religion that is above all other obligations. By referring to Lamartine, a 
very religious poet of the romantic era, Psycharis wishes to denote his personal sacred 
sphere and his own definition of religion. He suggests that Lamartine did not believe 
so much in spiritual love, but in a more tangible form of physical love, since he had 
replaced God with a specific person, his beloved. He bases this belief on the words of 
Lamartine's poem referred to in the novel: "Symbole deux fois saint, don d'une main 
mourante, /Image demon Dieu!" (46). These verses tie up with the song that Andreas 
sings in the same part of the narrative based on a line from Mayerbeer: "comptez sur 
mon courage; entre vos mains j 'engage mes sermens (sic) et rna foi!" (25), another 
musical reference. 
As regards the autobiographical element in the novel, it is known that in real 
life Psycharis had an illicit affair with Olga Valaoritis. ln a moment of sentimental 
tension, after an argument and reconciliation, she had given him her bracelet to keep 
as a token of her love. It is reasonable to assume that in the novel , this becomes a ring. 
~The 'ring· seems to be a rrequent theme in the literature and music of the period. Psycharis must have 
known the play (ovttp6bpa.pa.) of the same title by Kambysis (1898) which was inspired by the life and 
death of Kostas Krystallis. There is also Manolis Kalomoiris's opera with the title To LJa.xrui.ii5L T'fC: 
MU.va.c;, which was however writlen a few years later. Kalomoiris was a fervent supporter of the 
demoticist movement and had strong ties with all the demoticist writers, however, it cannot be argued 
with certainty whether his opera had anything to do with their novels (see Kalomoiris 1988, in 
particular pages 87, I I 8-9). For the symbol of the ring, see also Psycharis's short story To L1a.xwi.i61 
rov Tir;r], three parts. published in Noumas 19 I I, nos. 439: 357-62, 440: 369-78, 441: 385-91, and in 
Psycharis 's LTOV 1mao TOll ni..a.ravov (1911: 212-83). 
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Psycharis mentions these details in his letters to Eftaliotis, where he points out that he 
kept the bracelet as something sacred, especially after her suicide. 5 It is plausible to 
suggest that ·Flora· in this novel could be a reference to Olga Valaoritis. Therefore, 
these references to the ring and the gift in the novel function as a type of catharsis.6 
Psycharis is very explicit in one ofthese letters regarding his connection with Olga: 
M£ TO J3paXL6A.t crou KOtJ.tit0TJKa 6A.TJ TTJ wxw.. ~TO xtpt ~wu ·ro 
J3amoucra Kat crav C,u7rVTJcra, -ro <piA.TJcra 8uva1:a. To qnA.o1Joa Kat 
naA.£ TO <plA.oucra, va ro vot.WOw nwc; sivat otK6 J.l.OU mivra. 
8uJ.tacrat; Mou -r6owcr£c; Jlta J3paowi nou J.taA.A.woaJ.tt. fta-ri 
J.taAAWV<lJ.t£ Kt6A.ac; Kat JlUAt<JTa 8£V ft9£A£<; £KELVO 'tO J3paou va 
~lQl) !llAlt<J11~· n~yatva va <puyoo. ~£ KOi'tal;av 'ta !1<1-rta !!OU, 
napanov£J!Cva, am::A7rt<JJ.l.EVa, <J£ napaKaA.oucrav£ J.l.E -ra oaKpta, 
f.va A.6yo va J.l.OU 7rTJ<;. To A.Oyo, va !lOU -cov 7rl]<;, ocv np6<pmC,E<;. 
HravE KOOJ.l.O<;. Mavt !l<1vt, TTJ mtyJ.tit nou a ' anoxatpE-roucra. 
nftpcc; -ro J3paxt6A.t crou TO J.talaJ.ta-rf.vto, np6J3alf:c; 6sw an6 TTJV 
n6p-ra, cr-ro crKo-raot, Kat ~LOu -r68wo£<;. To J3po.xt6A.t crou, 6notO<; 
!lOU 'tO napTJ 7rO'tl~, 9a ~lOU ']((lj)ll Kat Til sW~ J.l.OU. L'tOV -ra<po J.l.OU 
Of.A.w va TOXW Jl<lsi J.l.OU. ~av -rayytt,a TO't£<;, 8<ippE\jf<l nwc; ayytsa 
TTJV ay6.7rll crou TTJV iOta. K' ET<Jt, TTJ wx-ra 1tOU !!' U<j>T\<JE<; Kat 
neOav£<;, 1i0£A.a va TO J3acr-rw, wcrnou va <p€(,11 11 J.l.Epa, navra yta 
va cr£ votwOw (Karatzas 1988: 150-1 ). 
It must be added that the same symbol also appears in the novel H J1ppoxn'7 L1ov.i..a 
(1907), where it is depicted exactly as it is described in the above passage from the 
author's correspondence (1907a, 238: 2). 
Psychar1s emphasised also in this novel the importance of hard work through 
the creation of another character, the internal other, like the two brothers in the 
5Psycharis's numerous letters to Eftaliotis indicate among other things an intention to read his work 
autobiographically. 
6This is also the tenor of the writer's collection of poems entitled: Le Crime du poete (1913). In 
particular, the poem "Crime et devoir" is very explicit, because it expresses the author's dilemma 
between his duty to his wife and the love for the young girl: "Le crime: avoir aimer Ia vierge 
inaccessible/et de l'or de son coeur avoir conquis le don (my emphasis)./Le devoir: risquer tout, 
excepte l' impossible:/l'abandon" (66). The use of the same word could be coincidental but it could 
equally be intentional. 'Le don' , in Psycharis 's thinking, is the gift of artistic creation, which the 
inaccessible virgin has inspired in the poet through her belief in him. The same context and similar 
feelings inspired by Flora apply equally to the story described in the novel. 
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previous novel. whose main function is to reinforce a belief in hard work as a moral 
duty. Andreas· s friend, Kamekos, is a renowned violinist, who is praised for his 
talent. his orderly life, and his dedication to his profession: "- Nat, ptpma wu 
vapxouvrat veOt, vapxovvtal natOta, va J.l' aKm)v£, 'Yta va ~t6.8ovvt n 8a 7r11 xpioc;" 
(59, my emphasis).7 It is not without significance, that some of the details of 
Kamekos's life again refer to Psycharis's own life. For example, Kamekos is 
presented as a family man, who had four wonderful children, two boys and two girls; 
he had a weakness for smoking and was a keen walker (59). Thus the author 'divided' 
himself, again, into two different characters: 'Kamekos' and ' Andreas'. Though they 
were both artists, the one was more of a family man while the other was more of an 
adventurer and a lover.8 The tendency to divide the protagonist into two main 
characters with complementary characteristics could be explained in psychological 
terms as an indication of being unhappy with himself and not fully approving of 
himself. Therefore, the main character who is always a projection of Psycharis, almost 
needs another 'self, another character, to balance the excesses of the first or simply to 
offer another perspective on his way of life. In fact, to the extent that the author is 
divided into two characters, the main character is also presented as a devoted artist 
and lover; the readers do not experience a multi-dimensional character. It is of course 
clear that the author tries to make his presence obvious in every possible way and 
finds a way to express his views on art and duty. 
7 Eisewhere, at the end of the narrative, he is referred to as ' Kapekos' . This character reminds readers of 
another similar character in the novel T6vetpo rov rtavvipiJ. In that case, as the emphasis of that novel 
was placed on scientific investigation, the character was a doctor named Palmis. His main function in 
the novel was to discuss the importance of his work, with Yanniris, the protagonist, and to suggest that 
one should work incessantly in order to be able to fulfil the aims one had set. 
8Jn the previous novel, To. L1oo A66p({Jra, this distinction was even more clear-cut, as the two main 
characters, the twins, Asteris and Astras- who had taken aspects of Psycharis ' s own personality - were 
defined as the writer and the lover respectively. 
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In the penultimate chapter of the novel which starts and ends again with 
musical phrases in Greek. Andreas inserts himself into the story of Lohengrin, and 
identifies with the poet in the story.9 The story of the opera is about disillusionment, 
exile. and death symbolised by the swan, and all of these emotions are generated in 
Andreas's heart because of the various turbulent episodes in hi s life. In the last 
chapter, however, Andreas recovers with the aid of his more logical friend, the 
·Apollonian' Kamekos, and decides to marry Agni. H is newly found happiness and 
security is sealed with a creative outpouring as Andreas writes poetry to his beloved-
included in the narrative - and they lead an existence full of cultural events, such as 
going to the theatre, visiting churches and reading books of history. 10 
2. The benefits for the writer of exploring autobiographical writing 
As has been mentioned above, this novel includes elements from Psycharis's 
own life and the characters are portraits of his own family and social circle. For 
example, the author uses his own personal ity traits and details from his father's life in 
order to create Andreas. His life experience and other personal qualities and beliefs 
also serve to create Kamekos, the violinist. Similarly, Agni could be based on his 
second wife, Irene Baume, who is also symbolically represented as the serenity and 
the calmness in the poet's life with a ll the remarks about, ''-m ypa.q>eio Til<; Etpi!VTJ<;" 
( 44, 89), "ne8ui8t::c; Etpflvq.tevec;" ( 141) and "-ro Al).uivt TTl<; EtpijvTl<; Ka.t TrJS Aya7IT1c;" 
9Psycharis 's preoccupation with the inclus ion of music in a literary text had started from the writing of 
the novel H JlppWOT'l Aovi.o., where he transcribed some notes of music in the text. In Ta Avo AJiprp1o. 
there is a reference to music and to Lohengrin: .. LTOU MntUivT) TTJ yA.uKcta TTJV Kapota KanoTtc; 
Tpayouooucmvt J.ltAWOit~ ayvt~, at9tp6nA.aort~ J.ltA.woic~, nou J.lOtal;a oa va npOJ.lCtVWVt o Mm:IJ.ivTJc; 
TT]V ayytl.tKt'] TOU t\otyKpiv TT)V apJ.LOvia" (Psycharis 1910-1: 319). In Ayvlj, there is a combination of 
both the above, musical references and inclusion of musical phrases typographically in the text, as well 
as the lines from these operas as leitmotifs. 
101n a playful tone the narrator addresses the readers and explains why he has included one of 
Andreas's poems in the narrative: "ryJta va ~r11v tou xaA.aoou~ To K£qn, napaOtrOUJ.lC ow ncvrt~TJ 
oTpoq>€~. nc; oT]J.LavnKclntpt~ tKtivt~ oT)A.aot'] nou otixvouvc KaA.t']n:pa TO VOTJJ.lU Tou ouv6A.ou [ .. .)"' 
(202). 
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(29). 11 Flora. the unfortunate lover of Andreas, is probably based on Olga Valaoritis, 
as mentioned already. The novel is about Andreas, how he perceives himself, his 
physical appearance, his age, how he grew up, his social status and the turning points 
in his life, which are related to women and literary writing. The way Andreas thinks 
about his upbringing is very significant for the construction of self. Thus it is 
plausible to characterise the novel as partly autobiographical: Andreas-Psycharis 
views himself as a combination of different egos that correspond to the different 
women he had loved: "'E·mt o A vrpta<;, evc.O 'tO tva 'tOU 'tO eyw, a<pou yta 'ta eyw 'tOU o 
A.6yoc;, xmp6mve KL avay<iA.A.ta~e non napon<na.~6"ta.ve K<inma. e<pKa.tpia. va.vra.J.H.o8f} 
8'61-lll<Jll 'tll<; <DA.c.Opa.c;, 'tO 'tpho eyw £Pptoxe 'tp6no, nou eiva.t Kat 'tO nw ani<neqno, va. 
An interesting tum in the (auto )biographical writing is the way the author uses 
elements of the life of his own father in order to create the main character and justify 
his actions and choices in life. The readers notice, for example, how Andreas criticises 
his own father for not getting married again after his mother died, as was the case 
with Psycharis's own father, but Andreas himself behaves in the same way, avoiding 
marriage. 12 With regard to the plot, there seems to be no reason why Andreas could 
not marry his beloved Flora, especially when she becomes pregnant, apart from a 
vague mention of her not belonging to the same social class. However, Andreas' s 
hesitation can be explained by extra-textual factors, taking into consideration the 
marital status of the real-life author. Since Psycharis is writing about his own life, he 
did not alter the fact that he was unable to marry his 'Flora' even though he could not 
11 At the end of the novel too there is a note, "op9oypwptK~ Oll).lStwoouA.a", where the author implies 
that this work was inspired by his Jove for his second wife. 
12Psycharis presents his father in Ot 'flvxapf!&c;: Ta. '/t."V&a./.oytKa f-IOV (Zolotas 1928: 826-36). The same 
type of father is also portrayed in Ta. L1vo A6i:p!fua. (see Chapter Seven). 
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find a \·ery plausible explanation for this in the narrative: 'Tt<ni. 6:x,t ~<pw<;; !:::.~ i)~£p£" 
(9). C nfortunately their doomed relationship must have contributed to the girl's 
suicide. Similarly in the novel. the innocent Flora almost fades away after her 
relationship with Andreas is broken off A sense of guilt caused by his lover's suicide 
must have followed Psycharis all his life. 13 Another turning point in the real author's 
life. which caused him too a lot of grief and guilt, was the fact that he had to leave his 
first wife Noemi in order to marry the much younger Irene. His collection of poems 
·'Le Crime du poete" ( 1913), a public explanation to his first wife, is significantly 
dedicated to the two important women in his life, his two wives. As in that case, the 
fictional recreation of certain episodes of his life resembles a confession of all the 
problems that troubled the real-life author (see also footnote 6 of this chapter). A very 
strong sense of accountability is apparent, particularly since the author viewed himself 
as a leader for other people. Thus by reliving some of these episodes, changing the 
detai ls and indirectly requesting the understanding of the readers, who are his critics, 
Psycharis aims to bring his life's work to its next phase. 
It is commonly believed that, since each human life can be expressed as a 
narrative (life-story), the mediation of reading may help ' put together' a specific 
story. As Paul Ricoeur has pointed out, to bridge the gap from narrative to li fe and 
back, one needs the reader of his/her story: "( ... ] the process of composition, of 
configuration, is not completed in the text but in the reader and, under this condition, 
makes possible the reconfiguration of life by narrative [ ... ] The sense or the 
significance of a narrative stems from the intersection of the world of the text and the 
world of the reader. The act of reading [ ... J becomes the critical moment of the entire 
13 As is pointed out by Thrylos: ·'H 'OA.ya Ba),awpitfJ [ ... ], vi:.a KOrri:.A.a [ ... ] Eix~:: autoKtov~crEt ytati tfJV 
c"{Kati:.t.!;l\j/1': Kat [ ... J tfJV napoucruisf:l crx~:Mv O'f: 6A.a TOU ta f.!U9tcrtOP~I-lata !-lf: TO OVOI-lf1 Muppt(JVa, 
Muppti:./,a, Motpiw, Moipw, Kl CU..A.~:.:; nnpaA/cay£c;, ~-t~>TU!-!OP<pWfli:.vll cr£ napfJyopijtpta, OOfJY~Tpta Kat 
£f.!rrv£Ucrrpta Moucra tau" (I 963: 249). 
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analysis .. (1991: 26). Implicitly, in order to give true meanmg to the life-story 
presented. the role of the reader is just as important as that of the narrator and of the 
protagonist. Psycharis also identifies with the reader, in order to understand the role 
better himself, he ·reads' his own story as he writes it. 14 
The whole novel appears as a static vision, a picture of an episode in the life of 
the main character, which is intended to represent or account synecdochically for all 
of his life. His aspirations, his ideas and cultural stimuli are there for readers to 
understand, but no synthesis is attempted. The author stresses: "unapxc:t 116vo -ro 11<in 
nou Kon<isc:t Til Oll!ltOupyio. Ko.t Til i\iJ..lVll", implying that he wants each of his readers 
to create their own synthesis and ultimately confirming that he needs others to give 
shape and value to his work, in other words to appreciate it. In that sense, Andreas or 
Kostas, and by association, Psycharis p laces himself in the position of the statue in the 
novel , the Swiss general who claimed that his work was a long-term effort, and he 
invites his readers to take on his own role, which was to pass by every day and look at 
the statue. It is a case of changing places, as he would have wanted readers to 'see' 
him and to 'read' his work. He gives readers his own task and his own power, and 
encourages them to write on his behalf, the Greek novel that he had been trying to 
create throughout his life. The advantage of giving readers their own power and task, 
and making them his collaborators in the writing of this novel, is that it gets them on 
his side and espousing his views. One could, therefore, argue that the fate of this 
novel lies in the hands of its readers, despite the reinforced presence of the author. 
The latter becomes apparent in the self-mocking remarks introduced through music 
again, with the German song ;Du bist die Ruh, der Friede mild' , which had appeared 
1
'
1See Baudelaire' s comments with regard to Wagner's music, referring to the act of listening (or 
reading or viewing) as a parallel to the act of writing (creation itself) (Sieburth 1994: 791 ). 
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also in To. _Ivo A6i:pqJla. (translated into Greek), an "endless novel by a Greek writer" 
( 69) - as the narrator described it. 15 
However, .. autobiography is not only about the past, but is busily about the 
present as well", as Jerome Bruner argues. "If it is to bring the protagonist up to the 
present, it must deal with the present as well as the past [ ... ] but also, it must answer 
the question 'why is it worth telling about it'?" (Bruner 2001: 29, the emphasis as it is 
in the text). This is a very important question to consider in relation to this novel. 
Apart from the obvious psychological catharsis for the author, which helps him get on 
with his life, there is a set of ideas presented to readers as suitable models of conduct. 
Thus it is exactly this point that "makes the telling 'justifiable' [:] [ ... ] a form of 
taking a stand" (ibid: 35). Even though the narrative is an evaluation of certain 
episodes and attitudes in the life of the main character, the assessment leads not only 
to a reconsideration of certain issues but also to consolidating some of his beliefs. 
These are the need for artistic inspiration, the idea of work as religion and as a moral 
commitment, and the desire to achieve something significant for one's country. 
Through the story of Andreas, which alludes to Psycharis' s own story or, at least, to 
his aspirations, the author aims to make his views more attractive, thanks to the 
warmth of the personal confession and the simple conversation style (see 
Stergiopoulos 1986). 
Regarding artistic inspiration, Psycharis believed in transforming everyday 
themes into suitable material for literature. He did not disregard the simple things in 
life, like the language of ordinary people and their popular sayings (as can also be 
seen in the novels To To.(£61 flOV and T6vezpo rov rwvviprt). He believed, though, that 
with the aid of imagination, the poet is able to transform everything into an artistic 
15The above reference aims to reinforce the presence of the real-life author and of his work, as pointed 
out by Robinson (1988: 59), and it also shows indirectly the continuity from one novel to the other 
(from Ta L1vo A61;prpta to Ayv!l). 
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creation. In that respect. art is viewed not as something unattainable but as something 
taken from real life. Therefore, as is explained in this novel, even a modest popular 
musical motif can provide the inspiration for a complete work of literature: 
··u7tapxouve KOlVU !lUCIAa, -ra llUaA.a, <piA£ !lOU, 1tOU a~ta OEV dvm, yta-ri Of:V dvat KUl 
1tpoo-r6ru1ta, va Ka-raA.aPouve TTJV 7tpoo-roruma JtOU J..Lecra wu txet KaSe 7tpaJ..La. ooc; Kat 
'TO KOtVO UKOJ..LT], K. E!crt VU 'TO 1t1lpOUVe J..le YOU KUlVOUpytO, va 'tO !lE'TUXElplcr'tOUVE J..le 
rp61to a llt -raxdptcr-ro" (27). 
Another important point is the author's bel ief in showing commitment and 
passion in whatever route one has chosen to fo llow. In this novel, the commitment to 
a set of beliefs and values becomes apparent through the two facets of the author: the 
characters Andreas and Kamekos. Through Andreas's aims, the narrative promotes 
the idea that one should work according to one's convictions in order to fulfi l one's 
dreams, and this dedication should be akin to a religion in life: "[ ... ] [ cr]'ra cruvrpi!lllLa 
[ ... ] TIJc; 7ticrTIJc;, avt.nvoom:: -ro va6 Til<; I Mac; it mo -ra7tetva, 't'T]c; oouA.etac; t'T]<; iJcruXTJc; 
1tOU yta va yiv'T], avayKT] OeV sxet K<lJ..lJ..llUV O.V'tO.!lOlpij, llTJ'tf: oupavta p.ijn: YTJlV'T]. 
0p'T]crKcia rou w epyo 1:ou. Kt aKa'!a7ta<p'!a cpyas6-cavE o A v-cp£ac;" ( 4 7). In the case 
of Kamekos, hard work is related more specifically to art and to a moral obligation 
towards the world: "['! ]TJV 'TEXVTJ TOU a<p-r6c; oev crou 't'T]V eiXe yta KaJ..Lui 
oupavoK<nePa't'TJ aA.aJ..L7toupvtsui, yta Ka7totav aKpli't'TJ't'TJ EJ..L1tVE\j/TJ · crou 't'TJV m:pvoucre 
Kt 0 iotOc; 'TT]V m;pvoucre yta xptoc;, yta XPEO<; T]0tK6. BtPata! Apllovia ll !lOUcrucij . To 
:weoc;, apJ..Lovia wu KOcrJ..LOU" (58, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
Characteristically, the narrator inserts various prophetic comments, which 
connect the work and the aspirations of the main character with the intentions and 
hopes of the real- life author: "[A.]oyaptase P£Pcna 1tooc; Oa <pE~TJ mall J..LEpa 11 J..LeyaA.TJ 
JtOU T]1tUtpi8a ea pi~'T] J..ll<l J..LU'tta cr-cov 1tOVO Kat cr'ta 1t0VTJJ..LU't(l J..L tac; S00ll<; aA.aKatpT]<; .. 
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(115). At that point in his life the author must have been considering how much he 
had achie\'ed. and what more needed to be done in order to promote the 'Idea' of 
linguistic and cultural reform in Greece. Around 1913, the author was leaving his first 
wife for a younger one and he also adopted a more compromising and Jess rigid 
attitude with regard to promoting the demotic. The partly autobiographical narrative 
helps him cultivate his personal myth and posthumous fame by trying to rectify his 
mistakes and by making his present more attractive. It is also important to point out 
that the interpretation of the main character's life goes beyond the past and present 
events and extends into the future as the narrator remarks with irony and self-mockery 
that. "o.rrapo.'tijp11ro. m:pucravt: <JTI]V EA.A.uoo. ro.punoupy~J..LO.-ro. -rou A v-rpta, w<; Kt o 
86.vo.roc; rou" (2 1 5). It is certain that the author would not have wished such a fate for 
his work and his life, and once again, with this last remark, it seems as if he is urging 
readers and critics to pay attention to his work and its objectives. 
Finally, we should consider whether the autobiographical element manages to 
represent the aims, desires and passions of a whole generation, as was the case in 
Theotokas's novel AewvfJc; ( 1940) for example, or whether it remains a very personal 
work. 16 ln AyvfJ, there are certain remarks which aim to associate the characters with 
specific national characteristics. For example, Agni is associated with the values of 
Protestantism, namely honesty, directness, pride and courage, while Andreas- despite 
an ambivalence about his identity- is mostly associated with Greek characteristics; he 
is bard-working, sentimental and imaginative. Therefore, his own inclination for hard 
work is viewed as representative of his race: "o Avrpto.c; tot:t~£ r6vn<; 8o.J..L6.crw 
Koup<iyw - ro Koup<iyto, !l1topd va 7t11 Ko.vdc;, -r11s qmA.~<; -rou, rrou XP6vto. K ' atci>vec; 
16A t OJVIl( is mentioned in this analysis because it portrays the 'artist as a young man ' in Constantinople, 
a counterpoint to Psycharis's ' artist as an old man ' in Lausanne. In Theotokas's novel, one gets the 
impression that the main character speaks in the name of a whole generation and that his own situation 
in life represents a symptom of a collective crisis (see Melissaratou 1998: 222). 
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~i.bret rou eavc.nou ro crrra9i arr6 mivw arr6 10 Aat~6 'tT]c;, Kat 6~wc; ~11 , ~11, 8ouA.£~£t 
Kat rrpoK6qrret oAoeva" (166). 17 In the beginning of the novel also there is a 
comparison between Andreas's qualities and those of his compatriots, and the narrator 
suggests that his flaws were characteristic of his origin: "Mtcr<i 1:a Ktvij~ta'r<i -rou [ ... ] 
tT}c; <puATjc;" ( 17). 
Nevertheless, even though, the self is the starting point for fiction, it does not 
manage to engage the others to create a more collective account despite the general 
remarks inserted in the narrative such as the ones mentioned above. The narrative is 
perceived only as a personal confession. This is because in Andreas's thoughts and 
even in his discussions with Kamekos, the reader encounters only superficial 
observations about art and its various forms, which fail to engage him/her in a more 
in-depth consideration. Furthermore, Andreas's love for Agni does not appear 
representative of other similar cases. The readers will find it difficult to identify with 
the characters; therefore, the readers can only assume the same role as the 
author/creator, as mentioned previously. It seems that Psycharis is addressing only his 
own kind, other intellectuals, and keeps his distance from other people: "[rr]epiepya -ra 
-ra <puA.<iyll crTo m:p·rap<iKt -rou, yta )~..6you -rou- ' Ka16m, Met, 9a -ra ~pouvs!' '' (20). 
Once again, a contradiction becomes apparent between the aims of the novel, which 
are to reach people and influence their way of thinking, and the proclamations of the 
author (through his character). Even if he does not speak in the name of a specific 
generation or group, there is little doubt that the author aims to make his fiction as 
real as possible in order to promote his views. This novel is, therefore, a clear 
17Th is is a very positive remark on the part of the author, who usually reserves his scorn and criticism 
for the Greeks as in his novel Ta duo A6€prpto.. See, for example, the section on Greek society and 
culture in the period, in Chapter Seven above. 
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example of a very specific stance regarding the practice of literary writing. It 
exemplifies how poetry and real life can be connected reciprocally: "[ ... ] -r6cro cr-rcv<i 
., ~wi) Ka-cav-ra noiT]<JTJ, 6oo K' TJ noiTJ<JT] ~roT] 11ac;" ( 189). 
3. Symbolism and music 
For the narrator of this novel literary writing 1s a process activated by 
literature itself and not something externaJ to it. He bel ieves that literature has the 
potential to create more literature and also that any type of artistic stimulus can 
function as the starting point. ln support of these views, the main character in the 
novel pays much attention to the environment in which he is working, his 
study/studies, his library, the decoration of his room overall. In particular, the books 
in his library function as a type of fetish, a symbol that shapes the experience of the 
poet: "[ .. . ] ayv<iv-rePec; 1tav-rou paqna Kat paqna, roc; -ro -rapavt amivro, Jlt; oA.6os-ra, 
cptA.ocroqnKij. L'tO crnouoacrrilpt -rou, A.tet, 7rpE7tel Kaveic; <l7tEpt6ptcrta, npE7tEl 
UV€Jl7t00l<Jta va<piVT} 'tTj Jl<l'tlU 'tOU va m:n€tat, 'tO YOU 'tOU vanA.ffiVT} ta <ptepa 'tOU· 0 
tit/,oc;, T] 8ropta Kat ~lOVT} ev6c; 'tOJ..I.OU, a~acpva, f . .l7tOpei Vll 7tO.pam)pTJ 'tO A.oytcrJ16 <JOU 
cre 8taVOTJnK<i AtJ.!Epta ~tva" (30). 18 The books, the lake, the ring, and the swan are 
some of the symbols which continually recur in the narrative in order to project the 
author's views on life, love and literature. The more significant strategy though 
18This was also the case for the professor in H /1ppwm17 .do!JJ.a, who had two different desks and an 
impressive library (see Psycharis 1907a, 227: 6) 
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throu!!hout the narrative is the inclusion of music, thematically, symbolically, and as 
literary V\Titing, replacing plain words. 
If the aim of the autobiographi~.:al ur quasi-autobiographical narrative ts to 
connect poetry with real life, the aim of a symbolist narrative or, more generally, a 
symbolist context, is to connect music with poetry or literary discourse. The plot is 
not so significant in the narrative as is the depiction of a suggestive atmosphere and 
the portrayal of feelings experienced by the characters, which are invoked through 
music. Towards the end of Ayv1, for example, Chopin's "Marche Funebre" helps to 
suggest an inner struggle between two forces that represent Andreas's psychological 
state: on the one hand, there is his happiness about his union with Agni, while on the 
other, there is despair in the music related to his realisation of the age difference 
between them, which must have been the same as that between the rea l-li fe author and 
his second wife, Irene. Andreas's illness is also marked by someone singing the same 
sad motif, which helps readers, if they imagine themselves li stening to the music to 
understand Andreas's difficult position. Thus Andreas's life-threatening illness is 
linked with the music ofthc ' Marche Funebre', which evokes death. 
Another musical motif in the narrative is associated with that terrible 
unfaithful woman. who came to destroy Andreas's happiness. The musical phrases 
included in that part evoke sadness, and the words that accompany them are angry: 
.. [v]as-tu t'en aJier! ou je te jette a Ia porte!" (1 56). The meeting with this woman 
triggers Andreas's illness- his heartache which takes a literal form. But while he is 
sick, he sings yet another tune. As mentioned previously, all of the musical passages 
and the musical references included reinforce the impression of reading scenes from 
an opera (see Robinson 1988: 57-8). This suggests that the author has a tendency for 
literary experimentation, which can also be detected in his remarks regarding the 
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subjectivity of the view, as mentioned in the prev10us section. Therefore, as 
verisimilitude does not appear to be the major concern of the writer in this case, the 
narrative indirectly proposes the necessity of interpretation: '·'Ewxe KanoTc~ va cra~ 
crTllv Ka8eJ1Ui Kat Kat crTllv K<i8e v6m, Jlta JlUcrLtKi), Jlta Kpuqna c:rru.tacria n6vou Kat 
ay<i7ITjc_;;·' ( 170). The opposite could also be plausibly argued, that the author would 
like to view his own li fe as an opera. 
The musical references, together with the allusions to the subjective view of 
the artist, whereby he endows even mundane things with special meaning, a im to 
create a symbolist context. 19 The novel begins and ends with the same musical phrase, 
tracing the events of the story, like the cycle of life itself. There are Italian, German, 
French, and then Greek songs repeated, at times, to emphasise specific moral 
judgements about characters and situations or to exaggerate the feelings of the main 
character. The author has created this evocative atmosphere in order to insert his 
views unobtrusively. As Christopher Robinson has pointed out, the identity and 
meaning of these musical phrases is revealed "as [each] chapter unwinds" and then, 
other phrases are introduced to extend the symbolic function of the initial ones, 
resulting in the creation of a signifying system which operates concurrently within the 
·realistic' level of the text and on another level , accessible only to those who are able 
to make the relevant associations between the particular music and its reference to the 
text (Robinson 1988: 58). 
Each musical phrase or piece has specific connotations in relation to the plot 
of the novel , and to the feelings of the characters. For example, the sound of church 
19The use of symbols in relation to the different connotations they assume in the thoughts of the main 
character, closely follows what Charles Baudelaire had described as "correspondances .. : "L' idee 
d' analogie designe dans ces conditions nouvelles un isomorphisme entre l'homme ct le monde, l'anime 
et l'inanime, un partage sur le fond d'une communaute d'cssence, une adequation presupposee au titre 
de condition d"un savoir et de Ia pensee en general" (Hirt 1998: 272). See also Paraschos 1953:32. 
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bells introduces something connected to God; in conjunction with Agni's presence. 
this sound suggests the idea that Agni is a divine creature. Furthermore, the two 
characters, Agni and Andreas, share a mutual appreciation of music, which they both 
consider a source of inspiration and energy for work: Agni for cleaning the house, 
Andreas for thinking and writing. 
Moreover. music offers a way out of the constraints of linear time. lt makes 
the possibility of capturing an ideal time appear plausible. It creates a type of eternal 
moment, which can be revealed through continuous melodic sounds (Louka 2002: 
II). Andreas feels that time is running out for him and is anxious to write another 
novel or drama to enhance the repertory of Greek literature while still hoping to 
experience love again. Music accompanies him in his thoughts and actions and helps 
him find some degree of equilibrium in difficult times. Accordingly, the narrator 
urges readers, at one particular part of the narrative, to attempt to experience with him 
that ideal moment which abolishes time. In a very poetic way, he refers to this 
experience as a moment of revelation, which cannot be measured by human standards 
as it escapes the conventional conception of time: 
Ma rropa, rwpu nta, crromi<He, crac; napUKUAW. ~€ ~ou Atu:: TL 
VU slVUt TO 8u~a TOUTO; E>u~a ~OVUbLKO, rpayou8t ~ayq.tEVO 
1tOU beV \jiUA011KE 1tOTE<; O"tllV OLKOU~Vll, 'tpayouot TOU 1tOVOU 
cruv<i~LO. Kat TI]<; vil-.--11<;, rpayouot nou an6 Tu crn'A.<iyya tou 
aepronou ~yaivct Kat nou a.n'A.wvet -ra <p'tepa rou, va na11 6cro 
a\jll'\AOtepa ~opeL Kat now eivat TO v611~ta rou -rpayou8tm): 
Kat crav n va AET] w 1:payouot; To Tpayouot 'A.t£t nwc; o 
euvaTO<; OeV unupxet, Kat nwc; OeV unapxouve ax! ~Tire 
yepa~a'ta ~llT£ an£A1tt<JLU, 1tW<; aKaTaVlKl'\TI] ~vll<JK£t ~Ecru ~a<; 
11 \j/UXi!, nwc; aivat nap<iOetcroc;, nwc; ei.vat y'A.uKa ~-tov<ixll , nwc; 
6/..o crou TO eivat .A.twv£t, evc.O avePui.vetc; npoc; wn<ivw, evw 
x6v£Tat, nepex\>vetat crra ~-t£8ouUta crou ~tcra. 0ei.a 118ovi! 
(followed by two lines of musical phrases) (127-8). 
Psycharis's experimentation with music can be traced in the cultural climate of the 
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period that generated it. At the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the 
m·entieth century. music was perceived as a "paradigm for the other arts: in music one 
saw the completed development of the Romantic ideal still to be achieved in 
literature" (Hargraves 2002: xviiin). "[ ... ] its association with the direct and 
immediate expression of innermost emotion" (ibid: xii), justified its primacy among 
the arts and made it capable of rendering universal values. The musicality of language 
and the polyvalent artistic creation were projects that preoccupied a considerable 
number of artists of the period, like Mallarme and Wagner, who also sought to create 
a mixed-genre spectacle, incorporating music, text, mime and dance (Forbes & Kelly 
1995: 26)?° Furthermore, at the end of nineteenth century Wagner and his music 
exercised an influence on the birth of the European symbolist novel, his musical 
techniques being followed even in the field of prose fiction (Louka 2002: I 05); in 
particular the technique of the leitmotif which gives thematic meaning and structure as 
mentioned above. This climate of cultural experimentation must have made an impact 
on Psycharis, who tried to adapt some of these trends to his own literary writing. In 
Ayv1 the author aims to combine different, and at times incompatible genres, like 
music and prose, in an effort to achieve a unique artistic work. In this case, the 
inclusion of musical phrases in written prose created a groundbreaking project. 
Psycharis experimented with this combination which was something unique in Greek 
literary productions of the period. As the narrator explained in the narrative: 
20
'·Wagner' s theories of the Gesamtkunstwerk or total art work incorporating music, dance and poetry 
( ... ) became known to a small circle of French admirers [ ... ] After his death in 1883, the theories 
became better known through · La Revue Wagnerienne', launched in 1885, by a recent graduate of the 
Conservatoire. Edouard Dujardin. By the time this review ceased publication some three years later, 
extracts from Wagner' s operas had become a regular feature of the Parisian concert scene, and for the 
next few years Wagnerian fever was at its height" (forbes & Kelly 1995: 18). See also Grekou 2000. 
However, ·' Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk had pointed the way to the 'reuvre' of the future but had failed 
to pursue its aesthetic and philosophical implications to their very limit' ' (Sieburth 1994: 795). 
Ka~u<i TEXV'1 an:6 K£ivcc; nc; n:punoytvvrrm;, n:ou 11£cra TOU o 
aepwn:oc; 'tl<; eixc, KCLJ.llU, nee; 't'l'lVE <j>lAOAOyia, souypacptld), 
~oucrtl\'i], Ka~t<i oe Mvc-rat va eKcppa<rrJ 6'Ao ~ac; w dvm· K' 
e-rcrt, 6n:ou o cr-rixoc; oe: cp•<ivct, £pxe-rm. 11 v6·ta Kat aou 
-ran:ocrrovet. 0 A vrpta<; osv ava.Ka'tsps aKO~ll nc; Ouo -rex.vcc;, Sc 
a~iyave Ol OUO <JTl1 ypacp1) TOU ~a evac; O"K011:0<; 'tOU EOtvc OUX,VU 
-ro Koup<iyto n:ou -rou EA£t11:£, 6m.oc; 't'l1 any~~ -rouLll, o 
n:epiq>ll~oc; aKon:6c; "COU Lat~n:pic;" (26). 21 
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Furthermore, for the objectives of this narrative, music represents more than a 
feature of cultural experimentation. It could be said that it functions as a replacement 
for speech, whether related to communication through language or not. lt represents 
the universal language used and understood by all people, regardless of their 
differences: "(~Jiprro<; Kat Keivove 8ev -rove Po118oum: m i8w; Tt neipa~e n:ou 11 
ay<iA.ta 6,n ~La crny~ij n:po'tij-repa -rou <patv6-rave a-ra~ia" (39-40). When closer to 
spoken language, in the form of song, music evokes immediate responses; it is present 
and cannot be ignored, and it marks certain moments with specific connotations. 
The author must have been aware of the efforts of French Symbolist poets, 
like Stephane Mallarme, who sought to achieve the most harmonious effect in the use 
of French language and the closest association between sound and meaning; his own 
insistence on the correct use of language betrays a similar preoccupation. The 
references to music - tonality, melody, harmony - are connected with his views on 
language as analysed repeatedly in the essays of P6<5a Kat MfA.a. For example, in one 
of these essays, in P66a Kat M~i.a. E', Psycharis suggests that the first manifestation 
of language is not the use of words but the formation of a 'melody' , which helps to 
suggest to others specific feelings and intentions. He argues that this tonality has 
21ft is important to mention that by referring to the music and by including some of the passages. 
Psycharis gives an active role to the readers again, urging them not only to imagine the specific music 
in accordance with the scenes described in the novel, but also, perhaps, play the music themselves, in 
order to be able to understand better the emotions and the atmosphere that were conveyed in the 
narrative. 
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remained an integral pan of all languages, and will continue to exist even if the 
\·ocabulary changes or declines: 
noU..oi yA.woooMyot VOJlisouvc, 1t(J)~ yM>ooa ea 1tl1 JlOVO A.aA.ui. Ma 
11 7tpc0Tll rM>ooa J.m:opei va Jl11V it~epe Kat 1:00~ A.t~e~. AK0Jl.11 Kat 
oa JlOpq>WOTJKC, oav t'ytvc yM>ooa, nt9av6 va JlTJV ehavc 11 A.aA.ui to 
011Jlavmccinepo· 11 xctpovoJlia Kat Kcmota J.!EI.woia dx.ave t6-rc~ noA.U 
va nouve. I I Jl&A.woia €Jletve Kat 1:c.Opa os K<i9~:: yA.wooa, ytan aA.A.tc.O~ 
JlSA.rooouJle q>paoouA.a epronwanKft, aU..tc.O~ Kataq>atlKT) q>paoo6A.a, 
onw~ n~ ovoJlasouJ.!E ot P<ippapot EJlS~ 01. yA.rooooA.6yot Kat 
ypa~tJlanKoyp<i<pot (Psycharis 1909: I 16-7). 
In the same volume, in ·a letter to Myriella', the author insists that the careful writer 
should avoid hiatus, in order to create a harmonious effect in the use of language: "Na 
7tpocrtxsn: Kat O'E Kan a/~.A.a, 7tOU 0£\1 €tV(lt <l<:nlJl<lVta 6cro <paivouvrat, av K(lt OEV 't(l 
xacr, . .H.uoia" (1909: 202). As he explained also in his P66a 1caz M~}.a !::. ·, he sought to 
achieve harmony in his writing, fo llowing the advice of his friend Leconte de Lisle: 
"0 Leconte de Lisle, cruvi]9t~c, Ka9roc; Kat yvwcr-r6, va npocrtm, 6tuv tKave -r01)c; 
sim: aA.A.troc;" (1907b: 26, the emphasis as it is in the text). 
Furthermore, according to the author, in the same way that music must be 
sung or performed in order to come to life, language must be spoken in order to exist. 
If language, like music, remains only written signs and notes, it is almost as if it is not 
a reality. Psycharis expands on this theme in the essay cited above, slating clearly 
that, "11 yA.rocrcra 11 a9p&ntVT] nptnst va cruyKpt9i] Jl€ Til JlOUcrtKi]· 6cro 11 JlOumKi] sivm 
J.tCLc;· yta va u7tap~TJ, mrapai.tT]tO vaKovm~" (Psycharis 1909: 11 8, the emphasis as it is 
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in the text). Only that way, when language is spoken, is part of real life and not some 
artistic expression. Music, as pointed out above, almost suggests readers try to sing it 
or play it. Similarly, it is as if the narrative written in a demotic language demands 
that readers become fully engaged and speak in that language. Significantly, one of 
the few reviews of this novel , by Rigas Golfis, was published in Noumas and used a 
similar vocabulary and almost the same expressions as the novel in order to present it 
to the Greek public (1913, no. 511: 160-63 & no. 512: 175-78). 
While music helps to illustrate the characteristics of speech, by contrast, 
writing is represented as 'absence', associated with the character's self-imposed exile 
in Lausanne, and the two different studies in his home, one being always empty. It is 
not without significance that Andreas always starts from a musical motif (from 
speech) in order to find inspiration and proceed with his literary writing. 22 A deviation 
from the emphatic proclamations about truth and verisimilitude is noted. "If, as 
Walter Pater claimed, all arts aspired to the conditions of music, it was because music 
exemplified a purely abstract, nonfigurative, nonrepresentational art, an autotelic 
event whose very form was its content" (in Sieburth 1994: 796, the emphasis as it is 
in the text). As Verlaine pointed out with reference to poetic expression, "De Ia 
musique avant toute chose! Tout Je reste est litterature" - something with which 
Palarnas also agreed. In the narrative it is almost as if music surpasses language and 
becomes like a refuge for the artist, when language can no longer fulfil the demands 
placed on it by him. This is obvious when Andreas fights with himself, questioning 
the fate of his union with Agni, and the narrator resorts to presenting his 
psychological tum1oil by including (transcribing) various parts of Chopin's 'Marche 
~2Speech has always been considered as directly linked with the human subject. "Speech is seen as 
immediacy, presence, life and identity, whereas writing is seen as absence and difference. Speech is 
primary, writing is secondary", explains Farinou-Malamatari with regards to Kazantzakis's work 
( 1998: 24). The above distinction becomes apparent in Psycharis's novel as well. 
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Funebre · in the narrative (pp. 124-32), instead of explaining to readers with more 
words. how the character must have felt. 
4. The conditions for literary writing 
4.1. Writing as solitude, absence, distance 
As in the rest of Psycharis's novels, one of the themes presented is the actual 
act of writing fiction. The role of the writer, and generally the artist, is considered 
very significant. Artistic creation is related to two necessary elements in the narrative: 
the one involves the exile of the artist (Kristeva 1986: 298) and the other, in contrast, 
his relations with women. One of the fac tors that impede artistic creation, however, is 
the limitation imposed on the artist by the time he has at his di sposal. There is an 
emphasis in the novel on the common theme of man 's anxiety about his mortality, 
which, in this case, prevents him from fulfilling his artistic ambitions. 
Nevertheless, the solitude or even the exile of the artist and, in particular, of a 
writer of literature, gives him/her the freedom to exploit his/her creative flow without 
any hindrance. It allows time to think, as he/she does not have to deal with the 
everyday banalities of meeting friends or fam ily and dealing with thei r demands. It is 
significant that Andreas exiles himself in Lausanne - "tvvou.o9e crav a7taUanu':vo<;;, 
crav mo A.eqrrepoc; -roopa 7tOU a7tOJ..taKpv9l')Ke a1t6 -ra n apima" (22) - and the same was 
true for almost all the writers in Psycharis's novels: Yanniris leaves Paris suddenly, at 
the height of his fame, to return to his native island in Constantinople.23 Asteris also 
travels around in various parts of Greece and Europe, never settling down.24 
Similarly, Yannis Petroyannis, though not a writer, creates a certain type of writing in 
relation to nature when he finds himself in the abso lute exile of an island in the South 
2j In Tow:tpo rov rl().vvip'l (1 897). 
~~ Ta Llvo A6cprp1a ( 1910-1 ). 
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Pacific (see Chapter Five).25 Writing, as opposed to speech, involves distance and 
absence, and in absence the writer (real and fictional) discovers himself, and he thinks 
more clearly of how to reach his readership. However, his privileged space cannot be 
shared with others. The narrator of this novel, Andreas, gets upset when Agni and her 
aunt invade his space and his thoughts, and he allows some of his space to be shared 
only when he realises that he and Agni have a shared interest in music. It is also 
important that Andreas identifies with the poet in the story of Lohengrin, which 
invokes images of solitude, lucidity, and sensuality (Sieburth 1994: 790). 
The main character in the novel also believed that choosing to live in 
Lausanne would include him in the list of the famous people who had spent some 
time there, and he perceived it as a positive step for his artistic development. He 
envisaged, therefore, achieving some distance from ordinary people, because of his 
impending fame and success. Thus the preference for a solitary existence is associated 
with the writer's desire to lead the masses, at least with regard to culture, however 
contradictory this might appear, and it betrays an aristocratic attitude similar to the 
one portrayed in PaJamas's epic poem 0 Llcv&KaA-oyoc; rov Tt)({Jrov (1907).26 
Moreover, the desire for solitude reflects also a distancing from people in Greece. The 
narrator considers them incapable of understanding his literary preoccupations and 
justifies the character's choice to be alone, away from the cultural climate in Greece, 
as the only means of creating literature: '"Ot av6rrrot! Ta ~6ava! [ ... ] DijyatvE va -roue; 
ypcHVll<; pw~aitKa 1:inonc; nap6f.!Oto [ ... ] Kat vaKoucrll<; n ea crou nouvc ot 
J..l7tOuv-raA.<i8E<; TTJ<; A9ijvac; Kat TTJ<; 06A.T]<;, nou 9appwuvtat an6yovOL -rou Ocpuo .. ij. 
~txnp, 1tou AiEt Kl o ToupKo<;. MnpE nat86.Kt f.!Ou, w epyo crou ecrU Kat crKe\j/ouA.a 1111v 
roue; xapicrT]<;, wuc; avi8wuc;"' (48). In his P66a. KW M~i.a. also Psycharis argued that 
25Zo>li Kl A(U7r'7 (JTYf Movaf,ui (1904). 
~6 A tendency to preserve the intellectual's seclusion from the masses was apparent in literary works of 
the first half of twentieth century (see Carey 1992). 
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the fact that he lived outside Greece helped him to evaluate Greek culture better: 
••ytan £!l£i<; 6A.ot lla<; 1tOU sOUJl£, 6m:.oc; AEvE, CHT\V EPpW1tT\, Kt 0 EqrtaAlWTll<; 1Cl 0 
n aAATJ<; Kt 0 MapKeTll<; Kt UMOl 1tOAAOt, ~epOU).t£ KUl. cruyK:ptVOU).t£. 'Orroto<; Oil<'»<; 
cruyKpiv£t, vo11isro 1tffi<; icrro<; Kpiva Kat Kal~.'fln:pa" (1907b: 25/151 ). The motif of self-
imposed exile, though, contrasts with Psycharis 's admission that he was not like the 
teachers who did not have any contact with the people, because he lived amongst 
ordinary people and tried to create stories about them: "e!J.Et<; DacrKaA.ot ocv ci!J.acrn:-
8c soD!J.E crm ypa<pdo !J.O.<;, m:prra-rou).te cr-rou<; 8p6!J.ouc;, ypa<pou).tf, yta 6A.ou<;, 
ypaq>OU!J..€ yta Til sro'fl, K' E't()l rrpem:t V(lKOAOU90U!J.S:: 'tO A.a6, 'tO A.a6 Kat !J.OVO" 
(Psycharis 1902b: 269). Discrepancies such as this between the views expressed in 
Psycharis 's critical essays and those put forward in his novels are characteristic of his 
personality and to an extent it is what makes his work multi-dimensional and 
contradictory. Therefore, the character, like the real-life author, finds in distance and 
absence from his own cultural background the necessary factors to develop his 
writing, the better to evaluate the culture to which his work aims to contribute. 
4.2. Women as inspiration for writing literature 
Another constant inspiration for the creation of literature was the love of a 
woman. Psycharis believed that the woman would bring him inspiration to continue 
his work, and the main character in the novel held the same belief. Women are also 
associated metaphorically with writing, as all the women in the life of the main 
character were dressmakers, and the act of sewing has metaphorical connotations with 
that of wrjting/creation (sec also Moullas 1996: pa 'n). Andreas explains in the novel 
that he had to love somebody in order to be able to write: "[rr)epiepyo. 1 'ta va ypci<pll, 
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;w \'a x/.f..tSll o Avtpcac;. 8£V Eixs avayl<ll ax6 Ollf.l6crto. Mo. sixs am:xpainrr11 avayKTl 
mr6 yuvaiKa. 'Expene v· ayaxa, yw va ypaqn'( (50). Similarly, Psycharis also explains 
in his correspondence to Eftaliotis that: " [y]w. va ypa\jfro -ca L1vo Aotpqno., XPEt<i<J'CllKE 
q>UcrtK<i vaya1'£1lmv xoA.Atc; yuvaiKec;. KoupacrnK6 xp<if.lO. t ... ] Lou -co eina· xptnet va J..LS 
<JUjl7tO.S~crTjc;· 11 8ouA.eta f.lOU 'tO SO.st. Aj..I.S, PcPata. r ta va YlVll aUo POf.lUY'tf;o, 
xpbret va uxap~11 aj..I.Scrroc; aA.A.11 aya7tll. Kovrci cr'to vou [ ... j" (Karatzas 1988: 624 ). 
In Ayv~, the narrator informs readers about the birth of the love between the 
two characters and concurrently about Andreas's inspiration for his drama which is 
based on his life-story. The main point discussed is that the arousal of sexual feelings 
for Agni gives Andreas the energy to start writing his fiction. Thus love and work go 
hand in hand, as life and fiction are also mingled because Andreas takes inspiration 
from his work to act in his life: "Kt OJlnp6c;. lltruxe A.af.lxpa 'tO otaf3llf.l<i -cou Kt t-cm 
q>avepoo811K£ <lKOJlll Jlta q>opa, n6cro 11 epya<Jia Kat 11 aya1tll all11A.oPo11(h6vrave 0-cov 
1\ v-cpta. Enet8~ ayaxoucrs, t(l 1'£1lyatvs 7tplf.l0. ll oouA.et<i, K<ll m:toil 't(l mlYO.tvS ll 
8ouA.eui xpif.J.O. ( ... ] ppijKs ta A.6yta 't<l K<l'tUAAT]A<l va f.J.U911 ax6 'Cll ypta sKEivo nou 
y{>pePe" (74-75). 
Despite Andreas's rather logical outlook on inspiration, we find in the novel 
lhe echoes of the romantic ideal of the Muses who come to help the poet. Andreas 
would, for example, take long walks to clear his mind and prepare it for work: "0 
xepina-coc; 'tou tPa~e nciv-ca m: Kiv11cr11 'to f.lUaA.6 -cou Kat <Ja yupt~c <Jnht, 7tA11f.lf.lUpa 
-cou KatePaivave ot Katvouptec; totec; cr-co f.J.UaA.6" (140). Sometimes, the new ideas that 
came to him were the result of his encounter with the Muses, who were everywhere in 
nature: ·'[f.l )aA.tcr-ra, 6-rav xspvoucre ax6 to pOUf.lclYl, tA.eye xroc; Kpuq>tc;, epron:11tvec;. J..LS 
1tpacrtva q>opCf.lCl"ta otaq>ava 11 K<lSEjllcl TOU<;, pyaivavs Ol Moum:~c; an6 Otelq>Opsc; !lCPtCS 
va -cove xatpe't~crouvs, va tau xouvs Kavtva A.6yo yA.uK6" (140). In that respect, most 
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of the time, the poet is accompanied by his Muses, who were in love with him, while 
often, the role of guiding and inspiring love in the poet, is fulfilled by a human being. 
Just as in Andreas's life the Muse was the multi-talented Flora, in the real author's li fe 
this person was his beloved Olga, whom he mentions several times in his letters: 
·Tropa Ka-r6.1a~~<;; I:l)flEpt<; oouAi'l'afl£ flasi! llucrKoA.e~6flouva Kt aJ.Lecrroc; l)pSe Kat 
fl£ Poft811m::, J.LOU toroas xtpt. Tt va crou -ra ~avaA.tro; Masi sm)J.Le" (Karatzas 1988: 
526). Therefore, the Muse was as much in love with the poet as he was with her, and 
without love there was no progress in his work. 
Another view expressed in the novel is that writing absorbs all the energy of 
the main character, and it becomes the main activity in his life, which shapes his 
whole being. Without writing, the character and the author feels that he is in a state of 
limbo. The extreme effort put into creation requires the total concentration of the 
artist, just as a lover requires the total devotion of his/her partner. As the narrator 
explains, Andreas was no exception, finding love in his work, totally devoting himself 
to it: "H ay6.7tTJ, cr-rov Av-rpta, EflOtase flE 'tllV epyaaia -rou· 6-rav Kata7ttav6-cave 
Kavtva tpyo, tm::<pte K<l'tUKE<palva <J'tll ooulvet6., K<ll 0~(1) <l1t0 'tTl OOUAet<i "tOU, O~(l) U1t0 
TO tpyo 'tTl<; ropa<;, "tl7t0"t(l oev vnapxe yt<l "tOY A v-cpta. ~O'U"tOU<Jf:: <lA<iKmpoc;, 1tO'U va 
7t11c;, pF.cm. cno vou -cou, KaOroc; K1 6-rav aya7toucr~. Bou-coua~ 6A.oc; llE<>a <>TllV Kapot6. 
-cou. Kat Kf:t EflVfl<JK~ nta" (72). Love, and writing in general, are closely linked in 
Psycharis' s ideological thinking, to the extent of becoming the same thing. In 1906, 
he wrote epigrammatjcally to Eftalioti s: "2:' aya1tro. To fl6vo 7tOU 7tpo<p-caivro va aou 
m.o. f t<l 'tllV ay6.1tT) 7tpE7tel 7t6.V"t<l vaoet<isTJ K<lVEt<;, yt<lTI K<lt 'tO yp6.\j/tfl0 ay<i7t11., 
(Karatzas 1988: 567). Through the association between Jove and writing in the 
narrative, and the ambivalent presence of the woman as Muse, it is implied that the 
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\\Titer is always both a solitary figure and someone who has the privilege of a loving 
companion (the Muse). 
Conclusion 
'The temptations of autobiography' led the author to experiment with an 
innovative style of writing, deviating from the faithful rendering of reality in fiction, 
but ensuring that he projected his beliefs for the future. In terms of creating a 
Symbolist novel, the author uses the fo llowing elements: the melancholy of the main 
character, associated with his unfortunate love affairs and his realisation that he was 
getting old, and the recurring symbols of the ring and the lake. Both function 
real istically in relation to the plot of the novel but they also offer other connotations: 
the ring is a symbol of love and death, as is the lake, which also reflects the 
character's inner state. In addition, both are encountered as parts of Wagner's operatic 
universe, which is recalled in the text through various references. 
However, this novel is more than an attempt at writing a Symbolist work. 1 
believe that Psycharis is once more writing a type of didactic-autodidactic narrative. 
AyvJ? is part of his network of novels which presents specific ideas. Various 
techniques or patterns, which are similar to those in his previous novels, are also 
encountered in AyvJ?.The author uses, for example, the usual technique of binary 
oppositions in order to promulgate his views. Apart from the dualism of the artist 
personified by Andreas and Kamekos (the one impulsive and sentimental, the other 
more organised), Psycharis uses binary oppositions in many elements in the narrative. 
All the events and the discussions in the narrative revolve around notions of ·absence' 
as opposed to 'presence', ' life' as opposed to ·death' , ·love' versus 'hatred' or any 
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other binary opposition such as the pure woman contrasted with the promiscuous one. 
The use of opposites serves to emphasise the author's views in a c lear, unambiguous 
way. as it becomes obvious to readers through context where the narrator 's 
preferences lie. The ideal, bipolar scheme of success, repeated in many of Psycharis's 
novels. involves 'love' and 'glory'. The main character's approach to these is toned 
down in Ayv1. Love and glory are not represented as the absolute goals o f the main 
character, as was the case in the fi rst novel, T6vezpo rov navvip'7, for example. The 
author exhibits a self-deprecatory and humorous tone as to the significance of his 
work, and is a lmost apologetic for the time he dedicates to it as opposed to other 
activities. There is mitigation of the author's desire for love and glory (personal and 
professional success), and almost a sense of bitterness which ari ses from the 
realisation that there is never complete success in both these domains in an artist's 
life: "medic de fonte leporum surgit amari aliquid quod in ipsis floribus angat' ' (122). 
This betrays some maturity compared to the impulsiveness of the main character in 
the first novel (T6ve1po rov navvip'7), who is portrayed as invincible, and always 
successful in his sexual and artistic pursuits (see Chapter Four). 
The ending of Ayv1 is similar to the endings of the author's previous novels. 
Most of Psycharis's novels conclude in a similar way with the expectation of a birth 
or the announcement of a new life that will bring hope, justice, and happiness. and 
will rectify the mistakes and problems of the past. This approach aims to persuade 
readers of what lies ahead and the likelihood of the ideas expressed in the novel 
coming to fruition. Thus the characters and the ending are typical of his novelistic 
style, as is the projection of self, created most notably in the reference to the ·statue·. 
Furthermore, the author includes derogatory remarks about himself ("AA.~fkta ! 
EKeivoc; DllflOcru~Pet. 0 av6rrroc;!") (69), which aim in reali ty to re inforce hi s presence. 
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There are also several remarks about the Greeks, their history and what they 
appreciate in an artist, expressed in the main character's thoughts and through his 
endeavours. In certain parts of the narrative, the narrator tries to establish an implicit 
connection between the main character's story and fate, and that of the Greek nation: 
Op<pav6c; 1CLO 1t0AU (l.1t0 KCL9e allove 0 Pro~u6c;. To XWJ.l<l 01tOU 
ytwlimt, aKOJlTJ Kat crftfJ.tpa, cre • 6cra. Kat •6cra !liP'll, 8EV 'tou avi]Ket 
( ... l[oJp<pavta Kat 8ucrwxia 1tave 7taVLa x_ept J.1C x_ept cr'to Pwf.1t6. H 
wxrt va to orom1 va J.!CYaA.wcrouvr. ta cruvopa. tou, ~tasi va Jl.Cya.A.cb<nl 
K' TJ I.J!Uxil 'tOU. Ma Jl.Tt1tW<; K(l.L 'tOU i~hou 'tOLl::<; TJ sroft Oe O'tCL8TJKe SW1i 
op<pa.vou, opcpavou 61troc; KliOe •ou 7tatpLffiLTJ; Av eixe 'to7to 8tK6 tou, 
crtOV t 07CO tOU 9aypa<pe" 11 KAicrll 'tOU 1tpoc; La ypCLfJ.Jl<l't(l. Oe ea. yUpe~e 
aA.A.ouc; t 01tOU<; yta va Jl1tll O"tO OpOJlO LTJS 'tOY LOlO (205-6). 
All of these techniques and the views expressed are characteristic of Psycharis's 
didacticism. 
There are two recipients of the didactic aims of the novel: the author himself, 
and the Greek readership. In the first case, Ayv1 is an auto-didactic novel. By 
projecting himself onto two characters the author tries to understand his own 
psychology and the way he functions in various circumstances. It is an attempt on his 
part to create his myth and his salvation. The idea of an artist, who follows his 
inspiration and is productive, appears repeatedly when reading the novel and it is as if 
the author wants to convince himself of his purpose in life. In addition, through the 
creation of this narrative, it is as if the past is permanently disposed of and buried. The 
biographical elements which refer to the author are appropriated by other (fictional) 
writers in the novel and thus the real-life author remains always secluded and almost 
untouchable. Passages in the novel refer to the main character keeping some of his 
work hidden in a drawer in the hope that it would be discovered in the future, 
suggesting that there was always something more left. In a similar way to the main 
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character. Psycharis never became completely accessible to the general public. One 
could argue that, as in the case of Proust, this narrative (art) "simultaneously erases, 
repeats, and redeems life"; in a way that the repetition of real life in literature is an 
--annihilating salvation" for the author (Bersani 1994: 861 ). 
The readers learn by example that hard work is necessary if they want to 
progress. The role-model is Kamekos, who is a more approachable figure than 
Andreas, and his life-style closer to that of the readers. More specifically, regarding 
Greek culture, there is an implicit emphas is on the role of language which becomes 
music and is shared equally by people of different classes. However, the language of 
the novel is not always carefully phrased as was the case in Zw1 Kl Ay6.7u7 rro7 
Mova(ui., and there are certain awkward express ions, as in Psycharis's other works: 
for example, "ooo Kt a.v dvat €tAtKptv6<;", p.5, " 'tTl<; tSet~e 8ui<popo", p.l 0, ''oav 
wpa)-LU't:l<r)-L~:vl], ~t6A.u; E~'U7tVTJ", p.12, and others. Nevertheless, where language is 
lacking, music operates in its place, as a universal language. With the aid of musical 
language, the author creates a type of novel comparable to those written elsewhere in 
Europe. The message for Greeks is that they should assimilate foreign influences 
creatively, and develop their own strengths and characteristics. It is also hoped that 
the Greek readership would not reject the author' s work or that of other expatriate 
writers as insignificant because it did not fit into the moulds or categories created by 
Greek critics. This possibility becomes obvious from the unfavourable comments and 
criticisms of the main character and his work included in the novel, which aim. in 
reality, to establ ish the value of this work. The same point is repeated also in Rigas 
Golfis's review of the novel in Noumas: "8tSacrKaA.ia, nm8aywytK"il. A.oytKfl, 
'IJUXOA.oyia Kat Kptnldj cruv-ratpuisouvrat J.u: -ra yEyov6'ra. fta to1no tO !1U0tcrt6pmta 
rou \f'uxaplJ 8e crTeveue-rat icra 1-LE ra cAAllVtKa <ptA.oA.oytKa <rUvopa. OaEt mo ntpa. 
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Eivat ~u8tcrT6prula, va nou~E, t~oo t6nou, Kat cre 6nota yA.wcrcro. j.l7tOpd vo. otaPo.crTf1 
[ ... ] !lE T£Totou Eioou~ £pya Sa yvooptO"t"il K' 11 EUaoo. O''tll qnA.oA.oyio. roov 
noA.mcr~tvoov A.ac.Ov" ( 1913, no. 512: 178). 
The unique character of this novel resides in its literary experimentation, 
expressed in the combination of an egocentric style of writing with the aspi ration to 
create a polyvalent artistic creation, integrating musical references as well as musical 
phrases, parts of poems, and the beginning of a play with its transcribed dialogues. All 
of these different artistic expressions may not promote the unity of the narrative but 
manage to convey the points that the author intended to make, with an interesting 
deviation from a wry didactic tone. Psycharis envisioned a creative flowering of 
Greek literary production and was of the opinion that the Greek novel could be just as 
original and innovative as the European novel. That is why he experiments with 
autobiographical writing, which gives him the opportunity to include so many 
fragments of other artistic forms: a drama, poems, reference to a statue, musical 
phrases and songs from the opera. These different artistic forms corresponded to 
aspects of his personality and accordingly, he believed that all should be embraced 
since they were original expressions written for the benefit of Greek culture. 
The author's anxiety and bitterness at the lack of appreciation of his work is 
obvious in the remark that the main character did not want to expose himself to public 
opinion and that the Greeks did not even honour their dead artists posthumously: 
eivat vanopf10'll~· 'Eva €8vo<;, yto. va dvat tKav6 va n~ilO'll TOU~ ncOa~~tvou~. 
anapahrrro va rou~ KaTciA.apE, 6Tav shavE ~oovtavoi" (215). 27 This comment seems 
to be prophetic, as very little was written about this particular novel, apart from the 
1;This is in contrast to his other country, France. where the people honoured their great cultural figures. 
as is mentioned in To Ta{i<5t pov: "2tp~;t TO napicrt va nJ.Hl Ta 1.u:y<lAa TOU Ta ncuou'l" (Psycbaris 1993: 
53). 
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remarks of Golfis, and even the distribution of the book in Greece was obstructed by 
narrow-minded officials who thought that its language constituted a social danger, as 
mentioned in Noumas by Tangopoulos (1913, 515: 212). 
As a result of this lack of willingness to actively receive the novel , despite its 
interesting features, there have not been many further attempts at s imilar 
experimentation in Greek literature, however much the author wanted to direct the 
attention of the Greek public towards his work and to show them that art and narrative 
can take many forms (we can mention Kosmas Politis's E~eO.r'l as an exception). In his 
last novel in Greek, Psycharis not only uses himself as the inspiration for the act of 
writing but also, more importantly, he offers his own life, as the gift ("don d'une main 
mourante") to Greek culture, a gift that appears not to have been well reccived.28 In 
the case of his last novel in Greek, one could apply Barthes's claim that writing is a 
sol itary endeavour, which does not attain its aim, but possibly another aim, one which 
the author did not predict (in Savage, 1979: 439). 
18The reference to dying ('mourante') is indicative of the realisation that the author was reaching the 
end of his creative life and force. 
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CONCLUSION 
Towards the end of his life and career, Psycharis's creative strength 
abandoned him. He wrote some short plays with allegorical references, very limited in 
inspiration and without any originality, satirising the ideas that he opposed. The plays 
were ·"EPa." (one act), "To Acrt£pt to 0a.J..Ln6" (one act), "Nsp<itoa." ( three acts), 
··Ma.pcrila.<;" (three scenes), "H Moucra." (one act) (see Thrylos 1954: 711 ). 1 lie turned 
to more basic narrative forms and very simplistic reductive plots. It would have been 
a nice surprise for readers if the author could have produced another text like To 
Ta.(iot ;.wv at the end, describing, in the same playful sty le, what had changed since 
1888 in Greek society and culture. It was not the case and , undoubtedly, his last 
fictional works do not do justice to his talent and are not a worthy epi logue to his 
more productive years. 
However, if one considers the overall picture of his output, Psycharis remains 
one of the most prolific writers of his era. Even though his novels were not read by 
many people, it is important to stress that the role he played in the development of 
Modem Greek prose was paran10unt. In his prose and essays he emphasised the need 
for Greek culture to find an independent manner of expression and to cultivate the 
genre of the novel. 
As Xenopoulos had pointed out in his speech marking his entry to the Athens 
Academy in 1932, referring to the development of Modem Greek prose, the novel 
\\as almost an unknown genre in the time of his generation, until Karkavitsas and 
1 ···E ~ct"' was published in Nea Estia ( 1927, 2: 596-99), "Acrrf;pt to 0aJlrr6'' in Nea Estia ( 1928. 3: 537-
39). Also, according to Valetas's bibliography, .. NEpciioa" was published in Protoporia (1929, 3: 69-
78) ... H Moucrc.t"', in Protoporia (1930, 4: 103-111), although it was written in 1926, and .. Mapcrua.;" in 
Protoporia also, (1930, 6-7: 169-73) (see Valetas 1980: 113). 
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others created it almost from nothing? It is unquestionable that Psycharis's 
contribution to this goal was significant - even if Xenopoulos would probably not 
have included him in the group of novelists he considered as pioneers of the genre. 
Psycharis showed from early on that he was alert to issues regarding prose fiction in 
general, and the art of narration, and he was clear on the need to systematise efforts 
towards the expansion of prose, using the language of the people. 
This thesis has looked closely at Psycharis's Greek novels in an attempt to 
analyse the author's views on culture, and to discuss the methods by which they were 
promoted (the didactic function of the narratives). In addition, the aim was to discuss 
the importance placed on literature itself through the prominent self-referentia l 
elements of the novels. The overall objective has been to make Psycharis's work 
better known by extensively analysing his Greek novels, something which has not 
been done before to such a degree. 
After introducing the aims and methods of the thesis and placing the author in 
the cultural context of his period, I have discussed the views on language that 
influenced his writing of literature. 1 have referred to the narrative features that define 
the didacticism of the texts overall, and discussed in detail the short story 0 Mayo<; 
(I 892), which is an example of the author's cultural ideology. I have indicated the 
innovative mode of writing in To To.t;il5t fl.OV ( 1888). I have explained how the author 
tried in his next novel, T6vc1po rov rwvvip17 (I 897), to achieve an ambitious task: to 
present his views on science and fiction, and how evolutionary theory could be 
applied to society. In this noveL the main character is driven by an ambition to 
1
··[ ... ) TO Mu9tcH6pT1110 ~TO OX£00V ayvwcrTOV El~ TllV E)..A!l()a 6rav EVE<j>Clvicr0'lcrav 01 
).IU9tcrToptoypa<j>ot T'l<; yevcac; J.IOU, cm6 TOU KapKaPima Kat d)<.09ev. AuToi '10uv~9rtcrav, ox• anl.oJ<; va 
npoayayouv TO f:iOoc;, CtAAa KCll V(.( TO OTUllOupy~crOUV OX£00V EK TOt> J.l'10EV6<;, EUpc9tvn:c; ct.; TT)V 
avciyKT)V va cpyacrOouv xwpic; KaUu;pyT)J.lEvT)V yM>crcrcxv Kat xwpic; a~t6A.oyov napaoocrtv·· (in 
Xenopoulos 1972: 318). 
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understand the world methodically, following the insights of science; this reflects the 
author's convictions and optimism regarding the importance of science. I have 
analysed the novel ZwfJ Kl Ay0:7Cf/ OTYJ Mova~zO: (1904), which presents the author's 
beliefs about society, in accordance with Aristotelian philosophy, and the importance 
of language in the process of social integration. I have suggested that the narratives H 
AppwOTYJ L1o6J.a (1907), Ta Llvo TpzavraqJVJJ..a rov XO:pov (192 t ), and H NiKYf rov 
JJ6vov Kat TYfc; Ay0:7CYfc; ( 1914) exemplify the author's views on the importance of 
' truth ', in fiction as welJ as a moral stance towards life. Psycharis believed that 
people's actions should be consistent with their beliefs, and he also emphasised the 
importance of expressing everything honestly and sharing problems and thoughts with 
other people.3 l have argued that his belief in the development of Greek prose, led him 
to consider any type of material - even his personal correspondence - suitable to be 
turned into fiction, as was the case in Ta Avo TpwvrO:qJvJJ..o. rov XO:pov (192 t ). I have 
discussed his attempt to define the 'Greek character' in the novel Ta Llvo Ai5tpqJta 
(19 t t) by analysing how the novel revolves around the theme of introspection and 
mirroring. Finally, 1 have tried to show that the autobiographical elements of the 
novel AyvfJ (1913), are still part of the overall didactic tendency of the author' s 
ideology, which in this case involves, his own lessons in life as well. 
The objective of the thesis has not been to represent Psycharis's novels as 
accomplished works of fiction. The novels arc tentative approaches, examples of what 
the fiction of the new Greek state should comprise. My analysis aimed to show the 
inconsistencies and contradictions from one novel to the next or even in the same 
novel. Despite the enthusiasm with which 1 undertook the research into this material 
which has been hitherto largely unknown or at least, largely ignored by the critics, it 
; As he pointed out in the introduction to the manuscript of Ta Lluo AJepipta: " [ .. . 1 aA.~0£ta ea. rr11 va 
Jl'lV TT)V KpU<pTOUJl£ Ka! OTOV ECl<pTO JlCtS. etA1")9£tCl 9et 1t'l VU ltOpOOEXETCll K' T) KapOUl Jla:; TT)V aA~9£tU 
rrou o vou; Jl<XS <petv£pffiv£t ( 1903a: t "). 
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was not my intention to reinstate the novels. However, I believe that Psycharis's 
no\·els deserve further consideration. As a consequence of the Language Reform of 
1976. we can now evaluate them independently of the confrontations that were caused 
by the language issue. and try to understand their larger ideological contribution. I do 
not suggest that it is possible to isolate or ignore the author's linguistic proposals, 
since the establishment of the demotic language was what he fought for all his life, 
and this resulted in the apparent excesses in the process of writing in support of this 
cause. However, it is worth examining all the other views he put forward in his novels 
with regard to Greek society and culture. These elements have been largely 
overlooked to date. 
The author's commitment to these views and aims inevitably marked the 
novels with his vision of cultural reform, and the need to transfer it to the Greek 
context, to convince other people, is more than apparent. The main features defining 
his cultural views and mode of narration can be summarised in the following manner: 
Psycharis's original narration focuses on the promotion of his views and often 
does not comply with the requirements of narrative economy. His belief in a common 
cultural inheritance from which all writers of Western literature could use ideas and 
stylistic expressions to recreate different narratives according to the needs of each 
period and society was another original element. The most celebrated precursor of the 
author" s mode of writing is Homer because his main belief was in a literature written 
by the people, for the people, as was the case with the Homeric epics. I le often insists 
in his writing that the successful novelist, "[f..l]tA.el yta -co A.a6 Kat crav -co A.a6" (I 902b: 
I 56). Dante was another inOuential model because of his support for the dialect of his 
period as opposed to the official language. Moreover, Psycharis often referred to 
Sophocles· tragedies, and part of the concept in Jlppcv(JT'7 L1ovJ.a is based on the 
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laner· s tragedy Philocreres. in which the ancient tragedian depicts the consequences 
of an unfortunate illness, arising from Philoctetes's being bitten by a snake. An 
analogy can also be establish~d wi th Socratic philosophy; furthermore, the ancient 
saying .. Knowing thyself' ' attributed by Plato to the Seven Sages, seems borne out by 
the actions of characters in T6vc:tpo rov navvipf/ (1897) and Ta L1 vo Abi:pqua (191 1 ). 
In that respect, Psycharis believed in the creation of a prose which would include 
elements from other literary texts but present them in an original way, indicating the 
writer·s individual outlook and style. 
One of the most important features overall was the reformative function of the 
novels, expounding the significance of the novelist in showing his readers their true 
identity, and helping them realise their potential. Even though they mark a contrast 
with the prose that was written at that time in Greece, they were written with a Greek 
readership in mind, and with the aim of addressing the needs of Greek literature: 
delivering it away from the archaising or katharevousa style, making it more vivid 
and accessible for all people, not only for other inte llectuals. Furthermore. Psycharis 
envisioned a more dynamic response to changes, and hoped that Greeks would rise to 
the challenge of European culture by understanding and making use of thei r real 
strengths. In accordance with his most significant work, To Ta~£61 ~ov, he drew 
attention to standardised communicative methods in Greece that had become 
meaningless and the urgent necessi ty for Greek culture to find its true natural 
language and the true path of progress. Jn his views his own role as a novelist was 
crucial for this transition to the new prospects ofthe nation: 
H Sffill J..lOV Eivat Til<; r aUiac;. 'O,n Ei~tat, OTT] rallia ro XPffiOTOO. 
T fJV aya1tw oa J..lllrtpa Kat oav na-rpi8a. 'Eywa nat8i TT]c; OTT]V oopa 
TT]<; 8UOtuXtCL<; Kal TT]<; 0/..i\jJl'J<;" 1tffi<; VCL J..lfjV Til ACLTpepffi; r IMiiJE)'lKCL 
OJ..lWS rpalKO<; Kat 8cv ~mopro va ro ~~:xaoc.o· exw XPEll Kat OTllV 
Ei~Aa.oa. 0€/..'loa va t"'l<; ro 8ei~ffi. A<po\> 8ev J..l7topd va TT]<; d).lat 
XP~otJ.lO<; orov 7tOI.£J..lO. rouA.axtoro 7tOt.CJ..lOO yta TllV t:6vtKfl J..la<; 
yA.wcrcra. 'Eva t9vo~ yta va yiVll ~9voc; 0tA.st 8"Uo npa~ta•a· va 
~tqaA.wcrouv m cr6vopa tou Kat va KUf..LT) qnA.oA.oyia 8tKT) tou. 1\f..La 
8d~11 nou ~tpet Tt a~i1~et 11 8Tlf.!OnKil Tou yA.wocra Kt Ct.f..la 8ev 
VTpami yt· a<p'tij TT) yA.wcrcra, PMnou~ nou •6vnc; dvat tovoc;. 
n ptm:t va f..LE)'UAW<Jll OXl f..LOVO La <pUcrtKa, flU Kat Ta VOEpa TOU Ta 
cr6vopa. rt' a<pTa Ta cr6vopa 1tOAEf..LW (Psycharis 1993: 37). 
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It is worth pointing out that, even though it is obvious that the author wanted to 
convince readers, it was equally important for him to be able to express himself 
regardless of the opinion of others, however contradictory this may seem. That is why 
he did not necessarily require their endorsement; on the contrary, his spirit thrived on 
opposition. The way in which he tried to adapt the novels to the psychology of the 
Greek people through a dialogue with the prospective readers testifies to this (see also 
Chapter Two, p.63). The preoccupation with truth is another constant theme in his 
work, as explained above. Moreover, the author experimented with different forms of 
narration. The experimentation with music in Ayv~ (1 913) was an attempt to show the 
multiple possibilities awaiting prose writers in Greece. 
llowever, as a result, Psycharis's efforts to achieve this honest approach in his 
literary writing ended up by being perceived as too personal. Despite his intentions, 
the novels were considered very careful constructions and were read only by a few 
people. The spontaneity of the language was lost amid the general remarks inserted in 
them, the various digressions from the plot, and the obtrusive presence of the author. 
Nor did the length of the novels help to make them more popular. At a time when the 
short story was the favourite literary genre, cultivated by most writers in Greece. 
Psycharis's novels seemed excessively long in comparison. Elias Venczis expressed 
his disappointment as a young reader at the very personal tone and the artificiality of 
the novels: "6E Aiyav rinota crav oucrla, crav aA.i}9eta sffiTJ<;, cra f..LU9o<;. 6£ l.i::yav 
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Jcat. en:erra, T11Y opyi] n:ou OOld.Jlacra Ota~a~ovtac; 'Tn 6uo TptavtaqmA.A.a 'tOU Xapou' 
( ... ] 6A.n eKEi T)tav :Ka-racrKeui] ' "(1954, 55 (644): 589). 
I remember that when I was in the first year of my fi rst degree at University of 
Thessaloniki in Greece, a lecturer expressed disbelief at the author's preferred themes 
and referred to Psycharis's novels as not capturing the climate of their period. Having 
now read his work, I think that her remark was not entirely fair. If the social and 
political cl imate of his era is not adequately reflected in the novels, it is not because 
the author disregarded this socio-political reali ty and lived in a different ' reality ' 
himself, or because the novels belonged entirely to the genre of the fantast ic or exotic, 
although elements of these formed parts of some, like Zw~ Kt Aya7Cf/ OTI'f Mova~ta and 
To Ta(ibz f.lOV . It is because Psycharis consistently followed his beliefs and did not 
allow himself to deviate from his main objective of promoting the signi ficance of the 
demotic language for the development of Greek prose fiction. His commitment to his 
work was such that he viewed it as a form of religion: "H -rtxvrl! I-1 -rtxv11Jla.etc; crav n 
va siva.t; Om:oc; K' Tj f:1U<JTJlJ..lT], t-rcrt K' 11 TEXVTl aA.A.o Oev Eiva.L napa OouA.eta, iopanac; 
Ka.L K6n:oc;. H TEXV11 1:f:Jl1l:£At<l Oe etA.ct· 11 l:EXVTJ KOUpa.crT] oev ~tpet. Kat cr' a.<p-r6 a.n:avoo 
<pp6vtJ..la Oa KavouJ.le va JlLI-LTJ001)J..L£ -rov Heredia'' (Psycharis 1903b: 138). 
Even though the Greek intellectual establishment resisted his proposals, 
Psycharis was nevertheless accepted as the leader of the demoticist movement and he 
owes his renown to the Greek language issue and his views on Greek language and 
literature. In France, despite his successful academic career, he was known mainly as 
the son-in-law of Ernest Renan. It is reasonable to wonder whether Psycharis would 
have been different if he had lived in Greece instead of France: would he have been 
more or less polemical, more accepted by his compatriots, and his novels more 
influential and persuasive and less didactic? All of the above are possible. In any case. 
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the author's hard-working spirit and fervent beliefs would have found an outlet for 
expression. 
Psycharis wanted to awaken an interest in the importance of culture for the 
progress of a nation and in prose fiction itself by giving examples of different 
narratives, marked by certain recurring themes and techniques. His main contribution 
to Modern Greek literature is his emphasis on the importance of prose for the cultural 
development of a nation (see Theotokas 1961: 197). Therefore, it is viable to agree 
with Petros Charis's view that Psycharis was a remarkable and unprecedented 
personality in the area of Greek letters, even if only symbolically: "1\A.ftGeta, 6A.' aura 
dvat o \f'uxapTJ<;. AUa Kat Kan napanavro: Mta an6 n<; nA.TJOroptKt<; cKeive<; ~ova&ec;, 
rt<; avEnav<iA.T]nre<;, ru; am>~Pi~acrte<;, nou ye~i~ouv 1TJV cnoxit rou<;, 1TJ cr<ppayi~ovv 
~E ~a&ucrroxaaro, 'tOY anoKaA.unnK6 A.6yo mu<;, Kat n<; avoiyouv &p6J.LOU<;" ( I 980: 
186). His vision was in advance of his times, even if his methods were not always 
correct or successful. Thus we cannot deny Psycharis the right to be associated 
through his efforts with the visionary figure in his short story 0 MO.yoc;, who looks 
into the hearts of his Greek people: "0 J.LOvoc; o VtKT]TIJ<; eivat o J.Layo<;, yta'ti o J.L<iyoc; 
a~a q>avfl, ~Ae1t£l ~taa O""COV A.aou 1TJY Kapbta" (I 902b: 237). 
rJ/\ mlM.o)~).)tA.n/\n J310ll~)l noli tO"(}d> 10 ,)1 Sro c;todm ro/\~llndnu 01 3rl SoA?riro3d'XOlln 
mr1}3 Sn.o ll>)J ·3lrJ)I<pg Lu noli ll))l m3g~ 1\lu n.olul;t) Sn:r ·Sn.o Sndl/\~ o 3ll;tr1 
Sno noA.9"( no.1 3ll;tri 'norf 9)11g O}"(gtg roo<pd3Hbm Sno n/\ 3ln)ll;teugod> 0.1 l\3g nou rJN 
:ro?"( noll 91d>n non ~;t.orod~nd>n u 11J)I t3M}3gollm l\3g Sroul;tw ·ngp no1 V"(X>)I m 0/\911 
Sno 3'1 ·no1 V)ID)I m 11J)I ml-J30M3 t3X? ''9"(1J)I n.1 t3X? Snri SOll91 0 ·c;tO"("(X> 3/\nounfl 
m /\uri n/\ 'ng~"("'(::l 1\luo 3AC10/\}3ri X>/\ m"("(~)l noll mnri~dll 11J)I ll>/\'9A pdollri }lmJ .. 
·1/\9rfmmrf.ood ow 3rind:Jd>ndnu 1\lu Auri PI\ 'srinrfv)lndnu 0.1 /\Uri D/\ ro)}ll"£3 
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Kpuqnouvs r6VOJ..la J..lOU. <Daivsrat rrwc; Kaist Kat os yivs1:at va 1:0 7tTJ Kavdc;. MsptKoi 
!-!Ctf,t<JT(l osv !0 U:v£ arr6 qnA.ia yux J..li:Va, snst8i) av 'tO Akyav£, urroOttw rrwc; aepwrro 
&e Sa ppicrKave: va TO 8taP<icrT]. 0UJ.!OUJ..l0l Ta wpaia SKdva [end of page y' ] rapSpa, 
ra rrOtT]'ttKa, rrou ecr'tEtA£ o ayaiTT]t6c; J.!OU o EmcrKorr6rrouA.oc; <iTTJV AOi)va yta nc; 
ywp•ts rrou tylvav 'tOTi:S rrou eixap~:: TllV nJ..li} Kat 'tTJ xap6. va crac; qnA.o~svi)crouJ.!S Kat 
roue; ouo. 'Eypa<ps ·'rrwc; Sam TTJV e<pmxia va rrapaKoA.ouei)<JT] nc; y10pr€c;, yta'ti 
ppicrKETat crKe86v arr6 J.!i}va <JTT] Mrrpst6.vvta Kat KaSstat crw iow to crrrin rou Psvav, 
<JTT]V E~OXi} 'IOU PO<JJ..l01tUJ..l0VlOU, 1tOU 'tO<JO TT]V aya1tTj<JE, 1tOU EKet rr£pacre tO U<JTEpva 
XP6vta TTJS ~wi)c; rou Kat rrou TTJV a<pfl<Je J.!6vo yta va rroSav11" 1, o11A.aoi) <JTO napicrt. 
Eac; ta J.!E't<l<ppa~w, J..l<l 't(l J..lE'ta<ppasw ma-ra Kat Ka-ra<JUUapa. 'Errena, J.!E u<poc; 
J..laye<pnK6 J..ltAei yta -ra pOuJ.!avta 100u rrspnptyupi~ouv 'tllV e~oxfl J.!US, yta TTJ 06.A.acrcra, 
yta TTJS Mrrpe1:awtac; TTJV OJ.!Opqna. 
Ocrm oev ~£pouve, m 8t.aP6.~ouvs aq>Ta Kat Sappouve rrwc; o KaA.6c; J.!OU o 
En:tcrKorr6rrouA.oc; ay6pacrs <HTJV Mrrpet6.wux ij voiKtacre tT]V n:spi<pllJ..lTJ TTJV s~oxi] rrou 
K6.SouVTav o rreSep6c; J.!OU. EJ..LEic; nou ~tpOUJ..lE, Ka-raA.6.PaJ..LE. AvayKa<J'tT]KE va J..lllV 
mva<ptp11 Kave nwc; Kati:PTJKE, ij KateA.ucrs, rrou Aist crtou o/uxap11, ytari av tPa~s tov 
tPuxap11 J.!C r6voJ..l6. 10u, mSav6 va rr6.Satve I end of page 8 ' ] Kt o ns9c.p6c; J..lOU, nou 
YAU't(J)(J£ xaP11 <JTT]V n:apaA.et\j/11 'IOU Karapa~ou OVOJ..l6.tou. 'Icrwc; Sa PMrraJ..lE K(lt 
xep6-repa, K' icrwc; 1E't0t0 VOT]J..la <popep6 txet Kl 0 'thA.oc; 1t0U pa.~ct SKetV'll TTJV 11J..LEpa 
J..lE yp6.J..LJ..La'ta J.!EyaA.a 1:0 Ni:ov 1\crw· "Ntot <p6Potm:pi EKpij~£wc; rroAtJ.!ou" . 
Av OJ..LW<; urrapxouve J.!SptKOi 1t0U <popouvtat 'tOU<; 7t0Ae~l0l)<;, 10U<; <piA.ouc; -roue; 
aA.,Stvouc; 1:ouc; yvwpi~et Kaveic; arr6 TTJV rrpocrrraSeta ~t6.A.tcrta Kt arr6 1:0uc; K6rrouc; rrou 
Sa KataPaA.ouve: va crac; rrouve K' tvav KaA-6 A.6yo, KaSooc; -r6KaJ.!E r6crcc; <poptc; o 
EmcrKon:6rrouA.oc; yta La PtPA.ia J.!OU, KaSroc; 10KO.J..lE Kat -roTe cr-ro Tp£yKtt. Xpe:ui~e-rat 
Kan:ma rtxvTJ yta va To KaTa<p£P11 Kavi:vac;. A<pou crac; J.!tAW yta TTJV OJ.!OP<J>11 TTJV 
avmrr6Kptcrfl n:ou i:crteA.ve -raxnKa, crTayta 1:a XOOJ..lUTa, J..l11 Sappd-re. 10 rrapa1i}pT]cra 
rrc.oc; rrpo-rou J..ltAi}<Jfl crro -rpiTo ap8po Tou2 -r6cro KOAuKE<pnKa Kat J..lE r6crouc; erraivouc; 
yta TO A.6yo 1t0l) tpyaA.a <JtO TpeyKtt, TO 8eqnep6 T01) 'tO ap8po3 cruA.A.oyi<J'tllKE J.!S 
rroA.A.ij ePytvst.a va -raqneprocr11 <JTT] yuvaiKa J.LOU, yta-ri cre K<i8s ypaJ..LJ..lil PMn:w Kat 
n:ai~et [end of page e '] p6A.o <JT]J..LavnK6 11K. o/uxaP11· Ms TTJ yuvaiKa rproyswt ma Kt o 
6.npa<;. Tt va KaJ..lll<;; K6pTJ tou Pev6.v! 6.sv dvat 011J..l01tKij, 8ev dvat 1:0 ~il'tllJ..la 
yA.wcrcrtK6. H "K6P11 -rou Psvav"4 8sv dvat KUpia \l'uxaP11· Kat yta va to Ka-raA.<iPTJ mo 
~acrrspa 0 KO<JJ.!O<;, 'tllS pya~et Kt OVOjla KatVOUpto, 11 K. o/uxap, Psv<iv5' svro CJ..Leic; 'tllV 
~i:pOUjl£ KUpia tflux<iPll K' i:t<H 'tllV OKOU(j(l't£ rr6.na <J'tO <J1tt'tl J..l<l<;. Ea otaPacrs TTJV 
etVTan61Cpt<J11, J.!OU sins J..L6.A.tm:a, 6cro A.iyo Kt av ta~i~w, rrwc; A.ty~:-rat K. o/uxap11, KOL 
rrwc; 'tllS <p1aVet.. 
Ma cr'tllv EA.Moa 8sv tatptase:t va ypa<p11 Kavdc; EKEiva rrou aA.A.ou ra 
<pwva~ouvs. To XPWcrrro Kat <J'tll <ptA.ia Kat <J'tllv 1txv11 1ou y A.uKou J..LOU 
EmcrKorr6rrouA.ou nou J..lE yA.utwcrs arr6 K<iJ.!rrocrouc; J.!1tda8sc;. AKours Kct! 0 
avn:8vtK6c;, o atpem6.pXllS· o J..Ltcri:U T]vac;, va eivat yaJ.!rrp6c; ev6c; cro<pou, sv6c; J..l£yaAcu 
aSpcimou, va p11-ropi:PTJ cr-ro TpeyKti:, J..l1tpo<JL<i cre 16crov KO<JJ.!O, va b11J..LOmtpe-rat o 
),6yoc; 10U <i'tll raA.A.ia, crnc; yaA.A.tKec; <J>11J..LCpi8ec;, va crepytavi~T] (JTQ T peyKti: J.!E 
rrpw8un:oupyouc;, va &ivTJ cr1o ~OXtK6 -rou erri<JT]J..la rparr€~ta cre urroupyouc; Kt aA.A.ouc; 
-rt'rowuc;, at! a<p-r6 ma &e [end of page c;'] yivsmt. Na m KpU\j/OUJ..lE. Kat n:oA.u 
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Kam<pp6vw Oc <po~chm. 6n:w~ OE <po~t19TJKE mhe TO XPEO~ oure TTJ J...lUXJl, 6-rav brpem; 
\'a <pavi]. To at~ac; n:ou EJ...ln:YEet J...lGYa.A.rovet Kat naet Kat 1tote -rou O!N n:cpva. 
Tt va cra~ nw yta To n:at8ciKt crac;, yta TTJ Suya-rpouA.a crac;, a<pou txct TETOtov 
n:a1rou Kat T€-rowv n:a-cepa; Mi]-rc To KoprmaKt crac; O~N ro doa· raKoucra 6!lwc;. 
AKoucra -ra A.6yux TTJ<; -ra xapt'tWJ...lEVU, n:ou cras tciypa<pav an6 TO crn:iu, !NcO eicracrn: cre 
J...lUc;, Kill 7tOU J...lOU 'tO. l;avaA£yau;, yta'ti 'tO l;£pen; 1tW<; aya1tc0 'ta 1tatOtcl, 1tW<; ayan:ro Kat 
Til y/~rocrcra jla<;. On:wc; dvat TJ yA.rocrcra TilS J...llKPllS crac; aATj9tvi] Kt axaA.acr'tT), E't<Jl ea 
TT)c; J...lOp<pwcrsrc Kat TTJV 'l'l>Xtl TilS· Tt oucrKoA.o npcijla TJ avaOpo<pi] ev6c; n:atOlOU, KCH n 
crn:ouoaio! nptn:et va 1tpocr£xouJ...le Kat va J.l.TJV npoatxouJ...le, n:p£n:et n:6-re vavoiym>J...le, 
n:6-re Kat va cr<paA.voujle -ra J...lci'tla [end of page ty' ]. To jltKp6, -co acri]J..Lav-co aKOJ...lTJ 
7tAcl<Jjla, 1tOU EtVat crapKa TilS crapK6<; J...la<; Kat 'l'l>xll TTJS \j/UXtlS J...la<;, EXEt wcr-r6cro Kat 
&tKi] tOU crapKa, EXEl 'l'l>xll OtKi] 'tOU, OtKi] tOU unapsfl. Aouvato vananOUJ...lE va f.!CXS 
f.!OlUSTJ m;; 6A.a, OflAO.Oij VUXTJ ns tOEe<;, ns auvfl9cu:c;, oos KCH -ra npOTI::PtlJ...lll'tU 1tOU 
sixalle crTTJV flAtKia tou cJ...ld<;. La vananoucra)le taxa va J...lTJV dvat tou Katpou nou 
yevvfl911KE, napa tou Katpou nou yEwTJOi]KaJ.LE. Oto croocrt6 J...lciAtcrta J.l.OU <paivetat 
vanano"Uf.LE va J...lll J.l.US J...lOtasTJ, 'E-rcrt 1rpoo£~et o KOcrJ...loc;· £-rat Kat J.l.ct<;, n:popA.Enov-ras 
TTJV n:p6ooo 7tOU ea yivll, Oa savasi]crOUJ.l.E crta 1tat0tcl J...lac;, icra icra ytan ea jlac; 
auvsxicrouve Kat yta touto oe J...la<; J...lOtcisouvs. A1r6A.u-ro <JUcrnwa crTT)v ava9po<pfl 8ev 
un:apxel. Kaec n:atoi O£A.et vavaOpe<petat Kata 'tO O"Kapi tOU. KaOe avaOpo<pi] aA.A.aset 
J...lE TTJV snoxfl TTJS· ~tKaiooJ...la 8ev EXOUJ...le va n:vil;Ot>J.Le w nMiajla -co J.l.EAAOUJ...lEVO n:ou 
jlE<Ja 'tOU KpU<ptEL, 6cro Kl a oe <paivetat, 'tO 7tatOi J...lU<;. Eivat n:A.acrjla Katvoupw, a<pou 
~yi]Kc an6 J.l.a<;. Opem:t va eiJ..Lacrte J...ll: ta nat8ta J...lO.S crav wv n:otllttl 1rou crw 
yA.uKoxapciJ.l.U'ta miet va xatps'ti]m:t tTJ OllJ.l.LOUpyia, va PaA.ouJ.!E -ra<pti ~tac; yta 
VUKOUcrOUJ...lE n tpayo'60t tpayouOO.ve ta vt.OyEW'fl'ta 7tOUAta, n VlO<p'tepouyta<JTTj \j/l>Xtl 
ea sun:viJO"ll crta crnA.axva I end of page tO') LOU natO lOU }lac;. /:lev m:tvaet J...lOVO 'tO 
cr-rOJ.l.UXt· 1reiva txet K' 11 Kap8ta. Xpwcr-rOUJ...lE va J.l.UOOuJ.l.E Kat J...le -co Jtatoi J.l.U<; av txst 
6pe~11 Kat yta n1tp6.J.l.a, n 0£A.ct va <pcifl, 1tota dvat m youcr-ca -cou, 11 d.iO"ll -cou K' 11 
'tcl<JTj tOU J.LtKpOU tOt> opyavt<JjlOU, 7rDU tOtO 'tOU aKOJ...lll Oev 'tO votro9et. rta 'tE'tOto 
A.6yo, 11 ava9po<pi] 'tllS yuvatK6<; civat atlJ...lept<; stl'tTJJ...la crnou8aio. H yuvaiKa OEV EXEt 
'tTJ 9£crfl 1rou TTJS nptn:et. n to avanwyJ...lCVTJ <J'tflV Ella8a, mo KaA.A.tePYllJ...lEV'fl cm6 rov 
anpa, (J)Q"'tOO"O 'tTJ PA.btOU)l€ l .. tyaKt cra vavat <JlCA.aPa 'tOU avtp6c;. !:lev ratpt<lset. To 
Ka'tclAa~E K' iota 'tflS ma. Na J...lflV 'tpOJ...lU~OUJ.LE 'tO A.om6v Q't(lV al;a<pva 'tO KOpncraKL, 
nou eJ...lei<; -r6xouJ...le yta v6crnJ...lo KouKA.i, Kat naisou)l€ J...la~i -rou, Kano-rec;. we; Kat cr-ro 
1tatxvi8t, apxi~et Kat 8sixvet avcl;ap'tflcria. ~s J.l.a<; <paivs-rat -ci1tonc; Kat -co J...laA.A.wvuuw.: 
Kt6A.ac;, evro }ltcra -rou etOt)la~e·mt Katvoupwc; atrovac;. Atrovac; C<p'tl>XtcrJ.l.EVo<;, yta-ri 8ev 
J...l1topei £0voc; va npoKO\j/ll, 6cro 11 yuvaiKa J.l.Vll<JKEt nicroo, Kat J.LC Til yuvaiKa To n:at8i. 
luvtp6<ptcrcra sivat wu av-cp6c;· ocv Tov a.KA.ou86.et, n:A.ayt rou ~a8iset· J...l7tOpei Kat va 
TOV ssm;pva. Ta jlcyaA.a 'ta Ka'top0rojla'ta 5e yivouv-rat <J'tOV KO<JjlO 8ixwc; !11 
cruvepyeta, DiXW<; 'tflS fuvatK6<; 'tflV Ayan:T}. 
<I>6Po Kavtva 5ev txw '}'ta TTJ J...ltKpouA.a crac;, a<pou [end of page t<; '] eia-re 
J...l'fl'tEpa 'tflS ecrdc;. ea J...lOU OOOO"E't€ TTJV a8eta va 1t(t) Kat yta crac; ouo tpia AO'}'ta. To 
~£petE 1t00<; K01tAtjlEvta oev KclV(J). Al;isELe OJ...lW<;. l l ava9po<pfl crac; TJ 'tCAeta P£Pata 
eivat npajla 1tOU to XPOOO"tU'tE O"'tOV 1ta-r€pa Kat <JTT] J.l.UWa cras 'tflV ll'}'U1t11J...lEvfl. ~e ea 
crac; natv€crw yta tllV avaOpo<pfl crac;. Ma scrdc; txste, 6nooc; AtyaJ...lS \j/Uxfl1tou J...lOVUXTl 
crac; KaJ...la-re va eivat 6, n eivat, 'l'l>Xtl 1tou TTJS 8rocra'te cr<pparioa 8tKrl am;. L<ppayioa. 
Dev 'tO Moo axaJ...lVU. Eivat ave~ciPTTJ'tfl (Jl)VUJ...lll Kat KAS::l<JJ.LEvTj, AE<ptcpTj Kill oetA.fl. cra 
cruJ...lJ...laseJ...lEY11J...ltcra tllc; Kt wcrt6cro J...le -ra<p-repa TTJS· lloillO"ll, <pavtacri.a. Oappoc; oev 'tfl<; 
l.ei1touve. Ma J...lC 'tllV vtponr1 EKttVf1 7tOU eivat -ro crtoA.iot to yuvatKi]crto, <puA.aye-re cr-ro 
cr'ti]Ooc; crac; TTJV 'lfl>Xrl crac;, icrwc; ytati l;spe-ce 1too<; eivat 811crapp6c;. T TJ cruyKpivoo J...lc 
1touU nou Krmote -rpayouoaet Kat nou 5e <paive-rm 1toti wu. To tpayou8t 'tllS 6J...looc:; 
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WKOUcrUj..le crTilY E~OxiJ, Kat yro 7tOU yuvaiKa OSV Blj..lUt, OeY Sx_W A.6youc; YU Y'tp€7tOUj..lat 
crav Kat crac;· j..lUAtcrta Oa j..lE mrre K\ aot6.Kptto, j..la oev 7tetp<iset. Ta tpayouoalCla crac; 
aq>r<i <Sev TCtKoucra, Ta <SuiPacra (jTQ At<pKWj..la Til<; KOpT]c; j..lOU, KCH va m)n: 6,n Oete. oe 
Pacr-rw, Oa crac; -ravnypa\j/W, av Kat -r<ix_sre ypaj..lj..ltva yaA.A.tKa, ropaia yaAA.tK<i nou 
7tOAU <icrK11j..la crac; ta j..lE'ta<pp<isw [end of page tsl Na OOUj..le av 't(l euj..t6.crte. 
'"Otav m ytpm ncpnarouv, w PiJila touc; J.lc -rap<iset· ytoJ.l<i'tll crtPac;, 
crtEKOUj..lat A.ty<iKt, pa<Sisw mo apy<i, wuc; a<pijvw va m:p<icrouvs, yta va -roue; j..lEAetci:> 
KaA.ijn:pa, mo ijcru:xa, Kat yta va llTl oovvc Til vt6nt j..lOu." 
!:lev sivat wpaio, ni}tc j..lOU, Kat <Sev eivm Kpij..la va K<iOe-rat J.!Ovaxo tou cr' i.:va 
A.f.<pKWj..let; 
Aj..tS touto· 
" :[e f:vav K<ij..lno \j/tAoA.oucrj..tevo an6 OoA.aoa <pro-retvi) Kt an6 J.!Upouottc;, va 
rUPTl to Ke<p<iA.t rou Kaveic; an<ivw cr' tva A.ouA.ouot, va PuOicrT} 'tT}V \j/Uxi) -rou cr'tllv 
avunap~ta." 
A<pt6 ea tO crroxacrtijKate crt'T}V Mnpet<iwta, 07tOU txouve Kat tOU TJALOU Ol 
axrioec; KU1t0\(l OoA.aoa j..lUcrttidj. Ma oev ~exva-re 1:0 1tettoi crac; K<ll yp<i<pen:· 
"H j..l<iwa 11 mo e<ptU:Xlcrj..lCY11 a:n:' 6A.ec; Oatave Tl j..lavva nou J.17t6pecre, nou 
ea~epe va ~avasl)crT} ta XPOVta 'tTl<; Ta 7tatOtaK"ijma XUPT} crto 7tatoi 'tT}c;, K' eivat, j..l.OY11 
sroi) 7tOU a~tS€1 Vet 'tT}V ~UYU~TJcrT}<;, Ct<j>OU elVCtl SWTJ UyYO'tT}<; Kt UVT}~Epta<;. "(end of page 
tT} ' ) 
L.ac; <pvA.a~a yta to rtA.oc; Kat toj..lop<p6'tepo 
"l:et O€tXV£tUl Kaveic; Atyci:>tepo cr'tT} ~WTJ, <lVti<; Va 'J'LVCtat J.llKp6c;, j..lCyaAWYEt" . 
Kat j..lUAtcrta, 07tW<; roxen: ypUj..lJ.lf:vO: fivovtac; 7tt0 UtKp6c;. avan'tiryetat. 
BtPata, noA.v crwcrt6 - noA.u yuvatK"ijcrw. H 1t£pT]<p<ivta j..ltKpaivet tov aOpwno. 
rov Kovraivt::t, avric; va rov U\j/wcrT}, nou to Oappouve j..leptKoi. Na. K6.0etat Kaveic; crTilv 
KO:Xttcra. tOU i)cru:xa, Y<lKOUT} n Atv& y\)po tOU 01 j..lEyUAOt, my<i <nyu va 7t£tCtTJ 0 
A.oytcrj..l6c; tou an6 'tllV Kouptv'La. tou ev6c; crtou aAA.ouvov 'tT}V Kouptvra, j..l£ ta A.6yta 
roue; oA.wvrove, <l<j>OU, otaA.e~s ta mo KUA6., j..leAt vex. KUVT} Kat tO j..l€At j..lScra tOU va tO 
Pacrta, Eivat ropaio t8avtK6. Eivat wpaio t<Sa.vtK6, mro7tTJATJ, a<pwmoJ.!€vTl, va 
Oucrt<isetat Tl yuvaiKa yta tOY avtpa, Tl eucria vava.t tO j..leya.A.cio 'tT}c;, va paot~T} j..l£ tOU 
avrp6c; TilY t<Sea. Kt rocrr6cro tt va crac; nro; Eyro Sa crac; napaKaAtcrw crijj..leptc; 
vaKoucrouj..te 'tTl <pwvij crac; - yta Til 011j..lOttKi). Ta ropaia np<ij..lata nou yp<i\j/ate cr'tT}c; 
KOPT}<; J.!OU tO At<pKWj..lU, eva €AUttffij..lU t:xouve, 1tOU oev sivat OtT} OT}j..lOttKi). Tropa Vet 
peKA.aj..t<ipete m PtPA.ia J.Lac;, OTJAaoij va ta 5taP6.l;t;n; Kat J.LOu -w t<i~atc. 6€ Aiw ta 
<StK<i llou· ra otKa J.lac; A.tw. A<pta exouJ.Lc· a<pt<i npem:t va ~epouj..te. A<pta nptnet 
vayanouJ.lE tend of page tO'], yta vayam)crouj..l£ cruv<iJ.La Kat TT}V Katvoupta J.lac; TT}V 
7tpffitOtU7t11 <ptA.oA.oyia, 7tOU CtKOUpacr'ta oouA.tPct, K(ll 'tT}Y EA.A.aoa., :n:ou yta 'tT}V EA.A.aoa 
yiverm Tl toOT} oouA.eta, Kat 'ta nato6.Kta nou eva j..l£ iopo.na Kat ll£ K6no cri}j..l£ptc; 
nol.eJ.LOUj..lC, Oa ta ppouv etOtj..la J.Lta J.Ltpa . 
.Ocrt6cro oev mcrrtpw, Tl )ltKpi} cra.c; yA.ijyopa va otaP6.0Tl a<pt6 j..lOU t'O PtPA.io. 
AKOJ.!Tl Kat cra J.LEYaA.rocr11, Oa npenet va npocrj..lEYTJ. !:lev t6KaJ.la yta m Kophma. 
MaK<ipt va j..l7topoucra va PaA.m j..lEcra np6crwna nou va j..lOt<i~ouve j..lE ta :n:p6crwna rou 
npoA.6you j..lOu toutou! 0 natepac; crac;, o avtpac; crac;, ecreic;, -ro nmoi crac;, O<itave Odo 
np6.j..l.a va crac; tnatpva 6A.ouc; cra<; yta 1tpWtOtU7t<l. T6rec; OaA.eya va j..l€ otaPacrouve K(ll 
ra j..lWp<i. Eyw oe <ptairo 7t0U oev tO KUtropOwcra. OpocrnaOT}cret Vet KaOpe<pticrw, ac; 
EtVat Kat ~W7t£'tcra. tT} Ofjj..l£pVi} J.!U<; t11Y KO\VWVia, TT}V a0TJV<lltKll Kat TT}V 1tOAlttKT]. 
Ei.ni~w va j..lTJY 1tetpaxtiJ Kavf:vac; j..l' a<pt6 1t0U ea 1tffi, j..lU 0€ )lOU <paivetat 11 KOlYWYia 
11w; va napoum<isll crwuc; j..lU0tcrropwyp6.<pouc; J.L6vo Kat j..t6vo np6croma nou Kat -ro mo 
1tpocr£x.nK6 -ro J.L<l.n \j/eyaoaKt va llllY -roue; ~€crKen<isrJ. H aA.i)9£ta dvat nou Tl EUaoa 
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an6 npoy6vouc; ~aKoucrtm)c;, an6 yevoc; (ki:K6. No11isct nffi<; JlS 111v Ka9aptpoucra 
rano&dxvst, acpou 111v mcrt€~£t 1tffi<; ei.vat crav <iU11 atnldt, touA.axtcrto crav aA.A.11 
apxaia, ytati aK6Jla &sv ~epst, &sv EJlaes aK6Jla, Kat &s PAinst moe; 11 011JlOtucil JlOVll 
Oa tov TIJlTJ0"11, cra JlOV<XXOKOP11 TilS apxaiac; nou sivat. Ma tva K<inotO qnA.6ttJlO, Jll<X 
K<inota tA.A.st\!111 sntcrtiJ!l11S (end of page Ks'], n <iUo O"'ll!laivouvs napa nroc; to tevoc; 
Jla<; OeV 1tp6qnacre <XK0Jl11 va 1tpOK0\!111, 01tffi<; 9a 7tpOK0\!111 Kat6m, Kat 11 Ka9ape~oucra 
1tOU <X<; <p<XtVE'tat to <iKpov <iono tOU 7t0At'tlO"JlOU, J.LOt<iset 1tOAU 1teptcrcr6tcpo crav 
an:OJlCtv<ipt "CT]<; K<XtapaJ.Ltv11<; tllS crlCA.a~t<i<;, icrroc; to <po~ep6tspo an' 6A.a, ytari <5sv 
a<pi]Vel to sevoc; vap8i] O"TI'lV aA.T]Otvi] tOU Til cruvd011<Jll· /1r.v tO a<pivet (sic) va 
yvropicrT] tov ea<pt6 (sic) tou, acpou 8sv tou a<pivet va yvoopicr11 tT] yA.c.i>crcra tou, 811A.a&i] 
TilV \!IUXTJ tOU, 011A.a8i] TilV aA.ijOeta. 
T11v KA11POVOJlTJO"aJle Kl acpti] an6 TilV 06A.T]. 0 noA.ntcrJl.6<; Jla<; eivat n:oA.htKO<; 
noA.tncrJl.6<;. 0 Kopaijc; Kt o b.ouKa<; dxavs noA.htKll ava9po<pi], 6nroc; 6A.m crta XP6vta. 
eKsiva. 0 AcrtEP11S Jl.OU, to tva an6 ta ouo tA&tpqna, 6cro DoA.itT]<; Kl av dvat, 6cro Kt 
<XV Katayivet<lt crta yp<iJl!lata, ea. eu~crte nooc; ocv dvat S<icrKaA.oc;, £1tet8i] K' dvat 
1!0t11tTJ<;. b.ouAiPet Til Moucra svc.i> 8ouAi~et o a8epcp6<; tou tov 'Epoo-ra. 0 tva<; tT]v 
A811vu, o <iA.A.oc; TI]V A<ppo8itT]. Doto<; ~{;pet ; Mta <pop<i 8<itavs 111t0t11<111 xwptcrti] an6 
TT]V ay<i7t11. b.e ~Ain:OUJle mov 'O!l11PO, 8s ~A.enou!l£ crtouc; apxaiouc; Jl.<XS touc; 
7tOt11t<i8r::c;, 6~ro an6 ouo tpdc;, va 'tpayou8ouve, [va yp<icpouvc;] aO<ivata tpya yta to 
xaript !lta<; yuv<ltKO<,;. neT]O"'ll K<l~llU yuvaiK<X OSV tOU<; OtVet· K<lJll<i yuvaiKa OSV TOU<,; 
OOT]y<ict, 8sv wuc; napacrmi.vst TIJV Iota. Kt acpt6 Jl<XS t611ae~:: o Nt<ivte<;. Kt an:6 tov 
I end of page Kll') Nt<iv'te, 6cro Kt an6 'tov 'O!..I.TJPO, !..1.1tOpei !l<iA.tcrta 7teptcrcr6tspo, 
~acrt<ict K<i9c O"'llJ.Lepvi} cptA.oA.oyia. T 6cro eivat aA11EllV6 nwc; UM111t11Yil an6 1:11v noi11a, 
8cv txst o aepromvoc; o vouc;! KataA.<i~aJle Kt6A.ac; nroc; noi11a, &sv nptnet va A.t!le 
!..I.OVO roue; crrixouc;. n oiT]<J11 ea 1tOUJlE Kat tO PO!l<iVtsO. Eivat 1t0lT]<JT] K' tcr-ropia 
cruv<i!la. To PO!l<ivtso Kat<iVTil<JE KaElpE<ptT]<; 1tOU KaA.ij-cspoc; <litO souypa<pta, &ixooc; va 
JlU<; KOA<XKE\!IT], !l<l<; Oel;(Vet, 8et;(Vet <J'tO eElvoc;, tO 7tp6croon6 !l<l<;, 6nooc; EiVCH. To 
po!lavtso tytve Kat KaElpt<pTil<; O"UJl~OAtK6c;, acpou crw tva np6croono !las cpavcpc.i>vet 
ilia noUa. b.ev np87tet va Katacppovou!..I.E to po!lavtso. MsptKoi w nai.pvouvs yta 
A.acppt6. cptA.oA.oyia, yta OtU<JKEOaa, Jll<X<; oopac;. l:' tva !..I.OVO O"U!l<J>WVW !l<lsi touc;, n:ou 
tO PO!l<ivtso Oev nptnet v6.vat papet6, <XV Kat O""CT]V E~pW1tT] crnouoaiot 
!..I.U9tcrtopwyp6.<pot !las sinavs nroc; Kt acpt6 8Ev nstpaset. l:Kon6c; tou 
!lUEltcrtoptoyp<icpou Eivat va emu rrapoucrt6.cr11 tT]V aA.ijOeta, K' ttm va cre K6.!..1.TJ va 
cruA.A.oytcrti]c;. AJl<l ~apttcrat TEtOLO P0!..1.6.Vtso, ea ~aps9i]c; K6.9e aA.i]9Eta K<ll K<iOe 
cruUoyi]. 
E11dc; ot K<X11JlEVOt KOnt6.sOuJle yta va crac; yA.ev·ricrou!le 6A.ec; Kt 6A.ouc; ooc; Kat Jle 
TilV aA.i}Eleta. D6crsc; Kat n6crsc; aA.ij9ete<; osv EXOUJle aKOJl11 va crac; ~etuA.i~OUJlE crta 
~t~A.ia JlU<;! r Iooc; ocv KOtt6.sOUJlE Til 0"11!-lEPvTJ !lac; tT]V KOtV(I)Vta; Droc; 8cv KOltUsOUJlE 
tO ProJltO; Kaec [end of page KO 'j PooJltO<; 1tOU ea tOV \!IUXOAOyijcrOU!lE, ea !lac; 
7tt.OU'tl<JT] Kat !l' tva K<ltVOUptO n:pon6wrro PO!lUV'tsO. An6 Ket ea. !..1.0.<; ~youw; 
T oA.crt6T]8ec;, MnaA.S<ilC118e<; Kat <DAWJl.1!EP110e<;, rrou KaA.6 8atavE va wuc; ~sxvoucrUJle 
K<in:ou K<inou, yta va npocrt~OU!le crtouc; 8tKouc; !lac;, wuc; tmottvtouc;. Eivm to 
poJlavrso tpyo c9vtK6. s9vtK6 Kat to ot<i~acr116. rou. Na crac; avoil;ro tTJV Kap8t<i 11ou; 
r tati 6xt; To ~tpro rrroc; ra PtPA.ia JlOU !..1.EY6.A<l rrp6.Jlata 8ev Eivm· rocrr6cro dvat 
pooJlahKa Kat PooJltouc; \VuxoA.oyouvc. Toxw Kpucp6 nap<inovo nou o ftawipns 
ra:yet7tTJ!..I.EvO !lOU to muoi, n€pacrs arr6.vou Katou crav arrapati]p11to<; KClt yta n:oto 
).6yo; r l(l tT]V ClVEJlEAt6. JlU<;. b.£ ).l.a<; JlEAEl ourc yta tT] y A.c.i>crcra Jl<X<;, OUtC A.om6v Kat 
yta 'tflV \!lUX~ !las 't11 PWJlaltKT]. 1\x 11 PW).I.O.lllCT] \!IUXi]! Openet Kat crta POJ.t<iVrsa Kat 
<J't'T] sro~ va 'tT]V ayanOU!l£. 0pE7tet va tllV ayarr<ite Kat crct<; 0\ yuvaiKE<;. EicrtE POO!llE<;. 
Ano cra<; Kat r11 pw).l.tOcrUVTJ, txere, 6crE<; txe-ce, Kat tTJV noiT]cri] crac;. E!lci<; cra~ 
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;(PCO<JTOUj..lC •ta mo w:yaA.a j..tU<; tOaVtK<i. tlouA.tpouw: yta TilY E)~A.a8a, KCH [aqrn);] ea 
TO KamA.<iPll· Ecrei<; to ~£pete K1 an6 t<.Opa. fta ·muto Kat 6£A.11cra va crac; a<ptep<.Ocrw 
£\·a PtPA.io nou K1 aqn6, crav 6A.a taUa, ypa<pTIJK£ j..tovo Kat j..t6vo ytCL TilY Iota. 
Ter<ipTIJ, 21 -rA 11 tlll!-lllTPll, 1903 
[end of page A.'] 
0 <piA.oc; cras 
'Puxap11c; 
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